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to Government's Request to Resume Bulk Data Collection Under Patriot Act Section 

215. Pursuant to the Court's June 5, 2015, Order, this Response is "limited to the merits 

of whether the bulk acquisition of non-content call-detail records is lawful under Title V 

of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), as amended by the USA FREEDOM 

Act of 2015, Public Law No. 114-23, and consistent with the Fourth Amendment to the 

Constitution."1 As described more fully below, and in the Memorandum of Law filed 

by the Government on June 2, 2015, Section 1861 of FISA, as amended by the USA 

PATRIOT Act and the USA FREEDOM Act, authorizes the Court to approve the 

1 As directed by the Court in its June 5, 2015, Order, this Response does not address whether 
Movants' have standing under FISA or Article III of the Constitution. The Government, however, does 
not concede that Movants have standing of any kind. 



Government's application for the bulk production to the National Security Agency 

(NSA) of non-content call detail records for a 180-day transition period, subject to the 

restrictions and limitations regarding the handling of such data as set forth in this 

Court's prior Orders. Production of such records pursuant to Section 1861, 

furthermore, is consistent with the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution . . 

I. Section lBUIOf FISA, as Amenaeaoy tfie USA FREEDOM Act, 
Authorizes this Court to Approve the Bulk Production of Call Detail 
Records. 

Since 2006, pursuant to Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, this Court has 

authorized the collection, in bulk, of call detail records (telephony metadata), subject to 

a number of restrictions, including the limitation that the data can only be queried for 

foreign intelligence purposes with a selector for which NSA first determined there were 

facts giving rise to a reasonable, articulable suspicion (RAS) that the selector was 

associated with a foreign terrorist organization previously identified to the Court as the 

subject of a counter-terrorism investigation. Since February 2014, the operation of the 

program was further restricted such that absent an emergency, the Court must first 

approve any such selectors before the metadata may be queried. 

Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act amended Section 1861 to expand the types 

of tangible things that the Government could collect under FISA. This expanded 

provision was scheduled to sunset on June 1, 2015. Pub. L. 109-177 § 102(b), 120 Stat. 

192, 194-95, as amended by Pub. L. 112-14 § 2(a), 125 Stat. 216. Following the June 1, 
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2015, sunset of Section 215, on June 2, 2015, Congress passed the USA FREEDOM Act, 

and later that day the President signed it into law. The USA FREEDOM Act, among 

other things, extends the date for sunset of Section 215 to December 15, 2019, prohibits 

the bulk collection of tangible things under Section 1861, and provides a new 

mechanism under which the Government would not collect the call detail records in 

Eul"I.<":-Pu~114-23, 129 Stat. 268. at er, t e Government would seek the targeted · 

production of certain call detail records from phone companies provided the Court first 

determine (except in emergencies), among other things, that there is RAS that a specific 

selection term is associated with a foreign power engaged in international terrorism or 

activities in preparation therefor, or agent of such a foreign power. ld. § 101. The 

prohibition on bulk production under Section 1861 and the new mechanism for the 

targeted production of call detail records "shall take effect on the date that is 180 days 

after the date of the enactment of [the USA FREEDOM Act]." ld. § 109. Until then, 

however, Section 109(b) of the USA FREEDOM Act expressly provides that "[n]othing 

in this Act shall be construed to alter or eliminate the authority of the Government to 

obtain an order under title V . .. as in effect prior to the effective date ... during the 

period ending on such effective date." ld. 

Thus, for a 180-day period beginning on June 2, 2015, the Government has 

specific statutory authorization to seek and obtain an order under Section 1861 as in 

effect prior to the effective date of the relevant amendments to that section. ld. § 109. 
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Because the USA FREEDOM Act extended the sunset date for Section 215 of the 

PATRIOT Act, as amended, to December 15,2019, see id. § 705(a), the version of Section 

1861 in effect now is, in pertinent part, the same version in effect at the tirhe the Court 

approved the Government's application for the bulk production of call detail records in 

docket number BR 15-24 and prior related dockets.2 

Congress, owever, expressly ae layed the restriction on the oul.K proauction of 

tangible things under Section 1861 for 180 days to allow for the orderly termination of 

NSA' s bulk production program and implementation of the technical capabilities 

required for targeted production under the new provisions of Sections 101 through 103 

of the USA FREEDOM Act. Senator Leahy (one of the principal co-sponsors of the bill) 

specifically noted, among other things, that "I would also point out that when we 

drafted the USA FREEDOM Act, we included a provision to allow the government to 

collect call detail records, CDRs, for a 180-day transition period, as it was doing 

pursuant to Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court orders prior to June 1, 2015. This 

provision was intended to provide as seamless a transition as possible to the new CDR 

2 Although the USA FREEDOM Act was not passed until June 2, Congress recognized that 
following passage of the bill Section 1861 would return to its pre-June 1 form. See, e.g., 161 CONG. REC. 
S3439 (daily ed. June 2, 2015) (statement of Sen. Lee, one of the bill's co-sponsors) ("Although we have 
gone past the June 1 sunset date by a few days, our intent in passing the USA FREEDOM Act is that the 
expired provisions be restored in their entirety just as they were on May 31, 2015, except to the extent that 
they have been amended by the USA FREEDOM Act. Specifically, it is both the intent and the effect of 
the USA FREEDOM Act that the now-expired provisions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 
FISA, will, upon enactment of the USA FREEDOM Act, read as those provisions read on May 31, 2015, 
except insofar as those provisions are modified by the USA FREEDOM Act, and that they will continue in 
that form until December 15, 2019. Extending the effect of those provisions for 4 years is the reason 
section 705 is part of the act."). 
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program under section 101 of the USA FREEDOM Act." See 161 CONG. REC. S3440 

(daily ed. June 2, 2015) (emphasis added). The specific length of this transition period 

was also the subject of explicit debate. Before passage of the USA FREEDOM Act, the 

Senate expressly considered, and rejected, an amendment that would have provided for 
I 

a twelve month transition period, rather than 180 days. The debate over that 

amenamenCfiir tfier confirms Congress' mtent, tfiroug Section TU9-;-ffiat tfie existing 

program should be allowed to continue until the new regime becomes effective after 

180 days. See, e.g., 161 CONG. REC. S3428 (daily ed. June 2, 2015) (statement of Sen. 

John Cornyn) ("What the amendments that we will vote on this afternoon would do is 

to slow the transition from NSA storage to the telephone company stewardship from 

the 6 months prescribed in the underlying bill. For those who believe that the 

underlying bill is the correct policy, I do not know why they would object to a little bit 

of extra time so we can make sure that this is going to work as intended."). 

This purpose is plain from the USA FREEDOM Act as a whole, and Section 109 

in particular. The USA FREEDOM Act prohibits bulk collection under a number of 

authorities, see§§ 103 (tangible things), 201 (pen register and trap and trace), and 501 

(national security letters). The prohibitions against bulk production under Titles II and 

V of the USA FREEDOM Act (FISA Pen Register and Trap and Trace Reform, and 

National Security Letter Reform, respectively) became effective immediately upon 

enactment. But the prohibition on.bulk collection of call detail records under Section 
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1861 does not take effect for 180 days. Id. § 109. The extension of the sunset date of 

Section 215 coupled with the USA FREEDOM Act's provision for this orderly transition 

of the bulk metadata program would be meaningless if Congress did not also intend for 

the USA FREEDOM Act to authorize the existing program during the 180 day transition 

period. See Corley v. United States, 556 U.S. 303, 314 (2009) ("[O]ne of the most basic 

interpretive canons" is 'that 'a statute sfioura. e construeas o tfiat effect is given to all 

its provisions so that no part will be inoperative or superfluous, void, or insignificant."') 

quoting Hibbs v. Winn, 542 U.S. 88, 101 (2004)). See also INS v. Stanisic, 395 U.S. 62, 78 

(1969) (rejecting an interpretation of a statutory provision that "would, as a practical 

matter, render [it] useless for the very function it was designed to perform"). 

Only one court, a Second Circuit panel in ACLU v. Clapper, 959 F.Supp. 2d 724 

(S.D.N.Y. 2013), vacated and remanded, No. 14-42-CV, 2015 WL 2097814 (2d Cir. May 7, 

2015), has concluded that the pre-USA FREEDOM Act version of Section 1861 did not 

authorize the bulk telephone metadata collection program. The court's statutory 

analysis, however, was conducted and issued before enactment of the USA FREEDOM 
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Act,3 which as described above, provides specific statutory authorization for an orderly 

transition of the bulk production program for 180 days.4 

In addition, as described in the Government's June 2, 2015 Memorandum of Law, 

this Court is not bound by the Second Circuit's decision, and this Court's analysis of the 

relevance standard under Section 1861 to permit bulk production reflects the better 

mterpretation oft e statute. ee, e.g., fiRe Application of the FBI for an Order 

Requiring the Production of Tangible Things, docket no. BR 13-109, Amended Mem. 

Op., 2013 WL 5741573 (FISA Ct. Aug. 29, 2013) (Eagan, J.); In ReApplication of the FBI 

for an Order Requiring the Production of Tangible Things, docket no. BR 13-158, Mem. 

(FISA Ct. Oct. 11, 2013) (McLaughlin, J.); In ReApplication of the FBI for an Order 

Requiring the Production of Tangible Things, docket no. BR 14-96, Mem. Op. (FISA Ct. 

June 19, 2014) (Zagel, J.). As this Court has recognized, relevance in the context of 

national security investigations must be considered in light of the special nature, 

purpose, and scope of such investigations. See In re Application of the FBI, 2013 WL 

5741573, at *7 (holding that "the Section 215 provisions are designed to permit the 

3 On June 9, 2015, the Second Circuit issued an order directing the parties to that litigation to 
submit by July 24, 2015 supplemental briefs regarding the effect of the USA FREEDOM Act on the case 
and "in particular whether any or all of the claims asserted by the plaintiffs-appellants have been 
rendered moot as a result of that legislation." ACLU v. Clapper, No. 14-42-CV, Doc. No. 190, Order (2d 
Cir. June 9, 2015) The order also stayed issuance of the court's mandate pending the parties' 
supplemental briefing and extended the deadline for the submission of any petitions for rehearing. 

4 There are two cases involving Constitutional challenges to the legality of the bulk acquisition of 
non-content call detail records pending before federal appellate courts, Klayman v. Obama, 957 
F.Supp.2d 1 (D.D.C. 2013), argued No. 14-5004 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 4, 2014), and Smith v. Obama, 24 
F.Supp.3d 1005 (D. Idaho 2014), argued No. 14-35555 (9th Cir. Dec. 8, 2014). 
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government wide latitude to meet its national security responsibilities"); cf. Okla. Press 

Publ'g Co. v. Walling, 327U.S. 186,209 (1946) ("relevancy and adequacy or excess in the 

breadth of the subpoena are matters variable in relation to the nature, purposes and 

scope of the inquiry"). The key purpose of counterterrorism investigations is to prevent 

terrorist attacks before they occur. National security investigations often have 

suosfantia toreaatn, spannmg long perioas of till:le and multiple geograp - ic regions to 

identify terrorist groups, their members, intended targets, and means of attack, many of 

which are often unknown to the intelligence community at the outset. See CIA v. Sims, 

471 U.S. 159, 171 (1985) ("[F]oreign intelligence [gathering] consists of securing all 

possible data pertaining to ... the national defense and security of the United States.") 

(internal quotation omitted). National security investigations thus require means of . 

information-gathering commensurate with the goal of shedding light on suspected 

terrorist organizations, their size and composition, recruitment, geographic reach, 

relation to foreign powers, financial resources, past acts, goals, and capacity for carrying 

out their plans. 

In enacting Section 215, these unique aspects of counter-terrorism investigations 

were well understood by Congress. See H.R. Rep. No. 109-174(1) at 129 (statement of 

Rep. Lungren) ("This is in the nature of trying to stop terrorists before they act, not in 

the nature of a regular criminal investigation .... and it strikes ... precisely at when a 

215 order is most useful."); see also 152 CONG. REC. S1325, 1330 (Feb. 15, 2006) 
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(statement of Sen. Feingold). The purpose underlying the USA PATRIOT Act, and 

Section 215 in particular, was to provide the intelligence community the enhanced 

investigatory tools needed to bring terrorist activities to light before they culminate in a 

loss of life and property. See H.R. Rep. No. 109-174(2) at 4 ("[M]any of the core 

enhanced authorities of the [Patriot Act] are fundamentally intelligence authorities 

mtenaed to gatfier information to counter threats to national security from terrorists."); 

S. Rep. No. 109-85 at 40 (Additional and Minority Views) (noting "critical" nature and 

"broad reach" of authority conferred by Section 215). This Court has properly 

interpreted the language of Section 215 in accordance with these purposes. 

Moreover, contrary to the Second Circuit's holding and the arguments of 

Movants, the Government's position does not "read the 'authorized investigation' 

language out of the statute." Movt's Mot. at 7-8. Rather, as this Court is well aware, the 

Government seeks Orders from this Court by submitting detailed applications 

explaining that the records are sought for specified investigations to protect against 

international terrorism that concern specified foreign terrorist organizations identified 

in the application. Therefore this Court's authorization of the Section 1861 orders in 

support of such investigations has been and remains consistent with the terms of the 

statute. 

In sum, as described above, the USA FREEDOM Act makes clear Congress' 

intent to allow the Government to continue, with this Court's approval, the bulk 
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collection of call detail records for a 180-day period while the Government transitions to 

a new system that will provide similar counterterrorism capabilities, and, in any event, 

this Court, and not the Second Circuit, which did not have the benefit of the USA 

FREEDOM Act when it conducted its statutory analysis, has interpreted Section 1861 

correctly. 

II. Bulk Production of Call Detail Records Under Section 1861 is 
Consistent with the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution. 

The Supreme Court has rejected the premise of Movants' Fourth Amendment 

argument, holding that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in the telephone -~ ... -

____ .numhers-aperson-dialsjn_or-der-to-place-a-telephone-call-l.n-Sm.i-th-v..--Mar-y-lan-dr44-2~------

U.S. 735 (1979), the Supreme Court held that the government's recording of the 

numbers dialed from an individual's home telephone, through the installation of a pen 

register at a telephone company, is not a search under the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 

743-44. With the exception of the district court in Klayman v. Obama, supra, every 

federal court to have adjudicated Fourth Amendment issues regarding the bulk call 

detail record program has found Smith v. Maryland to be controlling precedent, and 

relying on Smith, has held that the acquisition from telecommunications companies of 

their own business records consisting of bulk telephony metadata is not a Fourth 

Amendment "search."5 See In ReApplication of the FBI, 2013 WL 5741573 at *3 ("In 

s Because it concluded that the bulk call detail record program was not authorized by statute, the 
Second Circuit's recent panel opinion in ACLU v. Clapper did not adjudicate constitutional issues. 
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sum, because the Application at issue here concerns only the production of call detail 

records or "telephony metadata" belonging to a telephone company, and not the 

contents of communications, Smith v. Maryland compels the conclusion that there is no 

Fourth Amendment impediment to the collection. Furthermore, for the reasons stated 

in [REDACTED] and discussed above, this Court finds that the volume of records being 

acquireadoes not alter tfiis conclusiOn. m deea, there is no Iegarbasis for this CourHo 

find otherwise."); In Re Application of the FBI, docket no. BR 13-158, Mem. at 4 (under 

Smith v. Maryland the production of call detail records to the National Security Agency 

does not constitute a search under the Fourth Amendment, and the Supreme Court's 

decision in United States v. Jones does not compel a different conclusion); In Re 

Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Production of Tangible Things, 

docket no. BR 14-01, Op. and Order, 2014 WL 5463097 at *4-6 (FISA Ct. Mar. 20, 2014) 

(Collyer, J.) (Smith v. Maryland remains controlling precedent notwithstanding the 

district court's opinion in Klayman); ACLU v. Clapper, 959 F.Supp.2d at 749-52; U.S. v. 

Moalin, No. 10cr4246 JM, 2013 WL 6079518 at *7-*8 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 18, 2013); and Smith 

v. Obama, 24 F.Supp.3d at 1009 ("Because Jones does not apply, the weight of the 

authority favors the NSA. The Supreme Court's decision in Smith, supplemented by 

the [9th] Circuit's decisions in [U.S. v. Reed, 575 F.3d 900, 914 (9th Cir. 2009), U.S. v. 

Forrester, 512 F.3d 500, 510 (9th Cir. 2008), and U.S. v. Golden Valley Elec. Ass'n, 689 

F.3d 1108, 1116 (9th Cir. 2012)], and the two District Court decisions on point, Clapper 
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and Moalin, support a finding that there is no Fourth Amendment violation here."). As 

Smith and numerous cases that followed have consistently held, "a person has no 

legitimate expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily turns over to third 

parties." 442 U.S. at 743-44. 

Movants argue that they have a reasonable expectation of privacy in call detail 

recoras basea, in particular, on statutes enacted since SiiUTh v. Maryland and contracts 

or policies adopted by telecommunications companies. None of these arguments has 

merit. As described more fully in the attached reply brief in support of the 

Government's motion to dismiss plaintiffs' claims in Paul v. Obama, No. 1:14-cv-262-

RJL (D.D.C)- a matter in which Movant Cuccinelli is lead counsel for plaintiffs- any 

rights conferred by statute do not create a reasonable expectation of privacy for 

purposes of the Fourth Amendment, and in any event, the statutes cited by Movants 

contain exceptions indicating that records may be disclosed to the Government as 

required by law. Reply Brief, Exh. A hereto, at 10-11.6 The corporate policies to which 

Movants refer also do not create privacy rights or possessory interests for subscribers in 

6 As noted above, this Court already has adjudicated relevant Fourth Amendment issues 
regarding the bulk call detail record program and found Smith v. Maryland to be controlling precedent. 
In addition, Movants' arguments before this Court are substantively identical to those made by plaintiffs 
before the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia in response to the Government's motion to 
dismiss in Paul v. Obama. Because the Government's responses to Movants' Constitutional arguments 
were previously briefed in connection with that motion to dismiss, and the Government's position has · 
not changed since that filing, the Government respectfully attaches and incorporates by reference its 
reply in support of its motion to dismiss the Paul case; specifically; its arguments concerning the merits of 
the Fourth Amendment claim on pages 6 through 25 of the reply. The governlnent further notes that on 
September 22, 2014, the district court, by minute order, granted a Government motion for stay of all 
proceedings in Paul v. Obama, 1:14-cv-262-RJL pending resolution of the appeal in Klayman v. Obama. 
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the companies' business records as a factual matter- on the contrary, they advise 

customers that their records may be shared with the Government as required by law. 

Id. at 12-14. In any event, such policies are irrelevant as a legal matter because 

subscribers assume the risk that the companies will disclose the records to the 

Government. ld. at 15-16. 

Finally, even ifo5taining bulk callaetail records from telecommunications 

companies were a Fourth Amendment search, as explained in the Government's reply 

brief in the Paul case, it would be constitutionally permissible under the Supreme 

Court's special needs doctrine. The balance of the Government's counter-terrorism 

interests furthered by the telephony metadata program, and the privacy interests at 

stake, decisively favors the program's constitutionality, because even if the Supreme 

Court were to reconsider the holding of Smith, at minimum any privacy interest in 

records created by third parties would be minimal; any privacy interest would be 

mitigated by the substantial restrictions on review and dissemination of metadata that 

are core features of the program; the governmental interest in identifying and tracking 

terrorist operatives to prevent terrorist attacks is overwhelmingly important; and the 

telephony metadata program is an effective way of advancing that interest? 

7 Movants have requested oral argument. Movt's Mot. at 6. Given the unresolved issues 
regarding Movants' standing in this matter, the fact that the statutory and relevant Fourth Amendment 
issues have been fully briefed (and in some respect previously considered and adjudicated by this Court, 
as well as other federal courts), and the national security equity in ensuring expeditious consideration of 
the Government's application tore-initiate the telephony metadata program (see 50 U.S.C. § 1803(c)), the 
Government submits that oral argument at this time is neither necessary nor appropriate. 
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III. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, the Government respectfully submits that Section 1861 

of FISA, as amended by the USA PATRIOT Act and the USA FREEDOM Act, authorizes 

the Court to approve the Government's application for the bulk production of non-

content call detail records for a 180-day transition period, subject to the restrictions and 

limitations regaraing the handling of such data as set forth in this Court's prior Orders, 

and that the production of such records pursuant to Section 1861 is consistent with the 

Fourth Amendment to the Constitution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs' arguments in opposition to Defendants' motion to dismiss, while plentiful, are 

lacking in merit and fail to establish that the complaint adequately pleads standing or a claim on 

which relief can be granted. Regarding standing, Plaintiffs fail to rebut the Government's 

evidence that the bulk telephony metadata program does not capture information on all (or 

virtually all) telephone calls made and/or received in the United States, nor have they adequately 

alleged or offered evidence of other facts demonstrating that records about their calls have ever 

been or are imminently likely to be collected, let alone reviewed by Government analysts. 

On the merits, this case is controlled by Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979), as the 

District of Idaho just held in dismissing a claim identical to Plaintiffs'. Smith holds that there is 

no reasonable expectation of privacy in telephone numbers dialed because the caller voluntarily 

turns this information over to the phone company. Plaintiffs' multiple attempts to escape the 

force of that holding all fail. Nothing that Plaintiffs point to-not the statutes, corporate privacy 

policies, the metadata's theoretical potential to reveal personal information, or supposed 

expectations of privacy in 1792-provides a sound reason to deviate from Smith, or the third-

party doctrine. Plaintiffs' arguments against the reasonableness of the program under the special 

needs doctrine are also unpersuasive. Accordingly, the complaint should be dismissed. 

ARGUMENT 

I. PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT ESTABLISHED THEIR STANDING BECAUSE 
THEY HAVE NOT SET FORTH FACTS DEMONSTRATING THAT 
RECORDS OF THEIR TELEPHONE CALLS HAVE BEEN COLLECTED, 
OR REVIEWED, BY GOVERNMENT ANALYSTS. 

Plaintiffs ' contention that they have standing because records pertaining to their 

telephone calls have been collected under the NSA' s bulk telephony metadata program is 

premised on their supposition that "all major telecommunications companies operating in the 

United States provide [the] NSA ... telephone metadata for all telephone calls on their networks 
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in, to or from the United States .... " See First Am. Compl., ~~ 4, 5, 16. Defendants have now 

shown, through the introduction of competent evidence, that this assumption is incorrect: the 

telephony metadata program has never captured information on all (or virtually all) telephone 

calls made and/or received in the United States. See Defs.' Mem. (ECF No. 22-1) at 16-17, 20-

21, citing, inter alia, Paul Shea Dec!.~ 8 (ECF No. 22-3). In the face ofDefendants' factual 

challenge to Plaintiffs' allegations of standing, their allegations were no longer entitled to an 

assumption of truth, and it became Plaintiffs' burden, as the parties invoking the Court's subject 

matter jurisdiction under Article III, to establish the factual predicate of their standing by 

additional well-pleaded allegations or evidence demonstrating that records of their 

communications have been collected. Harpole Architects, P.C. v. Barlow, 668 F. Supp. 2d 68, 

78 (D.D.C. 2009); Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of La. v. United States, 577 F. Supp. 2d 382,398 (D.D.C. 

2008); Flores v. Dist. of Columbia, 437 F. Supp; 2d 22, 29 (D.D.C. 2006); see Clapper v. 

Amnesty Int'l USA, 133 S. Ct. 1138, 1149 (2013). Plaintiffs have not carried their burden. 

Plaintiffs argue in opposition that "the public record establishes that, in fact, both Verizon 

and AT &T"-Plaintiffs' telecommunications service providers-" admit they are participants" in 

the bulk telephony metadata program. Pis' Opp. (ECF No. 27) at 4. The public documents 

Plaintiffs cite for this proposition, however, do not come close to supporting it. Plaintiffs rely on 

recent "transparency reports" posted online by Verizon and AT&T to provide their customers 

information about the number of national security letters (NSLs) and FISC orders they received 

in 2013 for "content" and "non-content" information regarding subscribers' communications. 

. I Verizon Transparency Report (Exh. I, hereto); AT&T Transparency Report (Exh. 2, hereto). 

See also Letter from James M. Cole toColin Stretch, eta/. (Jan. 27, 2014) (Exh. 3, hereto). The 

1 Respectively available at http://transparency.verizon.com/us-:data/national-security (last 
visited May 27, 20 14); http://about.att.com/content/csr/home/frequently-requested-info/ 
governance/transparencyreport.html (last visited May 27, 2014). 

2 
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Verizon report states that the figures contained therein do not reflect "other matters, such as any 

orders [Verizon c?mpanies] may have received related to the bulk collection of non-content 

information," on which reporting "remains prohibited." Exh. I at I. Plaintiffs would have the 

Court construe this statement as an admission that "Verizon" is a participant in the telephony 

metadata program, reasoning that otherwise the disclaimer would be unnecessary. Pis.' Opp. 

at 4. But the report cannot shoulder the evidentiary weight that Plaintiffs seek to lay on it. 

First, Plaintiffs cite no similar statement in the AT&T report, and it contains none. Pis. ' 

Opp. at 4; see generally Exh. 2. Second, the disclaimer in the Verizon Transparency Report does 

not mean what Plaintiffs claim it means. It merely advises the reader that the reported numbers 

ofNSLs, FISC orders, and affected customer accounts should not be understood to reflect bulk 

production of communications metadata (or "other matters"}-a.noteworthy clarification 

whether or not any Verizon company is required by FISC orders to produce such information. 

Moreover, even if the disclaimer were also susceptible of the interpretation Plaintiffs suggest, it 

is the United States that controls the disclosure of national security information, and an 

ambiguous statement from an unofficial source cannot be taken as official confirmation by the 

United States that any provider is now or ever has been a participant in the NSA's bulk 

telephony metadata program; See, e.g. , Frugone v. CIA , 169 F.3d 772; 774 (D.C. Cir. 1999); 

Afshar v. Dep 't of State, 702 F.2d 1125, I134 (D.C. Cir. I983); see also Tenet v. Doe, 544 U.S. 

1, 9 -IO (2005); El-Masri v. Tenet, 479 F.3d 296,308-09 (4th Cir. 2007). At bottom, Plaintiffs' 

attempt to coax tenuous inferences from a single equivocal remark in a Verizon transparency · 

report cannot substitute for well-pleaded allegations or evidence of the specific facts necessary to 

establish their standing. Amnesty Int'l, 133 S. Ct. at 1I49; see also Defs.' Mem. at 2I-22. 

In recognition, perhaps, that they cannot carry their burden, Plaintiffs attempt to shirk it, 

arguing that they "need only show the[irJ [alleged] injury is probable." Pis. ' Opp. at 5, citing 

3 
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NRDCv. EPA, 464 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2006). 2 However, to ensure fidelity to Article III's 

requirement of actual or imminent injury, the Court of Appeals has applied the "substantial . 

probability" standard that Plaintiffs seek to invoke only to claims of increased health or 

environmental risk, injuries that "often are purely probabilistic." Id. at 5-6. See Pub. Citizen, 

Inc. v. NHTSA, 489 F.3d 1279, 1294-96 (D.C. Cir. 2007); Ctr.for Law & Educ. v. Dep 't of 

Educ., 396 F.3d 1152, 1161 (D.C. Cir. 2005) ("[o]utside of increased exposure to environmental 

. [or health] harms, hypothesized ' increased risk' has never been deemed sufficient 'injury"'). 

Moreover, Plaintiffs are not claiming increased risk of harm, but actual injury because records 

containing information about their calls allegedly have been and continue to be collected under a 

Government foreign intelligence program. In this context, their burden is to plausibly allege or 

adduce evidence of specific facts demonstrating that to be true. 3 

2 For the same evident purpose, Plaintiffs accuse Defendants of"duplicity," "hypocrisy," 
and "semantic evasions" for questioning their standing. Pis.' Opp. at 3. Unfortunately, these 
aspersions typify several of Plaintiffs' arguments-long on ad hominem attacks but short on 
merit. See also id. at 6 n.3, 41 (accusing the Government of"material misrepresentations," a 
"pattern of dishonesty," and "lie[s]" to the courts and Congress). What Plaintiffs appear to 
misunderstand is that it is "not the Government's burden to disprove [their] standing by revealing 
details" of its .intelligence activities, Amnesty Int 'l, 133 S. Ct. at 1149 n.4, but rather their burden 
to allege or adduce proof of sufficient facts demonstrating that information about their telephone 
callshas been collected under the challenged program. Plaintiffs cite Alabama Power Co. v. 
FPC, 511 F.2d 383,391 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 1974), for the proposition that "[a] party having control of 
information bearing upon a disputed issue may be given the burden of bringing it forward and 
suffering an adverse inference from failure to do so." Pis.' Opp. at 3. But Amnesty International 
makes clear that this principle has no application in circumstances where a party bearing the 
burden of proof on an issue seeks to cast on the Government the burden of disproving that 
party's allegations by revealing classified information. 

3 Plaintiffs' reliance on Cronin v. FAA, 73 F.3d 1126 (D.C, Cir. 1996), and Committee. 
for GI Rights v. Callaway, 518 F.2d 466 (D.C. Cir. 1975), see Pis.' Opp. at 5, is also badly 
misplaced. Both Cronin and GI Committee held that parties seeking to contest the legality of 
Government alcohol- and drug-testing regulations had standing to bring suit because in each case 
the plaintiffs (or the persons they represented) were members of a class that was subject to the 
regulations on their face. See Cronin, 73 F .3d at 1130; GI Cmte., 518 F .2d at 4 71-72. Here, the 
scope of the Government intelligence program at issue remains classified, and Plaintiffs have 
adduced no evidence that they are members of any identifiable class within its reach. 

4 
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Even if Plaintiffs had demonstrated that metadata pertaining to their communications 

have been collected, it would still remain the case that their allegations of injury are too 

speculative to support their standing, because they have neither alleged nor offered evidence that 

records containing information about their calls have ever been or are imminently likely to be 

reviewed by Government analysts. See Defs.' Mem. at 18-20. Plaintiffs insist that records of 

their calls are "searched" .each time the metadata are queried using a suspected-terrorist selector, 

likening the process to inspection of a person's luggage. That person, they observe, has been 

subjected to a search "even if the inspection turns up no contraband. " Pis. ' Opp. at 5-6 & n.5. 

The analogy does not hold, however, because queries to which no records of Plaintiffs' calls are 

responsive do not expose their contents to inspection by NSA analysts, or anyone else, as does 

"an officer' s rummaging through the contents" of a person's luggage. United States v. Place, 

462 U.S. 696, 707 (1983). Rather, such queries are more analogous to a canine sniff of luggage 

for concealed narcotics, which "does not expose noncontraband items" to public view, and for 

which reason does not constitute a Fourth Amendment search. See id. Plaintiffs' attempt to 

equate queries of the metadata to thermal-imaging of a house, as in Kyllo v. United States, 533 

U.S. 27 (2001), also fails . Pis. ' Opp. at 6 n.5 . Kyllo held that thermal imagingconstitutes a 

search because it reveals information regarding the interior of the home, 533 U.S. at 34-35 n.2, 

where the Fourth Amendment "draw[s] a firm line." Steagald v. United States, 451 U.S. 204, 

212 (1981). Here, absent queries to which records ofPlaintiffs' telephone calls are responsive, 

the Government learns no information about Plaintiffs ' contacts. 4 

4 Plaintiffs argue further that even if records of their calls are never reviewed, the alleged 
collection of the records alone constitutes an injbry sufficient for purposes of Article III. Pis.' 
Opp. at 5. Here, as above, they cite cases that do not stand for the proposition asserted. 
Krottner v. Starbucks Corp. , 628 F.3d 1139, 1141-43 (9th Cir. 2010), and Pisciotta v. Old 
National Bancorp, 499 F.3d 629, 634 (7th Cir. 2007), held that the plaintiffs in those cases had 
standing to sue over the mass theft of digitai records containing highly personal information 
(including their names, addresses, and social security numbers) that exposed them to credible 

5 
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For the reasons above, and those set forth in Defendants' opening brief, Plaintiffs have 

not established their standing as required by Article III, and this case must therefore be dismissed 

for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. 

II. PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH AMENDMENT CLAIM SHOULD BE DISMISSED. 

Plaintiffs effectively acknowledge, as they must, that Smith remains the law and could 

only be overruled by the Supreme Court itself. Pis.' Opp. at 30-31 & n.38. As the District of 

Idaho just held in dismissing an identical Fourth Amendment challenge to the NSA's bulk 

telephony metadata program, Smith is binding and requires dismissal of claims such as Plaintiffs' 

here. Smith v. Obama, No. 13-cv-257-BLW, Mem. Decision, 8 (D. Idaho June 3, 20i4) (Exh. 4, 

hereto). Plaintiffs devote their opposition to a series of attempts to avoid that straightforward 

conclusion, but each effort fails. 

A. Smith and the Third-Party Doctrine Are Applicable, and Require 
That This Case Be Dismissed. 

As set forth in Defendants' opening brief, Smith controls this case because the pen-

register metadata at issue in Smith are indistinguishable from the telephony metadata acquired 

here, and because Smith's rationale-that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in 

information voluntarily turned over to a third party-is squarely applicable. In their motion to 

dismiss, Defendants addressed the various factual differences between the Section 215 program 

and Smith alleged by Plaintiffs in their First Amended Complaint, and explained why none of 

those differences are material to the reasoning of Smith. Defs.' Mem. at 28-35. In response, 

Plaintiffs merely reiterate those factual differences, practically verbatim from the complaint, 

without responding to Defendants ' arguments. Pis.' Opp. at 23-25, 35. For instance, Plaintiffs 

provide no response to the points that the records produced to the Government under the 

threats of identity theft and other forms of economic injury. Plaintiffs here do not allege any 
plausible threat that records of their calls will be accessed by Government analysts for purposes 
of inflicting any comparable injury upon them. 

6 
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program are generated and maintained by the telecommunications companies for their own pre-

existing business purposes, rather than being collected by the companies for the Government's 

law enforcement purposes, Defs.' Mem. at 30; that the large volume of metadata collected is 

irrelevant to the Fourth Amendment analysis under settled law, id. at 31-32; and that the 

additional functions performed by cell phones are also constitutionally irrelevant because those 

functions do not generate any information that is obtained by the NSA under the telephony 

metadata program, id. at 30-31. 

Plaintiffs instead seek to chip away at the third-party doctrine, arguing that it is not 

absolute, id. at 25-28, but the·support tendered for the argument is not persuasive. In Ferguson 

v. City of Charleston, 532 U.S. 67 (2001), relied upon by Plaintiffs, the Supreme Court held that 

a state hospital's program of testing patients' urine to gather evidence of drug use for law 

enforcement purposes-which the state conceded constituted a search--did not fit within the 

Court's "special needs" doctrine and was unreasonable. There was no voluntary disclosure of 

information involved, because the case was presented and decided on the assumption that the 

patients did not voluntarily tum over their urine to the state hospital (and was thereafter 

remanded for a decision on the consent issue). Id. at 76 (assuming for purposes of decision "that 

the searches were conducted without the informed consent of the patients."). Moreover, the case 

did not involve disclosure of information by the patients to a third party, because, as the 

Supreme Court noted, the hospital was a state institution whose staff was acting in collaboration 

with local law enforcement authorities. !d. at 76, 78 n.13, 85.5 

5This point was underscored on remand, where the Fourth Circuit applied a heightened 
"informed consent" standard requiring that patients know their urine samples would be used for 
law enforcement purposes, because the hospital was actually collecting the samples as agents of 
local law enforcement authorities. Ferguson v. City of Charleston, 308 F.3d 380, 397 (4th Cir. 
2002). As the Government noted in its opening brief, there is no evidence of a similar 
circumstance here-i.e., that the telecommunications companies that receiv~ Section 215 FISC 
orders are collecting telephony metadata for law enforcement purposes. Defs.' Mem. at 30. 

7 
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Nor do the other cases Plaintiffs cite, Pis ' Opp. at 26, hold that a person has a legitimate 

expectation of privacy "in information he voluntarily turns over to third parties." Smith, 442 

U.S. at 743-44. Merely giving permission to enter one' s hotel room, Stoner v. California, 376 

U.S. 483,489 (1964), or office, O 'Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709, 7I7 (1987), does not amount 

to voluntarily turning information over to third parties. A telephone caller fully divulges the 

numbers he dials to the ph?ne company, unlike the employee in 0 'Connor who did not share his 

desk or file cabinets with any other employee and therefore had a reasonable expectation of 

privacy in them, id. at 718, or the bus passenger in Bond v. United States, 529 U.S. 334, 338 

(2000), who sought to preserve the privacy of the contents of his carry-on bag by using an 

opaque bag and placing it directly above his seat, and therefore had a reasonable expectation of 

privacy in it. See Mar. 20, 20 I4 FISC Order at I6 n.8. Douglas v. Dobbs, 4I9 F .3d I 097 (I Oth 

Cir. 2005), also cited by Plaintiffs, found that individuals have a privacy interest in prescription 

drug records held by a pharmacy. But that was so, the court held, because the contents of 

medical records are otherwise constitutionally protected under the right to privacy, flowing from 

Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (I965), that the· Court has recognized in certain personal 

information, including matters of health. Douglas, 419 F .3d at 1I 01-02. The Tenth Circuit has 

since noted that Douglas did not require a warrant for law enforcement to obtain medical records 

held by a third party, and noted the tension between Douglas and the Supreme Court' s third-

party doctrine. Kerns v. Bader, 663 F .3d 1173, II84 (1Oth Cir. 20 II). 6 

6 Plaintiffs also cite cases involving state-law claims for breach of implied contract 
against private companies for failing to safeguard personal data. Pis.' Opp. at 27 (citing . 
Anderson v. Hannaford Bros. Co., 659 F.3d 151 , 159 (1st Cir. 2011); In re Michaels Stores PIN 
Pad Litig., 830 F. Supp. 2d 518,531 (N.D. Ill. 2011); Claridge v. RockYou, Inc., 785 F. Supp. 2d 
855, 865 (N.D. Cal. 2011 )). Plaintiffs cite no authority for the proposition that the existence of 
these state-law claims determines what society accepts as a reasonable expectation of privacy for 
Fourth Amendment purposes. As Plaintiffs themse.Ives put it, these cases do hot "hinge on 
Fourth Amendment issues," id. , and certainly do not support the notion that the Supreme Court 
has retreated from the third-party doctrine. 

8 
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Lastly, Plaintiffs point to cases involving the Government's obtaining cell-site location 

information (CSLI) as undermining the third-party doctrine. CSLI is not collected under the 

Section 215 telephony metadata program, Defs. ' Mem. at 1, and contrary to Plaintiffs' purpose in 

citing these cases, they actually solidify Smith's applicability to the program Plaintiffs challenge. 

In In reApplication ofUS. for Order Directing Provider of Electronic Communication Services 

to Disclose Records, 620 F .3d 304, (3d Cir. 20 I 0), the court distinguished Smith as follows: "[a] 

cell phone customer has not 'voluntarily' shared his location information with a cellular provider 

in any meaningful way .... [I]t is unlikely that cell phone customers are aware that their cell 

. phone providers collect and store historical location information. Therefore, when a cell phone 

user makes a call, the only information that is voluntarily and knowingly conveyed to the phone 

company is the number that is dialed and there is no indication to the user that making that call 

will also locate the caller .... " I d. at 317 (emphasis added and alterations omitted). See also In 

reApplication of US. for Order Authorizing Disclosure of Location Info. of Specified Wireless 

Tel., 849 F. Supp. 2d 526, 538 n.6 (D. Md. 2011) (similarly distinguishing Smith). Whatever the 

merits of the court's analysis regarding whether cell-site location information is voluntarily 

turned over to third parties, it is clear that the Section 215 telephonymetadata program, which 

. collects phone numbers dialed and other non-CSLI, non-content telephony metadata, is 

controlled by Smith, not the CSLI cases cited by Plaintiffs. 

B. Plaintiffs Have No Reasonable Expectation of Privacy in 
Telephony Metadata. 

Plaintiffs next raise a number of arguments to the effect that they have a legitimate 

expectation of privacy in telephony metadata, notwithstanding Smith and the third-party doctrine. 

None of these arguments has merit. 
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1. The statutes cited by Plaintiffs do not create Fourth Amendment 
expectations of privacy. · 

Plaintiffs first argue that statutes restricting telecommunications carriers from disclosing 

records related to their customer's calls create a reasonable expectation of privacy in those 

records that did not exist at the time of Smith. Pis.' Opp. at 1 0-13. It is worth noting, as an 

initial matter, that Plaintiffs are not suing telecommunications carriers under any of the statutes 

that they invoke in this argument; their claim is instead a constitutional one, under the Fourth 

Amendment, against the Government. 7 Plaintiffs provide no authority for the proposition that 

rights conferred by statute determine whether a subjective expecta~ion of privacy is reasonable 

for purposes of the Fourth Amendment. The law is in fact to the contrary. 

After the Supreme Court held in United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976), that bank 

customers have no legitimate Fourth Amendment expectation of privacy in the records oftheir 

accounts maintained by banks, Congress passed the Right to Financial Privacy Act, 12 U.S.C. 

§ 3401 et seq., to provide a statutory right to privacy in bank records. But this "expansion~' of 

individuals' right to privacy in bank records was held not to be "of constitutional dimensions. 

The rights created by Congress are statutory, not constitutional." United States v. Kington, 801 

F.2d 733, 737 (5th Cir. 1986). Courts have also rejected the argument that foreign statutes 

protecting bank records from disclosure created a protectable Fourth Amendment privacy 

interest notwithstanding Miller. The foreign statutes were "hedged with exceptions," United 

States v. Payner, 447 U.S. 727, 732 n.4 (1980), preventing a reasonable expectation of privacy in 

the bank records because "the customer knows that his records may be revealed in a variety of 

situations." United States v. Mann, 829 F.2d 849, 852 (9th Cir. 1987). 

7 Similarly, Plaintiffs are not suing under any state constitutional provisions ofthe sort 
they refer to in footnote 39 of their brief. Pls.' Opp. at 31 n39. 
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In the same vein, subscribers to telecommunications services know that records related to 

· their calls may be disclosed under various exceptions to the privacy statutes on which Plaintiffs 

rely. Those statutes contain a host of exceptions, including that the records may be disclosed to 

the Government "as required by law," or upon "court order" (not specifying based on probable 

cause or individualized suspicion). See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(l)(B) (Stored Communications 

Act); 47 U.S.C. § 222(c)(1), (d), (e), (g) (Telecommunications Act of 1996); 18 U.S.C. 

:§ 1 039(b )(1 ), ( c )(1 ), (g) (Telephone Records and Privacy Protection Act of 2007 (TRPPA)). 8 

The "except as required by law" qualification to the Telecommunications Act's general duty of 

telecommunications carriers to protect the confidentiality of customer proprietary network 

information, 47 U.S .C. § 222(c)(l), includes court orders. ICG Commc 'ns, Inc. v. Allegiance 

Telecom, 211 F.R.D. 610, 612-14 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (discovery order meets "except as required 

by Jaw" exception in section 222(c)(l)). Here, of course, the Government obtained court orders 

from the FISC pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 1861 , for the production of the telephony metadaia. The 

availability of such business records under that statute- not challenged here-further 

undermines Plaintiffs ' argument of a reasonable expectation of privacy derived from statutes. 9 

8 Subsection (g) of 18 U.S.C. § 1039, titled ' 'Nonapplicability to law enforcement 
agencies," explicitly provides that the statute "does not prohibit any lawfully authorized 
investigative, protective, or intelligence activitY of a law enforcement agency of the United 
States .. . or of an intelligence agency of the United States." 

. . 9 The cases Plaintiffs rely upon for the related proposition that legislative action 
constitutes relevant evidence of what society considers reasonable are not third-party doctrine 
cases. Pis.' Opp. at 21 & n.26 (citing Bissonette v. Haig, 800 F.2d 812 (8th Cir. 1986) (en bane) 
(claim that U.S. Army unconstitutionally seized plaintiffs by occupying the Village of Wounded 

· Knee, South Dakota) and United States v. Ziegler, 456 F.3d 1138 (9th Cir. 2006) (claim that 
search of defendant's workplace computer violated his Fourth Amendment rights)); id. at 35 n.41 
(citing United States v. Maynard, 615 F.3d 544, 564 (D.C. Cir. 201 0) (claim that police's 
attaching GPS tracker to defendant' s car violated his Fourth Amendment rights), aff'd on other 
grounds, United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012)). Under Smith, society Is not prepared to 
recognize as reasonable expectations of privacy in phone numbers dialed because the caller 
voluntarily turns this information over to the telephone company; legislative action or public 
opinion polls are simply not relevant to this analysis. 
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2. Privacy policies unilaterally adopted by telecommunications 
service providers do not alter the analysis under Smith. 

Plaintiffs next attempt to ground both a possessory interest and a legitimate expectation 

of privacy in policies adopted by their telecommunications service providers governing the use 

and disclosure of customer information. Pis.' Opp. at 15-18, 32-34. According to Plaintiffs, 

they have "affirmatively" sought to protect metadata pertaining to their telephone calls by 

· entering into contracts with their providers "containing provisions for the very purpose of 

excluding others, including the Government, from accessing such records." Id. at 1 (emphasis 

added); see also id. at 15 (Plaintiffs "have entered into contracts explicitly intended to provide 

[privacy] protection" for records of their calls). Plaintiffs view these "explicit contractual terms" 

as giving them a "possessory interest" in the call detail records that their service providers create 

and maintain for their own business purposes, and that this possessory interest includes a right to 

"exclude" others, including the Government, from "accessing" them. Id. at 16-17, 32. Plaintiffs 

also contend that these "explicit contract terms" endow them with a "legitimate expectation of 

privacy" in metadata about their calls for purposes of the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 18, 20, 32-

36. The argument is elaborately constructed but Jacks foundation in fact or law. 

Notably, Plaintiffs do not attach to their opposition or reproduce therein the terms of the 

privacy policies on which they so heavily rely. Defendants, however, have attached hereto the 

Nor do these cases support the proposition that mere bills proposed by individual 
legislators, as opposed to duly enacted laws, are evidence of what society as a whole regards as 
reasonable. Bissonette, 800 F.2d at 814 (considering "[a]cts of Congress" as evidence ofwhat 
society as a whole regards as reasonable); Maynard, 615 U.S. at 546 (considering state laws as 
evidence of what society recognizes as reasonable). Additionally, legislation that, according to 
Plaintiffs, forecloses state and local government from obtaining cell phone tracking information 
without a warrant (Pis.' Opp. at 22), is entirely beside the point The Section 215 telephony 
metadata program challenged here does not involve monitoring by the Government of 
individuals ' locations. In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. ofTangible 
Things, Dkt. No. BR 13-158, at 5 (FISC Oct. 11 , 2013); see also Defs:' Mem. at 33. 
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Verizon and AT&T privacy policies to which Plaintiffs refer. Exhs. 5 and 6, respectively. 10 It is 

readily apparent that these are not contracts that Plaintiffs "affirmatively" bargained for to 

guarantee a right to protect information about their calls from disclosure. Rather, they are 

standardized corporate policies, unilaterally developed by Plaintiffs ' telecommunications service 

providers, that Plaintiffs (and all other subscribers) must accept as conditions of service. AT&T 

Privacy Policy at 5 (' '[ u ]se of our products and services . . . [is] subject to this Privacy Policy"); 

Verizon Privacy Policy at 3 ("[t]his policy applies to Verizon customers in the United States"); 

see Verizon Wireless Customer Agreement (Exh. 7, hereto) at I (" [b]y entering this Agreement 

you consent to our data collection, use, and sharing practices described in our Privacy Policy"); 

AT&T Wireless Customer Agreement (Exh. 8, hereto) at 1 ("This Agreement, including the 

AT&T Privacy Policy ... make up the complete Agreement between you and AT&T"). 11 See 

also In re Smartphone Geolocation Data Application, No. 13-ms-242, 2013 WL 5583711 , at 

*10-11 & n.29 (E.D.N.Y. May 1, 2013) (noting standard practice among telecommunications 

companies, including Verizon, of requiring customers to agree to terms and conditions of privacy 

policies governing the companies ' use of personal information). 

These corporate privacy policies, the terms of which Plaintiffs had no choice but to 

accept, also contain none of the rights-creating language that Plaintiffs suggest. Rather, they 

inform subscribers of the "many ways" in which the providers have unilaterally determined they 

will collect, use, and store customer information, including "call records," and share it with 

various entities. See AT&T Privacy Policy at 1-2, 8-1 0; Verizon Privacy Policy at 4, 5, 10-12. 

They advise customers, moreover, that the policies are subject to change by the providers at any 

10 Respectively available at http://www.verizon.com/about/ privacy/policy/#insideVz and 
http://www.att.com/gen/privacy-policy?pid=2506 (last visited May 23, 2014). 

11 Respectively available at http://www.verizonwireless.com /b2c/support/customer-
agreement and http://www .att.corn/shop/en/legalterms.html?toskeywirelessCustomer Agreement 
(last visited May 26, 2014). 
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time. See Verizon Privacy Policy at 18 ("we reserve the right to make changes to this Privacy 

Policy"); AT&T Privacy Policy at 1 "[ w]e will always provide you with notice of material 

changes to this policy"). They contain no terms providing subscribers themselves a right to 

determine who will be "excluded from" access to provider records containing information about 

their calls, or that could remotely be construed as giving subscribers a "possessory" interest in 

what are indisputably the providers' own business records. 12 This Court concluded in Klayman 

v. Obama that the plaintiffs there "ha[ d] not offered any theory as to how they could have a 

possessory interest in the phone data held by [their telecommunications service provider]." 957 

F. Supp. 2d 1, 30 n.41 (D.D.C. 2014). As it turns out, neither have Plaintiffs here. 

Most devastating for Plaintiffs' argument, however, the "explicit contract terms" of both 

policies state plainly that the companies will share customer information with government 

entities to comply with court orders. The AT&T Privacy Policy states that, "There are ... 

occasions when we provide Personal Information to ... other entities, such as government 

agencies, ... without your consent, "including sharing to ... [c]omply with court orders." Exh. 6 

at 9-10 (emphasis added). The Verizon Privacy Policy advises customers that, "We may disclose 

information that individually identifies our customers ... in certain circumstances, such as ... to 

comply with valid legal process, including court orders." Exh. 5 at 11 (emphasis added). Of 

course, providers participating in the NSA's bulk telephony metadata program produce call 

detail records containing metadata about their customers' telephone calls in compliance with 

12 Both the AT&T and Verizon policies inform customers that the companies share 
customer proprietary network information (CPNI) within their respective corporate families for 
marketing purposes, and that customers may choose to opt out of such sharing of their CPNI on 
request. AT&T Privacy Policy at 21-22; Verizon Privacy Policy at 9-10, 12-13. These 
statements merely acknowledge and reprise the statutory rights conferred on subscribers by the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. § 222, and do not represent an independent source 
of contractual rights that Plaintiffs bargained for. As noted supra, at 11, section 222( c )(1) 
expressly allows for the disclosure of CPNI "as required by law," and creates no legitimate 
expectation that CPNI will not be produced to the Government in response to court orders. 
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court orders issued by the FISC. Thus, regardless of whatever else the privacy policies cited by 

Plaintiffs may contain, they cannot be the source of a reasonable expectation that information 

about Plaintiffs' calls will not be turned over to the Government to comply with FISC orders, 

because their "explicit contract terms" say just the opposite. 13 

In the final analysis, however, regardless of what the corporate privacy policies cited by 

Plaintiffs may contain, they are legally irrelevant to the question of whether Plaintiffs have a 

reasonable expectation of privacy in telephony metadata. This is so for two reasons. First, Smith 

already rejected the very argument that Plaintiffs endeavor to make here. See Defs.' Mem. at 

28-29. Smith held, in accordance with a long line of precedent before and since, that persons 

who turn over information to third parties, such as telephone users who convey dialing 

information to providers, can have no legitimate expectation of privacy in the. information thus 

revealed; and "'take[] the risk ... that the information will be conveyed by that [third party] to 

the Government ... even if the information is revealed on the assumption that it will be used only 

for a 1imited purpose and the confidence placed in the third party will not be betrayed."' 442 

U.S. at 744 (quoting Miller, 425 U.S. at 443). Thus, even if Plaintiffs' "'confidence" in their 

providers' privacy policies were not wholly unwarranted in the circumstances here, they could 

still claim no legitimate expectation of privacy. Id. at 743-44. 14 

13 Plaintiffs ' cite Ziegler, 4S6 F.3d at 1144-46, for the proposition that "community 
norms" may give rise to reasonable expectations of privacy. Pis.' Opp. at 21 n.26. That decision 
was, however, withdrawn and replaced by an opinion that did not adopt the type of "community 
norms" analysis that Plaintiffs invoke. United States v. Ziegler, 474 F.3d 1184, 1189-90 (9th 
Cir. 2007). In any event, so far as the privacy policies cited by Plaintiffs reflect industry norms 
in the telecommunications sector, they tend to defeat, not support, expectations of privacy under 
the circumstances of this case. 

14 For the same reason, Plaintiffs' reliance on Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347,351-
52 ( 1967), for the proposition that what a person "seeks to preserve as private ... may be 
constitutionally protected," see Pis.' Opp. at 16, 20, is also misguided. As the Court in Smith 
explained, the conduct of a person who places a telephone call "[can] not have been calculated to 
preserve the privacy ofthe number [she] dialed." 442 U.S. at 743. · 
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Second, it was argued in Smith that because it was not the ordinary practice of telephone 

companies, for billing purposes, to keep records of local calls such as Smith had made, his 

expectation of privacy in the numbers he had dialed was legitimate. !d. at 745. The Court 

rejected this argument for the reason, inter alia, that it would make a "crazy quilt of the Fourth 

Amendment" to hinge its protections in each case "on the billing practices of a private 

corporation." !d. So, too, here, the protections afforded by the Fourth Amendment should not be 

. made to ebb and flow unpredictably according to the terms of individual corporate privacy · 

policies that may differ from one to the next, and may be altered at any time. 15 

3. Characterizations of telephony meta data as "highly personalized" 
are irrelevant, as they were in Smith. 

Plaintiffs also point to the "highly personalized" nature of telephony metadata, citing 

congressional findings in TRPPA such as "'call logs may reveal the names oftelephone users' 

doctors, public and private relationships, business associates, and more"' and "'the information 

contained in call logs may include a wealth of personal data. " ' Pis.' Opp. at 12-15 (quoting Pub. 

L. 109-476, § 2, Jan. 12, 2007, 120 Stat. 3568). Under the telephony metadata program, 

however, "the name, address, or financial information of a subscriber or customer," or any party 

to a call, is explicitly excluded from the telephony metadata produced to the NSA. Primary 

15 The foregoing discussion also dispenses of Plaintiffs ' labored attempt to equate the 
production of information from a corporate storehouse of business records with the physical 
search of an individual ' s dwelling as challenged in Jones v. United States, 362 U.S. 257 (1960). · 
See Pis.' Opp. at 19-20. In Jones, the Court held that the petitioner' s temporary use of an absent 
friend's apartment, with the friend ' s permission, gave rise to a legitimate expectation of privacy 
in the apartment that was invaded by the Government' s search of the premises. 362 U.S. at 259, 
265-67; see also Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 142-43 (1978) (construing Jones). It should not 
require explanation that nothing in Plaintiffs' commercial relationship with their telephone 
companies, including the companies' privacy policies, creates a legitimate expectation of privacy 
in the companies' business records such as an occupant may claim in his dwelling place, the 
"sanctity of [which] is "embedded in our traditions" and accorded "special protection" by the 
Fourth Amendment. Payton v. New York, 445 U.S. 573, 585-86, 601 (1980); Georgia v. 
Randolph, 547 U.S. 103, 115 (2006). Moreover, Jones did not involve the third-party doctrine. 
The case concerned a search of an apartment that Jones occupied; not the acquisition of 
information that he haddisclosed to his friend (or anyone else). 
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Order at 3 n.1 (Shea Decl. Exh A); Secondary Order at 2 (Shea Decl. Exh. B). And the 

Government is strictly prohibited under current FISC orders from ascertaining identifying 

information associated with any metadata beyond two hops from a suspected-terrorist selector, a 

very small percentage of the total. See Def.'s Mem. at 8-9. Thus, while such information may 

be "easily available," Pis.' Opp. at 13, the Government is extremely constrained in its ability to 

find it out. These restrictions also prevent the type of intrusive tracking of individuals' personal 

lives that concerned the justices concurring in Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945. See Pis.' Opp. at 28-30. 

Even more fundamentally, Plaintiffs' argument about the "highly personalized" nature of 

telephony metadata was rejected by Smith itself. The potential for telephone call records and 

bank records to reveal personal information was recognized in the dissenting opinions in both 

Smith and Miller, and the Court nonetheless found no reasonable expectation of privacy in either 

type of record. Smith, 442 U.S. at 748 (Stewart, J. , dissenting) (a list ofthe numbers dialed from 

a private telephone "easily could reveal the identities of the persons and the places called, and 

thus reveal the most intimate details of a person' s life."); Miller, 425 U.S. at 451 (Brennan, J. , 

dissenting) ("the totality of bank records provides a virtual current biography."). There is 

nothing new or controversial about this argument that requires an "empirical analysis" or 

evidentiary support by a Professor of Computer Science. Pis. ' Opp. at 13-15. Compare id. at 13-

14 ('" [M]etadata is often a proxy for content."') (quoting Declaration ofProfessor Edward 

Felton); with Smith, 442 U.S. at 748 (Stewart, J. , dissenting) ("The numbers dialed from a . 

private telephone . .. are not without 'content."'). Thus, even where the police know the identity 

of the caller, and there are no restrictions on their ability to find out who the phone numbers the 

caller dials belong to, there is still no reasonable expectation of privacy in the numbers dialed 

under the Fourth Amendment. 
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4. Smith and the third-party doctrine control here, not Plaintiffs' 
views about societal expectations of privacy in 1792. 

Finally, Plaintiffs tender for the Court' s consideration several principles that they 

maintain should guide the decision of this case instead of Smith. In brief, they submit that to 

preserve from incursion by advancing technology "that degree of privacy against government 

that existed when the Fourth Amendment was adopted," the Court must protect expectations of 

privacy that Americans would have had in their postal communications in 1792, when " law 

enforcement resources were neither applied nor even available to address crime or intelligence 

gathering." Pis.' Opp. at 7-9, 42-45. The guidance Plaintiffs offer would lead the Court far 

astray, however, from settled Fourth Amendment doctrine. 

First, the Supreme Court has typically invoked a mandate to "preserv[ e] that degree of 

privacy against government that existed when the Fourth Amendment Was adopted," in 

circumstances involving the use of advanced technology to acquire information from or about 

constitutionally protected areas (such as the interior of the home) that could not otherwise have 

been obtained without a physical intrusion. See Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 34 (thermal imaging of a 

private home); United States v Karo, 468 U.S. 705, 714-15 (1984) (use of electronic device to 

determine that a traced article was located in a particular residence); Silverman v. United States, 

365 U.S. 505,506-07, 511-12 (1961) (use of "spike mike" attached to heating duct to overhear 

conversations within petitioner's house); Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129, 138-40 (1942) 

(Murphy, J., dissenting) (cited in Pis.' Opp. at 8); cf Jones, 132 U.S. at 949-50 & n.3 (physical 

intrusion on a person's "effects" to obtain information). 

The Court has observed, however, that assessing the reasonableness of expectations of 

privacy "when the search of[other] areas such as telephone booths [or] automobiles ... is at 

issue" is a more difficult exercise. Kyllo , 533 U.S. at 34. A court should not undertake that task, 

as Plaintiffs suggest, by attempting to gauge early Americans' expectations of what their 
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fledgling government had the wherewithal to accomplish using technology available in 1792. 

The Supreme Court's decisions make clear, instead, that Katz' analysis turns on the expectations 

ofprivacy in a modern society. See, e.g., California v. Ciraolo, 4 76 U.S. 203, 213-14 (1986); 

Katz, 389 U.S. at 352; see also Maynard, 615 F.3d at 559. Thus, individuals have no legitimate 

expectation that items in their back yards will not be observed from passing airplanes, Ciraolo, 

476 U.S. at 209, 212-14; that electronic tracking devices will not be concealed in the goods they 

purchase, United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276, 278-79, 282 (1983); or that invited guests will 

not record their conversations using microphones hidden on their persons, United States v. White, 

401 U.S. 745,748-54 (1971) (plurality), even though Americans in 1792 could not have begun to 

imagine such events. The Supreme Court "ha[s] never equated" technological enhancement of 

the Government's capacity to detect crime (or fight terrorism) "with unconstitutionality," Knotts, 

460 U.S. at 284, and this Court must reject Plaintiffs' invitation to do so here. 

Plaintiffs also overlook (again) the third-party doctrine. Under the third-party doctrine on 

which Smith is based, the only relevant inquiry is whether an individual has voluntarily conveyed 

the information in question to someone else, thereby assuming the risk that party will reveal the 

information to the government. Smith, 442 U.S. at 743-34; see also Miller, 425 U.S. at 443. It is 

that voluntary conveyance of information to a third party that extinguishes any expectation of 

privacy entitled to protection, no matter how tenaciously the Fourth Amendment would 

otherwise have guarded that interest. See Smith, 442 U.S. at 743-44. Thus, to preserve the same 

degree of privacy against government intrusion that existed in 1792, the Fourth Amendment 

prohibits unauthorized electronic surveillance by the Government to overhear conversations 

taking place in a person's home, Alderman V; United States, 394 U.S. 165, 176-80 (1969); 

Silverman, 365 U.S. at 511-12, but that same person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in 

information he conveys in conversation with an invited guest who happens to be acting as a 
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police informant. White, 401 U.S. at 248-54; On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747, 752-54 

(1952); see Maynard, 615 F .3d at 566 (noting that "the police may without a warrant record 

one' s conversations by placing an undercover agent in one's midst, but may not do the same by 

wiretapping one's phone") (internal citations omitted); Reporters Comm. for Freedom ofthe 

Press v. AT&T, 593 F.2d 1030, 1043 (D.C. Cir. 1978) ("To the extent an individual knowingly 

exposes his activities to third parties, he surrenders Fourth Amendment protections."). 

Likewise, it has been settled since at least 1877 that "[!]etters and sealed packages ... in 

the mail are as fully guarded from examination and inspection" by the Fourth Amendment "as if 

they were retained by the parties forwarding them in their own domiciles." Ex Parte Jackson, 

96 U.S. 727,733 (1877). Yet the courts have uniformly held, in rejecting Fourth Amendment 

challenges to "mail covers," that individuals who send or receive mail have no legitimate 

expectation of privacy in the names and addresses placed on the exterior of mailed items, 

because they are knowingly exposed to postal employees and others. See Reporters Committee, 

593 F.2d at 1056-57 & n.87. 16 

Equally so, therefore, the third-party doctrine dictates that individuals, no matter how 

great their expectation of privacy in the contents oftheir communications in 1792, or 2014, "can 

claim no legitimate expectation" of privacy in dialed telephone numbers or other 

communications routing information conveyed to (or created by) third-party providers. Smith, 

442 U.S. at 743. As the court recognized in Smith v. Obama, Mem. Decision at 8, that is the 

principle that must determine the outcome of this case. 

16 See also United States v. Hinton, 222 F.3d 664, 675 (9th Cir. 2000) (citing United 
States v. Choate, 576 F.2d 165, 174-77 (9th Cir. 1978)); United States v. Osunegbu, 822 F.2d 
472, 480 n.23 (5th Cir. 1987); United States v. De Poli, 628 F.2d 779, 785-86 (2d Cir. 1980). 
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C. Even if Plaintiffs Had a Legitimate Expectation of Privacy in 
Telephony Metadata, They Have Not Alleged an Unreasonable 
Search of Information About Their Telephone Calls. 

1. Plaintiffs have not alleged an invasion of any privacy 
interest they may have in metadata pertaining to their.calls. 

Plaintiffs provide no response to the Government's point that records of their calls are not 

searched, in any constitutionally meaningfully way, every time an electronic query of the 

metadata is performed to determine what phone numbers (or other identifiers) have been in 

contact with a suspected-terrorist selector. Rather, Plaintiffs simplistically claim, without citing 

any authority, that "[a l search is a search regardless of whether a human combs through boxes of 

documents or whether a computer is used to automate the process." Pis.' Opp. at 36. Plaintiffs 

fail to acknowledge, let alone respond to, the point that an electronic query that returns no 

records oftheir calls does not reveal the contents of those records to any sentient being, and is 

thus more analogous to a canine sniff of luggage or chemical field test to ascertain the presence 

or absence of drugs, which do not expose any noncontraband items to the government, and 

which therefore, as held in Place, 462 U.S. at 707, and United State.s v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 

123 (1984), do not infringe on any Fourth Amendment privacy interests. Defs.' Mem. at 23-24, 

35-36. For this reason as well, the complaint must be dismissed. 

2. Even assuming a search of metadata pertaining to Plaintiffs' calls 
occurs, it would be reasonable under the "special needs" doctrine. 

Even ifthere were a reasonable expectation of privacy in telephony metadata, contra 

Smith, and an invasion of that privacy interest, contra Place and Jacobsen , Plaintiffs' Fourth 

· Amendment claim still fails because the program is reasonable under the Supreme Court's 

special needs doctrine. !d. at 36-38. The· balance ofthe Government's counter-terrorism 

interests furthered by the telephony metadata program, and the privacy interests at stake, tips in 

favor of the program's constitutionality, because there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in 
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telephony metadata under Smith; any privacy interest that Plaintiffs nonetheless claim exists is 

mitigated by the substantial restrictions on review and dissemination of metadata that are core 

features of the program; the governmental interest in identifying and tracking terrorist operatives 

to prevent terrorist attacks is overwhelmingly important; and the telephony metadata program is 

an effective way of accomplishing that interest. !d. at 36-37. 

Plaintiffs raise three arguments in response. First, while Plaintiffs concede that "fighting 

terrorism is a critical role of government," Pis. ' Opp. at 37 n.43; see also if].. at 38 ("Plaintiffs do 

not dispute the importance of identifying terrorist operatives and preventing terrorist attacks"), 

they claim that there must be '"an imminent terrorist attack"' for the telephony metadata 

program to be lawful under the special needs doctrine. !d. at 39 (quoting City of Indianapolis v. 

Edmond, 531 U.S. 32, 44 (2000)). But the Edmond Court merely remarked that "the Fourth 

Amendment would almost certainly permit an appropriately tailored roadblock set upto thwart 

an imminent terrorist attack," 531 U.S. at 44, a proposition that is "neither controversial nor 

constraining." Mac Wade v. Kelly, 460 F.3d 260, 271 (2d Cir. 2006). 

The Edmond Court also said that its holding that a drug interdiction checkpoint was 

unconstitutional "does not affect the validity of ... searches at places like airports and 

government buildings, where the need for such measures to ensure public safety can be 

particularly acute." 531 U.S. at 47-48. Courts have recognized that such searches are justified 

by the ongoing, substantial, and very real threat of terrorism facing the United States, not by any · 

imminent threat of a particular terrorist attack, and have upheld them under the special needs 

doctrine. See, e.g., Elec. Privacy Info. Center v. DHS, 653 F.3d 1, 10 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (use of 

scanner to search airline passengers held constitutional under special needsdoctrine); United 

States v. Hartwell, 436 F.3d 174, 178-81 (3d Cir. 2006) (search of airplane passenger at airport 

checkpoint held constitutional under special needs doctrine). Indeed, in Mac Wade , 460 F.3d at 
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272, the court held that the government may employ random, suspicionless baggage searches in 

order to safeguard the New York City subway system from terrorist attack, specifically finding 

that no express threat or special imminence is required; " [a]ll that is required is that the ' risk to 

public safety be substantial and real' instead of merely ' symbolic."' Id. (quoting Chandler v. 

Miller, 520 U.S. 305, 322-23 (1997), relied upon by Plaintiffs, seePls.' Opp. at 31, 36, 39). The 

court went on to find the threat to the subway system "sufficiently immediate," in light of 

previous thwarted plots to bomb the New York City subway system, its continued desirability as 

a target, and recent (at the time) bombings of public transportation systems in Madrid, Moscow, 

and London. Mac Wade, 460 F.3d at 272. 

Similarly, the telephony metadata program is predicated on the substantial and real threat 

posed by international terrorist organizations under investigation by the Government. The FISC, 

the court to which the Government presents threat information to obtain production orders under 

the program, has found similar bulk Internet metadata collection analogous to suspicionless 

·searches and seizures that have been upheld under the special needs doctrine. FISC Op. & 

Order, Dkt. No. PRITT, at 31 , 50-54 (public version released Nov. 18, 2013) (Exh. 9, hereto). In · 

doing so, the FISC noted that the Government's interest under the program "has even greater 

'immediacy' [than other interests that have been held to justifysuspicionless searches] in view of 

the ... intelligence reporting and assessment regarding ongoing plans for large scale attacks 

within the United States." ld. at 52. Plaintiffs' accusations that the Government has "no 

evidence" to justify this program are therefore baseless and inaccurate. 

Second, Plaintiffs claim that the Government can obtain any valuable intelligence 

information it obtains under the program through "less intrusive means," or "alternative legal 

authorities." Pis.' Opp. at 40. But the case law is clear that "[a]s to efficacy under the [special 

needs doctrine] , the Government need not make a showing that it is using the least intrusive 
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means available .... Rather, the question is whether the Government has chosen 'a reasonably 

effective means of addressing' the need." FISC Op. & Order, Exh. 9, at 52 ( citirig Bd. of Educ. 

of Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 92 of Pottawatomie Cnty. v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822, 837 (2002); United · 

States v; Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543, 556-57 n.l2 (1976)). See also Vernonia Sch. Dist. 47J 

v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646,663 (1995). The choice among reasonable alternatives "remains with the 

government officials who have a unique understanding of, and a responsibility for, limited public 

resources." Michigan Dep 't of State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444, 453-54 (1990); see also 

Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. at 566. In addition, a low percentage of positive outcomes among the 

total number of searches does not render a program ineffective. FISC Op. & Order, Exh. 9, at 53 

& n.38 (citing Sitz, 496 U.S. at 454 ("detention of the 126 vehicles that entered the checkpoint 

·resulted in the arrest oftwo drunken drivers"); Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. at 546 & n.1, 554 (out 

of "roughly 146,000 vehicles" temporarily seized at checkpoint near border, 171 were found to 

contain deportable aliens)). The Government has demonstrated that the telephony metadata 

program is a reasonably effective means of identifying unknown terrorist operatives. See Shea 

Decl. ~~ 12, 44-63; ACLU v. Clapper, 959 F. Supp. 2d 724, 747-48, 755-56 (S.D.N.Y. 2013). 

Third, Plaintiffs claim the Government has backed away from supposed characterizations 

. of the program as "vital" and "necessary"-words Plaintiffs seize on without context. !d. at 40-

42. As noted above, the special needs doctrine does not, in fact, demand that the program be 

indispensable to be lawful. In addition, Plaintiffs' assertion that the Government "lied" about the 

importance of the telephony metadata program in its applications to the FISC, Pis.' Opp. at 40-

41, is unsupported, and wrong. The Government's representations about the importance ofthe 

program for national security, both in seeking the FISC's authorization, and in litigation 

concerning the program' s legality, have been consistent, and accurate. As the FISC wrote in its 

August 29, 2013, opinion, "the government has demonstrated through its written submissions . .. 
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that [bulk telephony metadata] production has been and remains valuable for obtaining foreign 

intelligence information regarding international terrorist organizations." Aug. 29, 2013 , FISC 

Op. at 5-6 (emphasis added). See also id. at 20 (quoting a prior FISC decision stating that the 

"' finding of [the metadata' s] relevance most crucially depended on the conclusion that bulk 

collection is necessary for NSA to employ tools that are likely to generate useful investigative 

leads to help identify and track terrorist operatives"')) (emphasis added); id. at 21 (explaining 

that bulk collection "is necessary to create a historical repository of metadata that enables NSA 

to find or identify" terrorist operatives, and that "the success of [NSA' s] investigative tool" 

depends on the bulk collection). While the March 2, 2009 FISC opinion on which Plaintiffs rely 

(see Pis.' Opp. at 40-41) asked the Government to justify the continued operation of the program 

based on its value to the nation's security, Mar. 2, 2009 FISC Op. at 13, the Government did so 

in terms similar to those quoted above, see In reApplication of the FBI for an Order Requiring 

the Prod. of Tangible Things, BR 09-09, Aug. 17, 2009 Report of the United States at 6-9, 17 and 

the FISC permitted the program to continue on that basis. See Shea Decl.1[1[39-40. 

Thus, it has always been made clear to the FISC that the bulk telephony metadata 

program yields foreign intelligence information that is "useful" and "valuable" to the FBI's 

counter-terrorism mission, and that access to bulk metadata is "necessary" for the NSA to make 

this contribution to the nation' s security. And that is all that would be required to uphold the 

program under the special-needs doctrine, even if it involved a Fourth Amendment search (or 

seizure) ofwhich Plaintiffs could complain. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above and in Defendants ' opening memorandum of points and 

authorities, this case should be dismissed. 

17 Available at http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/section/pub_August%2019% 
202009%20Report%20of%20the%20US%20with%20Attachments%2020 13 091 O.pdf. 
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Verizon Transparency Report 

National Security · 
The table below sets forth the number of national security demands we received in 2013. We note that while 
we now are able to provide more information about national security orders that directly relate to our 
customers, reporting on other matters, such as any orders we may have received related to the bulk collection 
of non.:content information, remains prohibited. 

National Security Demands 
.... 

00
> •·- ...... •~ 

0 
¥, ... o••·-·-··-~-· '# •••,... ,, •• 0 H•y ···- ·• --~ ... ·-·-- oO¥-· -·-----·--A----............. ·-~----•r•-.-•·--..---- ••·•-.... --·--·-· -- 0&0 

Jan. 1, 2013- June 30, 2013 July 1, 2013- Dec. 31, 2013 

National Security Letters 0-999 0-999 

Nurrber of custorrer selectors 2000-2999 2000-2999 

ASA Orders (Content) 0-999 * 

Nurrber of custorrer selectors 4000-4999 
. . 

' ' '¥"' H , ........ , ---------~ ... ----- O''O"'M-··----·-.... --·-·-·-----·--·-..---·---··----·-.. •-·-·---·· ---·-·-·------·-·-·---
ASA Orders (Non-Content) 0-999 

·- -··· ··············---·--·-------···---------
Nurrber of custorrer selectors 0-999 

* The governrrent has in-posed a six month delay for reporting this data 

National Security Letters 
We explained in our Transparency Report that we had received between 1000 and 1999 National Security 
Letters in 2013. We separately provide details for the first half and second half of 2013 now; in the future, we 
will make semi-annual reports regarding only the immediately preceding six month period. In the first half of 
2013, we received between 0 and 999 NSLs from the FBI. Similarly, we received between 0 and 999 NSLs in 
the second part of 2013. In the first six months of the year, those NSLs sought information regarding between 
2000 and 2999 "selectors" used to identify a Verizon customer. The same is true for the second half of 2013. 
(The government uses the term "customer selector" to refer to an identifier; most often a phone number, which 
specifies a customer. The number of selectors is generally greater than the number of "customer accounts. " 
An NSL might ask for the names associated with two different telephone numbers; even if both phone numbers 
were assigned to the same customer account, we would count them as two selectors.) 

·As we explained in our Transparency Report, the FBI may seek only limited categories of information through 
an NSL: name, address, length of service and toll billing records. Verizon does not release any other 
information in response to an NSL, such as content or location information. 

--·-----·-----·-------------------------------------------

http://transparency. \efizon.com'us-data/nati onal-security 112 
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F ISA orders 
The government requires that we delay the report of any orders issued under the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act for six months. Thus, at this time, we may report FISA information only for the first half of 2013. 
In July, or soon thereafter, we will report FISA information regarding the second half of 2013. 

Content 
· From January 1, 2013 through June 30, 2013, we received between 0 and 999 FISA orders for 
content. Those orders targeted between 4000 and 4~99 "customer selectors" used to identify a Verizon 
customer. 

Non-Content 
From January 1, 2013 through June 30, 2013, we received between 0 and 999 reportable FISA orders for 
non-content. Some FISA orders that seek content also seek non-content; we counted those as FISA orders 
for content and to avoid double counting have not also counted them as FISA orders for non-content. Those 
orders targeted between 0 and 999 "customer selectors." 

We will update our Transparency Report again in the middle of the year. 

-- -- --~-- - - - ~ - -- - -

). Download a PDF of this page 

(/themes/site_th.emes/transparencyNerizon-Transparency-Report-Nationai-Security.pdf) 

© 2014 Verizon 

http://transparency.~erizon .com'us-data/national-security 2/2 
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(korlteotk:•rlhotrle.hlml) 

People and Community Home(Jcontentlcsr/home.html) > FAa. j;t)·i>~mc:t, 

Page 1 of 4 
Page 2 of 5 

(lcontent/csrlhomeltechnology.html) 

~~ntonvcsrlhomelblog .html) Trans pare nc~~lli4mLO.r:t -- ..... ~_.._....., 
F'AQ. Governance, Policies 

Q£011te .. n. t/csrlh. omel·freq· uently-
f!Yq\fu~kfs~\i1Xr~eport 
{/conten!lcsrlhomei2012· 
sustainability.-report html) We take our responsibility to 

and privacy very seriously, and we pledge to continue to do so to 
and always in compliance with the law of the country where the 

provided. Like all companies, we must provide information to 
enforcement agencies to comply with court orders, subpoenas, 
and other legal requirements. We ensure that these requests are 
responses comply with the law and our own policies. 

This report provides specific information for all of 2013 regarding the number and types of 
demands to which we responded, with the exeeption of certain information that the U.S. 
Department of Justice allows us to report only for the first six months of 2013. In the future,_ 
we'll issue reports on a semi-annual basis . 

Our commitment to you 
Interest in this topic has increased in the last year. As you might expect, we may make 
adjustments to our reporting processes and create ways to track forms of demands in the 
future. We're committed to providing you with as much transparency and accuracy in this 

reporting as is possible. This includes: 

• Including new information as we are allowed by government policy changes. 

• Considering ways to enhance the detail provided -in this report as we begin to track 
these demands consistent with what can be reported publicly. 

The chart below includes hyperlinks to additional information on the category of data 

reported . 

National Security Demands(/content/csr/home/frequently-requested-
. info/governanceltransparencyreport/national--security-<lemands-.html) 

National Security Letters (Jan. 1-Dec. 31 , 2013) 

Total Received 2,000- 2,999 

Number of Customer Accounts 4,000- 4 ,999 

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (Jan. 1-June 30, 2013) 

Total Content 0-999 

Customer Accounts 35,000- 35,999 

Total Non-Content 0-999 

Customer Accounts 0 - 999 

. F~Q, GOV.E.RNANCE, ·.., · • p . ., .... . ,.,.;. 

ISSU 
(/CONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-INFO/ISSUE-BRIEFS-
REDIRECT.HTML) 

ENVIRONMENT 
(ICONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-
INFO/ENVIRONMENT.HTML) 

SOCIAL 
(/CONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-INFO/SOCIAL.HTML) 

GOVERNANCE 
(ICONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-

INF.'>.I~'>._VERN~N~E:H!Ml) ... 

AT & T Political Engagement 
Report 
(lc6ntentlcsrlhomellrequently-
requested-
info/governance/A TIPoliticaiEngagementRepor 

·Transparency Report 
(/contentlcsrlhome/lrequently· 
requested-
info/govemance/transparencyreport.html) 

National Security Demands 
(/contentlcsr/home/lrequently-
requested- , 
info/govem1mce/transparencyreportl(lational-
-security-demands-.html) 

Total U.S. Criminal and 
Civil litigation Demands 
(/conlentlcsrlhome/lrequently-
requested-
info/govemance/transparencyreportltotal-
u-s-aiminal-and-civil-
litigation-<lemands-.html} 

Partial or no Data Provided 
(/contentlcsr/home/frequently-
requested-
info/govemance/transparencyreportlpartial-
or -no-<lata-provided. html} 

Location Demands 
(/content/csr/home/lreqUontly-

http://about.att.com/contentlcsr/home/frequently-requested-info/gov ... 5/27/2014 
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Total U.S. Criminal & Civil Litigation Demands(/contentlcsr/home/frequently-
requested-info/governanceltransparencyreportltotal-u-s--criminal-and-civil-
litigation-demands-.html) 

Total Demands 
(Federal, State and Local; Criminal and 
Civil) 

Subpoenas 248,343 

Criminal 223,659 

Civil 24,684 

Court Orders 36,788 

Historic 16,478 

Rea~ time 20,310 

Search Warrants 16,685 

Stored Content 5,690 

All Others 10,995 

Partial or No Data Provided 
(Breakout detail of data included in Total U.S. Criminal & Civil Litigation) 
(/contentlcsr/home/frequently-requested-
infolgovernanceltransparencyreport/partial-or-no-data-provided.html) 

Total 

Rejected/Challenged 3,756 

Partial or No Information 13,707 

Location Demands 
(Breakout detail of data included in Total U.S. Criminal & Civil Litigation) 
(/contentlcsr/home/frequently-requested-
info/governanceltransparencyreportllocation-demands.html) 

Total 

Historical 24 ,229 

Real-time 12,576 

Cell Tower Searches 1,034 

Emergency Requests(lcontentlcsr/home/frequently-requested-
info/governance/transparencyreport/emergency-requests.html) 

Total 

911 74,688 

Exigent 19,616 

International Demands 
(/contentlcsr/home/frequently-requested-
info/governanceltransparencyreportlinternational.html) 

Total Demands 

Law Enforcement 

URUIP Blocking 

Share: 

11 

11 

301 ,816 i 

17,463 

37,839 

94,304 i 

22 

_ ....... . 

requested-
info/govemance/lransparencyreportllpcation-
demands.html) · 

Emergency Requests 
(/contenUcsrlhome/frequently-
requested-
info/govemance/transparencyreport/emergenc 
requests. html) 

International Demands 
(/contenUcsrlhome/frequently-
requested-
info/govemance/transparencyreportlintematior 

POLICIES 
(/CONTENT/CSRIHOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-
INFO/POLICIES.HTML) 

EXTERNAL RECOGNITION 
(/CONTENT/CSRIHOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-INFO/EXTERNAL· 
RECOGNITION.HTML) 

MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT 
(/CONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-INFO/MATERIALITY-
ASSESSMENT.HTML) 

MULTIMEDIA 
(/CONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-
INFO/MUL TIMEDIA.HTML) 

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT/GOALS 
ARCHIVE 
(/CONTENT/CSR/HOMEIFREQUENTL Y-
REQUESTED-
INFO/SUSTAINABILITYREPORTARCHIVE.HTML: 

onlwitter 
~ ' (httP.s:lltwitter.com/attaspire) 

Follow our team: 

(https:/ltwitter.comljohnfschulz) 
@johnfschulz 

(https:/ltwitter.comljohnfschulz} 
John Schulz, A VP 
of Sustainability 
Operations 

(https:/ltwitter.com/dutchnicole} 
@Dutch Nicole 

(https:/ltwitter.com/dutchnicole} 
Nicole Anderson, 
Executive Director 
ofPhilai'i!htOpy 

• Our Pri@~isbet 

(http:l~~"'*llml!t'r>%fli1'iilt%"nisbet} 
policy?tii81i;~Cle~be~ 

Manager Do One 
• Down10f111rtgie full Transparency 

Repo , · :· · 

http://about.att.com/content/csr/home/frequently-requested-info/gov ... 5/27/2014 
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LATEST UPDATES (/contenUdam/csr/transpreport/A TT _ Transpar 
20Report.pdf) 

.e, • tt com 
'V.J '"• s "''" ~ ... "!f(http://www.att.com/} 

;itr. .ttt! net 
Privacy Policy(http:/twww.att.com/privacy/) i Careers(http:Jtwww.att.jobs/) ' Contact Us 

(http:/twww.att.com/econtactusl) ! Terms of Use(http:/twww.wireless.att.com/legal) ' 
Site Map(http://www.att.i:om/sitemap) ; Accessibility(http:/twww.att.com/gen/general? 

pid=10190) i Advertising Choices(http:/twww.att.com/intemaUadchoices) ; Broadband 
' lnformation(http:/twww.att.comflntemallbroadbandinfo) 

~ -;; f'l'l.t; · w.- ~ N<~.rAa.t-G u~'<Xhttp://www. att . net/) 

e 2014 AT&T Intellectual Property(http://www.att.com/gen/privacy-policy?pid=2587). All 
rights reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo and all other AT&T marks contained herein are 
trademarks of AT&T lnlellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. 
AT&T36USC220506 

,... •• uu...iik 
~-- ......... ···'"c., /.--·--- I' \.,.'f!!!" j a '!MI (https:/lwww. bbb.org/onlinelconsumer/cks.aspx?id=11 0020911221) 

... '::::::.. 'iP I=.=:· 
(ht.,. . .':"~!:~-. rl~.~~~?page=validate&oompanyName=AT%26T&sealid= 1 01) ._ ... ....,...._.(http://www.yellowpages.com) 

Oigtal White ll Yellow Pages USA "' 
(http://www.realpageslive.com) QQ9 :::'..':.-(http://www.att.nevteamusa) 
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Sent via Email 

Colin Stretc~ Esquire 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Facebook Corporate Office 
1601 Willow Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Kent Walker; Esquire 

January 27, 2014 

Senior Vice President and General Counsel 
Google Corporate Office Headquarters 
1600 Amphitheater Paikway 
Mountain View, CA 94043 

Erika Rottenberg, Esquire 
Vice President, General Counsel!Secretary 
Linkedln Corporation 
2029 8tier1in Court 
Mountain View, CA 94043 

Brad Smith, Esquire 
Exeeutive Vice President and General Counsel 
Microsoft Corporate Office Headquarters 
One Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052~7329 

Ronald Bell, Esquire 
General Counsel 
Yahoo Inc. Corporate Office and Headquarters 
701 First Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

Dear General Counsels: 

Pursuant to my discussions with you over the last month, this letter memorializes the new 
and additional ways in which the government, will permit your company to report data 
concerning requests for customer information. We are sending this in. connection with the 
Notice we filed with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court today. 

In the summer of2013; the government agreed that providers could report in aggregate 
the total number of all requests received for customer data, including all criminal process, NSLs, 
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and FISA orders, and the total number of I!CCOunts targeted by those requests. in bands of 1000. 
In the alternative, the provider could separately report precise numbers of criminal process 
received and number of accounts affected thereby, as well as the number of NSLs received and 
the number of accounts affected thereby in bands of 1000. Under this latter option, however, a 
provider could not include in its reporting any data about FISA process received. 

The g()vemment is now providing two alternative ways in which companies may infonn 
their customers about requests for data. Consistent With the President''s direction in his speech 
on January 17, 20 t 4, these new reporting methods enable communications providers to make 
public more information than ever before about the orders that they have received to provide data 
to the government. 

Option One. 

A provider may report aggregate data in the following separate categories: 

I . Criminal process, subject to no restrictions. 

2. The number ofNSLs received, reported in bands of 1000 starting with 0-999. 

3. The number ofcustomer accounts affected by NSLs, reported in bands of 1000 starting 
with 0,-999. 

4. The number ofFISA orders for content, reported in bands ofl 000 starting with 0-999. 

5. The number of customer selectors targeted under FISA content orders, in bands of 1000 
starting with 0-999 .. 

6. The number of FISA orders for non-content reported in bands of 1000: starting with 
0-999.1 

7. The number of customer selectors targeted under FISA non-content orders, in bands of 
1000 starting with o-999. 

A provider may publish the FISA and NSL numbers every six months. For FISA 
information, there will be a six-month delay between the publication date and the period covered 

1 As the Director ofNational Intelligence stated on November 1 &, 2013, the Government several 
years ago discontinued a program under which it collected bulk internet metadata, and no longer 
issues FISA orders for such infonnation in bulk.. See . 
http://i£Qntherecord.tumblr.com/pgst/674199639491dni-clapoer-declassifies.,.additiona:l-
intelligence. With regard to the bulk collection of telephone metadata, the President has ordered 
a transition that will end the Section 215 bulk metadata program as it currently exists and has 
requested recommendations about how the program should be restructured. The result of that 
transition will determine the manner in which data about any continued collection of that kind is 
most appropriately reported. 
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by the report. For example, a report published on July 1, 2015, will reflect the FlSA data for the 
period ending December 31,2014. 

In addition, there will be a delay of two years for data relating to the first order that is 
served on a company for a platform, product, or service (whether developed. or acquired) for 
which the company has not previously received such an ordet, and that is designated by the 
government as a ''New Capability Order'' because disclosing it would reveal that the platform, 
produ<>t, or service is subject to previously Wtdisclosed collection through FISA orders; For 
exaniple, a report published on July 1, 2015·, will not reflect data relating to any New Capability 
Order re~ived during the period ending December 31 , 2014. Such data Will be reflected in a 
report published on January 1, 2017. After data about a New Capability Order has been 
published, that type of order will no longer be considered a New Capability Order, and the 
ordinary six-month delay will apply. 

The two-year delay described above does not apply to a FlSA order directed at an 
enhancement to or iteration of an existing, already publicly available platform, product, or 
service when the company has received.previously discloSed FISA orders of the same type for 
that platform, product, or service. 

A provider may include in its transparency report general qualifying language regarding 
the existence of this additional delay mechanism to ensure the accuracy o.fits reported data, to 
the effect that the transparency report may or may not include orders subject to such additional 
delay (but without specifically confirming or denying that it bas received such new capability 
orders). 

Option Two. 

In the alternative, a provider may report aggregate data in the following separate categories: 

1 . . Crimmal process, subjectto no restrictions. 

2. The totalnumb~ of all national security process received; including all NSLs and FISA 
orders, reported as a single number in the foUowing bands: 0-249 and thereafter in bands 
of250. 

3. The total number of customer selectors targeted under all national security process~ 
including all NSLs and FISA orders, reported as a single numbedn the following bands, 
0-249, atid thereafter in bands of250. 

I have appreciated the opportunity to discuss these issues with you, and I am grateful for 
the time, effort, and input of your companies in reaching a result that we believe strikes an 
appropriate balance between the competing interests of protecting national security and 
furthering transparency. We look forward to continuing to discuss with you ways in which the 
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goverrunent and industry can similarly :find common ground on other issues raised by the 
surveillance debates of recent months. 

Sincerely, 

James M~ Cole 
Deputy Attorney General . 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 

ANNA J. SMITH 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BARACK OBAMA, President of the United . 
States, et al., 

Defendants. 

Case No. 2:13-CV-257-BLW 

MEMORANDUM DECISION 

INTRODUCTION 

The Court has before it plaintiff Smith's motion for injunctive relief and 

defendants' motion to dismiss. The Court heard oral argument on May 14, 2014, and 

took the motions under advisement. For the reasons expressed below, the Court will 

grant the defendants' motion to dismiss and deny Smith's motion for injunctive relief. 

BACKGROUND 

The Fourth Amendment protects the right of privacy by forbidding unreasonable 

searches and seizures. With few exceptions, a citizen cannot be searched in violation of 

her reasonable expectation of privacy unless a judge has found there is probable cause to 

believe that she is committing a crime. This Fourth Amendment protection is violated 

here, Smith alleges, because the National Security Administration (NSA) is searching her 

telephone records without showing first that there is probable cause to believe. she is 

engaged in criminal .behavior. She asks the Court to enjoin the NSA from collecting and 

analyzing her telephone data. 
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For more than seven years, the NSA has been collecting and analyzing the 

telephone records of Americans to detect terrorist threats. While the agency does not 

listen to conversations, or identify the callers' names and addresses, it does collect the 

telephone numbers of all parties to a call, along with the duration and time of that call, 

and stores this data for five years. 

The NSA's collection and analysis protocols must be periodically approved by the 

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC). The FISC prohibits the NSA from 

accessing the stored telephone data for any purpose other than counterterrorism or 

technical maintenance of the system. See Shea Declaration (Dkt. No. 15-2) at~ 31. 

The NSA uses its vast trove of data to identify the telephone numbers of calls that 

terrorists make and receive. Before the NSA can access its telephone data, the FISC-

. appmved protocols require the agency to first make an internal finding - authorized by 

one of twenty-two designated NSA officials- that a particular telephone number is 

associated with a terrorist organization. !d. at~ 32. 

Once the NSA makes its internal determination, it may run a query through its 

data bank to collect (1) the telephone data of persons who made calls to - or received 

calls from- the suspected terrorist, and (2) the telephone data of persons who made calls 

to - or received calls from - the telephone numbers for any person who had direct 

telephone contact with the suspected terrorist. !d. at~ 23. In prior years, the scope of the 

query extended to a third level but "the NSA has taken immediate steps to implement 

restrictions [imposed by the President] limiting its review of queries to two [levels] only 
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and the Government is now working with the FISC to incorporate this restriction into the 

FISC's orders." !d. 

Smith alleges that her own telephone data has been swept up into the NSA' s broad . 

net in violati~m of her Fourth Amendment rights. 1 She asks the Court to enjoin the 

agency from collecting and using this telephone data from her calls.2 

ANALYSIS 

The Fourth Amendment is concerned with surveillance that (!)involves a 

"trepassory intrusion on property" or (2) "violates a subjective expectation of privacy that 

society recognizes as reasonable." See US. v. Jones, 132 S.Ct. 945, 954-55 (Sotomayor, . . 

J., concurring). It is the latter interest that Smith urges here. She claims that the NSA's 

collection efforts violate her expectation of privacy in her telephone records. '· 

Smith has no expectation of privacy in the telephone numbers that she dials. See 

Smith v Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979). A person using the telephone "voluntarily 

convey[ s] numerical information to the telephone company" and "assume[ s] the risk that 

the company [will] reveal to police the numbers he dialed." !d. at 744. 

But the data collected by the NSA goes beyond the telephone numbers that Smith 

dials, and reaches into her personal information. For example, the NSA's collection of 

1 Smith originally alleged additional claims but has conceded that they should be dismissed, 
leaving only the Fourth Amendment claim for resolution. 

2 The Court finds that Smith -a Verizon customer - has standing to bring this action. See 
Klayman v. Obama, 957 F.Supp.2d 1, 26-28 (D.D.C.2013) (granting standing to individual plaintiffs to 
challenge NSA collection of their telephone records from Verizon after finding "strong evidence" that 
NSA has collected Verizon metadata for the last seven years and run queries that necessarily analyzed 
that data). 
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the time and duration of phone calls is revealing: W auld most citizens want to keep 

private the fact that they called someone at one in the morning and talked for an hour or 

two? 

And what about location? Would most phone users expect to keep private (1) 

their location at any moment and (2) their travel path over time? The NSA collects 

"trunk identifier" data, see Shea Declaration, supra at~ 15, that shows the location where 

a cell-phone call enters the "trunk" system to be relayed eventually to the number being 

called. See Leslie Groll, What Kind o[Phone Data Can the NSA Collect Exactly?, 

FOREIGN POLICY (June 6, 2013).3 While this would not pinpoint a phone user's 

precise location, it would narrow it down considerably. ld. 4
; see also State v. Earls, 70 

A.3d 630, 637 (N.J.Sup.Ct. 2013) (holding that New Jersey's constitution requires police 

to obtain warrant before collecting cell phone location data and noting that carriers have 

data that "can locate cell-phone users within buildings, and even within individual floors 

and rooms within buildings"). Moreover, the data also includes "comprehensive 

communications routing information." See Shea Declaration, supra at~ 15. While this 

phrase is ambiguous, it may mean that for a single call, all the trunk identifiers are 

collected by the NSA, allowing the agency to track "how a cell phone user moves from 

3 Available at 
http://blog.foreignpolicy .com/posts/20 13/06/06/what_ kind_ of __phone_ data_ can _the_ nsa _collect_ exactly 

4 Tn.mk identifier data may be used to "locate a phone within approximately a square kilometer." 
Patrick Di Justo, What the NS.A. Wants to Know About Your Calls, NEW YORKER (June 7, 2013), 
http:// www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/elements/2013/06/what-the-nsa-wants-to-know-about-your-
phone-calls.html. 
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. one cell phone tower to another while traveling." FOREIGN POLICY, supra. The speed 

with which the phone moves from tower to tower could indicate, for example, whether 

the device is being used in a car or while walking down the street. 

Compare these intrusions to those faced in Smith: There, the Baltimore police 

collected the telephone numbers dialed by a suspected robber for about two days. This 

simple comparison reveals a looming gulf between Smith and this case. But the Ninth 

Circuit has bridged some of that chasm. In United States v. Reed, 575 F.3d 900 (9th Cir. 

2009), the Circuit held that "there is no Fourth Amendment expectation of privacy" in 

data that irichides the number dialed along with the length and time of the call. !d. at 914. 

The Circuit has also applied Smith in holding that e-mail and internet users have no 

expectation of privacy in the "to/from addresses of e-mail messages, the IP addresses of 

websites visited and the total amount of data transmitted to or from an account." U.S. v. 

Forrester, 512 F .3d 500, 510 (9th Cir. 2008). To the extent that an individual's telephone 

data collected by a cell-phone provider is no different than an individual's power 

consumption records collected by an electric utility, the Circuit has held that utility 

customers lack a reasonable expectation of privacy in such business records. U.S. v. 

Golden Valley Elec. Ass 'n, 689 F.3d 1108, 1116 (9th Cir.2012). 

Although the Ninth Circuit has not resolved the precise issue faced here, other 

courts have done so: Two of these decisions apply Smith to find that the NSA is not 

violating the Fourth Amendment. See A.C.L. U. v Clapper, 959 F.Supp. 2d 724 (S.D.N.Y. 

2013); US. v. Moalin, 2013 WL 6079518 (S.D.Cal. 2013). 
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But these cases do not address a subject lurking in the shadows here: The 

possibility that the NSA is tracking the location of calls using the trunk identifier data 

discussed above. In Jones, five Justices wrote that the government surveillance of one's 

. public movements for 28 days using a GPS d~vice violated a reasonable expectation of 

privacy and constituted a Fourth Amendment search. See also, Case Comment, Fourth 

Amendment- Warrantless Searches, 127 Harv.L.Rev. 2164 (2014) (concluding that 

"[b ]ecause the disclosure of [ cell:-site location information] is not necessarily voluntary, 

individuals still may hold an expectation of privacy in their cell-site data even under 

Smith"). 

The NSA denies that it is tracking location. Teresa Shea, the NSA's Director of 

the Signals Intelligence Directorate represents to the Court that "[t]he metadata collected 

by the Government pursuant to these [FISC] orders also does not include cell site 

locational information." Shea Declaratio.n, supra at~ 15. A similar representation was 

made by the NSA' s General Counsel, Robert Litt when he stated that "I want to make 

perfectly clear we do not collect cellphone location information under this program, 

either GPS information or cell site tower information."5 Finally, the FISC orders 

submitted to the Court expressly prohibit the NSA from collecting any addresses 

. 
5 See Klayman, 957 F.Supp.2d at 36 n. 57 (citing Transcript of June 25, 2013 Newseum Special 

Program: NSA Surveillance Leaks: Facts and Fiction, Remarks of Robert Litt, Gen. Counsel, Office of 
Dir. ofNat'l Intelligence, available at http://www.dni.gov/index.php/newsroom/speeches-and-
interviews/195-speeches-interviews~2013/887-transcript-newseum-special-program-nsa-surveillance

leaks-facts-and-fiction). 
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associated with the telephone numbers it collects, apparently precluding the collection 

and analysis of location data. See Order (Dkt. No. 15-6) at pg. 3. 

Smith's briefing and argument were not extensive on this issue. While there is 

speculation that the NSA is tracking location, there is no evidence of that, and the agency 

denies it. Under these circumstances, the Court will not assume that the NSA's privacy 

intrusions include location tracking. 

Because Jones does not apply, the weight of the authority favors the NSA. The 

Supreme Court's decision in Smith, supplemented by the Circuit's decisions in Reed, 

Forrester, and Golden Valley, and the two District Court decisions on point, Clapper and 

Moalin, support a finding that there is no Fourth Amendment violation here. 

The contrary view is stated by Klayman v. Obama, 957 F.Supp.2d 1 (D.D.C.2013), 

a thoughtful and well-written decision by Judge Richard Leon. He distinguished Smith 

by fmding that the scope and duration of the NSA' s collection is far beyond the 

individual pen register at issue in Smith. Of critical importance to Judge Leon was that 

Smith could never have anticipated the ubiquity of cell-phones and the fact that "people 

in 2013 have an entirely different relationship with phones than they did thirty-four years 

ago." !d. at 36. As he eloquently observes, "[r]ecords that once would have revealed a 

few scattered tiles of information about a person now reveal an entire mosaic-a vibrant 

and .constantly updating picture of the person's life." Ultimately, he held that the 

plaintiffs had a likelihood of success on their Fourth Amendment claim, and he enjoined 

the NSA from collecting their telephone records, although he stayed his decision pending 

appeal. 
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Judge Leon's decision should serve as a template for a Supreme Court opinion. 

And it might yet. Justice Sotomayor is inclined to reconsider Smith, finding it "ill-suited 

to the digital age, in which people reveal a great deaJ of information about themselves to . 

third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks." See US. v. Jones, 132 U.S. 

945, 957 (2012) (Sotomayor, J. , concurring). The Fourth Amendment, in her view, 

should not "treat secrecy as a prerequisite for privacy." !d. 

But Smith was not overruled, and it continues - along with the Circuit decisions 

discussed above- to bind this Court. This authority constrains the Court from joining 

Klayman. Accordingly, the Court will grant the defendants ' motion to dismiss and deny 

Smith's motion for injunctive relief. The Court will issue a separate Judgment as 

required by Rule 58( a). 
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Chief Judge 
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Contact Us My Verizon 
Residential Business 
Wireless o---

• 

Our Company 

o Awards and Recognition 
o Products and Services 
o V erizon Credo 
o Corporate History 
o Annual Reports 
o Corporate Governance 
o Public Policy 
o Partner Solutions 
o About Verizon Wireless 
o About Verizon Enterprise Solutions 

Leadership Team 

o Bios and Pictures 
o Speeches 
o Request a Speaker 
o Email Signup 

Innovative Solutions 

o Health Care Solutions 
o Energy Management 
o Sustainable Economy 
o Security 
o 4G LTE 
o FiOS 
o Cloud Services 
o Global IP 
o Connected Home 
o Innovation Program 
o Flex View 

• 
• 
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• 
• 

Search 

About I Privacy Policy I Full Privacy Policy 

I vz E.:r+9isclaimer--·--

Privacy Policy 
Full Privacy Policy 

• Privacy Policy Summary 
• Full Privacy Policv 
• Privacy Officer Message 
• Recent Changes to the Policy 
• Tips for Guarding Your Information 
• FiOS Privacy Policy 
• Browser Policy Statement 
• Your Califomia Privacy Rights 
• Your Ohio Rights & Responsibilities 

Verizon Participates in the TRUSTe Privacy Program 

[more 1 

Verizon has been awarded TRUSTe's Privacy Seal signifying that this privacy policy and our 
practices have been reviewed by TRUSTe for compliance with TRUSTe's program requirements 
including transparency, accountability and choice regarding the collection and use of your 
personal information. Verizon wants you to feel confident about your privacy when you use our 
Web sites (verizon.com, verizonwireless.com, mci.com, verizonbusiness.com, vzw.com, 
vzwshop.com, and verizon.net) so we ask TRUSTe to review these sites to ensure compliance 
with its guidelines. The TRUSTe program does not cover information that may be collected 
through downloadable software. TRUSTe's mission, as an independent third party, is to 
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accelerate online trust among consumers and organizations globally through its leading privacy 
trustmark and innovative trust solutions. If you have questions or complaints regarding our 
privacy policy or practices, please contact us. at contact us. If you are not satisfied with our 
response you can contact TRUSTe here. 

( lessJ 

Verizon is accredited by the Better Business Bureau Online (BBBOnLine) 

[more] 

The BBBOnLine seal confirms that Verizon is an accredited business that abides by the BBB's 
Code of Business Practices. This Code represents sound advertising and selling practices that 
enhance customer trust and confidence in a business. With regard to safeguarding privacy, the 
BBB Code requires accredited businesses to protect any data they collect against mishandling 
and fraud, collect personal information only as needed, and respect the preferences of customers 
regarding the use of their information. 

Verizon is Committed to Protecting Your Privacy 

Protecting our customers' privacy is an important priority at Verizon and we are committed to 
maintaining strong and meaningful privacy protections. The privacy of your information is a 
significant responsibility and we value the trust you place in us. 

Our Privacy Policy is designed to .inform you about the information we collect, how we use it, 
and your options with regard to that collection and use. This policy also describes privacy rights 
you have under certain federal laws. 

This policy applies to Verizon customers in the United States and to visitors to Verizon websites. 
For Verizon Business customers outside the United States, policies are set forth at 
http://www.verizonenterprise.com/terms/. Also, certain services offered to consumers as well as 
contracts between Verizon and its business customers (both U.S. and international) may contain 
additional privacy-related tenns and conditions. Except as described above, this policy applies 
across the Verizon family of companies and the products and services they provide. The Verizon 
family of companies includes the companies and joint ventures controlled by Verizon, including 
the Verizon telephone companies, Verizon Wireless, Verizon Online and Redbox Instant by 
Verizon. 

This policy also includes additional privacy practices that are applicable to specific Verizon 
offerings such as FiOS, Wireless and Redbox Instant by Verizon services. 
Back to Summarv 
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Information We Collect and How We Use It 

We collect and use information about you in the following ways: 

Information Collected When You Communicate with Verizon: 

When you communicate with Verizon, we collect information from you that we use to deliver, 
provide, confirm, change, bill, monitor, maintain and repair your products and services. This 
information is also used to resolve issues with your order, with our products and services, or with 
your account. The information we collect may include your name, addresses, and other contact 
information; the reason for the contact; and your driver's license number and Social Security 
Number and payment information. We use this information to establish and maintain your 
customer account and billing records (including establishing credit), provide services to you, 
authenticate you, and contact you about products and services that we offer. 

When you contact us or we contact you with calls, e-mail, in writing, or through a feature on our 
websites or in our applications, we maY. monitor or record that communication or keep a record 
of the transaction to help us train employees and provide high-quality customer service. 

Information Collected When You Use Verizon Products and Services: 

We collect information about your use of our products, services and sites. Information such as 
call records, websites visited, wireless location, application and feature usage, network traffic 
data, product and device-specific information, service options you choose, mobile and device 
numbers, video streaming and video packages and usage, movie rental and purchase data, FiOS 
TV viewership, and other similar information may be used for billing· purposes, to deliver and 
maintain products and services, or to help you with service-related issues or questions. In 
addition, this information may be used for purposes such as providing you with information 
about product or service enhancements, determining your eligibility for new products and 
services, and marketing to you based on your use of your products and services. This information 
may also be used to manage and protect our networks, services and users from fraudulent, 
abusive, or unlawful uses; and help us improve our services, research and develop new products, 
and offer promotions and other services. 

If you subscribe to Verizon Internet access services, we may automatically measure and monitor 
network performance and the performance of your Internet connection to improve your, or our, 
service levels and products. If you contact us for service support, we also may access 
information about your computer, wireless device or other device settings to provide customized 

· technical support or to install specific applications or services that you use or that are necessary 
to the applications or services you use. 

This type of information may be aggregated or anonymized for business and marketing uses by 
us or by third parties. For example, aggregate or anonymous data may be used to improve our 
services, measure and analyze the use of services and to help make services and advertising more 
relevant to customers. 

When you establish an online account with us, we maintain information about your user 
identification and password. This information is used to identify you when you sign in to your 
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account. 

IfVerizon intends to gather information from your use of our Internet access services to direct 
customized advertising specifically to you based on your visits over time and across different 
non-Verizon websites, we will provide you with notice of our plan and obtain your affirmative 
consent. 

Please note that Verizon is not responsible for information, content, applications or services 
provided by others. Before you access, use, link to or download a service or application on your 
computer, television, wireless or other device, you should review the associated terms of service 
and privacy policy. Personal information you submit in those contexts may be read, collected or 
used by the service or application provider and others associated with these forums in a manner 
different from that described here. 

Information Provided to Us by Third Parties: 

When you purchase products or apply for service with us, we may obtain credit information 
about you from outside credit reporting agencies to help us with customer authentication and 
credit-related decisions. If you lease your residence, we may have information about how to 
reach your landlord and whether landlord permission is required to install our facilities. 

Verizon obtains information from outside companies that collect consumer information such as 
demographic and interest data. Examples of this information include gender, age range, sports 
enthusiast, frequent diner or pet owner. We use this data and combine it with other information 
we have about you to help us predict customer preferences and to direct marketing offers that 
might be more relevant to you. 

When you use social media credentials to login to or otherwise interact with a Verizon site or 
offer, we may collect information about your social media profile, such as your interests, "likes" 
and friends list. We may use this information, for example, to personalize your Verizon 
experiences and marketing communications, to enhance our services and to better serve you. 
You can control this data sharing via options in your social media accounts. 

We may also obtain contact information and other marketing lead information from third parties, 
and may combine it with information we have to contact you or direct Verizon's marketing offers 
to you. Website visitors and others may provide us with your email address through "refer-a-
friend" options or social networking platforms. We use these email addresses to send Verizon 
promotional marketing information. 

Information Collected on Verizon Websites: 

When you browse Verizon websites, information is collected about your device and your visit. 
We also collect data about your browsing, searching and buying activity as you interact with our 
sites. We may collect and use your IP address, mobile telephone or device number, account 
information, web addresses of the sites you come from and go to next and information about 
your connection, including your device's browser, operating system, platform type and Internet 
connection speed. We use this information for operational and performance measurement 
purposes including monitoring statistics such as how many people visit our websites; which 
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pages people visit on our sites; how much time is spent on each page or; which browsers are used 
to visit our sites. 

Verizon and its vendors also use information collected on Verizon websites to help us deliver 
more relevant Verizon marketing messages. These messages may be delivered on our websites, 
on non-Verizon websites, by our representatives, via email, or via other Verizon services or 
devices. We use this information in order to, among other things, ensure that you see the correct 
products and pricing available in the geographic area in which you live, manage the frequency 
with which you see an advertisement, tailor advertisements to better match your interests, and to 
understand the effectiveness of our advertising. We also may use this information to assess the 
effectiveness of our sites and to help you should you request help with navigation problems on 
these sites. 

Certain Verizon vendors may place and read cookies on our sites to help us deliver Verizon 
marketing messages on our sites and on non-Verizon sites. We require that these vendors provide 
consumers with the ability to opt-out of their use of information for these pur:£!?_Ses. In 
accordance with industry self-regulatory principles, you should see this icon On or arouna-·-
Verizon advertisements that are delivered on other sites using information collected on our sites. 
Clicking on this icon will provide information about the companies and data practices that were 
used to deliver the ad and will also describe how you may opt-out of these advertising programs. 
Additional information on the choices available to you for the use of your information for 
advertising purposes can be found in the "How to Limit the Sharing and Use ofYour 
Information" section below. 
Additional information about "cookies" and related technologies 

When you register on our sites, we may assign an anonymous, unique identifier. This may allow 
select advertising entities to use information they have about your web browsing on a desktop 
computer to deliver marketing messages to mobile devices on our network. We do not share any 
information that identifies you personally outside of Verizon as part of this program. You have a 
choice about whether to participate, and you can you can visit our relevant mobile advertising 
page (link to ·www.vzw.com:lmyprivacy) to learn more or advise us of your choice. 

Back to Summary 

Information You Provide: 

When you contact us online or by other means for information about products and services or 
when you enter a Verizon-sponsored or affiliated contest, sweepstakes or similar promotion, we 
will respond to your request and may use the information you supply us to provide you with 
additional information about service offerings either at that time or in the future. If you enter a 
promotion, your information may be disclosed as part ofthe program's administration, such as in 
connection with the publication of winners, prize fulfillment, and as required by law or permitted 
by the promotion's official rules. Information you provide on our websites about your preferred 
location and other preferences may be used to provide you with more relevant product 
recommendations, services and special offers. 

If you provide information to us in the context of an event that Verizon sponsors with another 
organization, such as a contest or sweepstakes, or if you visit a co-sponsored site or use a co-
sponsored service, you also may be providing information to the co-sponsor. You should refer to 
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that co-sponsor's privacy policy for information about its practices which may differ from 
Verizon's practices. 

We may also collect information from you when you agree to participate in surveys or provide 
other feedback to us regarding our products or services, when you register to receive news or 
public policy updates, or when you apply for a job with or a grant from Verizon. We use this 
information only for the purpose for which you provide it. 

Verizon may send you emails that communicate information about your account or about 
products, services, marketing offers, or promotions that may be of interest to you. When you 
open a Verizon email or click on links within these emails, we may collect and retain 
information to provide you with future communications that may be more interesting to you. 
Please note that Verizon will not ask you to send us, via email, sensitive personal or account 
information. 
Back to Summary 

Additional Information for Wireless Customers 

Verizon Wireless collects and uses mobile device location data for a variety of purposes, 
including to provide our mobile voice and data services, emergency services, and our and third-
party location-based applications and services such as navigation, weather, mapping and child 
safety applications or tools. Where we offer our own location-based applications, we provide you 
with notice and choice about whether specific location-tracking features available on your device 
are turned on. 

Many types of wireless applications and services use mobile device location data, including 
applications provided by other companies and wireless device operating systems. When you are 
considering new applications or services, you should carefully review the location-based 
services' or application providers' privacy policies to learn how they collect and use your 
information. 

Verizon Wireless may use mobile usage information and consumer information for certain 
business and marketing reports. Mobile usage information includes the addresses ofwebsites you 
visit when you use our wireless services. These data strings (or URLs) may include search terms 
you have used. Mobile usage information also includes the location of your device and your use 
of applications and features. Consumer information includes information about your use of 
Verizon products and services (such as data and calling features, device type, and amount of use) 
as well as demographic and interest categories provided to us by other companies (such as 
gender, age range, sports fan, frequent diner, or pet owner). We may combine this information in 
a manner that does not personally identify you and use it to prepare aggregated business and 
marketing reports that we may use ourselves or share with others for their use. We may also 
share location information with other companies in a way that does not personally identify you 
so that they may produce business and marketing reports. You have a choice about whether your 
information is included in these reports. 

Verizon Wireless does not publish directories of our customers' wireless phone numbers, and we 
do not provide or make them available to third parties for listing in directories unless you request 
that we do so. 
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Back to Summarv 

Information About the Cable Act 

To the extent that Section 631 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the "Cable 
Act") applies to services you purchase, it entitles you to know about the personally identifiable 
infonnation a cable service provider collects. This includes the nature of the use and disclosure 
of this information and to whom it may be disclosed, how long personally identifiable 
information is maintained, and how subscribers may access it. In addition, the Cable Act imposes 
limits on the collection and disclosure of personal information and gives subscribers the ability to 
enforce their privacy rights. (Personally identifiable information does not include aggregate data 
that does not identify a particular person). 

The Cable Act allows a provider to use its cable system to collect personally identifiable 
information necessary to render a cable service or other services provided to subscribers and to 
detect and prevent unauthorized access to services. Additional personally identifiable 
information may be collected with the subscriber's prior consent. Personally identifiable 
infonnation may be used or disclosed without the subscriber' s consent where necessary to render 
services, and to conduct legitimate business activities related to services provided. 

We may be required by law to disclose personally identifiable information to a governmental 
entity to comply with valid legal process, such as warrants, court orders or subpoenas, but we 
will not disclose records revealing your selection of video programming unless we receive a 
court order indicating that the governmental entity has made a specified showing of relevance 
and you were afforded an opportunity to contest the order. We may be required to disclose 
personally identifiable information (including your selection of video programming) to a non-
governmental entity to comply with a court order, after you have been provided notice. 

If you believe that your privacy rights have been violated, please contact us at 
privacyoffice@verizon.com and we will work with you to address your concerns. If you believe 
that you have been aggrieved as a result of a violation of the Cable Act, you may enforce the 
limitations imposed by the Cable Act through a civil action in a United States district court 
seeking damages, attorney's fees , and litigation costs. Other rights and remedies may also be 
available to you under federal or other applicable laws. 

The Cable Act permits the disclosure of customer names and addresses as long as a subscriber 
has been provided with the opportunity to prohibit or limit this disclosure and the disclosure does 
not reveal, directly or indirectly, the subscriber' s viewing or other uses of the cable or other 
services provided. If we intend to share data in this way, we will provide you with the 
opportunity to prohibit or limit this type of sharing. 

Relevant TV Advertising 

Verizon's Relevant TV Advertising program helps advertisers reach FiOS television customers 
with advertisements that may be more relevant to their interests. We do not share any 
information that identifies you personally outside ofVerizon as part of this program. The ads 
may appear on a variety of platforms where FiOS television customers can access video content. 
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We help advertisers deliver ads to audiences based on demographic and interest information 
(such as gender, family size, and luxury car owner) we obtain from other companies, your 
address and certain information about your Verizon products and services (such as service 
packages purchased, video on-demand purchases, and program viewing data). You have a choice 
about receiving this type of advertising and you can opt out online. 

Additional Information for Redbox Instant by Verizon Customers 

Redbox Instant by Verizon video streaming services are offered through a joint venture between 
Verizon and Redbox. When you subscribe to or use Redbox Instant by Verizon services, your 
information is shared with both Verizon and Redbox and is covered by this privacy policy as 
well as Redbox's privacv policy. 

Redbox Instant by Verizon services will be available to you through websites and Internet-
connected device platforms operated by other companies such as gaming devices, streaming 
video devices, tablets and wireless phones. When you access Redbox Instant by Verizon on 
others ' websites or platforms, you should check these providers' privacy policies to learn what 
information they collect and use. 
Back to Summarv. 

Information We Share 

Information Shared Within the Verizon Family of Companies: 

Verizon shares customer information within our family of companies. You can limit our sharing 
of certain types of customer information, known as Customer Proprietary Network Information, 
for marketing purposes as described more fully below. Sharing this information allows us to 
provide you with the latest information about our products and services and to offer you our 
latest promotions. 

Additional protections apply for certain information we collect and maintain about the 
telecommunications and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoiP) services you buy from us and how 
you use them. This infonnation is categorized by the federal government as Customer 
Proprietary Network lnfonnation or CPNI. Specific Jaws govern our sharing and use of this type 
of infonnation. 

Verizon Wireless and Wireline residential customers as well as Verizon Wireline small and 
medium business customers receive a privacy notice regarding CPNI when they first contract for 
or order service and atleast every two years thereafter. For more information, please read the 
Verizon Wireline and Verizon Wireless CPNI notices. You may choose to opt out of the sharing 
of your CPNI within the Verizon family of companies for certain marketing purposes. 

Our corporate and government account customers in the United States receive a CPNI consent 
form or service agreement requesting affirmative approval to share CPNI information. As 
described in the request, you may decline or withdraw CPNI consent by not signing the consent 
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form or by following instructions in the consent form or service agreement. Your choice on 
CPNI consent will remain in effect unless you change it. 

If you are an Arizona resident, as required by state law, Verizon Wireless does not share your 
CPNI within the Verizon family of companies unless vou provide consent. Customers who 
provide such consent are reminded annually of their current CPNI choices. 

If you are a retail customer of MCI, your CPNI will not be shared within the Verizon family of 
companies for marketing purposes except to provide you with information about other services 
of the type you currently buy from us. In addition, when you are speaking with a customer 
service representative, we may ask your permission to review your records, including your 
CPNI, to provide you with information about the full array of services provided by the Verizon 
family of companies. 

Information Shared Outside the Verizon Family of Companies: 

Except as explained in this Privacy Policy, in privacy policies for specific services, or in 
agreements with our customers, Verizon does not sell, license or share infonnation that 
individually identifies our customers, people using our networks, or website visitors with others 
outside the Verizon fami ly of companies for non-Verizon purposes without the consent of the 
person whose information will be shared. 

Verizon uses vendors and partners for a variety of business purposes such as to help us offer, 
provide, repair and bill for services we provide. We share information with those vendors and 
partners when it is necessary for them to perform work on our behalf. For example, we may 
provide your credit card information and billing address to our payment processing company 
solely for the purpose of processing payment for a transaction you have requested. We require 
that these vendors and partners protect the customer information we provide to them and limit 
their use ofVerizon customer data to the purposes for which it was provided. We do not permit 
these types of vendors and partners to use this information for their own marketing purposes. 

As described in more detail in other sections of this policy, Verizon also may share certain 
information with outside companies-, for example, to assist with the delivery of advertising 
campaigns, or preparing and sharing aggregate reports. 

Verizon provides the names, addresses and telephone numbers ofwireline telephone customers 
to directory publishers and directory assistance services unless a non-published or non-listed 
phone number has been requested. 

We may disclose information that individually identifies our customers or identifies customer 
devices in certain circumstances, such as: 

• to comply with valid legal process including subpoenas, court orders or search warrants, 
and as otherwise authorized by law; 

• in cases involving danger of death or serious physical injury to any person or other 
emergencies; 

• to protect our rights or property, or the safety of our customers or employees; 
• to protect against fraudulent, malicious, abusive, unauthorized or unlawful use of or 
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subscription to our products and services and to protect our network, services, devices 
and users from such use; 

• to advance or defend against complaints or legal claims in court, administrative 
proceedings and elsewhere; 

• to credit bureaus or collection agencies for reporting purposes or to obtain payment for 
Verizon-billed products and services; 

• to a third-party that you have authorized to verify your account information; 
• to outside auditors and regulators; or 
• with your consent. 

When you purchase services offered jointly by Verizon and one of our partners, customer 
information may be received by both Verizon and our partner that is providing your service. For 
these jointly offered services, you should also review the partner company's privacy policy 
which may include practices that are different from the practices described here. 

If Verizon enters into a merger, acquisition or sale of all or a portion of its assets or business, 
customer information will also be transferred as part of or in connection with the transaction. 

Information Provided to or Used by Third-Party Advertising Entities or Social Networks 

You may see third-party advertisements on some Verizon websites, services, or devices. Some 
advertisements are chosen by companies that place advertisements on behalf of other third-party 
advertisers. These companies, often called ad servers, ad networks, or technology platforms, may 
place and access cookies on your device to collect information about your visit on our websites. 
The information they collect from our sites is in a form that does not identify you personally. 
This information may be combined with similar data obtained from other websites to help 
advertisers better reach their targeted audiences. Targeting may be accomplished by tailoring 
advertising to interests that they infer from your browsing of our sites and your interaction with 
other websites where these ad servers, ad networks and technology platforms also are present. 

If you choose to interact with specific advertisers who advertise on our sites or services, the 
infonnation you provide to them is subject to the conditions of their specific privacy policies. In 
addition, responding to· or interacting with a particular advertisement, may result in you later 
receiving a targeted advertisement on our websites or on other sites as a result of an ad server or 
ad network concluding that you fit within a particular audience an advertiser is trying to reach. 

Advertising that is customized based on predictions generated from your visits over time and 
across different websites is sometimes called "online behavioral" or "interest-based" advertising. 
In accordance with industrv self-regulatory principles, we require that companies disclose when 
they are using online behavioral advertising programs to deliver third-party ads on our sites or 
collecting information about your visit to our sites for these purposes and give .consumers the 
ability to opt-out of this use of their information. You will see an icon O n oraround third-party 
advertisements that are delivered on our sites using behavioral advertising programs. Clicking on 
this icon will provide additional information about the companies and data practices that were 
used to deliver the ad as well as information on how you may opt-out of these advertising 
programs. Additional information about your options regarding the use of your information for 
advertising purposes can be found below. Additional infonnation about online behavioral 
advertising can be found here. Please note that Verizon does not have control over or access to 
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information contained in the cookies that are set on your computer by ad servers, ad networks or 
third-party advertisers. 
Additional infonnation about "cookies'' and related technologies 

We also may provide third-party advertisers with geographic or demographic information that 
allows them to tailor their ads. This information does not identify you individually. 

Verizon also helps advertisers better reach our wireline and wireless Internet access customers 
using the postal address we have for you; certain information about your Verizon products and 
services-- such as device type and broadband service features; and demographic and interest 
information provided to us by other companies-- such as gender, age-range, sports fan, frequent 
diner or pet owner. This information is used to predict whether you fit within an audience an 
advertiser is trying to reach. In addition, using an anonymous, unique identifier we create when 
you register on our websites, we may allow an advertiser to use information they have about 
your visits to websites on a desktop computer to deliver marketing messages to mobile devices 
on our network. We do not share outside ofVerizon any information that identifies you 
personally as part of these programs. You have a choice about participating in the separate 
Verizon and Verizon Wireless programs. 

Verizon websites and services may include social network or other third-party plug-ins and 
widgets that may provide information to their associated social networks or third-parties about 
your interactions with Verizon page you visit or services you use, even if you do not click on or 
otherwise interact with the plug-in or widget. More information is available here. 
Back to Summary 

How to Limit the Sharing and Use of Your Information 

You have choices about how Verizon shares and uses infonnation. 

Customer Proprietary Network Information (CPNI): 

As described above, customers ofVerizon telecommunication and VoiP services may choose 
whether to allow Verizon to share your CPNI within the Verizon family of companies for certain 
marketing purposes. This choice will remain in effect unless you change it. Verizon Wireline 
consumer and small business customers may opt-out of this sharing by calling us using the state 
toll-free number provided in their notice and available here. Verizon Wireless mass-market 
customers may call 1-800-333-9956. National and major account customers ofVerizon Wireless 
and corporate and government customers ofVerizon Wireless or Verizon Business in the United 
States may decline to provide or withdraw CPNI consent by following the instructions in your 
service agreements or CPNI consent forms. 

Telemarketing: 

Federal "Do Not Call" laws allow you to place your phone numbers on the National Do Not Call 
Registry to prevent telemarketing calls to those numbers. If you would like to add your numbers 
to this list, you may do so by calling 1-888-382-1222, or by visiting www.donotcall:gov. 
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You should be aware that even if you add your number(s) to the federal or a state Do Not Call 
list, most telemarketing laws allow companies to contact their own customers. If at any time you 
would like to be removed from Verizon's residential telemarketing list, please let us know by 
contacting a Verizon customer service representative at 1-800-VERIZON. Verizon Wireless also 
maintains a Do Not Call list. If you would like to be removed from the Verizon Wireless 
telemarketing list, please let us know by contacting a Verizon Wireless customer service 
representative at 1-800-922-0204. Please allow 30 days for your telephone number to be 
removed from any sales programs that are currently underway. 

Marketing Email, Text Messages, Postal Mail and Door-to-Door Calls: 

Marketing emails you receive from Verizon, Verizon Wireless, or Redbox Instant by Verizon 
include an unsubscribe instruction (usually found at the bottom of the email) that you may use to 
opt out ofreceiving future marketing-related emails. You may opt out of receiving marketing-
related emails from Verizon by visiting our "Unsubscribe" site and providing the requested 
information. You may opt out of receiving marketing-related emails from Verizon Wireless by 
contacting a Verizon Wireless customer service representative at 1-800-922-0204. You may opt-
out of receiving marketing-related emails from Redbox Instant by Verizon at your customer 
account pages online. 

You may opt out of receiving marketing-related postal mailings or prevent door-to-door 
marketing solicitations from Verizon by calling a customer service representative at 1-800-
VERIZON. You may opt out of receiving marketing-related postal mailing or prevent text 
message marketing by Verizon Wireless by calling a Verizon Wireless customer service 
representative at I -800-922-0204. Text message solicitations from Verizon also contain an 
"unsubscribe" feature that you can use to prevent future marketing text messages from us. Please 
note that Verizon may use bulk mail service for some marketing mailings. These services deliver 
offers to all homes in a neighborhood or zip code. This type of mailing will continue even if you 
opt-out of receiving marketing-related postal mailings from Verizon. 

Information Used for Online Advertising: 

You have choices about whether certain information collected on websites, including Verizon's, 
is used to customize advertising based on predictions generated from your visits over time and 
across different websites. When you see this icon D in or around-an advertisement you can click 
on the icon to see additional information on the companies and data practices that were used to 
deliver the ad and descriptions of how you may opt-out of these advertising programs. To learn 
more or to limit the collection of information by these parties, you may also visit the 
Aboutads.info website. 

Please note that many opt-outs are cookie-based. If you buy a new computer, change web 
browsers or delete the cookies on your computer, you will need to opt-out again. Please also note 
that some wireless devices, portals and websites have limited ability to use and store cookies. As 
a result, advertising entities may have a limited ability to use cookies in the manner described 
above or to respect cookie-based opt out preferences. However, ads may still be tailored using 
other techniques such as publisher, device or browser-enabled targeting. You sho1.Ild check the 
privacy policies of the products, sites and services you use to learn more about any such 
techniques and your options. If you do not want information to be collected for marketing 
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purposes from services such as the Verizon Wireless Mobile Internet services, you should not 
use those particular services. 

You also can limit the collection of certain website information by deleting or disabling cookies. 
Most computers' Internet browsers enable you to erase cookies from your computer hard drive, 
block all cookies, or receive a warning before a cookie is stored. 
See information about managing cookies 

Please note that disabling cookies may prevent you from using specific features on our sites and 
other websites, such as ordering products or services and maintaining an online account. Cookies 
must be enabled for you to use your Verizon e-mail account. 

Relevant Advertising 

Verizon broadband Internet access customers may opt-out of the relevant online advertising 
program described above by following the instructions here. Verizon Wireless Internet customers 
may opt-out of the relevant mobile advertising program by following the instructions here or by 
calling us at 1-866-211-0874. You may opt-out ofVerizon ' s Relevant TV advertising program 
by following the instructions here. If you opt out online, you will need your account user ID and 
password. Also, please note that you will receive ads whether you participate in these programs 
or not, but under these programs, ads may be more relevant to you. 

Business and Marketing Reports 

Verizon Wireless customers may choose not to participate in Verizon Wireless' use of their 
information to create aggregated business and marketing reports that do not specifically identify 
any individual Verizon Wireless customers. You may opt-out by calling 1-866-211-0874 or by 
visiting verizonwireless.com/myprivacy. Please note that if you have a Family SharePian® or 
multi-line account, you must indicate your opt-out choice for each line. If you add a line or 
change a telephone number, you will need to update your privacy choices. 
Back to Summary 

Working Together to Keep Children Safe 

Verizon recognizes that online service providers must be vigilant in protecting the safety and 
privacy of children online. We do not knowingly market to or solicit information from children 
under the age of 13, without obtaining verifiable parental consent. 

Verizon strongly supports educating parents and young Internet users on safe viewing practices 
and we offer a variety of tools to help children and parents avoid encountering objectionable 
content or communications while using our services. 

Verizon's Parental Control Center provides many free resources that offer guidance, connect 
parents with experts and help give parents the technical knowledge to help keep kids safer 
online. 

Regrettably, there are those who use the Internet to view, store and distribute child pornography 
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(or who engage in other types of illegal activity involving children). Child pornography is 
subject to severe criminal penalties and using the Verizon network to view, store or distribute it 
violates our service contracts. The Verizon network may not be used by customers in any manner 
for the storage, transmission or dissemination of images containing child pornography and we 
will report any instances of such activity of which we becOme aware to the appropriate law 
enforcement authorities. 

If you have a complaint about child pornography, the soliciting of children for sexual activity, or 
any other illegal or inappropriate activity involving children on a Verizon service, report it to us 
by sending an email to abuse@verizon.net. Please include the words "child porn" in the subject 
line of your email. You can also make a report directly to the National Center for Missing and 
Exploited Children through its CyberTipline located at www.cvbertipl ine.org. 

Additional Internet safety resources and information are available at: 

• http://w\vw.netsmartz.org/ 
• http://v.'Ww.wiredsafety.org/ 
• http://www.onguardonline.gov/ 
• http:/ /www.commonsensemedia.org/ 
• http://www.stopbullying.gov/ 
• http://www.cyberbullying.us/ 
• http://www.connectsafely.org/ 

Back to Summarv 

Information Security and Data Retention 

Verizon has technical, administrative and physical safeguards in place to help protect against 
unauthorized access to, use or disclosure of customer information we collect or store, including 
Social Security Numbers. Employees are trained on the importance of protecting privacy and on 
the proper access to, use and disclosure of customer information. Under our practices and 
policies, access to sensitive personally identifiable information is authorized only for those who 
have a business need for such access. Personally identifiable and other sensitive records are 
retained only as long as reasonably necessary for business accounting, tax or legal purposes. 

Although we work hard to protect personal information that we collect and store, no program is 
100% secure and we cannot guarantee that our safeguards will prevent every unauthorized 
attempt to access, use or disclose personal informati0n. Verizon maintains security and incident 
response plans to handle incidents involving unauthorized access to private information we 
collect or store. 

If you become aware of a security issue, please contact Verizon's Security Control Center. We 
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will work with you to address any problems. 

Verizon often publishes helpful information about a wide range of scams that you may 
encounter. 

View current information about Internet and phone scam s and tips on how to protect yourself 

Back to Summarv 

Contact Information 

If you have questions, concerns or suggestions related to our Privacy Policy or our privacy 
practices you may contact us at: · 

Verizon Privacy Office 
1300 I Street, NW 
Suite 400 West 
Washington, DC 20005 
Fax:202-789-1432 
Email: privacyoffice@verizon.com 

Accessing and Updating Your Information 

We strive to keep our customer records as accurate as possible. You may correct or update your 
Verizon customer information by calling a Verizon customer service representative at 1-800-
VERIZON or by accessing your account online and providing the updated information there. 
Similarly, updates can be made to your Verizon Wireless account by calling a Verizon Wireless 
customer service representative at 1-800-922-0204 or online. Verizon Business customers may 
update their information by contacting their account manager. Updates can be made to your 
Redbox Instant by Verizon account information by visiting the "My Account" pages online. 

If you are a FiOS or other customer served over our fiber-to-the-premises network and you 
would like to see your personally identifiable information, please contact us at 
privacyoffice@verizon.com so we may arrange a time and convenient location for you to do so 
during business hours. You will need to provide proper identification and you may examine 
records that contain personally identifiable information about you and no one else. If you believe 
any of your personally identifiable information is inaccurate, we will work with you to ensure 
that corrections are made. Verizon reserves the right to charge you for the cost of photocopying 
any documents you request. 

Links to and from non-Verizon Websites and Content 

Verizon websites and Redbox Instant by Verizon platforms may contain links to non-Verizon 
sites. Verizon applications or other content may be included on web pages and web sites that are 
not associated with Verizon and over which we have no control. We are not responsible for the 
content on these sites or platforms or the privacy policies and practices employed by these sites 
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and platforms. We recommend that you review the policies and practices of the sites you visit. 

Information Sharing: Blogs and Social Networking 

Some Verizon websites, applications, and services may allow you to participate in web log 
("blog") discussions, message boards, chat rooms, and other forms of social networking and to 
post reviews. Please be aware that these forums are accessible to others. We urge you to not 
submit any personally identifiable information to these forums because any information you post 
can be read, collected, shared, or otherwise used by anyone who accesses the forum. Verizon is 
not responsible for the information you choose to submit in these forums. If you post content to 
information sharing forums, including any information about the movies you rent or view, you 
are doing so by choice and you are providing consent to the disclosure of this information. 

Changes to This Policy 

We reserve the right to make changes to this Privacy Policy, so please check back periodically 
for changes. You will be able to see that changes have been made by checking to see the 
effective date posted at the end of the policy. 

lfVerizon elects to use or disclose information that identifies you as an individual in a manner 
that is materially different from that stated in our policy at the time we collected that information 
from you, we will give you. a choice regarding such use or disclosure by appropriate means, 
which may include use of an opt-out mechanism. 

Updated January 2014 

© 2009,2011-2014 Verizon. All Rights Reserved. 
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AT&T Privacy Policy 

About Our Privacy Policy 

Whenever you do something like buy one of our products, stream a movie or download an 
app, information is created. Because we know your privacy is important, we have a Privacy 
Policy to explain how we collect, use and protect that information. There' s a quick 
summary below, and the entire policy is written in an easy F AQ format. We want to 
simplify this, so you can make informed choices about your privacy, and then spend the rest 
of your time enjoying our products and services. 

Effective September 16, 2013 

A Quick Summary of Our Privacy Policy 

Our privacy policy applies to your use of our products and services. We will always provide 
you with notice of material changes to this Policy. In order to do things like constantly 
improve our services, products and relationship with you, we may collect different types of 
information that help us learn more about how you use our offerings. 

Here's some of the information we collect: 

• Account Information includes your name, address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, service-related details such as payment data, security codes, service history 
and other information like that; 

• Network Performance & Usage Information tells us how you use our network, our 
products and our services, and how well our equipment and network is performing; 

• Web Browsing & Wireless Application Information tells us about the websites you 
visit and the mobile applications you use on our network; 

• Location Information tells us where your wireless device is located, as well as your 
ZIP-code and street address; 

• U-verse Information tells us about which programs you watch and record, the games 
you play, the applications you use and similar information about how you use our 
U-verse services and applications. 

Here are the three basic ways we collect it: 

• We get information from you when you do things like make a purchase from us; 
• We collect it from how you use our products and services; 
• Other sources, like credit agencies and marketing companies, provide it to us. 

Here are just some of the ways we use it. To: 

• Provide services and improve your customer experience; 
• Send you bills for your services; 
• Respond to your questions; 
• Address network integrity and security issues; 
• Do research and analysis to maintain, protect, develop and improve our network; 
• Let you know about service updates, offers and promotions; 
• Improve entertainment options; 
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• Deliver Relevant Advertising; 
• Create External Marketing & Analytics Reports; 
• Assist in the prevention and investigation of illegal activities and violations of our 

Terms of Service or Acceptable Use Policies. 

Some examples of who we share your Personal Information with: 

• Across AT&T companies to give you the best customer experience and to help you 
get everything we have to offer. 

• With other companies that perform services on our behalf only as needed for 
them to perform those services. We require them to protect your information 
consistent with our Policy. 

• With other companies and entities, to: 
• Respond to 911 requests and other emergencies or exigencies; 
• Comply with court orders and other legal process; 
• Assist with identity verification, and preventing fraud and identity theft; 
• Enforce our agreements and property rights; and 
• Obtain payment for products and services including the transfer or sale of 

delinquent accounts to third parties for collection 

Details on Personal and Anonymous & Aggregate Information 

• What is Personal Information? Information that identifies or reasonably can be used 
to identify you. 

• What is Anonymous? This is information that doesn't identify you and can't 
reasonably be used to identify you specifically. 

• What is Aggregate? We take a whole bunch of people's data and combine it into 
anonymous groups or categories. 

• How we use this information? We use and share this information in many ways 
including research, media analysis and retail marketing and Relevant Advertising. 
This data is also included in External Marketing &Analytics Reports 

• Want to learn more? Go here. 

Our privacy commitments 

• We don't sell your Personal Information to anyone for any purpose. Period. 
• We keep your Personal Information in our business records while you are a customer, 

or until it is no longer needed for business, tax or legal purposes. 
• We will keep your information safe using encryption or other appropriate security 

controls. 

Our Online Privacy Policy for Children 

• We want you to know that we don't knowingly collect personally identifying 
information from anyone under the age of 13 unless we first obtain permission from 
the child's parent or legal guardian. 

• For information about safety and controls, view our AT&T Smart Controls parental 
tools. 

Your Choices & Controls 
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• You have choices about which types of advertising you get from us; 
• You can control whether your anonymous information is used in our External 

Marketing & Analytics Reports; 
• You can choose whether to receive marketing calls, e-m ails or text messages from us; 
• You have a choice about how we use your Customer Proprietary Network 

Information; 

Visit our Privacv Policy for more information. 

• Definitions 
• Scope of this Policy 
• The Information We Collect. How We Collect It. And How We Use It 
• Information Sharing 
• Online Activity Tracking and Advertising 
• Location lnforn1ation 
• Aggregate and Anonymous lnforn1ation 
• External Marketing & Analytics Reports 
• Online Privacy Policy for Children 
• Data Protection & Security 
• Changes 
• Choices & Controls 
• How to Contact Us 

Your California Privacy Rights 

California Civil Code Section 1798.83 entitles California customers to request information 
concerning whether a business has disclosed Personal Information to any third parties for 
their direct marketing purposes. As stated in this Privacy Policy, we will not sell your 
Personal Information to other companies and we will not share it with other companies for 
them to use for their own marketing purposes without your consent. 

California Web Site Data Collection & "Do Not Track" Notices 

Web Site Data Collection: We do not knowingly allow other parties to collect personally 
identifiable information about your online activities over time and across third-party web 
sites when you use our websites and services. AT&T provides information about the opt-
out choices it makes available, and the opt-outs choices provided by certain third-party 
website and mobile application analytics companies we use here. 

"Do Not Track" Notice: Because the providers of "do not track" and similar signals do not 
yet operate according to common, industry-accepted standards, AT&T currently does not 
respond to those signals. For more information on Do Not Track, please visit 
'NWw.allaboutdnt.com. 

California customers who wish to request further information about our compliance with 
these requirements, or have questions or concerns about our privacy practices and policies 
may contact us at privacypolicy@att.com, or write to us at AT&T Privacy Policy, 1120 
20th Street, N.W., lOth Floor, Washington, DC 20036. 
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AT&T Privacy Policy FAQ 

Our AT&T Privacy Policy in easy, FAQ format. 

We understand that everyone thinks that privacy policies are long, complicated and difficult 
to understand. So we're going to try to make this as simple as possible. 

DEFINITIONS 

Let's start with what we mean when we say: 

Aggregate Information: Information that we combine into anonymous groups of 
customers or users. One way to think of it is in terms of a survey or opinion poll. Aggregate 
information would tell you that 80 percent of the people voted for a candidate, but not who 
actually voted. These groups are large enough to reasonably prevent individuals from being 
identified. 

Anonymous Information: Information that doesn't directly identify and can't reasonably 
be used to identify an individual customer or user. 

Customer: Anyone who purchases or uses our products or services. When a customer 
purchases retail products or services for use by others, like a family account, those family 
members also are customers. 

Mobile Application: A software application that runs on smartphones, tablet computers or 
other mobile devices and that allows users to access a variety of services and information. 

Personal Information: Information that directly identifies or reasonably can be used to 
figure out the identity of a customer or user, such as your name, address, phone number and 
e-mail address. Personal Information does not include published listing information. 

Relevant Advertising: Uses aggregate information about groups of people (like age, 
ethnicity, income range, where those groups live and work, and their interests) to develop 
advertising that is more likely to be useful to that group. It does not use individual data 
about what a specific person might like. "Online behavioral advertising" is one type of 
relevant advertising. It uses interest categories based on the websites visited by groups of 
people to deliver advertising online. 

User: Anyone who visits our websites or uses our mobile applications. 

Website: And other terms like "Internet site," "site" and "web page" all mean the same 
thing, namely any page or location on the Internet, no matter what device (cell phone, 
tablet, laptop, PC, etc.) or protocol (http, W AP, ftp or other) is used to access the page or 
location. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SCOPE OF TillS POLICY · 

1. What does this Policy cover? 
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This Privacy Policy covers our practices regarding the information we collect about 
our customers and users (how we collect it and how we use it). Use of our products 
and services, as well as visits to our websites, are subject to this Privacy Policy. 

2. Do you have any Privacy Policies other than this one? 

Yes. The Joint AT&T Echo Star Privacy Policy for AT &TjDISH Network Customer 
Account Information remains in effect for AT &TjDISH subscribers. 

AT&T companies that do not operate under our brand may have separate privacy 
policies. 

Some areas outside the United States require us to work a little differently. In that 
case, AT&T may adopt separate privacy policies as necessary to reflect the 
requirements of applicable local laws. 

3. What about my family members and other users ofmy AT&T account? Does this 
Policy apply to them? 

Yes. You're responsible for making sure all family members or other users under 
your account understand and agree to this Policy. Get everyone together and talk 
about it. Or, send it by e-mail to make sure they're on board. Hang it on the fridge. Up 
to you, just share it! 

4. When is information not covered by this Policy? 

Any time you give information to companies other than AT&T. Some examples are: 

• When you use a non-AT &T Wi-Fi service; 

• When you download applications or make purchases from other companies 
while using our Internet or wireless services; 

• When you go to a non-AT &T website from one of our websites or applications 
(by clicking on a link or an advertisement, for example); 

• If you use public forums- such as social networking services, Internet bulletin 
boards, chat rooms, or blogs -the information is publicly available, and we 
cannot prevent distribution and use of that information by other parties; 

• Information about your location, usage and the numbers you dial when you're 
out and about and roaming on the network of another company; 

• When you purchase or use non-AT &T products (such as wireless devices, 
internet browsers and mobile applications) in combination with AT&T 
services; 

• When we license our brand to other companies for their use in marketing and 
selling certain non-AT &T products and services, information you give those 
companies is not covered by this Policy. 
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5. Can my infonnation be covered by this policy and other privacy policies at the same 
time? 

Yes, that can happen. For example: 

Sometimes we will provide a service with other companies. In that case your 
infonnation may be subject to this Policy and that of the other companies. For 
example, if you use AT&T High Speed Internet services "powered by" Yahoo! Inc., 
your infonnation may be covered by both this Policy and the Yahoo ! Privacv Policy. 

If you purchase one of our products or services from a retailer like Best Buy or 
Amazon.com, for example, any infonnation you provide to them may be subject to 
both their policy and ours. 

If you connect to our Wi-Fi service through another network, such as one provided in 
a hotel, airport or other venue, any infonnation collected from your use of that 
network could be subject to either the AT&T policy or the venue policy, and 
sometimes both. The same thing applies if you connect to our network through your 
employer's corporate network, or any network operated by a non-AT&T company. 

I 

We think it's a great idea to take a look at the privacy policies of any companies you 
do business with to learn how they use your infonnation. 

6. What about business customers? 

We have written product or service agreements with our business customers that 
contain specific provisions about confidentiality, security or handling of infonnation. 
When one of these agreements differs from or conflicts with this Policy, the tenns of 
those agreements will apply. In all other instances, the tenns of this Policy apply. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INFORMATION WE COLLECT, HOW WE COLLECT 
IT AND HOW WE USE IT 

I. What infonnation do we collect? 

We may collect different types of infonnation based on your use of our products and 
services and on our business relationship with you. · 

• Account Information: 

• Contact Information that allows us to communicate with you. We get 
this infonnation when you order or register for our services. This would 
include infonnation like your name, address, telephone number and 
e-mail address. 

• Billing Information related to your financial relationship with us, such 
as the services we provide to you, the telephone numbers you call and 
text, your payment history, your credit history, your credit card numbers, 
Social Security number, security codes and your service history. 
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• Technical & Usage Information related to the services we provide to you, 
including information about how you use our network, services, products or 
websites. Some examples include: 

• Equipment Information that identifies your equipment on our network, 
such as equipment type, device IDs, device status, serial numbers, 
settings, configuration and software. 

• Network Performance & Usage Information about the operation of 
the equipment, services and applications you use on our network. 
Examples of this might include wireless device location, the number of 
text messages sent and received, voice minutes used, bandwidth used, 
and resources you use when uploading, downloading or streaming data 
to and from the Internet. We also collect information like transmission 
rates and delays, data associated with remote monitoring services and 
security characteristics. 

• Some Network Performance & Usage Information and some 
Billing Information is Customer Proprietary Network 
Information or "CPNI." Unique rules apply to CPNI. Go here to 
learn more about what it is, how we use it and the choice you can 
make about that use. 

• Web Browsing & Mobile Application Information such as IP 
addresses, URLs, data transmission rates and delays. We also learn about 
the pages you visit, the time you spend, the links or advertisements you 
see and follow, the search terms you enter, how often you open an 
application, how long you spend using the app and other similar 
information. 

• Location Information includes your ZIP-code and street address, as well as 
the whereabouts of your wireless device. Location information is generated 
when your device communicates with cell towers, Wi-Fi routers or access 
points and/or with other technologies, including the satellites that comprise the 
Global Positioning System. 

• U-verse Information is generated when you use our U-verse suite of services 
including TV, On Demand, Total Home DVR®, High Speed Internet Service, 
Online, U-verse App for tablet or smartphone and similar AT&T services and 
products, including the programs and channels you and those in your 
household watch and record, the times you watch and how long you watch. It 
also includes information like the games you play and the applications you use. 
We also collect information related to your use and interaction with the 
U-verse equipment in your home, including the U-verse TV remote and Set 
Top Box. 

2. How Do You Collect Information? 

In three basic ways: 
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• You Give It To Us when you make a purchase or set up an account with us; 

• We Automatically Collect Information when you use our network, products 
and services. For example, we use network tools to collect your call records; 
we collect wireless device location from our network and from your device; 
and we also use cookies, web server logs and other technologies. 

• We Obtain Information from Outside Sources like credit reports, marketing 
mailing lists, and commercially available geographic and demographic 
information. 

3. How Do You Use My Information? 

We use your information to improve your experience and to make our business 
stronger. Some examples include: 

• Providing and managing your services, responding to your questions and 
addressing problems; 

• Delivering customized content, Relevant Advertising and personalized offers 
for products and services that may be of interest to you; 

• Communicating service updates, offers and promotions; 

• Protecting network integrity and security, ensuring quality control, optimizing 
capacity and preventing misuse; 

• Network enhancement planning, engineering and technical support; 

• Conducting research and analysis for maintaining, protecting and developing 
our network and our services; 

• Preventing illegal activities, suspected fraud, and potential threats to our 
network and our customers' networks; 

• Investigating violations of our Terms of Service, Acceptable Use Policies, or 
other service conditions or restrictions; and 

• Protecting the safety of any person. 

4. Do you use the information I store using one of your cloud services? 

We only use it to provide you with that service, unless we first get your permission to 
use it for something different. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT INFORMATION SHARING 

1. Do you provide information for phone books and Caller ID? . 

Yes and No. 
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Yes, we share the names, addresses and telephone numbers of our wire line telephone 
and U-verse Voice customers with businesses that publish directories and provide 
directory assistance services. We are required by law to do that. We honor your 
request for non-published or non-listed phone numbers. Once we provide published 
listing information to those businesses, they may use, sort, package, repackage and 
make it available again in different formats to anyone. We also provide calling name 
and number information for Caller ID. 

No, we do not give listing information for wireless numbers to phone book publishers 
or directory assistance services without your permission. 

2. Do you share my Personal Information internally? 

Yes. Our products and services are developed, managed, marketed and sold by a 
variety of AT&T companies. Sharing this information helps us offer you the high 
quality, seamless and innovative range of products you have come to expect from us. 
Some of these include: 

• Wireless voice, data, Internet, home security, automation and remote 
monitoring services provided by AT&T Mobility and AT&T Digital Life; and 

• The U-verse suite of TV, Voice and High Speed Internet Access services 
offered by the AT&T telephone companies. 

If one of our subsidiaries does not operate under the AT&T brand, information 
sharing with that subsidiary is handled as though it is a non-AT&T company. 

3. Do you share my Personal Information with other companies for them to market to 
me? 

We will only share your Personal Information with other companies for them to use 
for the marketing of their own products and services when we have your consent. 

4. Are there any other times when you might provide my Personal Information to other 
companies or entities? 

Yes. We share your Personal Information with companies that perform services for 
us, like processing your bill. Because we take our responsibility to safeguard your 
Personal Information seriously, we do not allow those companies to use it for any 
purpose other than to perform those services, and we require them to protect it in a 
way consistent with this Policy. 

Companies that perform these services may be located outside the United States. If 
your Personal Information is shared with these companies, it could be accessible to 
government authorities according to the laws that govern those countries. 

There are also occasions when we provide Personal Information to other companies 
or other entities, such as government agencies, credit bureaus and collection agencies, 
without your consent. Some examples include sharing to: 
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• Comply with court orders, subpoenas, lawful discovery requests and other legal 
or regulatory requirements, and to enforce our legal rights or defend against 
legal claims; 

• Obtain payment or make refunds for products and services that appear on your 
AT&T billing statements, including the transfer or sale of delinquent accounts 
or refund obligations to third parties for collection or payment; 

• Enforce our agreements and protect our rights or property, 

• Assist with identity verification and e-mail address validation; 

• Notify, respond or provide information (including location information) to a 
responsible governmental entity in emergency or exigent circumstances or in 
situations involving immediate danger of death or serious physical injury; and 

• Notify the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children of information 
concerning child pornography of which we become aware through the 
provision of our services. 

5. Do you share my personally identifiable U-verse TV viewing information with other 
companies? 

We don't share your personally identifiable U-verse TV information with other 
companies for them to use for the marketing of their own products and services 
without your consent. We are required to notify you about the special requirements 
we must follow when it comes to sharing your personally identifiable U-verse TV 
information in response to a Court Order: 

Notice Regarding Disclosure of Personally Identifiable Information of AT&T 
U-verse TV Subscribers in Response to Court Order 

• In the case of a court order obtained by a non-governmental entity, AT&T is 
authorized to disclose personally identifiable information collected from 
AT&T U-verse TV subscribers as a result of the subscriber's use of AT &T's 
U-verse TV service only after providing prior notice to the subscriber. 

• In the case of a court order obtained by a governmental entity, AT&T is 
authorized to disclose personally identifiable information collected from 
AT&T U-verse TV subscribers as a result of the subscriber's use of AT&T's 
U-verse TV service only if, in the court proceeding relevant to the order: 

• The govemm~ntal entity offers clear and convincing evidence that the 
subject of the information is reasonably suspected of engaging in 
criminal activity and that the information sought would be material 
evidence in the case; and 

• The subject of the information has an opportunity to appear and contest 
the governmental entity's claim; and 
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• We have provided notice to the subscriber as required by applicable state 
law. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT MY INFORMATION & ADVERTISING 

1. Do you use my information to send me advertising? 

Yes. We may use information like the preferences you have expressed and interests 
you have demonstrated on our websites, in our stores and through use of our products 
and services, to provide you with marketing information and advertisements for 
AT&T products and services. Those ads may be delivered on our websites and 
mobile applications. This is called "first party" advertising. It is part of our service 
relationship and you are not able to opt-out from this type of advertising. 

Our advertising affiliate, AT&T Ad Works, and our advertising partners may also use 
anonymous information gathered through cookies and similar technologies, as well as 
other anonymous and aggregate information that either of us may have to help us 
tailor the ads you see on non-AT&T sites. For example, if you see an ad from us on a 
non-AT &T sports-related website, you may later receive an ad for sporting 
equipment delivered by us on a different website. This is called "online behavioral 
advertising," which is a type of Relevant Advertising. 

2. Do you use my 'information for other types of Relevant Advertising? 

Yes. AT&T Ad Works also uses information we get through your use of our products 
and services, from our advertising partners, and information like your age and gender 
to deliver Relevant Advertising that is not online behavioral advertising. We combine 
your anonymous information with that of other users into aggregate "audience 
segments." These segments are based on particular interests and/or factual 
characteristics that everyone in that audience segment is likely to share. We might 
use that information to send you advertisements that are relevant to those interests or 
characteristics. 

We are careful to create Relevant Advertising with aggregate audience segments that 
are large enough that you can't be identified individually. 

3. Do you use the location of my device for advertising purposes? 

Yes. AT&T Ad Works uses information about the locations you visit in order to 
create combined wireless location interest characteristics that can be used to provide 
Relevant Advertising to you and others like you. 

Location characteristics are types of locations - like "movie theaters." People who 
live in a particular geographic area (a city, ZIP-code or ZIP+ 4 code, for example) 
might appear to have a high interest in movies, thanks to collective information that 
shows wireless devices from that area are often located in the vicinity of movie 
theaters. We might create a "movies characteristic" for that area, and deliver movie 
ads to the people who live there. 

We may associate your wireless device with a particular geographic area, such as a 
city, ZIP-code, or ZIP+ 4 code, based on your billing address or the cell towers you 
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connect with most frequently. AT&T AdWorks does not keep a record ofthe places 
you have visited. 

In addition to other privacy protections, the process we use to create our audience 
segment includes a requirement that the ZIP + 4 or other geographic area to which a 
wireless location is assigned must contain a minimum of 25 households. ZIP + 4 
codes with Jess than 25 households are combined with other ZIP + 4 codes to satisfy 
this requirement. 

4. What's in it for me? 

Just like the name says, you get advertising that's more relevant to your interests. For 
example, if a particular audience segment, like adults between the ages of 21 and 25 
with a certain income range, has demonstrated a greater interest in movies than other 
segments, we might send them a movie ad for a movie geared toward young 
adults. This is just one way we deliver content that's more relevant. 

5. How do you use information about the programs I watch on U-verse TV to advertise 
to me? 

We combine information about the shows that our customers are watching with their 
common interests to help us figure out what types of advertising they might be 
interested in seeing. 

It sometimes works like this: We look at the group of people watching a particular 
show. We identify common characteristics within that group. We use those 
characteristics to identify and deliver advertising that might be most relevant to 
watchers of that TV show. We might also deliver that same advertising during shows 
that appear to have similar audiences. 

6. Do I ever have a chance to tell you what I'm personally interested in? 

Yes. With AT&T Alerts you can sign up to receive text-message offers from 
businesses that are near your current location and match the interests you've selected. 
Check it out at http://alerts.att.com/join. You can change your mind at any time and 
stop receiving alerts. 

When we add new offers like AT&T Alerts we'll Jet you know, so you can decide if 
you'd like to participate. For example, we may offer you free or discounted services 
in exchange for the use of your Personal Information for advertising and other similar 
purposes. We promise, before we use any of your Personal Information (including 
information we gather as an Internet service provider) for such purposes, we will 
always give you the opportunity to make an informed choice about whether to 
participate 

7. What information do you provide to advertisers? 

AT&T may provide reports to advertisers and other business customers about the 
success of its advertising campaigns. Those reports contain aggregate information 
about the number of times a particular ad was viewed, when it was viewed, whether it 
was viewed on a TV, a mobile device or a computer, demographics associated with 
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the viewing audience and other similar information. Your anonymous information 
will not be included in aggregate reports about the success of Relevant Advertising 
campaigns ifyou have opted-out ofRelevant Advertising delivered by AT&T 
AdWorks. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT LOCATION INFORMATION 

1. What is location information? 

Exactly what it sounds like! It includes your ZIP-code and street address, as well as 
the whereabouts of your wireless device. 

2. How is it used? 

We use it in all kinds of ways, here are some examples: 

• We Provide Wireless Voice and Data Services: We monitor, collect and use 
wireless location information, together with other information we get from our 
network and your wireless device, to maintain and improve our network. We 
also might use location information with your consent to provide you with a 
customized experience. For example, when you dial411 Directory Assistance 
for a business telephone number, we might use your wireless location 
information to return the number of the business location closest to you. 

• Location Based Services (LBS): Your device can be used to access a ton of 
services based on location. We offer these services via applications that have 
been pre-loaded or downloaded by you on your device. LBS also may be 
provided via text message or other functionality. We'll give you prior notice 
and ask for your consent when your location is used or shared. The form of 
consent may vary, but will be appropriate for the type of AT&T LBS you use. 

• LBS from other providers: With your consent (to us or the other company) 
we also may enable LBS from other companies by providing location 
information to their developers or location service providers. 

• We use it for Advertising. 

3. How accurate is wireless location information? 

It depends on the technology we're using. For example, we can locate your device 
based on the cell tower that's serving you. The range could be up to 1,000 meters in 
any direction from the tower in urban areas, and up to 10,000 meters in rural areas. 
Wi-Fi networks provide more accurate location information, associating you with the 
place where the network is located - like a coffee shop - or to an area within or 
around that place. 

Services such as 411, 911, a "friend locator" application or a navigation/mapping 
application, require more precise information. So for those we develop a more precise 
estimate of location by associating the serving cell tower ID with other information, 
like the latitude and longitude of the tower, radio frequency parameters, GPS 
information and timing differences in radio signals. Depending on a variety of 
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factors, those methods may estimate the location of your device to within 30 to 1000 
meters. 

4. Are you the only ones who can locate my wireless device? 

Other companies may also be able to locate your device. For example, your handset 
manufacturer and your operating system provider may be able to locate your device. 
If you download mobile applications, those apps may be able to obtain your location 
directly from your handset or the operating system. Mobile applications that give you 
access to your employer's network may also give your employer the ability to locate 
your device. 

We urge you to review Policies of all providers. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT AGGREGATE AND ANONYMOUS INFORMATION 

I. Where do you get anonymous information? 

Sometimes we'll collect information about how you use our products using cookies 
and other similar technologies . This information doesn't include your Personal 
Information and is considered anonymous. 

When we collect information that identifies you personally, we may anonymize it for 
certain purposes. We remove data fields (such as name, address and telephone 
number) that can reasonably be used to identify you. We also use a variety of 
statistical techniques and operational controls to anonymize data. Anonymizing 
information is one of the tools we use to protect your privacy. 

2. Tell me more about aggregate information. 

Aggregate information is a form of anonymous information. We combine data that 
meet certain criteria into anonymous groups. For example, we might want to compare 
how customers in Beverly Hills, CA (or any city, county or ZIP-code) use their cell 
phones to how customers in Boulder, CO use their cell phones. In order to do that, we 
would combine customer data in each of the geographies into anonymous groups and 
look at all that aggregate data to understand how the two groups are different or 
similar. 

3. Do you share anonymous or aggregate information? 

Yes, we may share this information with other companies and entities for specific 
uses, which may include: 

• Universities, laboratories, think tanks and other entities that conduct 
networking, social, behavioral, environmental and other types of scientific 
research, for the purpose of creating fundamental new knowledge; 

• Municipalities, government or other entities that may use this data for purposes 
such as municipal and transportation planning, and emergency and disaster 
response coordination. 
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We share this information in external reports like our External Marketing & 
Analytics Reports and Metric Reports. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT EXTERNAL MARKETING AND ANALYTICS REPORTS 

1. Tell me more about the External Marketing & Analytics Program. 

We use aggregate information to create External Marketing & Analytics Reports that 
we may sell to other companies for their own marketing, advertising or other similar 
uses. 

These reports may be a combination of information from wireless and Wi-Fi 
locations, U-verse, website browsing and mobile application usage and other 
information we have about you and other customers. You have a choice about 
whether your anonymous information is included in these reports. 

Some examples of External Marketing & Analytics Reports include: 

• Reports for retail businesses that show the number of wireless devices in or 
near their store locations by time of day and day of the week, together with 
demographic characteristics of the users (such as age and gender) in those 
groups. 

• Reports that combine anonymous U-verse TV viewing behaviors with other 
aggregate information we may have about our subscribers to create reports that 
would help a TV network better understand the audiences that are viewing their 
programs, those that are not, how frequently they watch, when they watch and 
other similar information; and 

• Reports for device manufacturers that combine information such as device 
type, make and model with demographic and regional location information to 
reflect the popularity of particular device types with various customer 
segments. 

2. Do you provide companies with individual anonymous data as part of your External 
Marketing & Analytics Program? 

Yes. For example, we might share anonymous U-verse TV viewing information with 
media research companies that combine this data with other information to provide 
audience analysis services about what shows certain audience segments are watching. 
When we provide individual anonymous information to businesses, we require that 
they only use it to provide aggregate reports, and for no other purpose. We also 
require businesses to agree they will not attempt to identify any person using this 
information, and that they will handle it in a secure manner, consistent with this 
Policy. 

3. Do you use my anonymous information in other types of external reports? 

Yes, we may use your anonymous information to provide Metrics Reports to our 
business customers and service suppliers. These reports are considered part of the 
underlying service and we do not sell them to other customers or suppliers. 
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For example, if you connect to our Wi-Fi service in a hotel, airport or other venue 
you should know the operator of that venue is our business customer, and that we will 
provide that operator with Metrics Reports about usage of and communications with 
the Wi-Fi network in their location. Those reports contain statistical information like: 

• The number of devices connecting to the Wi-Fi network, duration of Wi-Fi 
sessions and the amount of bandwidth used during those sessions; and 

• Foot-traffic data, including the numbers of devices inside and outside the store 
at a given time; the number of new and frequent visitors; where visitors are 
located within the store (e.g., specific departments or other locations within the 
venue) and frequency of visits and time spent within the store. 

• NOTE: When your wireless device is turned on, it regularly sends out signals 
that enable it to connect to cell towers, Wi-Fi access points or other 
technologies so that we (and others) are able to provide you with services. 
These signals can be used to determine your device location. You can tum Wi-
Fi to the "off" position on the "settings" feature of your device to prevent the 
collection of these signals by Wi-Fi equipment in retail stores and other public 
places. 

Another example, we also license U-verse video programming from content 
providers. As part of our agreement, we provide them with Metrics Reports. These 
reports contain combined measurements and statistical information related to the 
number ofU-verse TV subscribers who watched or accessed a particular program at a 
particular time and other similar measurements. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR ONLINE PRIVACY POLICY FOR CHILDREN 

I. Do you collect information about my children's use? 

We do not knowingly collect personally identifying information from anyone under 
the age of 13 unless we first obtain permission from the child's parent or legal 
guardian. 

2. What happens when my child is using an account not registered to them? 

Internet and wireless devices and services purchased for family use may be used by 
children without our knowledge. When that happens, information collected may 
appear to us to be associated with the adult customer who subscribes to our services 
and will be treated as the adult's information under this Policy. 

3. What can I do to help better protect my child's information? 

We encourage you to spend time online with your children, and to participate in and 
monitor their online activity. We have developed a website that offers safety and 
control tools, expert resources and tips designed to help you manage technology 
choices and address safety concerns. Please visit AT&T Smart Controls for more 
information. 

4. What if my child has an AT&T e-mail sub-account? 
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If you create an AT&T e-mail sub-account for a child under the age of 13: 

• With your permission we collect your child's name, nicknames and aliases, 
alternative e-mail address, birth date, gender and ZIP-code. 

• We use the information collected on sub-accounts to create and maintain those 
accounts, for research, to customize the advertising and content seen on our 
pages and for other marketing purposes. Your child can use their AT&T e-mail 
address and password to log onto websites and online services provided by us, 
like uverse.com. We and our advertising partners may collect and use 
information about customers who log onto those sites as described in the 
"Questions about the Information We Collect. How we Collect It and How We 
Use It" section of this Privacy Policy. A list of the advertising partners who 
collect information on our sites and the ability to opt-out of advertising 
provided by those partners is available here 

• We will not contact a child under the age of 13 about special offers or for 
marketing purposes without parental consent 

• You or your child can review, edit, update, and delete information relating to 
your child's sub-account and, if you no longer wish your child to have such an 
account, you can revoke your consent at any time, by logging on to manage 
your account here. 

You may e-mail us at privacypolicy@att.com, call us at 800.495.1547 or write to us 
at AT&T Privacy Policy, 1120 20th Street, N.W., lOth Floor, Washington, DC 20036 
with any questions or concerns you may have about our Children's Online Privacy 
Policy. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT DATA PROTECTION AND SECURITY 

1. Do we sell your Personal Information? 

No. We do not sell your Personal Information to anyone, for any purpose. Period. 

2. How long do we keep your Personal Information? 

We keep your Personal Information as long as we need for business, tax or legal 
purposes. After that, we destroy it by making it unreadable or undecipherable. 

3. What safeguards does AT&T have in place? 

We've worked hard to protect your information. And we've established electronic and 
administrative safeguards designed to make the information we collect secure. Some 
examples of those safeguards include: 

• All of our employees are subject to the AT&T Code of Business Conduct 
(COBC) and certain state-mandated codes of conduct. Under the COBC, all 
employees must follow the laws, rules, regulations, court and/or administrative 
orders that apply to our business - including, specifically, the legal 
requirements and company policies surrounding the privacy of 
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communications and the security and privacy of your records. We take this 
seriously, and any of our employees who fail to meet the standards we've set in 
the COBC are subject to disciplinary action. That includes dismissal. 

• We've implemented technology and security features and strict policy 
guidelines to safeguard the privacy of your Personal Information. Some 
examples are: 

• Maintaining and protecting the security of computer storage and network 
equipment, and our security procedures require employee user names 
and passwords to access sensitive data; 

• Applying encryption or other appropriate security controls to protect 
Personal Information when stored or transmitted by us; 

• Limiting access to Personal Information to only those with jobs requiring 
such access; and 

• Requiring caller/online authentication before providing Account 
Information so that only you or someone who knows your Account 
Information will be able to access or change the information. 

• Although we strive to keep your Personal Information secure, no security 
measures are perfect, and we cannot guarantee that your Personal 
Information will never be disclosed in a manner inconsistent with this 
Policy (for example, as the result of unauthorized acts by third parties 
that violate the law or this Policy). 

4. Will you notify me in case of a security breach? 

Yes. We will make reasonable attempts to notify you if we determine that we have 
experienced a security breach and there is a reasonably likely risk of identity theft, or 
where otherwise required by law. · 

5. Can I review and correct my Personal Information? 

Yes. We are happy to help you review and correct the Personal Information we have 
associated with your account and billing records. Please contact us. 

6. Have your privacy practices been certified? 

Yes, and we're very proud of it! TRUSTe has awarded us the TRUSTe Privacy Seal. 
As an independent third party, TRUSTe's mission is to accelerate online trust among 
consumers and organizations globally through its leadirig privacy Trustmark and 
innovative trust solutions. 

Our TRUSTe Privacy Seal signifies that TRUSTe has reviewed our Privacy Policy 
and practices for compliance with TRUSTe's program requirements. These include 
transparency, accountability and choice regarding the collection and use of your 
Personal Information. The TRUSTe program covers only information that is collected 
through our certified web sites. 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT FUTURE CHANGES 

I. What happens ifthere is a change in corporate ownership? 

Information about our customers and users, including Personal Information, may be 
shared and transferred as part of any merger, acquisition, sale of company assets or 
transition of service to another provider. This also applies in the unlikely event of an 
insolvency, bankruptcy or receivership in which customer and user records would be 
transferred to another entity as a result of such a proceeding. 

2. Will I be notified ifthere are changes to this policy? 

We may update this Privacy Policy as necessary to reflect changes we make and to 
satisfy legal requirements. We will post a prominent notice of the change on our 
websites. We will provide you with other appropriate notice of important changes at 
least 30 days before the effective date. 

YOUR CHOICES & CONTROLS 

I. You can choose not to receive some types of advertising online or on your wireless 
device. 

• Opt-out of all Relevant Advertising delivered by AT&T Ad Works online here, 
and on your mobile device here. You'll need to opt-out on each computer 
browser and mobile device you want to exclude. 

• Opt-out of online behavioral advertising provided by AT&T and other 
advertisers by clicking the "Advertising Choices" link at the bottom of our web 
pages. 

• Opt-out of interest-based advertising on att.net powered by Yahoo! here. 

• Opt-out of online behavioral advertising from many other ad networks at the 
Network Advertising Initiati ve (NAI) site .. 

• When you see online ads for AT&T products and services that display this icon 
~. click and you will get information on how to opt-out. 

• To limit collection of data on web sites that may be used for advertising, go 
here for information on how to manage cookies and other similar technologies 
on your computer. 

2. Do I have choices about receiving first party advertisements from AT&T? 

Because first party advertising is part of the service you receive when you visit our 
websites and use our mobile applications, we don't offer an opt-out for first party 
advertising. 

3. You can also choose not to receive other types of marketing from AT&T. 
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We realize that unwanted marketing contacts can be a hassle and we've worked hard 
to meet the expectations of customers and potential customers who have expressed a 
desire to limit certain t)rpes of solicitation communications from us. 

E-Mail: Every marketing e-mail we send contains instructions and a link that will 
allow you to stop additional marketing e-m ails for that product or service type. You 
also can unsubscribe from AT&T marketing e-mails here. 

Text Messages: Opt-out of AT&T marketing text message contacts by replying 
"stop" to any message. 

AT&T Consumer Telemarketing: Ask to be removed from our consumer 
telemarketing lists by contacting us at one of the numbers listed here. You also can 
ask the AT&T representative to remove you from our telemarketing lists when you 
receive a marketing or promotional call from us. 

AT&T Business Telemarketing: Where required by state Jaws and/or regulations, 
we honor requests to be removed from our telemarketing lists from business 
customers. 

Federal Do Not Call: The FTC maintains a National Do Not Call Registry at 
donotcal l.gov, and your state may maintain its own Do Not Call Registry. Putting 
your number on these Registries also may limit our AT&T telemarketing calls to that 
number. 

Postal Mail: To review our Residential Do Not Mail Policy Statement and to limit 
postal mail solicitations, click here. You will still receive billing statements, legal 
notices, product updates and other similar correspondence, and you may still receive 
some promotional mailings. 

All of our practices are designed to satisfy state and federal legal requirements 
limiting marketing contacts. Those laws and regulations - such as the requirements 
governing the state and federal "Do Not Call" lists- generally permit companies to 
contact their own current and, in some cases, former customers, even when those 
customers are listed on the federal and state "Do Not Call" lists. 

Restricting our use of your CPNI will not eliminate all types of our marketing 
contacts. 

4. Can I choose to exclude my anonymous information from your External Marketing & 
Analytics and other similar reports? 

Yes. Click here to opt-out. This opt-out also applies to the sharing ofyour 
anonymous information with other companies for their use in creating marketing and 

· analytics reports. Although this opt out does not apply to Metrics Reports, it will 
apply if we combine Metrics Report information with other customer information 
(like demographics) to create reports that we provide to our business customers or 
service suppliers. 

5. Are there any other opt-out choices I should know about? 
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We may use services provided by analytics companies to obtain information about 
website performance and how you use our mobile applications and other products 
and services. Go here for more information about the opt-outs made available by · 
some of those vendors, and to make choices about participation. 

6. These Choices and Controls also are available at \vww.att.com/yourchoices. 

HOW TO CONTACT US ABOUT THIS POLICY 

• We encourage you to contact us directly at either of these addresses below for any 
questions about this Privacy Policy. 

• E-mail us at privacvpolicy({i{att.com 

• Write to us at AT&T Privacy Policy, 1120 20th Street, N.W., lOth Floor, 
Washington, DC 20036. 

• For questions not related to privacy click on the "Contact Us" link at the upper right 
hand corner of this page. You also can access your online account from the upper 
right hand corner of our home page at att.com for additional service options. 

• If you do not receive acknowledgment of your privacy inquiry or your inquiry is not 
addressed to your satisfaction, you may contact TRUSTe through the TRUSTe 
Watchdog Dispute Resolution Process. TRUSTe will serve as a liaison to resolve 
your concerns. 

• You also have the option of filing a complaint with the FTC Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, using an online forn1, or by calling toll-free 877.FTC.HELP 
(877.328.4357; TTY: 866.653.4261). Other rights and remedies also may be 
available to you under federal or other applicable laws. 

Customer Proprietary Network Information (CPNI) 

What is CPNI? 

Customer Proprietary Network Information (CPNI) is information that AT&T and other 
telecommunications carriers obtain when providing your telecommunications services to 
you. CPNI includes the types of telecommunications services you currently purchase, how 
you use them, and the billing information related to those services, including items such as 
the types of local, long distance and wireless telecommunications services that you have 
purchased and your calling details. Your telephone number, name and address are not 
considered CPNI. 

Use and Disclosure of CPNI 

We use your CPNI to offer you additional services ofthe type you already purchase from 
AT&T. We also may use your CPNI to offer you products and services, packages, 
discounts and promotions from the AT&T companies, such as High Speed DSL Internet 
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access, wireless service and U-verse TV services, which may be different from the types of 
services you already purchase. 

AT&T uses technology and security features and strict policy guidelines to safeguard the 
privacy of CPNI and protect it from unauthorized access or improper use. AT&T does not 
disclose CPNI outside of the AT&T companies or their agents without customer consent 
except as required or allowed by law. When AT&T uses third parties to perform services on 
its behalf that require the use of CPNI, AT&T requires that they protect CPNI consistent 
with this privacy policy. AT&T does not sell CPNI to unaffiliated third parties. 

Restricting our use of your CPNI 

If you wish to restrict our use of your CPNI for marketing purposes, you may contact a 
customer service representative at the customer service phone number located on your 
AT&T telephone bill or one of the following numbers: 

Wireless - 1-800-331-0500 

Business - 1-888-944-044 7 

Residential - 1-800-288-2020 

Spanish Language - 1-800-870-5855 

For assistance in other languages, please visit world.att.com. 

Legacy AT&T Consumer- 1-800-222-0300 

Restricting our use of your CPNI for marketing purposes will not affect the provision of 
any AT&T products or services to which you subscribe, nor will it eliminate all types of 
AT&T marketing contacts. 

Customer Service Contact Numbers 

Wireless- 1-800-331-0500 

Business- 1-888-944-0447 

Residential- 1-800-288-2020 

Spanish Language - 1-800-870-5855 

For assistance in other languages, please visit world.att.com. 

Legacy AT&T Consumer- 1-800-222-0300 

Customers ofthe following AT&T family of companies may contact us directly using 
the following: 
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YELLOWP AGES- Please contact YELLOWP AGES by sending an email to 
ypcsupport@yellowpages.com. 

AnyWho- Please follow the opt-out instructions to remove your residential phone 
number from the Any Who Web site. 

Ether- Please contact Ether using the Customer Support request. 

Keen - Please contact Keen using the Customer Support form. 

AT&T Internet Services - Customers can manage newsletter subscriptions or other 
e-mail communications from Yahoo! by modifying their AT&T Yahoo! Marketing 
Preferences. 
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Contact A Sales Associate 8 3001td 
MY VERIZON WIRELESS CUSTOMER AGREEMENT 
(Para una copia de este documento en espanol, visite nuestro website: vzw.cornlespanol.) 

Thanks for choosing Verizon Wireless. In this Customer Agreement, you'll find important 
information about your Service, including our ability to make changes to your Service or this 
agreement's terms, our liability if things don't work as planned and how any disputes between us 
must be resolved in arbitration or small claims court. If you're signing up for Service for a 
minimum contract term, you'll also find information about that contract term and what happens if 
you cancel a line of Service earty or don't pay on time, including the possibility of an earty 
termination fee you may owe Verizon Wireless. 

MY SERVICE 
Your Service terms and conditions are part of this agreement. Your Plan includes your monthly 
allowances and features, where you can use them (your "Coverage Area"), and their monthly and pay 
-per-use charges. You can also subscribe to several Optional Services, like text messaging packages. 
Together, your Plan and any Optional Services you select are your Service. The terms and conditions for 
your Service can be found in the brochures that are available when you activate, or online at 
verizonwireless.com 

HOW DO I ACCEPT THIS AGREEMENT? 
You accept this agreement by: 

Agreeing in writing, by email, over the phone, or in person; 

Opening a package that says you are accepting by opening it; or 

Activating your Service. 

VI/hen you accept, you're representing that you are at least 18 years old and are legally able to accept an 
agreement If you're accepting for an organization, you're representing that you are authorized to bind 
that organization, and where the context requires, "you" means the organization. By accepting you are 
agreeing to every provision of this Agreement whether or not you have to read it. 

If you do accept, you can cancel a line of Service within 14 days of accepting this Agreement 
without having to pay an early termination fee as long as you return, within the applicable return 
period, any equipment you purchased from us or one of our authorized agents at a discount in 
connection with your acceptance of this Agreement, bu1 you'll still have to pay for your Service 
through that date. If you signed up for Prepaid Service, no refunds will be granted after 14 days or 
if your account has been activated. Your activation fee will not be refunded unless you cancel 
within three days of accepting. 

If you change your device or receive a Service promotion, you may be required to change your Plan to 
one that we are currently offering at that time. 

MY PRIVACY 
We collect personal information about you. We gather some information through our relationship with 
you , such as information about the quantity, technical configuration, type, destination and amount of your 
use of our telecommunications services. You can find ou1 how we use, share and protect the information 
we collect about you in the Verizon Privacy Policy, available at verizon.com/privacy. By entering this 
Agreement, you consent to our data collection, use and sharing practices described in our Privacy Policy. 
We provide you with choices to limit, in certain circumstances, our use of the data we have about you. 
You can review these choices at verizon.cornlprivacy#limits . If there are additional specific advertising 
and marketing practices for which your consent is necessary, we will seek your consent (such as through 
the privacy-related notices you receive when you purchase or use products and services) before 
engaging in those practices. If you subscribe to Service for which usage charges are billed at the end of 
the billing period ("Postpay Service"), we may investigate your credit history at any time and share credit 
information about you with credit reporting agencies and other Verizon companies. If you'd like the name 
and address of any credit agency that gives us a credit report about you , just ask. 

Many services and applications offered through your device may be provided by third parties. Some of 
these services and applications, which you may block or restrict at no cost, may involve charges for 
which you will be billed. The amount and frequency of the charges will be disclosed when you agree to 
the charges. Before you use, link to or download a service or application provided by a third party, you 
should review the terms of such service or application and applicable privacy policy. Personal information 
you submit !)lay be read, collected or used by the service or application provider and/or other users of 
those forums. Verizon Wireless is not responsible for any third-party information, content, applications or 
services you access, download or use on your device. You are responsible for maintaining virus and 
other Internet security protections when accessing these third-party products or services. For additional 
information, visit the Verizon Content Policy at http://responsibility.verizon.com/contentpolicy 
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You consent to allow Verizon Wireless and anyone who collects on our behalf to contact you about your 
account status, including past due or current charges, using prerecorded calls, email and calls or 
messages delivered by an automatic telephone dialing system to any wireless phone number or email 
address you provide. Verizon \Nireless will treat any email address you provide as your private email that 
is not accessible by unauthorized third parties. Unless you notify us that your wireless service is based in 
a different time zone, calls will be made to your cellular device during permitted calling hours based upon 
the time zone affiliated with the mobile telephone number you provide. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF MY POSTPAY SERVICE IS CANCELED 
BEFORE THE END OF MY CONTRACT TERM? 
If you're signing up for Postpay Service, you're agreeing to subscribe to a line of Service either on a 
month-to-month basis or for a minimum contract term, as shown on your receipt or order confi rmation. (If 
your Service is suspended without bill ing, that time doesn1 count toward completing your contract term.) 
Once you've completed your contract term, you'll automatically become a customer on a month-to 
-month basis for that line of Service. If you cancel a line of Service, or if we cancel it for good cause, 
during its contract tenn, you'll have to pay an early tennination fee. If your contract tenn results 
from your purchase-of an advanced device, your early tennlnation fee will be $350 minus $10 for 
each full month of your contract tenn that you complete. Otherwise, your early tennination fee will 
be $175 minus $5 for each full month of your contract tenn that you complete. Cancellations will 
become effective on the last day of that month's billing cycle, and you are responsible for all charges 
incurred until then. Also, ~you bought your wireless device from an authorized agent or third-party 
vendor, you should check whether they charge a separate termination fee. 

CAN I TAKE MY WIRELESS PHONE NUMBER TO ANOTHER 
CARRIER? 
You may be able to take, or "port", your wireless phone number to another carrier. If you port a number 
from us, we'll treat it as though you asked us to cancel your Service for that number. After the porting is 
completed, you won't be able to use our service for that number, but you'll remain responsible for all fees 
and charges through the end of that billing cycle, just like any other cancellation . If you're a Prepaid 
customer, you won1 be entitied to a refund of any balance on your account. If you port a number to us, 
please be aware that we may not be able to provide some services right away, such as 911 location 
services. You don1 have any rights to your wireless phone number, except for any right you may have to 
port it. 

DIRECTORY INFORMATION 
We will not publish your wireless phone number in any available directory or give it to anyone for that 
purpose, unless you ask us to. 

CAN I HAVE SOMEONE ELSE MANAGE MY POSTPAY ACCOUNT? 
No problem- just tell us by phone, in person, or in writing. You can appoint someone to manage your 
Postpay account for a single transaction , or until you tell us otherwise. The person you appoint will be 
able to make changes to your account, including add ing new Jines of Service, buying new wireless 
devices, and extending your contract term. Any changes that person makes will be treated as 
modifications to this agreement 

CAN VERIZON WIRELESS CHANGE THIS AGREEMENT OR MY 
SERVICE? 
We may change prices or any other term of your Service or this agreement at any time,but we'll provide 
notice first, including written notice if you have Postpay Service. If you use your Service after the change 
takes effect, that means you're accepting the change. If you're a Postpay customer and a change to your 
Plan or this agreement has a material adverse effect on you , you can cancel the line of Service that has 
been affected within 60 days of receiving the notice with no earty termination fee if we fail to negate the 
change after you notify us of your objection to it. 

MY WIRELESS DEVICE 
Your wireless device must comply with Federal Communications Commission regulations, be certified for 
use on our network, and be compatible with your Service. Please be aware that we may change .your 
wireless device's software, applications or programming remotely, without notice. This could affect your 
stored data, or how you've programmed or use your wireless device. By activating Service that uses a 
SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card , you agree we own the intellectual property and software in the 
SJM card , that we may change the software or other data in the SJM card remotely and without notice, 
and we may utilize any capacity in the SJM card for administrative, network, business and/or commercial 
purposes. If you bought a wireless device for Postpay Service from Verizon Wireless that doesn't use a 
SJM card, and you want to reprogram it for use with another wireless network, the default programming 
code is set to "000000" or "123456." But please note that your wireless device may not work with another 
wireless network, or the other wireless carrier may not accept your wireless device on its network. If you 
activate a wireless device for Prepaid Service, during the first six (6) months after activation, it can only 
be used for Prepaid Service. The iPhone 4 is configured to work only with the wireless services of 
Verizon \Nireless and may not work on another carrier's network, even after completion of your contract 
term. 
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WHERE AND HOW DOES VERIZON WIRELESS SERVICE WORK? 
wireless devices use radio transmissions, so unfortunately you can't get Service if your device isn1 in 
range of a transmission signal. And please be aware that even within your Coverage Area, many things 
can affect the availability and quality of your Service, including networll capacity, your device, terrain, 
buildings, foliage and weather. 

WHAT CHARGES ARE SET BYVERIZON WIRELESS? 
You agree to pay all access, usage and other charges that you or the user of your wireless device 
incurred. For Postpay Service, our charges also include Federal Universal Service, Regulatory and 
Administrative Charges, and we. may also include other charges related to our governmental costs. We 
set these charges; they aren't taxes, they aren1 required by law, they are not necessarily related to 
anything the government does, they are kept by us in whole or in part, and the amounts and what they 
pay for may change. 

GOVERNMENT TAXES, FEES AND SURCHARGES 
You must pay all taxes, fees and surcharges set by federal , state and local governments. Please note 
that we may not always be able to notify you in advance of changes to these charges. 

WHAT ARE ROAMING CHARGES? 
You're "roaming" whenever your wireless device uses a transmission site outside your Coverage Area or 
uses another company's transmission site. Sometimes roaming happens even when you're within your 
Coverage Area. There may be higher rates and extra charges (including charges for long distance, tolls 
or calls that don1 connect) for roaming calls, depending on your Plan. 

HOW DOES VERIZON WIRELESS CALCULATE MY CHARGES? 
For charges based on the amount of time used or data sent or received , we'll round up any fraction to the 
next full minute or, depending on how you're billed for data usage, the next full megabyte or gigabyte. For 
outgoing calls, usage time starts when you first press Send or the call connects to a networll, and for 
incoming calls, it starts when the call connects to a networll (which may be before it rings). Usage time 
may end several seconds after you press End or after the call disconnects. For calls made on our 
networll, we charge only for calls that are answered, including by machines. For Postpay Service, usage 
cannot always be processed right away and may be included in a later bill , but the usage will still count 
towards your allowance for the month when the Service was used. 

HOW AND WHEN CAN I DISPUTE CHARGES? 
If you're a Postpay customer, you can dispute your bill within 180 days of receiving it, but unless 
otherwise provided by law or unless you're disputing charges because your wireless device was lost or 
stolen, you still have to pay all charges until the dispute is resolved. If you're a Prepaid customer, you can 
dispute a charge within 180 days of the date the disputed charge was incurred. YOU MAY CALL US TO 
DISPUTE CHAR9ES ON YOUR BILL OR ANY SERVICE(S) FOR WHICH YOU WERE BILLED, BUT 
IF YOU WISH TO PRESERVE YOUR RIGHT TO BRING AN ARBITRA TlON OR SMALL CLAIMS 
CASE REGARDING SUCH DISPUTE, YOU MUST WRITE TO US AT. THE CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ADDRESS ON YOUR BILL, OR SEND US A COMPLETED NOTICE OF DISPUTE FORM (AVAILABLE 
AT VERIZONWIRELESS.COM), WITHIN THE 18Q-DAY PERIOD MENTIONED ABOVE. IF YOU DO 
NOT NOTIFY US IN WRITING OF SUCH DISPUTE WITHIN THE 180-DAY PERIOD, YOU WILL HAVE 
WAIVED YOUR RIGHT TO DISPUTE THE BILL OR SUCH SERVICE(S) AND TO BRING AN 
ARBITRA TlON OR SMALL CLAIMS CASE REGARDING ANY SUCH DISPUTE. 

WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS FOR DROPPED CALLS OR 
INTERRUPTED SERVICE? 
If you drop a call in your Coverage Area , redial. If ifs answered within 5 minutes, call us within 90 days if 
you're a Postpay customer, or within 45 days if you're a Prepaid customer, and we'll give you a 1-minute 
airtime credit. If you're a Postpay customer and you lose Service in your Coverage Area for more than 24 
hours in a row and we're at fault, call us within 180 days and we'll give you a credit for the time lost 
Please be aware that these are your only rights for dropped calls or interrupted Service. 

ABOUT MY PAYMENTS 
If you're a Postpay customer and we don1 get your payment on time, we will charge you a late fee of up 
to 1.5 percent per month (18 percent per year) on the unpaid balance, or a flat $5 per month, whichever 
is greater, if allowed by law in the state of your billing address. (If you choose another company to bill you 
for our Service [such as another Verizon company], late fees are set by that company or by its tariffs and 
may be higher than our late fees.) Late fees are part of the rates and charges you agree to pay us. If you 
fail to pay on time and Verizon \Nireless refers your account(s) to a third party for collection, a collection 
fee will be assessed and will be due at the time of the referral to the third party. The fee will be calculated 
at the maximum percentage permitted by applicable law, not to exceed 18 percent We may require a 
deposit at the time of activation or afterward, or an increased deposit. We'll pay simple interest on any 
deposit at the rate the law requires. We may apply deposits or payments in any order to any amounts you 
owe us on any account. If your final credit balance is less than $1, we will refund it only if you ask. You 
may have to pay a $35 fee to re-activate Service if your Service is terminated , or a $15 fee to reconnect 
Service if it is interrupted for non-payment or suspended for any reason . 
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If you're a Prepaid customer, you may replenish your balance at any time before the expiration date by 
providing us with another payment Your balance may not exceed $1 ,000 and you may be prevented 
from replenishing if your balance reaches $1,000. We will suspend service when your account reaches 
the expiration date and any unused balance will be forfeited. 

We may charge you up to $25 for any returned check. 

WHAT IF MY WIRELESS DEVICE GETS LOST OR STOLEN? 
We're here to help. It's important that you notify us right away, so we can suspend your Service to keep 
someone else from using it. If you're a Postpay customer and your wireless device is used after the loss 
or theft but before you report it, and you want a cred~ for any charges for that usage, we're happy to 
review your account activity and any other information you'd like us to consider. Keep in mind that you 
may be held responsible for the charges if you delayed reporting the loss or theft without good reason, 
but you don1 have to pay any charges you dispute while they are being investigated. If we haven't given 
you a courtesy suspension of recurring monthly charges during the past year, we'll give you one for 30 
days or until you replace or recover your wireless device, whichever comes first 

WHAT ARE VERIZON WIRELESS' RIGHTS TO LIMIT OR END 
SERVICE OR END THIS AGREEMENT? 
We can, w~hout notice, lim~. suspend or end your Service or any agreement with you for any good 
cause, induding, but not limited to: (1) if you: (a) breach this agreement; (b) resell your Service; (c) use 
your Service for any illegal purpose, including use that violates trade and economic sanctions and 
prohibitions promulgated by any US governmental agency; (d) install, deploy or use any regeneration 
equipment or similar mechanism (for example, a repeater) to originate, amplify, enhance, retransm~ or 
regenerate an RF signal without our permission; (e) steal from or lie to us; or, if you're a Postpay 
customer; (f) do not pay your bill on time; (g) incur charges larger than a required deposit or billing limit, 
or materially in excess of your monthly access charges (even if we haven't yet billed the charges); (h) 
provide credit information we can't verify; 'or (i) are unable to pay us or go bankrupt; or (2) if you, any user 
of your device or any line of service on your account, or any account manager on your account (a) 
threaten, harass, or use vulgar and/or inappropriate language toward our representatives; (b) interfere 
w~h our operations; (c) "spam," or engage in other abusive messaging or calling; (d) modify your device 
from its manufacturer's specifications; or (e) use your Service in a way that negatively affects our network 
or other customers. We can also temporarily limit your Service for any operational or governmental 
reason . 

AM I ELIGIBLE FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS? 
If you're a Postpay customer, you may be eligible for a discount if you are and remain affiliated with an 
organization that has an agreement with us. Unless your discount is through a government employee 
discount program, we may share certain information about your Service (including your name, your 
wireless telephone number and your total monthly charges) with your organization from time to time to 
make sure you're. still eligible. We may adjust or remove your discount according to your organization's 
agreement with us, and remove your discount if your eligibil~ ends or your contract term expires. In any 
case, this won1 be considered to have a material adverse effect on you. 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 
We make no representations or warranties, express or implied, including, to the extent permitted 
by applicable law, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, 
about your Service, your wireless device, or any applications you access through your wireless 
device. We do not warrant that your wireless device will work perfectly or will not need occasional 
upgrades or modifications, or that it will not be negatively affected by network-related 
modifications, upgrades or similar activity. If you download or use applications, services or 
software provided by third parties (including voice applications), 911 or E911, or other calling 
functionality, may work differently than services offered by us, or may not work at all. Please 
review all tenns and conditions of such third-party products. 

Please be aware that if you activated your wireless device through our Open Development 
program, we can't vouch for the device's call quality or overall functionality. 

WAIVERS AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY 
You and Verizon Wireless both agree to limit claims against each other for damages or other 
monetary relief to direct damages. This limitation and waiver will apply regardless of the theory of 
liability. That means neither of us will try to get any indirect, special, consequential, treble or 
punitive damages from the other. This limitation and waiver also applies if you bring a claim 
against one of our suppliers, to the extent we would be required to indemnify the supplier for the 
claim. You agree we aren't responsible for problems caused by you or others, or by any act of God. You 
also agree we aren11iable for missed or deleted voice mails or other messages, or for any information 
(like pictures) that gets lost or deleted if we work on your device. If another wireless carrier is involved in 
any problem (for example, while you're roaming), you also agree to any limitations of liability that~ 
imposes. 

I HOW DO I RESOLVE DISPUTES WITH VERIZON WIRELESS? 
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WE HOPE TO MAKE YOU A HAPPY CUSTOMER, BUT IF THERE'S AN ISSUE THAT NEEDS TO 
~E RESOLVED, THIS SECTION OUTLINES WHAT'S EXPECTED OF BOTH OF US. 

YOU AND VERIZON WIRELESS BOTH AGREE TO RESOLVE DISPUTES ONLY BY 
ARBITRATION OR IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT. THERE'S NO JUDGE OR JURY IN ARBITRATION, 
AND THE PROCEDURES MAY BE DIFFERENT, BUT AN ARBITRATOR CAN AWARD YOU THE 
SAME DAMAGES AND RELIEF, AND MUST HONOR THE SAME TERMS IN THIS AGREEMENT, 
AS A COURT WOULD. IF THE LAW ALLOWS FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES, AN 
ARBITRATOR CAN AWARD THEM TOO. WE ALSO BOTH AGREE THAT: 

(1) THE FEDERAL ARBITRATION ACT APPLIES TO THIS AGREEMENT. EXCEPT FOR SMALL 
CLAIMS COURT CASES THAT QUALIFY, ANY DISPUTE THAT IN ANY WAY RELATES TO OR 
ARISES OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR FROM ANY EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
YOU RECEIVE FROM US (OR FROM ANY ADVERTISING FOR ANY SUCH PRODUCTS OR 
SERVICES) WILL BE RESOLVED BY ONE OR MORE NEUTRAL ARBITRATORS BEFORE THE 
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ("AAA") OR BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU ("BBB"). YOU 
CAN ALSO BRING ANY ISSUES YOU MAY HAVE TO THE ATTENTION OF FEDERAL, STATE, OR 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND IF THE LAW ALLOWS, THEY CAN SEEK RELIEF 
AGAINST US FOR YOU. 

(2) UNLESS YOU AND VERIZON WIRELESS AGREE OTHERWISE, THE ARBITRATION WILL 
TAKE PLACE IN THE COUNTY OF YOUR BILLING ADDRESS. FOR CLAIMS OVER $10,000, THE 
AAA'S WIRELESS INDUSTRY ARBITRATION ("WIA") RULES WILL APPLY, IN SUCH CASES, THE 
LOSER CAN ASK FOR A PANEL OF THREE NEW ARBITRATORS TO REVIEW THE AWARD. FOR 
CLAIMS OF $10,000 OR LESS, THE PARTY BRINGING THE CLAIM CAN CHOOSE EITHER THE 
AAA'S WIA RULES OR THE BBB'S RULES FOR BINDING ARBITRATION OR, ALTERNATIVELY, 
CAN BRING AN INDIVIDUAL ACTION IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT. YOU CAN GET PROCEDURES, 
RULES AND FEE INFORMATION FROM THE AAA (WWW.ADR.ORG), THE BBB (WWW.BBB.ORG) 
OR FROM US. FOR CLAIMS OF $10,000 OR LESS, YOU CAN CHOOSE WHETHER YOU'D LIKE 
THE ARBITRATION CARRIED OUT BASED ONLY ON DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO THE 
ARBITRATOR, OR BY A HEARING IN- PERSON OR BY PHONE. 

(3) THIS AGREEMENT DOESN'T ALLOW CLASS OR COLLECTIVE ARBITRATIONS EVEN IF THE 
AAA OR BBB PROCEDURES OR RULES WOULD. NOT WITHSTANDING ANY OTHER 
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE ARBITRATOR MAY AWARD MONEY OR INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF ONLY IN FAVOR OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTY SEEKING RELIEF AND ONLY TO THE 
EXTENT NECESSARY TO PROVIDE RELIEF WARRANTED BY THAT PARTY'S INDMDUAL 
CLAIM. NO CLASS OR REPRESENTATIVE OR PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL THEORIES OF 
LIABILITY OR PRAYERS FOR RELIEF MAY BE MAINTAINED IN ANY ARBITRATION HELD 
UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. 

(4) IF EITHER OF US INTENDS TO SEEK ARBITRATION UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, THE pARTY 
SEEKING ARBITRATION MUST FIRST NOTIFY THE OTHER PARTY OF THE DISPUTE IN 
WRITING AT LEAST 30 DAYS IN ADVANCE OF INITIATING THE ARBITRATION. NOTICE TO 
VERIZON WIRELESS SHOULD BE SENT TO VERIZON WIRELESS DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
MANAGER, ONE VERIZON WAY, VC52N061 , BASKING RIDGE, NJ 07920. THE NOTICE MUST 
DESCRIBE THE NATURE OF THE CLAIM AND THE RELIEF BEING SOUGHT. IF WIE ARE UNABLE 
TO RESOLVE OUR DISPUTE WITHIN 30 DAYS, EITHER PARTY MAY THEN PROCEED TO FILE A 
CLAIM FOR ARBITRATION . WIE'LL PAY ANY FILING FEE THAT THE AAA OR BBB CHARGES YOU 
FOR ARBITRATION OF THE DISPUTE. IF YOU PROVIDE US WITH SIGNED WRITTEN NOTICE 
THAT YOU CANNOT PAY THE FILING FEE, VERIZON WIRELESS WILL PAY THE FEE DIRECTLY 
TO THE AAA OR BBB. IF THAT ARBITRATION PROCEEDS, WIE'LL ALSO PAY ANY 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND ARBITRATOR FEES CHARGED LATER, AS WIELL AS FOR ANY APPEAL 
TO A PANEL OF THREE NEW ARBITRATORS (IF THE ARBITRATION AWARD IS APPEALABLE 
UNDER THIS AGREEMENT). 

(5) W1E ALSO OFFER CUSTOMERS THE OPTION OF PARTICIPATING IN A FREE INTERNAL 
MEDIATION PROGRAM. THIS PROGRAM IS ENTIRELY VOLUNTARY AND DOES NOT AFFECT 
EITHER PARTY'S RIGHTS IN ANY OTHER ASPECT OF THESE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
PROCEDURES. IN OUR VOLUNTARY MEDIATION PROGRAM, WIE WILL ASSIGN AN EMPLOYEE 
WHO'S NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE DISPUTE TO HELP BOTH SIDES REACH AN 
AGREEMENT. THAT PERSON HAS ALL THE RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS OF A MEDIATOR AND 
THE PROCESS HAS ALL OF THE PROTECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH MEDIATION. FOR 
EXAMPLE, NOTHING SAID IN THE MEDIATION CAN BE USED LATER IN AN ARBITRATION OR 
LAWSUIT. IF YOU'D LIKE TO KNOW MORE, PLEASE CONTACT US AT VERIZONWIRELESS.COM 
OR THROUGH CUSTOMER SERVICE. IF YOU'D LIKE TO START THE MEDIATION PROCESS, 
PLEASE GO TO VERIZONWIRELESS.COM OR CALL CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR A NOTICE OF 
DISPUTE FORM TO FILL OUT, AND MAIL, FAX OR EMAIL IT TO US ACCORDING TO THE 
DIRECTIONS ON THE FORM. 

(6) W1E MAY, BUT ARE NOT OBLIGATED TO, MAKE A WRITTEN SETTLEMENT OFFER ANYTIME 
BEFORE ARBITRATION BEGINS. THE AMOUNT OR TERMS OF ANY SETTLEMENT OFFER MAY 
NOT BE DISCLOSED TO THE ARBITRATOR UNTIL AFTER THE ARBITRATOR ISSUES AN 
AWARD ON THE CLAIM. IF YOU DON'T ACCEPT THE OFFER AND THE ARBITRATOR AWARDS 
YOU AN AMOUNT OF MONEY THAT'S MORE THAN OUR OFFER BUT LESS THAN $5,000, OR IF 
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WE DON'T MAKE YOU AN OFFER, AND THE ARBITRATOR AWARDS YOU ANY AMOUNT OF 
MONEY BUT LESS THAN $5,000, THEN WE AGREE TO PAY YOU $5,000 INSTEAD OF THE 
AMOUNT AWARDED. IN THAT CASE WE ALSO AGREE TO PAY ANY REASONABLE 
ATIORNEYS' FEES AND EXPENSES, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE LAW REQUIRES IT FOR 
YOUR CASE. IF THE ARBITRATOR AWARDS YOU MORE THAN $5,000, THEN WE IIVILL PAY 
YOU THAT AMOUNT. 

(7)AN ARBITRATION AWARD AND ANY JUDGMENT CONFIRMING IT APPLY ONLY TO THAT 
SPECIFIC CASE; IT CAN'T BE USED IN ANY OTHER CASE EXCEPT TO ENFORCE THE AWARD 
ITSELF. 

(8) IF FOR SOME REASON THE PROHIBITION ON CLASS ARBITRATIONS SET FORTH IN 
SUBSECTION (3) CANNOT BE ENFORCED, THEN THE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE WILL NOT 
APPLY. 

(9) IF FOR ANY REASON A CLAIM PROCEEDS IN COURT RATHER THAN THROUGH 
ARBITRATION, YOU AND VERIZON WIRELESS AGREE THAT THERE WILL NOT BE A JURY 
TRIAL. YOU AND VERIZON WIRELESS UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY 
JURY IN ANY ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO 
THIS AGREEMENT IN ANY WAY. IN THE EVENT OF LITIGATION, THIS PARAGRAPH MAY BE 
FILED TO SHOW A WRITTEN CONSENT TO A TRIAL BY THE COURT. 

ABOUT THIS AGREEMENT 
If we don1 enforce our rights under this agreement in one instance, that doesn1 mean we won1 or can1 
enforce those rights in any other instance. You cannot assign this agreement or any of your rights or 
duties under it without our permission. However, we may assign this agreement or any debt you owe us 
without notifying you. If you're a Postpay customer, please note that many notices we send to you 
will show up as messages on your monthly bill. If you have online billing, those notices will be 
deemed received by you when your online bill is available for viewing. If you get a paper bill, 
those notices will be deemed received by you three days after we mail the bill to you. If we send 
other notices to you, they will be considered received immediately if we send them to your 
wireless device, or to any email or fax number you've given us, or after three days if we mail them 
to your billing address. If you need to send notices to us, please send them to the customer 
service address on your latest bill. 

If you're a Prepaid customer and we send notices to you, they will be considered received 
immediately if we send them to your wireless device or to any email or fax number you've given 
us, or if we post them as a precall notification on your Service, or after three days if we mail them 
to the most current address we have for you. If you need to send notices to us, please send them 
to the Customer Service Prepaid address atverizonwireless.com/contactus 

If any part of this agreement, including anything regarding the arbitration process (except for the 
prohibition on class arbitrations as explained in part 8 of the dispute resolution section above), is 
ruled invalid, that part may be removed from this agreement. 

This agreement and the documents it incorporates form the entire agreement between us. You 
can't rely on any other documents, or on what's said by any Sales or Customer Service 
Representatives, and you have no other rights regarding Service or this agreement. This 
agreement isn1 for the benefit of any third party except our parent companies, affiliates, subsidiaries, 
agents, and predecessors and successors in interest. Except where we've agreed otherwise elseWhere in 
this agreement, this agreement and any disputes covered by it are governed by federal law and the laws 
of the state encompassing the area code of your wireless phone number when you accepted this 
agreement, without regard to the conflicts of laws and rules of that state. 

Last Updated: 03/24/14 
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'WIRELESS CUSTOMER AGREEMENT ("Agreement") 

: "AT&T" or "we," "us," or "our" refers to AT&T Mobil ity LLC, acting on behalf of its FCC-licensed affiliates doing 
business as AT&T. "You" or "your" refers to the person or entity that is the customer of record . 

· PLEASE READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY TO ENSURE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND EACH 
PROVISION, INCLUDING OUR USE OF YOUR LOCATION INFORMATION (SEE SECTION 3.6). THIS 

. AGREEMENT REQUIRES THE USE OF ARBITRATION ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS TO RESOLVE 
DISPUTES, RATHER THAN JURY TRIALS OR CLASS ACTIONS, AND ALSO LIMITS THE REMEDIES 
AVAILABLE TO YOU IN THE EVENT OF A DISPUTE. 

This Agreement, including the AT&T Privacy Policy Located at att.com/privacy (http://www.att.com/privacyl , 
Customer Service Summary, and terms of service for wireless products, features, applications, and services 
("Services") not otherwise described herein that are posted on appl icable AT&T websites or devices, and any 
documents expressly referred to. herein or therein, make up the complete agreement between you and AT&T and 
supersede any and all prior agreements and understandings relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. 

1.0 TERM COMMITMENT, CHARGES, BILLING AND PAYMENT 

1.1 What Is The Term Of My Service? How Can I Fulfill My Service Commitment? What are My Rights to 
Cancel Service and Terminate My Agreement? 

AT&T Wireless Service(s) may be used with: (a) a mobile device that contains a SIM that is assigned to your 
account ("Device") and/or, (b) a device that is designed and purchased for use exclusively on AT&T's network 
("Equipment"). 

Term of Service. Your Agreement begins on the day we activate your Service(s) and continues through the 
Term of Service, typically a 12 month or 24 month period ("Service Commitment"), specified on your Customer 
Service Summary. At the end of your service commitment, this Agreement will automatically continue on a month 
-to-month basis. If your Agreement has no Service Commitment, it is a month-to-month Agreement. 

Fulfillment of Service Commitment. You have received certain benefits from us in exchange for your Service 
Commitment, which may include, but are not limited to, a subsidized wireless device. There are two alternative 
ways to fulfill your Service Commitment. You can pay for the Services described in your Customer Service 
Summary for the term of your Service Commitment, or you can terminate your Agreement prior to the end of your 
Service Commitment and pay an Early Termination Fee ("ETF"). The Early Termination Fee is not a penalty, but 
rather is an alternative means for you to perform your obligations under the Agreement that partially 
compensates us for the fact that the Service Commitment on which your rate plan is based was not completed . 

Your Termination Rights. Within the first 14 days after service activation, you may terminate your Agreement 
for any reason and not be required to pay an ETF. If you terminate within three (3) days of accepting the 
Agreement, AT&T will refund your activation fee , if any. However, you agree to pay AT&T for all fees, charges, 
and other amounts incurred and owed under your Agreement, and you agree to return to AT&T any Equipment 
you purchased from AT&T in connection with your Service Commitment. If you fail to return this Equipment, you 
will be charged the difference between the amount you paid AT&T for the Equipment and the amount you would 
have been charged for the Equipment had you not agreed to a Service Commitment. AT&T also may charge you 
a restocking fee for any returned Equipment. Some dealers may impose additional fees. 

After the first 14 days, you may terminate your Agreement for any reason. However, you agree to pay AT&T for 
all fees , charges, and other amounts incurred and owed under your Agreement along with the appl icable ETF. 
The Early Termination Fee is either: (a) $325 minus $10 for each full month of your Service Commitment that you 
complete; or (b) $150 minus $4 for each full month of your Service Commitment that you complete. To determine 
whether your Equipment has a $325 Early Termination Fee or a $150 Early Termination Fee, check 
att.com/eguipmentETF (http://www.att.com/eguipmentETFl . 
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After your Service Commitment ends and you are on a month-to-month Agreement, you may terminate your 
Agreement at any time with 30 days notice without incurring an ETF. If you sign a new Agreement before the end 
of the term of your existing Agreement and terminate that new Agreement within 14 days as allowed above, you 
agree that you will be bound by the terms and conditions of your existing Agreement including fulfillment of any 
remaining Service Commitment thereunder. 

1.2 What are AT&T's Rights to Cancel My Service(s) and Terminate My Agreement? 

AT&T may interrupt, suspend or cancel your Services and terminate your Agreement without advance notice for 
any reason including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Any conduct that we believe violates this Agreement or AT&T's Acceptable Use Pol icy; 
• Any conduct that involves the use of abusive, derogatory, insulting, threatening, vulgar or similarly 

unreasonable language or behavior directed at any of our employees or representatives whether it be in 
person, over the phone, or in writing; 

• You use your Device/Equipment and/or our Services for an unlawful purpose; 
• You use your Device/Equipment and/or our Services in any way that: (a) is harmful to, interferes with, or 

negatively affects our network, other customers, or the network of any other provider, (b) is harmful to, 
interferes with, or negatively affects our Services or operations, (c) infringes intellectual property rights of 
AT&T or others, (d) results in the publication of threatening, offensive or illegal material , or (e) generates 
spam or other abusive messaging or calling, a security risk, or a violation of privacy; 

• You fail to make all required payments when due; 
• Your credit has deteriorated and/or we believe that there is a risk of non-payment; 
• You refuse to pay any required advance payment or deposit; 
• We discover that you are underage; 
• You provide inaccurate or misleading credit information; or 
• You modify your device from its manufacturer's specifications. 

AT&T's rights under this Section 1.2 are in addition to any specific rights that we reserve in other provisions of 
this Agreement to interrupt, suspend, modify, or cancel your Services and terminate your Agreement. 

After your Service Commitment ends and you are on a month-to-month Agreement, AT&T may terminate your 
Agreement at .any time with 30 days notice. 

1.3 Can AT&T Change My Terms And Rates? 

We may change any terms, conditions, rates, fees, expenses, or charges regarding your Services at any time. 
We will provide you with notice of material changes (other than changes to governmental fees, proportional 
charges for governmental mandates, roaming rates or administrative charges) either in your monthly bill or 
separately. You understand and agree that State and Federal Universal Service Fees and other governmentally 
imposed fees, whether or not assessed directly upon you, may be increased based upon the government's or our 
calculations. 

IF WE INCREASE THE PRICE OF ANY OF THE SERVICES TO WHICH YOU SUBSCRIBE, BEYOND THE 
LIMITS SET FORTH IN YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE SUMMARY, OR IF WE MATERIALLY DECREASE THE 
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA IN WHICH YOUR AIRTIME RATE APPLIES (OTHER THAN A TEMPORARY 
DECREASE FOR REPAIRS OR MAINTENANCE), WE'LL DISCLOSE THE CHANGE AT LEAST ONE BILLING 
CYCLE IN ADVANCE (EITHER THROUGH A NOTICE WITH YOUR BILL, A TEXT MESSAGE TO YOUR 
DEVICE, OR OTHERWISE), AND YOU MAY TERMINATE THIS AGREEMENT WITHOUT PAYING AN EARLY 
TERMINATION FEE OR RETURNING OR PAYING FOR ANY PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, PROVIDED YOUR 
NOTICE OF TERMINATION IS DELIVERED TO US WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THE FIRST BILL 
REFLECTING THE CHANGE. 

If you lose your eligibility for a particular rate plan, we may change your rate plan to one for which you qualify. 
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1.4 How Willi Receive My Bill? What Charges Am I Responsible For? How Much Time Do I Have To 
Dispute My Bill? 

You will receive an electronic (paperless) bill at AT&T's online account management site unless you tell us you 
want a paper bill. You will be given the option to choose electronic billing or paper billing when you purchase 
service. Each month we will send you an email notice when your electronic bill is available online. This will be 
sent to your official email address on file with AT&T. You are required to keep your email address current and to 
notify us immediately of any change in your email address. You always have the option of switching back to a 
paper bill by changing your billing preferences at AT&T's online account management site. You will not receive a 
paper bill in the mail unless you expressly request one. 

You are responsible for paying all charges for or resulting from Services provided under this Agreement, 
including any activation fee that may apply to each voice or data line. You will receive monthly bills that are due 
in ful l. 

IF YOU DISPUTE ANY CHARGES ON YOUR BILL, YOU MUST NOTIFY US IN WRITING AT AT&T BILL 
DISPUTE, 1025 LENOX PARK, ATLANTA, GA 30319 WITHIN 100 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE BILL OR 
YOU'LL HAVE WAIVED YOUR RIGHT TO DISPUTE THE BILL AND TO PARTICIPATE IN ANY LEGAL 
ACTION RAISING SUCH DISPUTE. 

Charges include, without limitation, airtime, roaming, recurring monthly service, activation, administrative, and 
late payment charges; regulatory cost recovery and other surcharges; optional feature charges; toll, collect call 
and directory assistance charges; restoral and reactivation charges; any other charges or calls bmed to your 
phone number; and applicable taxes and governmental fees, whether assessed directly upon you or upon AT&T. 

To determine your primary place of use ("PPU") and which jurisdiction's taxes and assessments to collect, you're 
required to provide us with your residential or business street address. If you don't provide us with such address, 
or ,if it falls outside our licensed Services area, we may reasonably designate a PPU within the licensed Services 
area for you. You must live and have a mailing address within AT&T's owned network coverage area. 

1.5 How Does AT&T Calculate My Bill? 

Usage and monthly fees will be billed as specified in your customer service summary or rate plan information 
online. If the Equipment you order is shipped to you, your Services may be activated before you take delivery of 
the Equipment so that you can use it promptly upon receipt. Thus, you may be charged for Services while your 
Equipment is .still in transit. If, upon receiving your first bill , you have been charged for Services while your 
Equipment was in transit, you may contact Customer Care 1-800-331-0500 to request a credit. Except as 
provided below, monthly Services and certain other charges are billed one month in advance, and there is no 
proration of such charges if Service is terminated on other than the last day of your billing cycle. Monthly Service 
and certain other charges are billed in arrears if you're a former customer of AT&T Wireless and maintain 
uninterrupted Service on select AT&T rate plans, however, if you elect to receive your bills for your Services 
combined with your wireline phone bill (where available) you will be billed in advance as provided above. You 
agree to pay for all services used with your Device. 

AIRTIME AND OTHER MEASURED USAGE ("CHARGEABLE TIME") IS BILLED IN FULL-MINUTE 
INCREMENTS, AND ACTUAL AIRTIME AND USAGE ARE ROUNDED UP TO THE NEXT FULL-MINUTE 
INCREMENT AT THE END OF EACH CALL FOR BILLING PURPOSES. AT&T CHARGES A FULL MINUTE OF 
AIRTIME USAGE FOR EVERY FRACTION OF THE LAST MINUTE OF AIRTIME USED ON EACH WIRELESS 
CALL. UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN YOUR PLAN, MINUTES WILL BE DEPLETED ACCORDING TO 
USAGE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: NIGHT AND WEEKEND MINUTES, MOBILE TO MOBILE MINUTES, 
ANYTIME MINUTES AND ROLLOVER, EXCEPT THAT MINUTES THAT ARE PART OF BOTH A LIMITED 
PACKAGE AND AN UNLIMITED PACKAGE WILL NOT BE DEPLETED FROM THE LIMITED PACKAGE. 
Chargeable Time begins for outgoing calls when you press SEND (or similar key) and for incoming calls when a 
signal connection from the caller is established with our facilities. Chargeable Time ends after you press END (or 
similar key}, but not until your wireless telephone's signal of call disconnect is received by our facilities and the 
call disconnect signal has been confirmed. 
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All outgoing calls for which we receive answer supervision or which have at least 30 seconds of Chargeable 
Time, including ring time, shall incur a minimum of one minute airtime charge. Answer supervision is generally 
received when a call is answered; however, answer supervision may also be generated by voicemail systems, 
private branch exchanges, and interexchange switching equipment. Chargeable Time may include time for us to 
recognize that only one party has disconnected from the call, time to clear the channels in use, and ring time. 
Chargeable Time may also occur from other uses of our facilities, including by way of example, voicemail 
deposits and retrievals, and call transfers. Calls that begin in one rate period and end in another rate period may 
be billed in their entirety at the rates for the period in which the call began. 

DATA TRANSPORT OR USAGE IS CALCULATED IN FULL-KILOBYTE INCREMENTS, AND ACTUAL 
TRANSPORT OR USAGE IS ROUNDED UP TO THE NEXT FULL-KILOBYTE INCREMENT AT THE END OF 
EACH DATA SESSION FOR BILLING PURPOSES. AT&T CALCULATES A FULL KILOBYTE OF DATA 
TRANSPORT/USAGE FOR EVERY FRACTION OF THE LAST KILOBYTE OF DATA TRANSPORT/USAGE 
USED ON EACH DATA SESSION. TRANSPORT OR USAGE IS BILLED EITHER BY THE KILOBYTE ("KB") 
OR MEGABYTE ("MB"). IF BILLED BY MB, THE FULL KBs CALCULATED FOR EACH DATA SESSION 
DURING THE BILLING PERIOD ARE TOTALED AND ROUNDED UP TO NEXT FULL MB INCREMENT TO 
DETERMINE BILLING. IF BILLED BY KB, THE FULL KBs CALCULATED FOR EACH DATA SESSION DURING 
THE BILLING PERIOD ARE TOTALED TO DETERMINE BILLING. NETWORK OVERHEAD, SOFTWARE 
UPDATE REQUESTS, EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS, AND RESEND REQUESTS CAUSED BY NETWORK 
ERRORS CAN INCREASE MEASURED KILOBYTES. DATA TRANSPORT/USAGE OCCURS WHENEVER 
YOUR DEVICE IS CONNECTED TO OUR NETWORK AND IS ENGAGED IN ANY DATA TRANSMISSION, AS 
DISCUSSED IN MORE DETAIL IN SECTION 6.4. 

If you select a rate plan that includes a predetermined allotment of Services (for example, a predetermined 
amount of airtime, megabytes or messages), unless otherwise specifically provided as a part of such rate plan, 
any unused allotment of Services from one bill ing cycle will not carry over to any other billing cycle. We may bill 
you in a format as we determine from time to time. Additional charges may apply for additional copies of your bill , 
or for detailed information about your usage of Services. 

Delayed Billing: Billing of usage for calls, messages, data or other Services (such as usage when roaming on 
other carriers' networks, including internationally) may occasionally be delayed. Such usage charges may appear 
in a later billing cycle, will be deducted from Anytime monthly minutes or other Services allotments for the month 
when the usage is actually billed, and may result in additional charges for that month. Those minutes will be 
applied against your Anytime monthly minutes in the month in which the calls appear on your bill. You also 
remain responsible for paying your monthly Service fee if your Service is suspended for nonpayment. We may 
require payment by money order, cashier's check, or a similarly secure form of payment at our discretion. 

1.6 Are Advance Payments And/Or Deposits Required? 

We may require you to make deposits or advance payments for Services, which we may offset against any 
unpaid balance on your account. Interest won't be paid on advance payments or deposits unless required by law. 
We may require additional advance payments or deposits if we determine that the initial payment was 
inadequate. Based on your creditworthiness as we determine it, we may establish a credit limit and restrict 
Services or features. If your account balance goes beyond the limit we set for you, we may immediately interrupt 
or suspend Services until your balance is brought below the limit. Any charges you incur in excess of your limit 
become immediately due. If you have more than one account with us, you must keep all accounts in good 
standing to maintain Services. If one account is past due or over its limit, all accounts in your name are subject to 
interruption or termination and all other available collection remedies. 

1.7 What if I fail to pay my AT&T Bill when it is due? 

You agree that for each bill not paid in full by the due date, AT&T may charge and you will pay a late payment 
fee of $5. 

You expressly authorize, and specifically consent to allowing , AT&T and/or its outside collection agencies, 
outside counsel , or other agents to contact you in connection with any and all matters relating to unpaid past due 
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charges billed by AT&T to you. You agree that, for attempts to collect unpaid past due charges, such contact 
may be made to any mailing address, telephone number, cellular phone number, e-mail address, or any other 
electronic address that you have provided, or may in the future provide, to AT&T. You agree and acknowledge 
that any e-mail address or any other electronic address that you provide to AT&T is·your private address and is 
not accessible to unauthorized third parties. For attempts to collect unpaid charges, you agree that in addition to 
individual persons attempting to communicate directly with you, any type of contact described above may be 
made using, among other methods, pre-recorded or artificial voice messages del ivered by an automatic 
telephone dialing system, pre-set e-mail messages delivered by an automatic e-mailing system, or any other pre-
set electronic messages delivered by any other automatic electronic messaging system. 

1.8 What Happens If My Check Bounces? 

We'll charge you up to $30 (depending on applicable law) for any check or other instrument (including credit card 
charge backs) returned unpaid for any reason. 

1.9 Are There Business or Government Benefits? 

You may receive or be eligible for certain rate plans, discounts, features , promotions, and other benefits 
("Benefits") through a business or government customer's agreement with us ("Business Agreement") . All such 
Benefits are provided to you solely as a result of the corresponding Business Agreement, and may be modified 
or terminated without notice. You may also be eligible for certain additional Services. Please see 
http://www.wireless.att.com/businesscenter (http://www.wireless.att.com/businesscenterl for such Services 
and the associated additional terms, which are hereby incorporated by reference. 

If a business or government entity pays your charges or is otherwise liable for the charges, you authorize us to 
share your account information with it or its authorized agents. If you use Service(s) and/or receive certain 
Benefits tied to a Business Agreement with us, but you 're liable for your own charges, then you authorize us to 
share enough account information with it or its authorized agents to verify your continuing eligibility for those 
Services or Benefits. 

You may receive .Benefits because of your agreement to have the charges for your Services, billed ("Joint 
Billing") by a wireline company affiliated with AT&T ("Affiliate") or because you subscribe to certain services 
provided by an Affiliate. If you cancel Joint Bi ll ing or the Affiliate service your rates wil l be adjusted without notice 
to a rate plan for which you qualify. 

1.10 Who Can Access My Account and for What Purpose? 

You authorize us to provide information about and to make changes to your account, including new or extended 
Service Commitments and the purchase of Products and/or Services, upon the direction of any person able to 
provide information we deem sufficient to identify you . In addition, you may designate individuals who are 
authorized to make certain changes to your account ("Authorized Users"). You are responsible for all changes 
made by such Authorized Users, including new or extended Service Commitments and the purchase of Products 
or Services. You consent to the use by us or our authorized agents of regular mail, predictive or autodialing 
equipment, email, text messaging, facsimi le or other. reasonable means to contact you to advise you about our 
Services or other matters we believe may be of interest to you. In any event, we reserve the right to contact you 
by any means regarding customer service-related notifications, or other such information. 

2.0 HOW DO I RESOLVE DISPUTES WITH AT&T? 

2.1 Dispute Resolution By Binding Arbitration 

PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY. IT AFFECTS YOUR RIGHTS. 

Summarv: 

Most customer concerns can be resolved quickly and to the customer's satisfaction by calling our customer 
service department at 1-800-331 -0500. In the unlikely event that AT&T's customer service department is 
unable to resolve a complaint you may have to your satisfaction (or if AT&T has not been able to resolve 
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a dispute it has with you after attempting to do so informally), we each agree to resolve those disputes 
through binding arbitration or small claims court instead of in courts of general jurisdiction. Arbitration is 
more informal than a lawsuit in court. Arbitration uses a neutral arbitrator instead of a judge or jury, allows for 
more limited discovery than in court, and is subject to very liniited review by courts. Arbitrators can award the 
same damages and relief that a court can award. Any arbitration under this Agreement will take place on an 
individual basis; class arbitrations and class actions are not permitted. For any non-frivolous claim that 
does not exceed $75,000, AT&T will pay all costs of the arbitration. Moreover, in arbitration you are entitled to 
recover attorneys' fees from AT&T to at least the same extent as you would be in court. 

In addition , under certain circumstances (as explained below), AT&T will pay you more than the amount of the 
arbitrator's award and will pay your attorney (if any) twice his or her reasonable attorneys' fees if the arbitrator 
awards you an amount that is greater than what AT&T has offered you to settle the dispute. 

2.2 Arbitration Agreement 

(1) AT&T and you agree to arbitrate all disputes and claims between us. This agreement to arbitrate is 
intended to be broadly interpreted. It includes. but is not limited to: 

• claims arising out of or relating to any aspect of the relationship between us, whether based in contract, 
tort, statute, fraud, misrepresentation or any other legal theory; 

• claims that arose before this or any prior Agreement (including, but not limited to, claims relating to 
advertising); 

• claims that are currently the subject of purported class action litigation in which you are not a member of 
a certified class; and 

• claims that may arise after the termination of this Agreement. 

References to "AT&T," "you," and "us" include our respective subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, employees, 
predecessors in interest, successors, and assigns, as well as all authorized or unauthorized users or 
beneficiaries of services or Devices under this or prior Agreements between us. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, either party may bring an individual action in small claims court. This arbitration agreement does 
not preclude you from bringing issues to the attention of federal , state, or local agencies, including, for 
example, the Federal Communications Commission. Such agencies can , if the law allows, seek rel ief against 
us on your behalf. You agree that, by entering into this Agreement, you and AT&T are each waiving the 
right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action. This Agreement evidences a transaction in 
interstate commerce, and thus the Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement of this 
provision . This arbitration provision shall survive termination of this Agreement. 

(2) A party who intends to seek arbitration must first send to the other, by certified mail, a written Notice of 
Dispute ("Notice") . The Notice to AT&T should be addressed to: Office for Dispute Resolution , AT&T, 1025 
Lenox Park Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30319 ("Notice Address") . The Notice must (a) describe the nature and basis 
of the claim or dispute; and (b) set forth the specific relief sought ("Demand"). If AT&T and you do not reach 
an agreement to resolve the claim within 30 days after the Notice is received , you or AT&T may commence 
an arbitration proceeding. During the arbitration, the amount of any settlement offer made by AT&T or you 
shall not be disclosed to the arbitrator until after the arbitrator determines the amount, if any, to which you or 
AT&T is entitled. You may download or copy a form Notice and a form to initiate arbitration at 
att.com/arbitration-forms (http://www.att.com/arbitration-formsl . 

(3) After AT&T receives notice at the Notice Address that you have commenced arbitration, it will promptly 
reimburse you for your payment of the filing fee, unless your claim is for greater than $75,000. (The filing fee 
currently is $200 for claims under $10,000 but is subject to change by the arbitration provider. If you are 
unable to pay this fee, AT&T will pay it directly upon receiving a written request at the Notice Address.) The 
arbitration will be governed by the Commercial Arbitration Rules and the Supplementary Procedures for 
Consumer Related Disputes (collectively, "AAA Rules") of the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") , as 
modified by this Agreement, and will be administered by the AAA. The AAA Rules are available onl ine at 
adr.orq lhttp://www.adr.orgl , by calling the AAA at 1-800-778-7879, or by writing to the Notice Address. (You 
may obtain information that is designed for non-lawyers about the arbitration process at att.com/arbitration-
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information !http://www.att.com/arbitration-informationl .) The arbitrator is bound by the terms of this 
Agreement. All issues are for the arbitrator to decide, except that issues relating to the scope and 
enforceability of the arbitration provision are for the court to decide. Unless AT&T and you agree otherwise, 
any arbitration hearings will take place in the county (or parish) of your billing address. If your claim is for 
$10,000 or less, we agree that you may choose whether the arbitration will be conducted solely on the basis 
of documents submitted to the arbitrator, through a telephonic hearing, or by an in-person hearing as 
established by the AAA Rules. If your claim exceeds $10,000, the right to a hearing will be determined by the 
AAA Rules. Regardless of the manner in which the arbitration is conducted, the arbitrator shall issue a 

· reasoned written decision sufficient to explain the essential findings and conclusions on which the award is 
based. Except as otherwise provided for herein, AT&T will pay all AAA filing, administration, and arbitrator 
fees for any arbitration initiated in accordance with the notice requirements above. If, however, the arbitrator 
finds that either the substance of your claim or the relief sought in the Demand is frivolous or brought for an 
improper purpose (as measured by the standards set forth in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (b)) , then the 
payment of all such fees will be governed by the AAA Rules. In such case, you agree to re.imburse AT&T for 
all monies previously disbursed by it that are otherwise your obligation to pay under the AAA Rules. In 
addition, if you initiate an arbitration in which you seek more than $75,000 in damages, the payment of these 
fees will be governed by the AAA rules. 

(4) If, after finding in your favor in any respect on the merits of your claim, the arbitrator issues you an award 
that is greater than the value of AT& T's last written settlement offer made before an arbitrator was selected, 
then AT&T will : 

• pay you the amount of the award or $10,000 ("the alternative payment"), whichever is greater; and 
• pay your attorney, if any, twice the amount of attorneys' fees, and reimburse any expenses (including 

expert witness fees and costs) that your attorney reasonably accrues for investigating, preparing, and 
pursuing your claim in arbitration ("the attorney premium"). 

If AT&T did not make a written offer to settle the dispute before an arbitrator was selected, you and your 
attorney will be entitled to receive the alternative payment and the attorney premium, respectively, if the 
arbitrator awards you any relief on the merits. The arbitrator may make rulings and resolve disputes as to the 
payment, and reimbursement of fees, expenses, and the alternative payment and the attorney premium at any 
time during the proceeding and upon request from either party made within 14 days of the arbitrator's ruling 
on the merits. 

(5) The right to attorneys' fees and expenses discussed in paragraph (4) supplements any right to attorneys' 
fees and expenses you may have under applicable law. Thus, if you would be entitled to a larger amount 
under the applicable law, this provision does not preclude the arbitrator from awarding you that amount. 
However, you may not recover duplicative awards of attorneys' fees or costs. Although under some laws 
AT&T may have a right to an award of attorneys' fees and expenses if it prevails in an arbitration, AT&T 
agrees that it will not seek such an award. 

(6) The arbitrator may award declaratory or injunctive relief only in favor of the individual party seeking relief 
and only to the extent necessary to provide relief warranted by that party's individual claim. YOU AND AT&T 
AGREE THAT EACH MAY BRING CLAIMS AGAINST THE OTHER ONLY IN YOUR OR ITS INDIVIDUAL 
CAPACITY, AND NOT AS A PLAINTIFF OR CLASS MEMBER IN ANY PURPORTED CLASS OR 
REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDING. Further, unless both you and AT&T agree otherwise, the arbitrator may 
not consolidate more than one person's claims, and may not otherwise preside over any form of a 
representative or class proceeding. If this specific provision is found to be unenforceable, then the entirety of 
this arbitration provision shall be null and void. 

(7) Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, we agree that if AT&T makes any future 
change to this arbitration provision (other than a change to the Notice Address) during your Service 
Commitment, you may reject any such change by sending us written notice within 30 days of the change to 
the Arbitration Notice Address provided above. By rejecting any future change, you are agreeing that you will 
arbitrate any dispute between us in accordance with the language of this provision. 

2.3 Puerto Rico Customers 
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For Puerto Rico customers, references to "small claims court" in sections 2.1 and 2.2 should be understood to 
mean the Puerto Rico Telecommunications Regulatory Board. 

3.0 TERMS RELATING TO YOUR DEVICE AND CONTENT 

3.1 Your Device 

Your Device must be compatible with, and not interfere with, our Services and must comply with all applicable 
laws, rules, and regulations. We may periodically program your Device remotely with system settings for roaming 
service, to direct your Device to use network services most appropriate for your typical usage, and other features 
that cannot be changed manually. 

You agree that you won't make any modifications to your Equipment or its programming to enable the Equipment 
to operate on any other system. AT&T may, at its sole and absolute discretion, modify the programming to 
enable the operation of the Equipment on other systems. 

if you bought a Device from AT&T, it may have been programmed with a SIM lock which will prevent it from 
operating with other compatible wireless telephone carriers' services. If you wish to use this Device with the 
service of another wireless telephone carrier, you must enter a numeric Unlock Code to unlock the phone. AT&T 
will provide the Unlock Code upon request, provided that you meet certain criteria including, but not limited to the 
following: (a) you have paid for your Device in full ; (b) your account has been active for at least sixty days and is 
in good standing (i.e. it has no past due amount or unpaid balance owed AT&T); (c) you have fulfilled your 
Service Commitment by expiration of ariy contractual term, upgrading to a new Device under AT& T's standard or 
early upgrade policies, or payment of any applicable ETF; (d) your Device has not been reported lost or stolen; 
and (e) AT&T has the Unlock Code or can reasonably obtain it from the manufacturer. AT&T will unlock a 
maximum of five phones per account, per year. For Devices sold with a Prepaid Plan, AT&T will provide you with 
the Unlock Code upon request if you provide a detailed receipt or other proof of purchase of the phone and 
AT&T has the Unlock Code or can reasonably obtain it from the manufacturer. For further details on elig ibility 
requirements and for assistance on obtaining the Unlock Code for your handset, please call1-800-331-0500 or 
visit an AT&T company store. 

You are solely responsible for complying with U.S. Export Control laws and regulations and the import laws and 
regulations of foreign countries when traveling internationally with your Device. 

3.2 Where and How Does AT&T Service Work? 

AT&T does not guarantee availability of wireless network. Services may be subject to certain Device and 
compatibility/limitations including memory, storage, network availability, coverage, accessibility and data 
conversion limitations. Services (including without limitation, eligibility requirements, plans, pricing, features 
and/or service areas) are subject to change without notice. 

When outside AT&T's coverage area, access will be limited to information and applications previously 
downloaded to or resident on your device. Coverage areas vary between AT&T network technologies. See 
coverage map(s), available at store or from your sales representative, for details or the coverage map at 
www.att.com/coverageviewer (http://www.att.com/coverageviewerl . 

Actual network speeds depend upon device characteristics, network, network availability and coverage levels, 
tasks, file characteristics, applications and other factors. Performance may be impacted by transmission 
limitations, terrain, in-building/in-vehicle use and capacity constraints. 

3.3 What Information, Content, And Applications Are Provided By Third Parties? 

Certain information, applications, or other content is provided by independently owned and operated content 
providers or service providers who are subject to change at any time without notice. 

AT&T IS NOT A PUBLISHER OF THIRD-PARTY INFORMATION, APPLICATIONS, OR OTHER CONTENT 
AND IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OPINIONS, ADVICE, STATEMENTS, OR OTHER INFORMATION, 
SERVICES OR GOODS PROVIDED BY THIRD PARTIES. 
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Third-party content or service providers may impose additional charges. Policies regarding intellectual property, 
privacy and other policies or terms of use may differ among AT&T's content or service providers and you are 
bound by such policies or terms when you visit their respective sites or use their services. It is your responsibility 
to read the rules or service agreements of each content provider or service provider. 

Any information you involuntarily or voluntarily provide to third parties is governed by their policies or terms. The 
accuracy, appropriateness, content, completeness, timeliness, usefulness, security, safety, merchantability, 
fitness for a particular purpose, transmission or correct sequencing of any application, information or downloaded 
data is not guaranteed or warranted by AT&T or any content providers or other third party. Delays or omissions 
may occur. Neither AT&T nor its content providers, service providers or other third parties shall be liable to you 
for any loss or injury arising out of or caused, in whole or in part, by your use of any information, application or 
content, or any information, application , or other content acquired through the Service. 

You acknowledge that every business or personal decision, to some degree or another, represents an 
assumption of risk, and that neither AT&T nor its content and service providers or suppliers, in providing 
information, applications or other content or services, or access to information, applications, or other content 
underwrites, can underwrite, or assumes your risk in any manner whatsoever. 

3.4 How Can I Get Mobile Content? 

Yo~ understand that Devices can be used to acquire or purchase goods, content, and services (including 
subscription plans) like ring tones, graphics, games, applications and news alerts from AT&T or other companies 
("Content"). You understand that you are responsible for all authorized charges associated with such Content 
from any Device assigned to your account, that these charges will appear on your bill (including charges on 
behalf of other companies) , and that such purchases can be restricted by using parental controls available from 
an AT&T salesperson, or by calling AT&T. 

You have full-time access to your Content purchase transaction history on our website. You may contest charges 
and seek refunds for purchases with which you are not satisfied . AT&T reserves the right to restrict Content 
purchases or terminate the account of anyone who seeks refunds on improper grounds or otherwise abuses this 
Service. 

Actual Content may vary based on the Device capabilities. Content may be delivered in multiple messages. 
Content charges are incurred at the stated one-time download rate or subscription rate, plus a per kilobyte or per 
megabyte default pay per use charge for the Content transport when delivered, unless you have a data plan and 
such charges appear separately on your bill. You will be charged each time you download Content. Data Service 
charges apply. 

3.5 Am I Responsible If Someone Makes A Purchase With My Device? 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, if your Device is used by others to make Content purchases, 
you are responsible for all such purchases. If this occurs, you are giving those other users your authority to: 

1) make Content purchases from those Devices, and to incur charges for those Content purchases that will 
appear on your bill ; 

2) give consent required for that Content, including the consent to use that user's location information to 
deliver customized information to that user's Device; or 

3) make any representation required for that content, including a representation of the user's age, if 
requested . 

Usage by others can be restricted by use of parental controls or similar features. Visit att.com/smartlimits 
(http://www.att.com/smartlimitsl to learn more. 

3.6 Does AT&T Collect Location-Based Network Performance Information From My Device? Can I Use 
Location-Based Services With My Device? 
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AT&T collects information about the approximate location of your Device in relation to our cell towers and the 
Global Positioning System (GPS). We use that information, as well as other usage and performance information 
also obtained from our network and your Device, to provide you with wireless voice and data services, and to 
maintain and improve our network and the quality of your wireless experience. We may also use location 
information to create aggregate data from which your personally identifiable information has been removed or 
obscured. Such aggregate data may be used for a variety of purposes such as scientific and marketing research 
and services such as vehicle traffic volume monitoring. It is your responsibility to notify users on your account 
that we may collect and use location information from Devices. 

Your Device is also capable of using optional Content at your request or the request of a user on your account, 
offered by AT&T or third parties that make use of a Device's location information ("Location-Based Services"). 
Please review the terms and conditions and the associated privacy policy for each Location-Based Service to 
learn how the location information will be used and protected. For more information on Location-Based Services, 
please visit att.com/privacy lhttp://www.att.com/privacyl . 

Our directory assistance service (411) may use the location of a Device to deliver relevant customized 411 
information based upon the user's request for a listing or other 411 service. By using this directory assistance 
service, the user is consenting to our use of that user's location information for such purpose. This location 
information may be disclosed to a third party to perform the directory assistance service and for no other 
purpose. Such location information will be retained only as long as is necessary to provide the relevant 
customized 411 information and will be discarded after such use. Please see our privacy policy at 
att.com/privacy lhttp://www.att.com/privacy) for additional details. 

3.7 What If My Device Is Lost Or Stolen? 

If your wireless Device is lost or stolen, you must contact us immediately to report the Device lost or stolen. 
You're not liable for charges you did not authorize, but the fact that a call was placed from your Device is 
evidence that the call was authorized. Once you report to us that the Device is lost or stolen, you will not be 
responsible for subsequent charges incurred by that Device. 

You can report your Device as lost or stolen and suspend Services without a charge by contacting us at the 
phone number listed on your bill or at wireless.att.com lhttp://www.wireless.att.coml . If there are charges. on 
your bill for calls made after the Device was lost or stolen, but before you reported it to us, notify us of the 
disputed charges and we will investigate. You may submit documents, statements and other information to show 
any charges were not authorized. You may be asked to provide information and you may submit information to 
support your claim. We will advise you of the result of our investigation within 30 days. While your phone is 
suspended you will remain responsible for complying with all other obligations under this Agreement, including, 
but not limited to, your monthly fee. We both have a duty to act in good faith in a reasonable and responsible 
manner including in connection with the loss or theft of your Device. (California Customers see Section 11 .1 
"California: What if there are Unauthorized Charges Billed to My Device?" below.) 

4.0 TERMS RELATING TO THE USE AND LIMITATIONS OF SERVICE 

4.1 What Are The Limitations On Service And Liability? 

Unless prohibited by law, the following limitations of liability apply. Service may be interrupted, delayed, or 
otherwise limited for a variety of reasons, including environmental conditions, unavailability of radio frequency 
channels, system capacity, priority access by National Security and Emergency Preparedness personnel in the 
event of a disaster or emergency, coordination with other systems, equipment modifications and repairs, and 
problems with the facilities of interconnecting carriers. We may block access to certain categories of numbers 
(e.g. , 976, 900, and international destinations) at our sole discretion. 

Additional hardware, software, subscription , credit or debit card, Internet access from your compatible PC and/or 
special network connection may be required and you are solely responsible for arranging for or obtaining all such 
requirements. Some solutions may require third party products and/or services, which are subject to any 
applicable third party terms and conditions and may require separate purchase from and/or agreement with the 
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third party provider. AT&T is not responsible for any consequential damages caused in any way by the preceding 
hardware, software or other items/requirements for which you are responsible. 

Not all plans or Services are available for purchase or use in all sales channels, in all areas or with all devices. 
AT&T is not responsible for loss or disclos!Jre of any sensitive information you transmit. AT&T's wireless services 
are not equivalent to wireline Internet. AT&T is not responsible for nonproprietary services or their effects on 
devices. 

We may, but do not have the obligation to, refuse to transmit any information through the Services and may 
screen and delete information prior to delivery of that information to you. There are gaps in service within the 
Services areas shown on coverage maps, which, by their nature, are only approximations of actual coverage. 

WE DO NOT GUARANTEE YOU UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE OR COVERAGE. WE CANNOT ASSURE YOU 
THAT IF YOU PLACE A 911 CALL YOU WILL BE FOUND. AIRTIME AND OTHER SERVICE CHARGES 
APPLY TO ALL CALLS, INCLUDING INVOLUNTARILY TERMINATED CALLS. AT&T MAKES NO WARRANTY, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
SUITABILITY, ACCURACY, SECURITY, OR PERFORMANCE REGARDING ANY SERVICES, SOFTWARE OR 
GOODS, AND IN NO EVENT SHALL AT&T BE LIABLE, WHETHER OR NOT DUE TO ITS OWN 
NEGLIGENCE, for any: 

(a) act or omission of a th ird party; 
(b) mistakes, omissions, interruptions, errors, failures to transmit, delays, or defects in the Services or 
Software provided by or through us; 
(c) damage or injury caused by the use of Services, Software, or Device, including use in a vehicle; 
(d) claims against you by third parties; 
(e) damage or injury caused by a suspension or termination of Services or Software by AT&T; or 
(f) damage or injury caused by failure or delay in connecting a call to 911 or any other emergency service. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if your Service is interrupted for 24 or more continuous hours by a cause within 
our control , we will issue you, upon request, a credit equal to a pro-rata adjustment of the monthly Service fee for 
the time period your Service was unavailable, not to exceed the monthly Service fee. Our liability to you for 
Service failures is limited solely to the credit set forth above. 

Unless prohibited by law, AT&T isn't liable for any indirect, special , punitive, incidental or consequential losses or 
damages you or any third party may suffer by use of, or inability to use, Services, Software, or Devices provided 
by or through AT&T, including loss of business or goodwill , revenue or profits, or claims of personal injuries. 

To the full extent allowed by law, you hereby release, indemnify , and hold AT&T and its officers, directors, 
employees and agents harmless from and against any and all claims of any person or entity for damages of .any 
nature arising in any way from or relating to, directly or indirectly, service provided by AT&T or any person's use 
thereof (including, but not limited to, vehicular damage and personal injury) , INCLUDING CLAIMS ARISING IN 
WHOLE OR IN PART FROM THE ALLEGED NEGLIGENCE OF AT&T, or any violation by you of this 
Agreement. This obligation shall survive termination of your Service with AT&T. AT&T is not liable to you for 
changes in operation, equipment, or technology that cause your Device or Software to be rendered obsolete or 
require modification. 

SOME STATES, INCLUDING THE STATE OF KANSAS, DON'T ALLOW DISCLAIMERS OF IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OR LIMITS ON REMEDIES FOR BREACH. THEREFORE, THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS OR 
EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS AGREEMENT GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND 
YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. 

4.2 How Can I Use My AT&T Service? 

All use of AT&T's wireless network and Services is governed by AT&Ts Acceptable Use Policy, which can be 
found at att.com/AcceptableUsePolicy !http://www.att.com/AcceptableUsePolicy) , as determined solely by 
AT&T. AT&T can revise its Acceptable Use Policy at any time without notice by updating this posting. 

4.3 Who Is Responsible For Security? 
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AT&T DOES NOT GUARANTEE SECURITY. Data encryption is available with some, but not all, Services sold 
by AT&T. If you use your Device to access company email or information, it is your responsibility to ensure your 
use complies with your company's internal IT and security procedures. 

4.4 How Can I Use the Software? 

The software, interfaces, documentation, data, and content provided for your Equipment as may be updated, 
downloaded, or replaced by feature enhancements, software updates, system restore software or data generated 
or provided subsequently by AT&T (hereinafter "Software") is licensed, not sold, to you by AT&T and/or its 
licensors/suppliers for use only on your Equipment. Your use of the Software shall comply with its intended 
purposes as determined by us, all applicable laws, and AT&T's Acceptable Use Policy at 
att.com/AcceptableUsePolicy (http://www.att.com/AcceptableUsePolicy) . 

You are not permitted to use the Software in any manner not authorized by this License. You may not (and you 
agree not to enable others to) copy, decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble, reproduce, attempt to derive the 
source code of, decrypt, modify, defeat protective mechanisms, combine with other software, or create derivative 
works of the Software or any portion thereof. You may not rent, lease, lend, sell , redistribute, transfer or 
sublicense the Software or any portion thereof. You agree the Software contains proprietary content and 
information owned by AT&T and/or its licensors/suppliers. 

AT&T and its licensors/suppliers reserve the right to change, suspend, terminate, remove, impose limits on the 
use or access to, or disable access to, the Software at any time without notice and will have no liability for doing 
so. You acknowledge AT&T's Software licensors/suppliers are intended third party beneficiaries of this license, 
including the indemnification, limitation of liability, disclaimer of warranty p~ovisions found in this Agreement. 

4.5 How Can I Use Another Carrier's Network (Off-Net Usage)? 

4.5.1 Voice 

If your use of minutes (including unlimited Services) on other carrier networks ("off-net voice usage") during 
any two consecutive months exceed your off-net voice usage allowance, AT&T may, at its option, terminate 
your Services, deny your continued use of other carriers' coverage or change your plan to one imposing 
usage charges for off-net voice usage. Your off-net voice usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 750 
minutes or 40% of the Anytime Minutes included with your plan. 

4.5.2 Data 

If your use of the Data Services on other carriers' wireless networks ("offnet data usage") during any month 
exceeds your offnet data usage allowance, AT&T may at its option terminate your access to Data Services, 
deny your continued use of other carriers' coverage, or change your plan to one imposing usage charges for 
offnet data usage. Your offnet data usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 24 megabytes or 20% of the 
kilobytes included with your plan. You may be required to use a Device programmed with AT&T's preferred 
roaming database. 

4.5.3 Messaging 

If you use messaging services (including unlimited Services) on other carrier networks ("off-net messaging 
usage") during any two consecutive months exceed your off-net messaging usage allowance, AT&T may, at 
its option, terminate your messaging service, deny your continued use of other carriers' coverage or change 
your plan to one imposing usage charges for off-net messaging usage. Your off-net messaging usage 
allowance is equal to the lesser of 3,000 messages or 50% of the messages included with your plan. 

4.5.4 Notice 

AT&T will provide notice that it intends to take any of the above actions, and you may terminate this 
Agreement. 

4.6 How Do I Get Service Outside AT&T's Wireless Network (Roaming)? 
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Services originated or received while outside your plan's included coverage area are subject to roaming charges. 
Domestic roaming charges for wireless data or voice Services may be charged with some plans when outside 
AT&T'S wireless network. International roaming rates apply for any voice, messaging or data usage incurred 
outside the U.S., Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands. Use of Services when roaming is dependent upon roaming 
carrier's support of applicable network technology and functionality. Display on your device may not indicate 
whether you will incur roaming charges. Check with roaming carriers individually for support and coverage 
details. 

4.6.1 International Services 

Certain eligibility restrictions apply which may be based on service tenure, payment history and/or credit. 
Rates are subject to change. For countries, rates and additional details, see att.com/global 
(http://www.att.com/global) . 

4.6.1 .1 International Long Distance: 

International rates apply for calls made and messages sent from the U.S., Puerto Rico and U.S.V.I. to 
another country. Calling or messaging to some countries may not be available. Calls to wireless 
numbers and numbers for special services, such as Premium Rated Services, may cost more than calls 
to wireline numbers. If a customer calls an overseas wireline number and the call is forwarded to a 
wireless number, the customer will be charged for a call terminated to a wireless number. International 
Long Distance calling rates are charged per minute and apply throughout the same footprint in which the 
customer's airtime package minutes apply. 

4.6.1 .2 International Long Distance Text, Picture & Video Messaging: 

Additional charges apply for premium messages and content. Messages over 300 KBs are billed an 
additional 50¢/message. For a complete list of countries, please visit att.com/text2world 
(http://www.att.com/text2worldl . 

4.6.1 .3 International Roaming: 

Compatible Device required. Your plan may include the capability to make and receive calls while 
roaming internationally. AT&T, in its sole discretion, may block your ability to use your Device while 
roaming internationally until eligibility criteria are met. International roaming rates, which vary by country, 
apply for all calls placed or received while outside the United States, Puerto Rico and U.S.V.I. Please 
consult att.com/global Chttp://www.att.com/globall or call611 from your mobile device or 800-331-0500 
for a list of currently available countries and carriers. All countries may not be available for roaming. All 
carriers within available countries may not be available on certain plans or packages. Availability, quality 
of coverage and services while roaming are not guaranteed. When roaming internationally, you will be 
charged international roaming airtime rates including when incoming calls are routed to voicemail , even if 
no message is left. Substantial charges may be incurred if Device is taken out of the U.S. even if no 
services are intentionally used. Billing for international roaming usage may be delayed up to three billing 
cycles due to reporting between carriers. Taxes are additional. If you want to block the ability to make 
and receive calls or use data functions while roaming internationally, you may request that by calling 1-
916-843-4685 (at no charge from your wireless phone). For AT&T Canada and Mexico Travel Minutes, 
package and overage rates apply only in Canada or Mexico, and if you remove the package before your 
monthly bill cycle ends, the included monthly minutes allotment will be reduced proportionately. 

4.6.1.4 International Data: 

International data rates apply to all data usage outside the U.S., Puerto Rico and U.S. V.I., including 
accessing cloud-based services to upload/download/stream content. Many Devices, including iPhone, 
transmit and receive data messages without user intervention and can generate unexpected charges 
when powered "on" outside the United States, Puerto Rico and U.S.V.I. AT&T may send "alerts" via 
SMS or email , to notify you of data usage. These are courtesy alerts. There is no guarantee you will 
receive them. They are not a guarantee of a particular bill limit. Receipt of Visual Voicemail messages 
are charged at international data pay-per-use rates unless customer has an International data 
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plan/package, in which case receipt of Visual Voicemail messages decrement Kilobytes included in such 
plan/package. 

4.6.1.5 Data Global Add-Ons and Global Messaging Plans/Packages: 

Require that domestic data or messaging capability be in place. Rates apply only for usage within "roam 
zone" comprised of select carriers. Within the roam zone, overage rate applies if you exceed the MBs 
allotted for any Data Global Add-On or the messages allotted for any Global Messaging Plan/Package. 
International roaming pay-per-use rates apply in countries outside the roam zone. See 
att.com/globalcountries (http://www.att.com/dataconnectglobal) for current roam zone list. 

4.6.1.6 Data Connect Global/North America Plans: 

Do not include capability to place a voice call and require a 1 year agreement. For specific terms 
regarding international data plans, see Section 6.1 0.2 of the Wireless Customer Agreement. 

4.6.1.7 Cruise Ship Roaming: 

Cruise ·ship roaming rates apply for calls placed or data used while on the ship. 

4.6.1.8 International Miscellaneous 

Export Restrictions: You are solely responsible for complying with U.S. Export Control laws and 
regulations, and the import laws and regulations of foreign countries when traveling internationally with 
your Device. 

5.0 WHAT VOICE SERVICES DOES AT&T OFFER? 

5.1 What Are The General Terms That Apply To All AT&T Voice Rate Plans? 

You may obtain usage information by calling customer service or using one of our automated systems. 
Pricing/Taxes/No Proration: Prices do not include taxes, directory assistance, roaming, Universal Service 
Fees, and other surcharges. Final month's charges are not prorated. Activation Fees: Activation Fee may apply 
for each new line. Nights and Weekends: Nights are 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Weekends are 9:00 p.m. Friday to 
6:00a.m. Monday (based on time of day at the cell site or switch providing your Service). Included long distance 
calls can be made from the 50 United States, Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands to the 50 United States, Puerto 
Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam and Northern Mariana Islands. Roaming charges do not apply when roaming 
within the Services area of land-based networks of the 50 United States, Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands. 
Additional charges apply to Services used outside the land borders of the U.S., Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin 
Islands. 

5.2 Voicemail 

Unless you subscribe to an Unlimited Voice Plan or are an upstate New York customer subscribing to Enhanced 
Voicemail , airtime charges apply to calls to your voicemail service, including calls where the caller does not leave 
a message, because the call has qeen completed, calls to listen to, send, reply to, or forward messages, or to 
perform other activities with your voicemai l service, including calls forwarded from other phones to your voicemail 
service. You are solely responsible for establishing and maintaining security passwords to protect against 
unauthorized use of your voicemail service. For information as to the number of voicemail messages you can 
store, when voicemail messages will be deleted, and other voicemail features, see att.com/wirelessvoicemail 
!http://www.att.com/wirelessvoicemaill . We reserve the right to change the number of voicemails you can store, 
the length you can store voicemail messages, when we delete voicemail messages, and other voicemail features 
without notice. We may deactivate your voicemail service if you do not initialize it within a reasonable period after 
activation. We wil l reactivate the service upon your request. See att.com/global !http://www.att.com/globall for 
information about using voicemail internationally. 

5.3 Voicemaii-To-Text (VMTT) 
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AT&T is not responsible, nor liable for: 1) errors in the conversion of or its inability to tranpcribe voicemail 
messages to text/email ; 2) lost or misdirected messages; or, 3) content that is unlawful, harmful, threatening, 
abusive, obscene, tortious, or otherwise objectionable. 

We do not filter, edit or control voice, text, or email messages, or guarantee the security of messages. We can · 
interrupt, restrict or terminate VMTT without notice, if your use of VMTT adversely impacts AT& T's network, for 
example that could occur from abnormal calling patterns or an unusually large number of repeated calls and 
messages; or if your use is otherwise abusive, fraudulent, or does not comply with the law. 

You are solely responsible for and will comply with all applicable laws as to the content of any text messages or 
emails you receive from VMTT that you forward or include in a reply to any other person. You authorize AT&T or 
a third party working on AT& T's behalf to listen to, and transcribe all or part of a voicemail message and to 
convert such voicemail message into text/email, and to use voicemail messages and transcriptions to enhance, 
train and improve AT&T's speech recognition and transcription services, software and equipment. 

Charges for VMTT include the conversion of the voicemail message and the text message sent to your wireless 
device. Additional charges, however, may apply to receiving email on your wireless device from VMTT, as well 
as, replying to or forwarding VMTT messages via SMS (text) or email , depending on your plan. 

SMS (text messaging) blocking is incompatible with VMTT. (If you do not have a texting plan on your handset, 
we add a texting pay per use feature when you add VMTT with text delivery.) If you are traveling outside the U.S. 
coverage area, you will incur international data charges for emails received from VMTT, as well as, charges for 
emails you respond to or forward from VMTT, unless you have an international data plan and the usage falls 
within the plan's usage limits. 

Transcription times cannot be guaranteed. Customers purchasing email delivery are responsible for providing a 
correct email address and updating the email address when changes to the email account are made. 

If you choose SMS (text) delivery, VMTT only converts the first 480 characters of a voicemail message into text 
and you will receive up to three text messages of a transcribed message. The transcription, therefore, may not 
include the entire voicemail message with SMS deliver)i. Adding VMTT will create a new voicemail box and all 
messages and greetings will be deleted from your current voicemail box. 

5.4 Unlimited Voice Services 

Unlimited voice Services are provided primarily for live dialog between two individuals. If your use of unlimited 
voice Services for conference calling or call forwarding exceeds 750 minutes per month, AT&T may, at its option, 
terminate your Service or change your plan to one with no unlimited usage components. 

Unlimited voice Services may not be used for monitoring services, data transmissions, transmission of 
broadcasts, transmission of recorded material, or other connections which don't consist of uninterrupted live 
dialog between two individuals. If AT&T finds that you're using an unlimited voice Service offering for other than 
live dialog between two individuals, AT&T may, at its option terminate your Service or change your plan to one 
with no unlimited usage components. AT&T will provide notice that it intends to take any of the above actions, 
and you may terminate the agreement. 

5.5 Caller 10 

Your caller identification information (such as your name and phone number) may be displayed on the Device or 
bill of the person receiving your call; technical limitations may, in some circumstances, prevent you from blocking 
the transmission of caller identification information . Contact customer service for information on blocking the 
display of your name and number. Caller ID blocking is not available when using Data Services, and your 
wireless number is transmitted to Internet sites you visit. 

5.6 Rollover® Minutes 

If applicable to your plan, Rollover Minutes accumulate and expire through 12 rolling bill periods. Bill Period 1 
(activation) unused Anytime Minutes will not carry over. Bill Period 2 unused Anytime Minutes will begin to carry 
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over. Rollover Minutes accumulated starting with Bill Period 2 will expire each bill period as they reach a 12-bill-
period age. Rollover Minutes will also expire immediately upon default or if customer changes to a non-Rollover 
plan. If you change plans (including the formation of a FamilyTalk plan), or if an existing subscriber joins your 
existing FamilyTalk plan, any accumulated Rollover Minutes in excess of your new plan or the primary 
FamilyTalk line's included Anytime Minutes will expire. Rollover Minutes are not redeemable for cash or credit 
and are not transferable. If you change to non-AT& T Unity plans with Rollover Minutes (including the formation of 
a Family Talk plan) any accumulated Rollover Minutes in excess of your new non-AT&T Unity plan or the primary 
non-AT&T Unity FamilyTalk line's included Anytime Minutes will expire. 

5.7 Mobile To Mobile Minutes 

If applicable to your plan, Mobile to Mobile Minutes may be used when directly dialing or receiving calls from any 
other AT&T wireless phone number from within your calling area. Mobile to Mobile Minutes may not be used for 
interconnection to other networks. Calls to AT&T voicemail and return calls from voicemail are not included. 

5.8 Family Talk® Plan 

If applicable to your plan, FamilyTalk may require up to a two-year Service Commitment for each line. FamilyTalk 
plans include only package minutes included with the primary number, and minutes are shared by the additional 
lines. The rate shown for additional minutes applies to all minutes in excess of the Anytime Minutes. FamilyTalk 
requires two lines. If the rate plan for the primary n.umber is changed to an ineligible plan or the primary number 
is disconnected, one of the existing additional lines shall become the primary number on the rate plan previously 
subscribed to by the former primary number; if only one line remains, it shall be converted to the closest single 
line rate. 

5.9 A-List® 

A-List is available only with select Nation, FamilyTalk and Unity plans. Nation Plan and Individual Subscribers 
can place/receive calls to/from up to 5 (and FamilyTalk subscribers can place/receive calls to/from up to 10) 
wireline or wireless telephone numbers without being charged for airtime minutes. All qualifying lines on a 
FamilyTalk account share the same 10 A-List numbers. Only standard domestic wireline or wireless numbers 
may be added and A-List is only for domestic calls. Directory assistance, 900 numbers, chat lines, pay per call 
numbers, customer's own wireless or Voice Mail access numbers, numbers for call routing services and call 
forwarding services from multiple phones, and machine to machine numbers are not eligible. Depending on the 
PBX system, a private telephone system often serving businesses, AT&T may not be able to determine if your 
selected PBX A-List number is calling/receiving calls from your wireless number and airtime charges could apply. 
Forwarded calls will be billed based on the originating number, not the call forwarding number, and airtime 
charges may apply. Only voice calling is eligible. A-List number selections may only be managed online via 
MyWireless Account. Selected telephone numbers do not become active until 24 hours after added. AT&T 
reserves the right to block any A-List number and to reduce the amount of telephone numbers that can be used 
for A-List without notice. A-List is not eligible o'n Save/Promotional Plans. 

5.10 AT&T Viva MexicosM ("Mexico Plan") & AT&T Nation®/FamilyTalk® With Canada ("Canada Plan") 

Certain eligibility requirements apply. Anytime Minutes and Night and Weekend Minutes between Mexico and 
your U.S. wireless coverage area if you subscribe to the Mexico Plan, or Canada and your U.S. wireless 
coverage area if you subscribe to the Canada Plan, will be treated for billing purposes as calls to and from your 
U.S. wireless coverage area. 

Calls made from or received in Mexico and Canada cannot exceed your monthly off-net usage allowance (the 
lesser of 750 min./mo. or 40% of your Anytime Minutes/mo.) in any two consecutive months. Calls made from or 
received in Mexico and Canada will not qualify as Mobile to Mobile Minutes. Special rates apply for data usage in 
Mexico and Canada. International long distance text, instant, picture and video messaging rates apply to 
messaging from the U.S. to Mexico and Canada and international roaming rates apply when such messages are 
sent from Mexico and Canada. 
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International Roaming charges apply when using voice and data Services outside Mexico and your U.S. wireless 
coverage area if you subscribe to the Mexico Plan, and Canada and your U.S. wireless coverage area, if you 
subscribe to the Canada Plan. International long distance charges apply when calling to areas outside Mexico 
and your U.S. wireless coverage area if you subscribe to the Mexico Plan, and Canada and your U.S. wireless 
coverage area if you subscribe to the Canada Plan. 

Anytime Minutes are primarily for live dialog between two people. You may not use your Services other than as 
intended by AT&T and applicable law. Plans are for individual , non-commercial use only and are not for resale. 
Unlimited Microcell Calling feature cannot be used on accounts with Viva Mexico and Nation Canada calling 
plans. 

5.11 AT&T UnitysM And AT&T UnitySM-FamilyTalk® Plans Requirements 

5.11.1 Eligibility Requirements: 

AT&T local and wireless combined bill required. For residential customers, qualifying AT&T local plan from 
AT&T required. For business customers, qualifying AT&T local service plan required. Specific AT&T Services 
that qualify vary by location; see att.com !http:/twww.att.coml or call 1-800-288-2020. Certain business 
accounts are not eligible for Unity plans. Discounts on any other combined-bill wireless plans will be lost if an 
AT&T Unity plan is added to your combined bill . If an existing wireless plan is upgraded to an AT&T Unity 
plan, all discounts and promotions will be lost when subscribing to that plan. 

5.11.2 AT&T UnitySM Minutes: 

AT&T Unity Calling Minutes may be used when directly dialing or receiving calls from any other eligible AT&T 
wireline or wireless phone number from within your calling area. Calls to AT&T voicemail and return calls 
from voicemail not included. AT&T Unity Minutes are not included when checking usage for the current billing 
period . 

5.12 VoiceDial Services 

Regular airtime charges apply. Mobile to Mobile Minutes do not apply. Calls to 911 , 411, 611 , 711 and 
international dialing cannot be completed with VoiceDial Services. Caller ID cannot be blocked. Caller ID will be 
delivered on calls, even if you have permanently blocked your name and number. For complete terms and 
conditions, see att.com/voicedial (http://www.att.com/voicediall . 

5.13 AT&T Messaging Unlimited with Mobile to Any Mobile Calling Feature 

Available only with select Nation~ FamilyTalk, and Business Talk plans and can be discontinued at anytime. 
Messaging Unlimited Plan required. Mobile to Any Mobile minutes only apply when you directly dial another U.S. 
mobi le number or directly receive a call from another U.S. mobile phone number from within your calling area in 
the U.S., Puerto Rico, or U.S.V.I. Mobile to Any Mobile is not available with the AT&T Viva Mexico or AT&T 
Nation/FamilyTalk with Canada plans. Calls made through Voice Connect, calls to directory assistance, and calls 
to voicemail and return calls from voicemail are not included. Only numbers included in the wireless number 
database that AT&T uses will be treated as a call to a mobile number or a call received from a mobile number. 
So for example, Type 1 numbers belonging to other carriers and not included in the industry wireless LNP 
database, and numbers for which ports to wireless service have not yet completed, will not be treated as a call to 
a mobile number or a call received from a mobile number. Also calls made to and calls received from mobile toll-
free numbers, mobile chat lines, mobile directory assistance, calling applications, numbers for call routing and 
call forwarding services, and machine to machine numbers are not included. 

6.0 WHAT DATA AND MESSAGING SERVICES DOES AT&T OFFER? 

6.1 What Are The General Terms That Apply To All Data And Messaging Plans? 

AT&T provides wireless data and messaging Services, including but not limited to, features that may be used 
with Data Services and wireless content and applications ("Data Services"). The absolute capacity of the wireless 
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data network is limited; consequently, Data Services may only be used for permitted activities. Pricing and data 
allowances for Data Services are device dependent and based on the capabilities and capacity of each Device. 

For Data Services with a monthly megabyte (MB) or gigabyte (GB) data allowance, once you exceed your 
monthly data allowance you will be automatically charged for overage as specified in the applicable rate 
plan. All data allowances, including overages, must be used in the billing period in which the allowance 
is provided. Unused data allowances will not roll over to subsequent billing periods. 

AT&T data plans are designed for use with only one of the following distinct Device types: (1) Smartphones, (2) 
basic and Quick Messaging phones, (3) tablets, (4) LaptopConnect cards, (5) stand-alone Mobile Hotspot 
devices, and (6) Home Bases. A data plan designated for one type of device may not be used with another type 
of device. For example, a data plan designated for use with a basic phone or a Smartphone may not be used 
with a LaptopConnect card, tablet, or stand-alone Mobile Hotspot device, by tethering devices together, by SIM 
card transfer, or any other means. A data tethering plan, however, may be purchased for an additional fee to 
enable tethering on a compatible device. An Activation Fee may apply for each data line. 

Consumer data plans do not allow access to corporate email, company intranet sites, and other business 
applications. Access to corporate email, company intranet sites, and/or other business applications requires an 
applicable Enterprise Data plan. Enterprise Email requires an eligible data plan and Device. Terms may vary 
depending on selected Enterprise Email solution. 

AT&T RESERVES THE RIGHT TO TERMINATE YOUR DATA SERVICES WITH OR WITHOUT CAUSE, 
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, UPON EXPIRATION OR TERMINATION OF YOUR WIRELESS 
CUSTOMER AGREEMENT. 

6.2 What Are The Intended Uses Of AT& T's Wireless Data Service? 

AT&T's wireless data network is a shared resource, which AT&T manages for the benefit of all of its customers 
so that they can enjoy a consistent, high-quality mobile broadband experience and a broad range of mobile 
Internet services, applications and content. However, certain activities and uses of the network by an individual 
customer or small group of customers can negatively impact the use and enjoyment of the network by others. 
Therefore, certain activities and uses of AT&T's wireless data service are permitted and others are prohibited. 
The terms and conditions of your use of AT& T's wireless data service are set forth below. 

Permitted Activities. AT&T's wireless data services are intended to be used for the following permitted 
activities: (i) web browsing; (ii) email ; and (iii) intranet access if permitted by your rate plan (for example, access 
to corporate intranets, email , and individual productivity applications like customer relationship management, 
sales force, and field service automation); (d) uploading and downloading applications and content to and from 
the Internet or third-party application stores, and (e) using applications and content without excessively 
contributing to network congestion. 

You agree to use AT&T's wireless data services only for these permitted activities. 

Prohibited Activities: AT&T's wireless data services are not intended to be used in any manner which has any 
of the following effects and such use is prohibited if it: (a) conflicts with applicable.law, (b) hinders other 
custo111ers' access to the wireless network, (c) compromises network security or capacity, (d) excessively and 
disproportionately contributes to network congestion , (e) adversely impacts network service levels or legitimate 
data flows, (f) degrades network performance, (g) causes harm to the network or other customers, (h) is resold 
either alone or as part of any other good or service, (i) tethers a wireless device to a computing device (such as a 
computer, Smartphone, eBook or eReader, media player, laptop, or other devices with similar functions) through 
use of connection kits, applications, devices or accessories (using wired or wireless technology) and you have 
not subscribed to a specific data plan designed for this purpose, or U) there is a specific data plan required for a 
particular use and you have not subscribed to that plan. 

The following specific uses of AT&T's wireless data service are prohibited: 

• AT&T's wireless data services may not be used in any manner that defeats, obstructs or penetrates, or 
attempts to defeat, obstruct or penetrate the security measures of AT&T's wireless network or systems, or 
another entity's network or systems; that accesses, or attempts to access without authority, the accounts of 
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others; or that adversely affects the ability of other people or systems to use either AT&T's wireless services 
or other parties' Internet-based resources. For example, this includes, but is not limited to, malicious software 
or "malware" that is designed, intentionally or unintentionally, to infiltrate a network or computer system such 
as spyware, worms, Trojan horses, rootkits, and/or crimeware; "denial of service" attacks against a network 
host or individual user; and "spam" or unsolicited commercial or bulk email (or activities that have the effect of 
facilitating unsolicited commercial email or unsolicited bulk e-mail). 

• AT&T's wireless data services may not be used in any manner that has the effect of excessively contributing 
to network congestion, hindering other customers' access to the network, or degrading network performance 
by maintaining a .sustained and continuous wireless data service connection or active wireless Internet 
connection. For example, this includes, but is not limited to, server devices or host computer applications 
such as continuous Web camera posts or broadcasts, automatic data feeds, or automated machine-to-
machine connections; "auto-responders," "cancel-bots, " or similar automated or manual routines that 
generate excessive amounts of traffic or that disrupt user 
groups or email use by others; use of the service as a substitute or backup for private lines or full-time or 
dedicated data connections; peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing services; and software or other devices that 
maintain continuous active Internet connections when a connection would otherwise be idle or any "keep 
alive" functions, unless they adhere to AT&T data retry requirements (as may be modified from time to time). 

• AT&T's wireless data services also may not be used with high bandwidth applications, services and content 
that are not optimized to work with AT&T's wireless data services and, therefore disproportionately and 
excessively contribute to network congestion. This includes, but is not limited to, redirecting television signals 
for viewing on computing devices, web broadcasting , and/or the operation of servers, telemetry devices, or 
supervisory control and data acquisition devices, unless they meet AT&T's wireless data services 
optimization requirements. 

You agree not to use AT&T's wireless data services for any of these prohibited activities. 

AT&T's Rights to Ensure Compliance. You agree that AT&T has the right to take any and all actions 
necessary to enforce this Section 6.2 if you use AT&T's wireless data services in any manner that is prohibited , 
including, but not limited to, the following actions: 

• AT&T may modify, without advance notice, the permitted and prohibited activities, and the optimization 
requirements for your wireless data services; 

• AT&T may engage in any reasonable network management practice to enhance customer service, to reduce 
network congestion, to adapt to advances and changes in technology, and/or to respond to the availability of 
wireless bandwidth and spectrum; 

• AT & T may reduce your data throughput speeds at any time or place if your data usage exceeds an 
applicable, identified usage threshold during any billing cycle. AT&T will provide you with advance notice of 
the usage threshold applicable to your data plan, or any changes to the applicable usage threshold either by 
a bill insert, email , text message or other appropriate means; 

• AT&T may use reasonable methods to monitor and collect customer usage information to better optimize the 
operation of the network. Details concerning the information that AT&T collects about its customers, and how 
it uses and protects that information are addressed in the AT&T Privacy Policy (see att.com/privacy) 
(http:llwww.att.com/privacyl ; 

• If you are an AT&T unlimited data plan customer, AT&T may migrate you from the unlimited data plan to a 
tiered data plan and bill you the appropriate monthly fees. We will provide you with notice of this change at 
least one billing cycle in advance either by a bill insert, email , text message, or other appropriate means; 

• AT&T may interrupt, suspend, cancel or terminate your wireless data services without advance notice. 

Unlimited Data Customers. If you are a grandfathered AT&T unlimited plan data service customer, you agree 
that "unlimited" means you pay a fixed monthly charge for wireless data service regardless of how much data you 
use. You further agree that "unlimited" does not mean that you can use AT&T's wireless data service in any way 
that you choose or for any prohibited activities, and that if you use your unlimited data plan in any manner that is 
prohibited, AT&T can limit, restrict, suspend or terminate your data service or switch you to a tiered data plan. 
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6.3 What Are The Voice And Data Plan Requirements? 

A voice plan is required on all voice-capable Devices, unless specifically noted otherwise in the terms governing 
your plan . 

An eligible tiered pricing data plan is required for certain Devices, including iPhones and other designated 
Smartphones. Eligible voice and tiered pricing data plans cover itoice and data usage in the U.S. and do not 
cover International voice and data usage and charges. If it is determined that you are using a voice-capable 
Device without a voice plan, or that you are using an iPhone or designated Smartphone without an eligible voice 
and tiered data plan, AT&T reserves the right to switch you to the required plan or plans and bill you the 
appropriate monthly fees. In the case of the tiered data plan , you will be placed on the data plan which provides 
you with the greatest monthly data usage allowance. If you determine that you do not require that much data 
usage in a month, you may request a lower data tier at a lower monthly recurring fee. 

6.4 How Does AT&T Calculate My Data Usage/Billing? 

DATA TRANSPORT/USAGE OCCURS WHENEVER YOUR DEVICE IS CONNECTED TO OUR NETWORK 
AND IS ENGAGED IN ANY DATA TRANSMISSION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: (i) SENDING OR 
RECEIVING EMAIL, DOCUMENTS, OR OTHER CONTENT, (ii) ACCESSING WEBSITES, OR (iii) 
DOWNLOADING AND USING APPLICATIONS. SOME APPLICATIONS, CONTENT, PROGRAMS, AND 

SOFTWARE THAT YOU DOWNLOAD OR THAT COMES PRE-LOADED ON YOUR DEVICE 
AUTOMATICALLY AND REGULARLY SEND AND RECEIVE DATA TRANSMISSIONS IN ORDER TO 
FUNCTION PROPERLY, WITHOUT YOU AFFIRMATIVELY INITIATING THE REQUEST AND WITHOUT 
YOUR KNOWLEDGE. FOR EXAMPLE, APPLICATIONS THAT PROVIDE REAL-TIME INFORMATION AND 
LOCAT10N-BASED APPLICATIONS CONNECT TO OUR NETWORK, AND SEND AND RECEIVE UPDATED 
INFORMATION SO THAT IT IS AVAILABLE TO YOU WHEN YOU WANT TO ACCESS IT. IN ADDITION, ANY 
ADVERTISEMENTS OR ADVERTISER-RELATED MESSAGES OR DATA DELIVERED TO YOUR DEVICE, 
EVEN IF DELIVERED TO AN APPLICATION, AS WELL AS ANY MESSAGES OR CONTENT THAT INITIATE 
IN RESPONSE TO AN ADVERTISEMENT, WILL COUNT TOWARD YOUR DATA USAGE. YOU WILL BE 
BILLED FOR ALL DATA TRANSPORT AND USAGE WHEN YOUR DEVICE IS CONNECTED TO OUR 
NETWORK, INCLUDING THAT WHICH YOU AFFIRMATIVELY INITIATE OR THAT WHICH RUNS 
AUTOMATICALLY IN THE BACKGROUND WITHOUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE, AND WHETHER SUCCESSFUL 
OR NOT. A DATA SESSION INITIATED ON THE AT&T NETWORK WILL CONTINUE ITS CONNECTION 
OVER THE AT&T NETWORK UNTIL THE DATA TRANSMISSION IS CONCLUDED, EVEN WHEN YOU 
CONNECT TO A WI-FI NETWORK DURING THE TRANSMISSION. 

Unless designated for International or Canada use, prices and included use apply to access and use on AT&T's 
wireless network and the wireless networks of other companies with which AT&T has a contractual relationship 
within the United States and its territories (Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands), excluding areas within the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

Usage on networks not owned by AT&T is limited as provided in your data plan . Charges will be based on the 
location of the site receiving and transmitting service and not the location of the subscriber. Mobile Broadband 
and 4G access requires a compatible device. 

Data Service charges paid in advance for monthly or annual Data Services are nonrefundable. Some Data 
Services may require an additional monthly subscription fee and/or be subject to additional charges and 
restrictions. Prices do not include taxes, directory assistance, roaming, universal services fees or other 
surcharges. 

In order to assess your usage during an applicable billing period , you may obtain approximate usage information 
by calling customer service or using one of our automated systems. 

6.5 Text Messaging And PictureNideo Messaging 

If you do not enroll in a monthly recurring plan for messaging, data, or Video Share, you may have access to 
messaging, data, and video share services and be charged on a pay-per-use basis if you use those services. 
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Messages are limited to 160 characters per message. Premium text and picture/video messages are charged at 
their stated rates. Standard rates apply to all incoming messages when in the U.S. Different, non-standard per 
message charges apply to international messages sent from the U.S. 

Text, Picture, and Video messages are charged when sent or received, whether read or unread, solicited or 
unsolicited. AT&T does not guarantee delivery of messages. Text, Picture, and Video messages, including 
downloaded content, not delivered within 3 days will be deleted. AT&T reserves the right to change this delivery 
period as needed without notification. 

You are charged for each part of messages that are delivered to you in multiple parts. PictureNideo Messaging, 
data plan , and Text Messaging may need to be provisioned on an account in order to use PictureNideo 
Messaging. Some elements of PictureNideo messages may not be accessible, viewable, or heard due to 
limitations on certain wireless phones, PCs, or e-mail. 

AT&T reserves the right to change the PictureNideo message size limit at any time without notification. 
PictureNideo Messaging pricing is for domestic messages only. When a single message is sent to multiple 
recipients, the sender is charged for one message for each recipient and each recipient is charged for the 
message received. 

Text message notifications may be sent to non-PictureNideo Messaging subscribers if they subscribe to Text 
Messaging. You may receive unsolicited messages from third parties as a result of visiting Internet sites, and a 
per-message charge may apply whether the message is read or unread, solicited or unsolicited. 

You agree you will not use our messaging services to send messages that contain advertising or a commercial 
solicitation to any person or entity without their consent. You will have the burden of proving consent with clear 
and convincing evidence if a person or entity compla ins you did not obtain their consent. Consent cannot be 
evidenced by third party lists you purchased or obtained. You further agree you will not use our messaging 
service to send messages that: (a) are bulk messages (b) are automatically generated; (c) can disruptAT&Ts 
network; (d) harass or threaten another person (e) interfere with another customer's use or enjoyment of AT&Ts 
Services; (f) generate significant or serious customer complaints, (g) that falsify or mask the sender/originator of 
the message; or (h) violate any law or regulation . AT&T reserves the right, but is not obligated, to deny, 
disconnect, suspend, modify and/or terminate your messaging service or messaging services with any 
associated account(s), or to deny, disconnect, suspend, modify and/or terminate the account(s), without notice, 
as to anyone using messaging services in any manner that is prohibited. Our failure to take any action in the 
event of a violation shall not be construed as a waiver of the right to enforce such terms, conditions, or policies. 
Advertising and commercial solicitations do not include messaging that: (a) facilitates , completes, or confirms a 
commercial transaction where the recipient of such message has previously agreed to enter into with the sender 
of such message; or (b) provides account information, service or product information, warranty information, 
product recall information, or safety or security information with respect to a commercial product or service used 
or purchased by the recipient of such message. 

6.6 AT&T My Media CLUB 

Your enrollment gives you the option to receive text messages each week on music trivia, news and more. Every 
30 days your subscription will be automatically renewed and new credits added to your account which can be 
used to buy ringtones and graphics through the MEdia Mall. Music, Voice, Sound Effect Tones, polyphonic 
ringtones & graphics are 1 credit. Unused credits expire at the end of each 30 day period. The 30 day period is 
not necessarily equivalent to a calendar month end or the billing cycle. You may terminate your subscription at 
any time by texting the word "STOP" to 7225. Any remaining credits will be available for the remainder of your 
subscription billing cycle. Savings claim based on price of Music Tones. Ringtone and graphics provided by 
independent providers. 

6.7 Mobile Email 

Requires e-mail account with compatible internet service provider and a downloaded or preloaded e-mail 
application for the wireless device. Access and use of Mobile Email is billed by total volume of data sent and 
received (in kilobytes) in accordance with your data plan. E-mail attachments cannot be sent, downloaded, read, 
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or forwarded on the mobile device. Only a paper clip icon appears indicating an attachment. You must view 
attachments from your PC. Upgrades to the appli.cation may be required in order to continue to use the Service. 
Wireless data usage charges will apply for downloading the application and any upgrades. 

6.8 Mobile Video 

Compatible Phone and eligible data plan requ ired. Service not available outside AT&Ts Mobile Broadband and 
4G coverage areas. Premium content is charged at stated monthly subscription rates or at stated pay per view 
rates. Content rotates and is subject to withdrawal. Mobile Video is for individual use, not for resale, commercial 
purposes or public broadcast. Content can only be displayed on the device screen. No content may be captured, 
downloaded, forwarded, duplicated, stored, or transmitted. The content owner reserves and owns all content 
rights. All trademarks, service marks, logos, and copyrights not owned by AT&T are the property of their owners. 
Some Mobile Video content is intended for mature audiences and may be inappropriate for younger viewers. 
Parental guidance suggested. Use Parental Controls to restrict access to mature content. Content may be 
provided by independent providers, and AT&T is not responsible for their content. Providers may collect certain 
information from yor use for tracking and managing content usage. 

6.9 AT&T Wi-Fi Services 

AT&T Wi-Fi service use with a Wi-Fi capable wireless device is subject to the Terms of Services & 
Acceptable Use Policy ("Terms") found at att.com/attwifitosaup (http://www.att.com/attwifitosaup). Your use 
represents your agreement to those Terms, incorporated herein by reference. AT&T Wi-Fi Basic service is 
available at no additional charge to wireless customers with select Wi-Fi capable devices and a qualified data 
rate plan. Other restrictions may apply. 

6.10 DataConnect Plans 

6.1 0.1 What Are the General Terms that Apply to All Data Connect Plans? 

A voice plan is not required with DataConnect plans. 

We may, at our discretion, suspend your account if we believe your data usage is excessive, unusual or is 
better suited to another rate plan. If you are on a data plan that does not include a monthly MB/GB allowance 
and additional data usage rates, you agree that AT&T has the right to impose additional charges if you use 
more than 5GB in a month; provided that, prior to the imposition of any additional charges, AT&T shall 
provide you with notice and you shall have the right to terminate your Data Service. 

6.10.2 Data Global Add-On/DataConnect Global Plans/DataConnect North America Plans 

Available countries, coverage and participating international carriers included in the "Select International 
Roam Zone" and "Select Canada/Mexico Roam Zone" vary from our generally available Canada/international 
wireless data roam zones and may not be as extensive. The Select International Roam Zone is restricted to 
select international wireless carrier(s) . Select Canada/Mexico Roam Zone is restricted to select wireless 
carrier(s) and coverage areas within Canada and Mexico. See att.com/dataconnectglobal 
(http://www.att.com/dataconnectglobal) for a current list of participating carriers and eligible roam zones. With 
respect to the countries included in the Select International Roam Zone, you will be restricted from accessing 
Data Service through any non-participating Canada/international wireless carriers that may otherwise be 
included in our generally available Canada and international wireless data roam zones. With the 
DataConnect North America Plan, you will be restricted from accessing Data Service through any non-
participating Canada/Mexico wireless carriers that may otherwise be included in our generally available 
Canada and international wireless data roam zones. 

DATA GLOBAL ADD-ON- May only be used with eligible Equipment. Domestic data usage not included. 
Qualified domestic wireless data plan required. If combined with a wireless voice plan that includes 
international voice roaming, your international wireless voice roaming in countries included in the Global Data 
Add-On's Select International Roam Zone will be limited to the participating Canada/international wireless 
carriers and you will be restricted from voice roaming through any non-participating Canada/international 
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wireless carriers that may otherwise be included in our generally available Canada and international voice 
roam zones. 

DATACONNECT GLOBAL/NORTH AMERICA PLANS- Requires minimum one-year Service Commitment 
and you must remain on the plan, for a minimum one-year term. Voice access is restricted and prohibited. 

6.11 AT&T DataPiusSM/AT&T DataProsM Plans 

6.11.1 AT&T Data Plans With Tethering 

Tethering is a wireless or wired method in which your AT&T mobile device is used as a modem or router to 
provide a Internet Access connection to other devices, such as laptops, netbooks, tablets, smartphones, 
other phones, USB modems, network routers , mobile hotspots, media players, gaming consoles, and other 
data-capable devices. AT&T data plans with tethering enabled may be used for tethering your AT&T Mobile 
device to other devices. If you are on a data plan that does not include a monthly megabyte allowance and 
additional data usage rates, you agree that AT&T has the right to impose additional charges if you use more 
than 5GB in a month; prior to the imposition of any additional charges, AT&T shall provide you with notice 
and you shall have the right to terminate your Service (early termination charges may apply). 

6.11.2 Blackberry® Personal 

Supports personal email access to up to 10 Internet email accounts. Users storing more than 1,000 emails or 
email older than 30 days, may have some emails automatically deleted. May not be used to access corporate 
email such as BlackBerry Enterprise Server. 

6.11.3 Blackberry® Connect; Blackberry Enterprise; Blackberry International 

Supports BlackBerry Enterprise Server™ for corporate access (valid Client Access License required) , and 
personal email access to up to 10 Internet email accounts as per BlackBerry PersonaL BlackBerry 
International requ ires a minimum one-year agreement. 

6.12 GOOD Plan 

Requires compatible Good Server and, as to each end user, a compatible Good Client Access License (CAL) for 
use with a qualifying AT&T data plan. Solution includes software, products and related services provided by 
Good Technology, Inc. ("Good"), which are subject to applicable Good terms and conditions. Good is solely 
responsible for all statements regarding, and technical support for, its software, products and services. 

6.13 Microsoft® Direct Push 

Requires compatible Microsoft® Exc.hange Server and, as to each end user, a compatible device, a Direct Push 
enabled email account, and a qualifying AT&T Data Plan. Plans include end user customer support from AT&T 
for compatible devices. AT&T does not sell , supply, install or otherwise support Microsoft® software, products or 
services (including without limitation, Exchange and Direct Push) . 

6.14 AT&T Mobile Share Plans (with Unlimited Talk and Text) 

AT&T Mobile Share plans allow you to share a monthly allotment of domestic wireless data usage, along with 
unlimited domestic talk and texting services (for basic phones, quick messaging phones, smartphones, WHP 
Devices and Home Bases), among up to ten (1 0) 3G, HSPA+ or L TE Devices. You choose a specific allotment of 
monthly shared data usage for a monthly recurring charge and then pay an additional charge for each Device 
added to the Mobile Share plan you select. You must specifically identify the devices (the "Designated Devices") 
that will share your monthly allotment of data usage under the Mobile Share plan you select. If you add a WHP 
Device for unlimited talk only, it will be counted as one of the (1 0) Designated Devices under the Mobile Share 
plan. Designated Devices can include: smartphone(s), tablet(s) , gaming device(s) , modem(s), netbook(s), laptop 
(s), mobile hotspot(s) , basic or quick messaging phone(s) , WHP Device(s) or Home Base(s). If, during a billing 
period, your data usage exceeds the monthly allotment of data in the Mobile Share plan you select, you will 
automatically be charged for overage as specified in your rate plan. If, during a billing period, you do not use all 
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of the data allotment in the Mobile Share plan you select, you will forfeit that usage. Authorized users on the 
account may temporarily suspend data access for particular Device(s) during a specific billing cycle, but monthly 
charges for the suspended Device(s) will continue to apply. Tethering and/or mobile hotspot use is permitted with 
Mobile Share plans with capable Designated Devices; provided, however, that such use is limited to a maximum 
of five (5) simultaneous users per Device. An activation fee will be charged when converting from a prepaid or 
Session-Based plan to a Mobile Share plan or when you activate an additional Device on an existing Mobile 
Share plan. Access to corporate email , intranet sites and/or other business applications may be available for an 
additional monthly charge per Device. Discounts otherwise applicable to your Mobile Share rate plan do not 
apply to the additional monthly Device charge. Additional deposits and other restrictions may apply. 

If you use a Mobile Share plan with any device that is not a Designated Data Device, for tethering or as a mobile 
hotspot with more than five (5) simultaneous users, or otherwise use the plan in any way that is inconsistent with 
its terms, you agree that AT&T may: (a) suspend or terminate service to the account; (b) place any non-
complying Device on an appropriate Mobile Share plan; and/or (c) add any other required element of the plan. 

6.15 AT&T Mobile Share- Data Plans (for Data-Only Devices) 

AT&T Mobile Share- Data plans allow you to share a monthly allotment of domestic wireless data usage among 
up to ten (1 0) 3G, HSPA+ or L TE Devices (excluding smartphones and basic or quick messaging phones). You 
choose a specific allotment of monthly shared data usage for a monthly recurring charge and then pay an 
additional charge for each Device added to the Mobile Share- Data plan you select. You must specifically 
identify one or more elig ible devices (the "Designated Data Devices") that will share your monthly allotment of 
data usage under the Mobile Share- Data plan you select. Designated Data Devices can include: tablet(s) , 
gaming device(s), modem(s), netbook(s), laptop(s) , or mobile hotspot(s). If, during a billing period, your data 
usage exceeds the monthly allotment of data in the Mobile Share - Data plan you select, you will automatically be 
charged for overage as specified in your rate plan . If, during a billing period , you do not use all of the data 
allotment in the Mobile Share - Data plan you select, you will forfeit that usage. Authorized users on the account 
may temporarily suspend data access for particular Designated Data Device(s) during a specific billing cycle, but 
monthly charges for the suspended Designated Data Device(s) will continue to apply. Tethering and/or mobile 
hotspot use is permitted with Mobile Share - Data plans with capable Designated Data Devices; provided, 
however, that such use is limited to a maximum of five (5) simultaneous users per Designated Data Device. An 
activation fee will be charged when converting from a prepaid or Session-Based plan to a Mobile Share - Data 
plan or when you activate an additional Designated Data Device on an existing Mobile Share - Data plan. 
Designated Data Devices that are capable of accessing corporate email , intranet sites and/or other business 
applications may do so for no additional monthly access charge. Discounts otherwise applicable to your Mobile 
Share- Data rate plan do not apply to the additional monthly Device charge. Additional deposits and other 
restrictions may apply. 

If you use a Mobile Share - Data plan with a smartphone, with any device that is not a Designated Data Device, 
for tethering or as a mobile hotspot with more than five (5) simultaneous users, or otherwise use the plan in any 
way that is inconsistent with its terms, you agree that AT&T may: (a) suspend or terminate service to the 
account; (b) place any non-complying Device on an appropriate Mobile Share plan; and/or (c) add any other 
required element of the plan. 

7.0 AT&T Wireless Home Services 

7.1 AT&T Wireless Home Phone Service 

AT&T Wireless Home Phone ("WHP") service utilizes mobile wireless gateway Equipment called an AT&T 
Wireless Home Phone device ("WHP Device") to which you connect a landline phone to place and receive calls 
over the AT&T wireless network. See Section 3.2 for more information about how AT&T wireless service works. 

WHP service provides voice service only and requires that you subscribe to one of the following eligible wireless 
voice plan options: (1) Wireless Home Phone unlimited plan, (2) add a line to your FamilyTalk plan, or (3) add a 
WHP Device to your AT&T Mobile Share plan. If your WHP Device is used to roam on other carrier networks, 
AT&T's off-net usage restrictions apply. Text messaging, data services, features and international roaming are 
not supported by WHP service. If you use a wireless voice plan not designed for WHP service with your WHP 
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Device, AT&T reserves the right to switch you to an appropriate plan and bill you the associated fees for such 
plan. 

911 calls are routed based on the wireless network's automatic location technology. You should expect to 
provide your location address to the emergency response center responsible for sending first responders (e.g. 
police, medical assistance, or fire) to your location. The WHP Device has battery backup power and will work in 
the event of a power outage. However, if you connect a landline phone to the WHP Device that itself requires 
external electric power to operate (e.g., a cordless phone), you will not be able to place and receive calls over 
that phone during a power outage. 

7.2 Wireless Home Phone and Internet Service 

AT&T Wireless Home Phone and Internet ("WHPI") service utilizes mobile wireless gateway Equipment called an 
AT&T Home Base (''Home Base"). The Home Base allows you to connect a landline phone to place and receive 
calls, and to connect up to eleven (11) Internet-capable devices (one (1) via Ethernet and ten (1 0) via Wi-Fi) to 
have mobile broadband Internet access over the AT&T wireless network. See Section 3.2 for more information 
about how AT&T wireless service works. 

WHPI service requires that you subscribe to an eligible wireless voice and/or data plan to take advantage of one 
or both capabilities. Voice plan options include either a Home Base unlimited plan, or a line added to your 
FamilyTalk plan. Tiered data plan options allow you to share a monthly allotment of domestic wireless data 
usage among your connected internet-capable devices. If your data usage exceeds the monthly data allotment of 
the plan you select during a billing period , you automatically will be charged for overages as specified in your 
plan. If you do not use all of the monthly data allotment of the plan you select during a billing period, you forfeit 
that usage. You may also add your Home Base to your AT&T Mobile Share plan if the monthly allotment of 
domestic wireless data usage under your AT & T Mobile Share plan is 1 0 GB or more. 

If your Home Base is used to roam on other carrier networks, AT&T's off-net usage restrictions apply. Messaging 
services and international roaming are not supported by WHPI service. If you use a wireless voice and/or data 
plan not designed for WHPI service with your Home Base, AT&T reserves the right to switch you to an 
appropriate plan and bill you the associated fees for such plan. 

911 calls are routed based on the Wireless network's automatic location technology. You should expect to 
provide your location address to the emergency response center responsible for sending first responders (e.g. 
police, medical assistance, or fire) to your location. The Home Base has battery backup power and will work in 
the event of a power outage. However, if you connect a landline phone to the Home Base that itself requires 
external electric power to operate (e.g., a cordless phone) , you will not be able to place and receive calls over 
that phone during a power outage. 

8.0 ARE THERE OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS THAT APPLY TO FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS? 

Terms and conditions for certain features and applications are provided on the Device at the time of 
.feature/application activation or first use. Certain features/applications will not be available in all areas at all times. 

9.0 WHAT IS AT&T ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE & OPTIONAL AT&T MOBILE INSURANCE? 

9.1 AT&T Roadside Assistance 

AT&T Roadside Assistance ("RA") is an optional feature that costs $2.99/month per enrolled phone and is 
automatically billed to the wireless account. Customers may cancel at any time. New RA customers get the first 
30 days for free. To cancel RA without incurring charges, contact AT&T by dialing 611 from your wireless phone 
within the first 30 days. RA covers up to four events per year with a maximum benefit of $50/event. Towing 
services are for mechanical problems only. RA service will be provided by Asurion Roadside Assistance 
Services, LLC, a licensed motor club, until October 12, 2012: After October 12, 2012, RA service will be provided 
by Allstate Insurance Company. Refer to the RA Welcome Kit for complete terms and conditions 
wireless.att.comllearn/en US/pdf/roadside assistance.pdf 
(http://www.wireless.att.com/learn/en US/pdf/roadside assistance.pdO . 
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9.2 Optional AT&T Mobile Insurance 

Mobile Insurance covers lost, stolen, damaged and out of warranty malfunctions. Enrollment must occur within 
30 days of an activation or upgrade. Key terms include: 1. A monthly premium of $6.99/month per mobile number 
enrolled. 2. Each approved replacement is subject to a $50 (Tier 1), $125 (Tier 2) , or a $199 (Tier 3) non-
refundable deductible, depending on device. 3. Claims are limited to 2 within any consecutive 12 months with a 
maximum device value of $1500 per occurrence. 4. Replacement devices may be new or remanufactured and/or 
a different model. 5. You can cancel your coverage at any time and receive a pro-rated refund of your unearned 
premium. To view enrollment eligibility, complete terms and the applicable deductibles, visit 
www.att.com/mobileinsurance (http://www.att.com/mobileinsurancel . AT&T Mobile Insurance is underwritten 
by Continental Casualty Company, a CNA company (CNA) and administered by Asurion Protection Services, 
LLC (In California, Asurion Protection Services Insurance Agency, LLC, CA Lie. #0063161. In Puerto Rico, 
Asurion Protection Services of Puerto Rico, Inc.), CNA's licensed agent for the customers of AT&T. Eligibility 
varies by device. Terms and conditions are subject to change. 

10.0 WHAT OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY TO MY WIRELESS SERVICE? 

10.1 Intellectual Property 

You must respect the intellectual property rights of AT&T, our third-party content providers, and any other owner 
of intellectual property whose protected property may appear on any website and/or dialogue box controlled by 
AT&T or accessed through the AT&T's websites. Except for material in the public domain, all material displayed 
in association with the Service is copyrighted or trademarked. Except for personal, non-commercial use, 
trademarked and copyrighted material may not be copied, downloaded, redistributed , modified or otherwise 
exploited, in whole or in part, without the permission of the owner. The RIM and BlackBerry families of related 
marks, images and symbols are the exclusive properties and trademarks or registered trademarks of Research 
In Motion Limited- used by permission. Good, the Good logo and Goodlink are trademarks of Good Technology, 
Inc., in the United States and/or other countries. Good Technology, Inc., and its products and services are not 
related to, sponsored by or affiliated with Research In Motion Limited. All other marks contained herein are the 
property of their respective owners. 

©2012 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein 
are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. Apple iPhone: ™ and© 2010 
Apple Inc. All rights reserved. Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc. 

10.2 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is found to be unenforceable by a court or agency of competent jurisdiction, 
the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect. The foregoing does not apply to the prohibition 
against class or representative actions that is part of the arbitration clause; if that prohibition is found to be 
unenforceable, the arbitration clause (but only the arbitration clause) shall be null and void. 

10.3 Assignment; Governing Law; English Language 

10.3.1 Assignment 

AT&T may assign this Agreement, but you may not assign this Agreement without our prior written consent. 

10.3.2 Governing Law 

The law of the state of your billing address shall govern this Agreement except to the extent that such law is 
preempted by or inconsistent with applicable federal law. In the event of a dispute between us, the law of the 
state of your billing address at the time the dispute is commenced , whether in litigation or arbitration, shall 
govern except to the extent that such law is preempted by or inconsistent with applicable federal law. 

10.3.3 English Language 
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The original version of this Agreement is in the Engl ish language. Any discrepancy or conflicts between the 
English version and any other language version will be resolved with reference to and by interpreting the 
English version. 

10.4 Lifeline Services 

As part of a federal government program, AT&T offers discounted wireless service to qualified low-income 
residents in selected states. For questions or to apply for Lifeline service, call1-800-377-9450. Puerto Rico 
customers should contact 1-787-405-5463. For tips on how to protect against fraud, please visit the CPUC's 
website at, CaiPhonelnfo.com (http://www.CaiPhonelnfo.coml . 

10.5 Trial Services 

Trial Services are subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; may have limited availability; and may 
be withdrawn at any time. 

10.6 NOTICE REGARDING TRANSMISSION OF WIRELESS EMERGENCY ALERTS (Commercial Mobile 
Alert Service) 

AT&T has chosen to offer wireless emergency alerts within portions of its service area, as defined by the terms 
and conditions of its Agreement, on wireless emergency alert capable devices. 

There is no additional charge for these wireless emergency alerts. Wireless emergency alerts may not be 
available on all devices or in the entire service area, or if a subscriber is outside of the AT&T service area. In 
areas in which the emergency alerts are transmitted, such alerts may not be received by a subscriber or user of 
AT&T's wireless service even though the subscriber has a device capable of receiving them. 

For details on the availability of this service and wireless emergency alert capable devices, please ask a sales 
representative, or go to att.com (http:l/www.att.coml and click the.Wireless Emergency Alerts link. This notice is 
required by FCC Rule 47 C.F.R. § 10.250 (Commercial Mobile Alert Service). 

In transmitting emergency alerts pursuant to federal law, AT&T, including its officers, directors, employees, 
vendors, and agents, shall not be liable to any subscriber to, or user of, AT&T's wireless service or equipment for 
any act or omission related to or any harm resu lting from the transmission of, or the failure to transmit, an 
emergency alert; or the release to a government entity or agency, public safety, fire service, law enforcement 
official , emergency medical service, or emergency facility of subscriber information used in connection with 
delivering an emergency alert. 

11.0 WHAT TERMS APPLY ONLY TO SPECIFIC STATES? 

11.1 California: What If There Are Unauthorized Charges Billed To My Device? 

You are not liable for charges you did not authorize, but the fact that a call was placed from your Device is 
evidence that the call was authorized. Unauthorized charges may include calls made to or from your phone or 
other Device after it was lost or stolen. Once you report to us that the Device is lost or stolen and your Device is 
suspended, you will not be responsible for subsequent charges incurred by that Device. You can report your 
Device as lost or stolen and suspend Services without a charge by contacting us at the phone number listed on 
your bill or at wireless.att.com (http://www.wireless.att.com) . 

If you notify us of any charges on your bill you claim are unauthorized, we will investigate. If there are charges on 
your bill for calls made after the Device was lost or stolen, but before you reported it to us, notify us of the 
disputed charges and we will investigate. You may submit documents, statements and other information to show 
any charges were not authorized. We will. advise you of the result of our investigation within 30 days. If you do 
not agree with the outcome, you may file a complaint with the California Public Utilities Commission and you may 
have other legal rights. While an investigation is underway, you do not have to pay any charges you dispute or 
associated late charges, and we will not send the disputed amount to collection or file an adverse credit report 
about it. While your phone is suspended you will remain responsible for complying with all other obligations 
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under this Agreement, including but not limited to, your monthly fee. We both have a duty to act in good faith and 
in a reasonable and responsible manner including in connection with the loss or theft of your Device. 

11.2 Connecticut: Questions About Your Service 

If you have any questions or concerns about your AT&T Service, please call Customer Care at 1-800-331-0500, 
dial 611 from your wireless phone, or visit att.com/wireless (http://www.att.com/wireless) . If you have questions 
<!bout the Unlimited Local or Unlimited Long Distance Service, please call1-800-288-2020 or visit att.com 
(http://www.att.coml . If you are a Connecticut customer and we cannot resolve your issue, you have the option of 
contacting the Department of Publ ic Utility Control (DPUC). Online: state.ct.us/dpuc 
(http://www.state.ct.us/dpuc) ; Phone: 1-866-381-2355; Mail: Connecticut DPUC, 10 Franklin Square, New Britain, 
CT 06051 . 

11.3 Puerto Rico 

If you are a Puerto Rico customer and we cannot resolve your issue, you may notify the Telecommunications 
Regulatory Board of Puerto Rico of your grievance. Mail: 500 Ave Roberto H. Todd, (Parada 18), San Juan, 
Puerto Rico 00907-3941 ; Phone: 1-787-756-0804 or 1-866-578-5500; Online: jrtpr.gobierno.pr 
(http://www.jrtpr.gobierno.prl , in addition to having avai lable arbitration , as provided in Section 2.0. 

Return to Table of Contents (http://www.att.com/shop/enllegalterms.html?toskey=wirelessCustomerAgreement-listl 
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F1LED 

. UNI'PED STATES 

FORE"IG& INTELLIGENCE! SURVE!LI:iANCB COURT 

WASRI:NGTON! D .. C • 

. . 

. ... . •· 

This matt:e'r come~ .be·fore the 'Court on· ~n aJ?plication 9f the 

Gbve:rnm~t- fo'r auth~.tity for the National sechricy A,gen-t;:!y (NSA} 

t o collect information regaxding e.,-mail .and certain otb"~r fo·rtns 

of I nternet communications under the pen regis_ter and trap and 

trace provisions of the Fo:reign In tell igenc·e surveillance ~ot -o~ 

1.978 (.FlSA or the A,¢.l; } , Title so, Unitec:i stat.~S: Code (q .s .. c,J; 

§§ 18,01 :-l ;fl'lt , 1841-1.846. . This appli cation se.eks ,a:uthorlty :tor a 

De.r t ved from: docket 
Declassi fy oil{ 
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'l!'OP SEC'~E';f/ /liCB //COMilft'//1~1"'$~ 

much b4oader type o! collection than other pen r:egister:/trap and 

trace al'.P~ioations and therefOre presents ±..ssues of flrst 

impression. '- PI)~ that i;easop., it .lS appropt:i,:ate to explain: why 

the Court concludes tli.at thE; appliGatrion should be granted :a.s 

modif.ied heredn. 

Accordingly, this opinion a.nd order sets out the bases for 

the Court' s findings that: (1) the collection activities 

propo:l?ed in the application ;involve the in:sta;J.J,at::i,orl and use ot: 

"pen ~E!g'<isters,n and/ OJr-· "trap a~d trace q(!yicesr' as thos-e te:t'li\s 

are us~ea. in EISA, !>o -q. s.c . §;§ 1841, 11345 r (2) the appli-cation, 

Whi ch specifies restridt::ions on the retention, .accessing, usei 

and di ssemination of information obtained from thes.e collection 

the: issuance of an order "approving the installation and t,.1se -o:f a 

pen register or t.rap and trace device, II id . §. i8'42 (d.) (1) 1 sUbject 

~0 moq.ifi~tions stated herein; 2 and (3) the installat:,ion and' use 

o:E thesE! pe!' registers and/or trap and trace deY-ices ,pursuant to 

. . 
1

· .~was fil~ in tWc:> . ~teps: 8f' application 
f:1:led on ---- followed by an add:ep:~:lum :f~l ed on -

- For ease of referertce 1 the follow~ng discussion refe.rs to 
both submissions collectiveiy as_. the app].ication. 

~ ·:the €:!6urt has authority in tlll.s case to "~nter Btl ex 
;parte order as requested , or as modifi ed 'f so ti.s.c. 
§ 18'42 (d) il} . . 

2 
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t!lfs 6pirtJ..pn and order wil1 cbmply with the Firs t atid Fourth 

Arnepdm~t s . 

l.ri making. these findingsi the court :relies- on facttic:d 

representations tttal;\1~ in the· application, which was s-u.bmi.tted hy 

the Attorney Gene;r:al a& applicant and v¢rified by tbe, Director of 

the N$A {Il!RNS.A} ; in ·the .SE:para te O.acla"ration of the ·· DllQtSA 

~Att~Ghment A t¢ the a:ppli~ation) l and in the .d,eclaration -o.f the 

{Attachme-nt l3 t0 the 

appiication). The Court ha:s given .careful cbjlsiderat:ion to tbe 

arguments presented in the Government[ s memorandum of law and 

f act (A~tachment C t<> t;he appl,ication) . 

By letter dated the Court direc.ted the 

cr6vernmen:t t<? r~J?orld t o ·two questions nece·ssacy to it.s. riti:h1g. on 

this application. The Co11rt relies on the Gov.elf'nment' s r~spons.es 

to these questi ons , W'hi.ch wete provi~ed _in a l~tter siibml,tteq . on 

'the Court al'f"a r .e .ies· on information and arg:1.1ments presented· 

in a br~efing to tbe Co~t on a(ldressed the 

.cilrrent and. near, terril . thre~ts ;posed 

) One ot these . guest;Lons .con·oemed Fit:st Amendment issues 
presented by the application. The other cqncerned the length of 
time that the Government expected the collected i nfo.rmation to 
retain operational signi_ficance. These questions and the 
Government ' s responses are dj;scussed more fully· below. 
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investd.g:at'ions.· c.onct~cted by the Fede:t(il, Bl+~.~~u of 

lnvestigation. {FBIJ to counter those threat~', the· .pippe:sed 

collection activities of the NSA (now described in the instant 

applicatiot~::). , the e:.cpeot:e~ analytical value of information ·~o 

collected in - effo-t:ts to identify a11d track operat.~yes 

and the legal. bases for conducting these 

collection activities under PIS.A/ s pen register/trap and trace 

provisions .~ 

The pr.incipal statutory issues in tb.:is matte,r are whet:l;:a~r 

t 'he pro.p¢:$ed c,oll¢ction ccmst;i.tute$ the l.ps.tal~ation and use· of 

''pen r ,eg·isters.ll' and/or -'l>trap and ·tr.aoe devices..• andt if _so, 

Wli~ther the certifidat.! on pursuant to 50 u.s.c. § 1842(c) (2) is 

adequate. These issue~ are addressed below. 

I .. THE 'PROPOSED COLLECTION IS A FORM OF. PBN ~ISTE!R AND 
TRAP AND TRACE SURVE-ILLANCE. 

definit.ions of ,;pen :t~gis -ter'1 and "trap and trace device# set. ou.t 

• This. briefing .was atten~eq by (among others) t!h~ Attorney 
General; - the bTRNSA; the Director of the ·E:a+; th~ 
Counsel to t:he Pr .,.sident:; the Assistant Atto:rmey General for the 
Office of Legal Counf?el; 'the Director of the 'X'errorist Threat 
Integration Ce,nt:er (TTIC); and the Counsel for Inte~ligence 
~licy. · 

!fP}f SECtf!£'1'//UOS // CO!tt!N'//ltOFORN' 
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':E'OP SBi:!RB'l' 1 1HCS I tetfliiNT J . 'Ntli"'tal 
n - - . ..TI . I I , . . TT - . 

ur 18 U .• s.C. § 3l27. See· 50 tf .S .. C~ ~ 1 84),{2.}. Secti.on 31f27 

giv s ~he foll owing defithtions: 

( 3) the term "pen regis-ter" mean.s a devi ce or- J?X.:09e:Ss 
which records or df?dodes dialin.got routing, adures$ing, 
o.r sisnaling in£ormatj.qn tr.artS,m;i tt:ed. by: a~ ~ns·trnment 
Q'r faci·iity 'frpm which a wf .. re ~'r' .el.ec.t:ronict;· · 
communication i ·s ·transmitte~, provicied, however/ th~t 
strth in:formad.on shall not . include the . Contents 0f any 
·comtnun.ication, but such term does not include any 
device C?r process used by a provide-r or cus-t~mer of a 
wire or e1eot:ronic comtmmication se:rvice .'fo:t billing, 
or recording as an incident to billing, for - - · 
dotnrnunica.tio;nt:r services by st+oh p;ro1ride~. Qt any dev~ce 
or proe:ess used by a provider or custo~ex o:f a- wire · 
qo.m!Ttun;j:,qati.on -service for cost <:lOCounti-ng -.qr o:t:;her like 
purposes in the · ordlnary course o.t · bus.iness: 

( 4-) the t et:tit "·trap and t race device 11 means a device or 
process which captures the incoming ele.ctronic :Qr· qt;her 
impulses which identify the originating number or other 
dialing, routing, addressing, ,and signaling info~aticm 
reasonably likely to identify the source o:f a wire -or 
electronic communication, provided, however, that such 
information shall not include the contents .of any 
communication. 

'these: .definitions employ three other i:erms - '{elee:tronic 

oommunication, u. ''wire cemmunication, 11 and "contenf:sR · - that a:r-e · 

themselvt~~ gove:rnen by statutory definiti ons "set forth for such 

term$. in section 251.0(' of title 18~ 1S P .. s.c. § 31.27(1). 

section -2510 defines tbes~ terms as fal l ows: 

§ 2:S10{i2) as "any t;:;::apsfer of signsy · signals, wri ting, .images, 

sounds r data, or hitelligence of .any na.ture transmitted in whole 

"l'OP Sli:CR:&:T 1 'S:Cs F 1cOM!N!J.! t 'lioFoi:uf ,.. rr 1 :r. . 1 1 . _ 
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or in part by a wite r 'radio, ele.ct.roma:grtet:j:.:c ·1 phbto.electroni-q· or 

pootoo.:ptical sr<::item that affects . inte.r·stat.e -or fo.rei9n comm~rce, 

~ut d,¢e$ not inc-lude - (A')' any V1ire or oral communication, 11 ~ 

as 

(2) '1Wire cdmmunication" is defi{led at J.fJ lJ .. $.:C. § 2510 {1) 

any aural transfer made in ·whole or in pc:trt through the 
use of facili.ties for tne transmission of 
cotmnunications 'by t h e a i d of wire, cable, or other like 
connection between the point of origin. a~d ~h point of 
reception . . • furnished or operated ?Y any J?erson 
engaged in ·providing. or ·operating ~ud.P, facil ities for. 
the t:r:ansmission of int.erstoate '9); foxeign 
comrrt1;tp.ications o.r communica:t:ions aftectfng interstat~ 
or fo~eign commerce. 

(3') 1Conter.ft$" :r:s defined at 1 8 U ;s , C . . § 2.Sl.O (~3} to 

'1include tJ any informat.iort concerning the ·substance, :P':lrpot::t, or 

ineaningn of a 1'Wire,. or_alt or elect.r onic communication. t;Oi 

Wille the definitions of "pen register'! and "trap and tr.ace. 

device'' each c9rttcHn several elements ; the applicati.on of these 

~ ·.rhe _t,_:r e};c lutS ions t;o. t .hi :s de:finition at § ~ S l.O {l ~ ) (B)-
(D) are not relevant to this case. 

6 bifferertt definitio11s of "wire qorrtmunication'' and 
11 contents" are provided at 50 U.S.C. § 1801(1), (h) .. However, 
the: definitions se-t forth in § 1801 apply to texms "(a] a used in 
this subchapter,'~ i. .e., in so ·u.s.c. §§ iao·l-1811 (FISA 
subchapter on .electron'ic surveillance) , and t:hus have no bearing 
on the meaning of "Wire Commt:tnication" and ''contents" as used in . 
the defini tioiis: -of "pen r,egister''· and "'trap ai:)d trace device'' 
applicable to §§ l'84'J,-18'46 (separate FISA subchapter on peri 
r e$Jister.s and t rap and ~race -d~vices) . . · 

TOP S:~CRE!F//ItCS//f!OMX!f'f//l(OPORN 
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definitions to the· de.V'ices descrlbeO. in the af5Pll.aa:tl,on pr~~ent:s 

two pr.hnary guesti op$;· {l) .Does the inf:orrna.tion ~o b~ obtaine~ 

constitute "dialing, routing, addressing, or ·signaling 

information" that does ·not J.nclude the "contents" of. any 
communication? ~2} ·noe:s the means by whlch such .in~ormation 

would be obtai ned come within ,the defin-ition o.f u.p-en regi~t.er·-'t or 

"trap .and tra.ce device?'' In add~es·~·ring thes~· ql.leGt;l;ohs r tl1.e 

Co11rt is mindful that "when the statute's l anguage is plain, tne 

sole !11nctton of the cou:rts - at leaat where the di~positi'on. 

required :Py tbe text i s not absut"d. - is to enforce it aocqrding 

to its term;s.ft Lc:unie v. United states .Trustee, 124 s. Ct. 1023 1 

1o·so {2004} (internal quotations and -citations omitted) . 

A. The Information to ~e Obtained :ts· ''Dialing. Routing, 
Addressing, or Signaling Information" and Not · 
\\Contents. 11 

The Gove,rnment uses the umbrella term ''meta data~' to 

e ignate the c~rt~gories of :informat:f:bn it propose.$ to collect. 

rEOP SEC~//B'CS//COM!tN!r//NOJ"Orul 

7 
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.. 

an e-mail was 

are not part of the e-mail's "contents." 

This ation presented to this Court for 
authority to under pen register/trap and trace 
authority . The Court understands that FBI devices implementing 
prior pen register/trap and trace surveillance authorized by this 
Court have not obtained See Memorandum of Law 
and Fact at 23-24 n.14. The fact that prior applications did not 
seek authority for this specific form of collection sheds no 
light on the merits of the instant application. 

TOP SECRB'P//IICS//COMI:f>rr//NOFORN 
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- but this -isolated fact does not :provide '1 infot:maticm 

concerning the substqnqe, purport, or meani..ng1,. of. the e- mail. l B 

U.S.C. § ~510(B} . ~ 

The DIRNSA, Declarqtion mentions other t)ipes of uiformat~on 

that .are not: descril:,~d in the applicati on. a.,s ror:rns 0~ meta d,ata 

to be collected. 10 ''I'.he Court understands such ref~r~noes t:p 

p.ert:ain ·to information o;r infer~nces that could be gleap.eq from 

accumulating rneta di;i.ta in Categories • - • above ·and/o~ 

analyzing meta data; perhaps in conjunction with information from 

ot11er so:t+rces. This. Opinion and order authorizes .. o~I'llY: the-

. 1!!111111 . .. 
J 'the. 1: indf11g .t;.ha·t the me'ta da.ta do- no.t 

constitute ''cc:ltent;, ia, a l c supporte y t e. assuxa c:e that meta 
data . '\:cloes not include info .. 

11 
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"rO:P BECltEY//HCS//e¢M:fm://liO!'OJtif 
a_,- The Me.t:hods By Which NSA Propt>ses -t o ·obtain This 

rrif6ritt!tiot1 Involve the Use of (Pen Reg·: sters'' and 
"Trap and Trace Devices. 11 

categories • - • 

I 

·-····-

TOP sEeRE'P ' 'Hcs 1 '' ·CoMIW t/!t6:pnRN . rr rr , ~r. w_ -----:-

12 
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Because the application of t;:he definitions of iJpen registe:¢:'' 

and 1'trap and trace device" to this means of collect:Lon involves 

a similar anra,lysis- for meta data in C~te~qrie_s • - .. 

groups of information are discussed separately below~ 

1. 

Th~ above-described means of co11ecti.ng information in 

catego-ries: • - • satfs~ies each of the elements of the 

app:t~:s:able statutory definition of· a ''pen ;re·giste::c~ '' .lt . consists 

_of \\~ device :or process which records or decodes" non-content 

r\=mting or addressing information l't-ransmitted by an instrument 

or facility £rom which p. wire~ electronic 'Communication ·ia 

transmitted." l:S u.s .c. § 3127 (3) . 

11 ''Ttansmi:t" means "1. To convey or dispatch from o1:n;'!\ 
person, thingj €)r: plaa:e t o another. • • . 4:. Electron. TO ::;end 
{a -signal) , as by- wire· or r adio 0" Webster'S. II New College. 

P-i ; tl.anacr ll7l < ZOO:l) 0 

l3 
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Finally, the propo'se"d collectl.on does not: involve "any device o:r 

process us..ed . . • fot; bi;lling 1 or reobrdi.ng as an inciQ.ent to· 

billing , .for communi cations services . . . or . .. . .for cQst 

accounting or other like purposes , 1' which i .s e~c]J.lded. from the 

definition of -«.peil re!:J:i,;Ste;r'' UI1der $e~,tipn 3 ;1.2 7 (':H. 

Ap¢6rd'i:ng1y, based ori '1 the language: ~mRldyed· by Congress and 

the ,assumption t:hat the ot<iJna:ty. meaning of that language 

.accu;rately expreases t.~ 1-egisla~ive purpos-e, tt Engine Mfrs .. Ass'n 

v; south C6ast Air Qual;ity ·Mgmt. Dist. f 124 . s. Ct:' 1756 I 1761 

(2004) (internal quotations and ci.te!-t~on olfiitted), the 6otirt 

t:oneludes that tbe means by which t .he NSA proposes to col,lect:: 

u F·vr E:&.5e cf :re: f~renc , this opin ·on and Order generally 
speaks of '\electronic communications." 'l'he con'it:nu:r1ic-ation 
involved will usually be an "electronic comm'unication1' under the 
a.bov$-quoted definition at ;1.8 u.s.c. § 45:10 (12) . · tn :the event 
that ·the comm1.,lnication consists of · an "a:ura;l transfer," -i.e- 1 ·~a 
transfer containing the human voi¢¢· at any·point between and 
i ncluding the point of origin and the point of reception," M. 
§ 25io (18) 1 thetl it COUld fall inStead under the above-quoted. 
definition of "wire communicationtt at §.' :2510 (1). In eithe.t:' case , 
th.e -qommliilica.ticm wou-ld be "a wire or electronic communication," · 
as reCi!tlired to fall within the definitions at §§ 3127(3} and 
3<1~17 {4} • 

14 
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meta data in categories • - • above · falls under the 

definition of "pen· reg,ia,ter11 at section 3127 (3). 

The ap_plic.a'tinn- als'O se.eks- autbo.r-ity to collect a t least 

.some of the same meta dat?: . l:;r~' the same means under the rtili:tic: of 

·a •t-trap cmd trace device" as defined at. section 31.2,?(4). 

Although it appe.a:rs to the Co-urt that a.11 of the collection 

autlror!.zed herein come.s within the. definition of 1'pen regis.t:~t·# h 

the 'Court additionally fioos tb,a~ su.ob col).e~tion; as it p~ains 

to meta data in ·-·-
{for i:!xample I information from the \\from" line o·f 

an e~mail ) 1 also satisfies· the definit:ion -of 'trap ~n(f ·trace. 

device" under sect i on 3.127(4). 

Under section 3127 (:4) ) a ·~trap and trace ·device" ls ''a 

device or pr<;>cess which captures the incomi ng. ·~lectronj.,c or other 

'impulses whkh identify the orfgib.~tihg iit,tn¢>er or other tnon.-, 
I 

. ·· 
.c·ont¢nt;] dial ing, ~outing, addres,s i n.gl af!;d s~gncil.ing~ informCI!ti(?il 

;reasonably likeiy to i dentify the source of ·a wire· or 'e1e-otronic 

c0mmU:ni·cation " As di sctissed above 1 the· ·proposed c-ollection 

woul.d u.se a device or pi:''~€;e$-s to obtain hon-t:orit,ent meta data 

9:'0P SECREl'//HCS//COMDn'{/NOFORN 
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Thus ; based on the plain meaning of, 

p nc e 
of construction that we must give eftect , if poss;i.ble, 
to every clause and word ~of a statute." Williams v. Taylor, 529 
ti .. s. 362, 404 (2000) (internal quotations and citation om:t:tted). 

16 
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~he ap.p :t{cable definitions, the proposed oollec't;ion in,yo-1ve'S ~ 

fO:tm· oar b.otll' pen register and t.r.ap and trace surveillance , 

11 
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The Court 

accordingly finds that the plain meaning -of sections 3127(3) a~(} 

31 2-7(4) encomp~sses the. ptopqsed ·cbllection of meta data. 

Mternativ~lYr. the Court f inds that any ambi-guity on this 

point 'Should be resolved in favor of i ncluding this p~oposed 

co~lect iqzl;w.ithin these d¢finitions , since such an i nterpretation 

would promote the purpoa~ of Congress in enacting and amending 

FISA regarding the acqi.lisition of .non-conterit addressing 

informat ion . Congress amended FISA in_ l~~a, and aga::in in 2oo;r, 

·· ~oP sEct&'!> ~ <iics r 'coMJ:m ' 'NOJ'ORN . .. . 7( - T.f - I I . , .. 
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to r elax the .reqUirements for cqurt ... .aut-ho:tized s'U':l:"Veillanqe t:t?J 

obtain nqn-co~telit ad<U;e'Ss'i ng i n:fdrt!'latJon tb:to'l)glJ peit :reg.ist'eJ; 

a·nd 1;ra~ -and~trace tievices ( recogni zing that· sucb i nformation is 

not prote,c.t;ed by the ~O~th ;Mlendrrt~1lt , .See page .29 bel.c;>W ~ As 

part t:>f the U$A PATRTO'F Act in 2 o 61. v Congress ai·so amended IFISA 

to provide for Court orders for the production of ·"any tangible 

thi ngs:,'' such ae; business r ecprd$, under t .he . s~rne. re-levance. 
standard as was adopted for pen register/trap and tra.ce 

Stat. ':290 1 codified at.. 5"0 U . .S. .G. § 1861.. 

like pther fOtmS' of meta. data 1 iS not prote.Cted 

hy the Fourth ~mendtne'nt because use1::s o-f e .,.nrai l do not hav·e a 

reasonable eXPectation of pr~vacy ilj. -$\l.ch infb'rttlat:ion. See pages 

59-62 below.. l t is a fortn of non-conten~ add:riessing inf-ormation, 

wh:i'.cb Congress: .has aete-rmined should recei vf#· .a l imite-d f ,orrq of 

-.sta_tutory pr c;:itect:i<:m UE:aer a relevance standard if obtained 

through 'Pen regi ster/trap and trace d~vic~s pursuant to so U.S. -C. 

§ 1.842; and} or t::hrough c9tnpel.led ]lroduc~iqil ·Of b,l.isiness -.rec0rds 

(~, t ol l records· for lon~f- distance phone call s) under 5·0 

tL S:' , C. § l:S6L 

"t.rap . .:.a.nd,-t:race 'device" to exclude would 

~1:9 
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tembve thi;s particular type of non-content add;:t;'estdng :i,:l1f.pl:;l'JlcU:.i6n 

from t:be statutory fra.m~work that Congr~ss specifically created 

for it. Baaed on such a nano:w interpretation, t his inf0I1tlation 

could not be collected throu.gh pen :r-egiste:t /trap and triice 

surveillano,e, ·even where it unque'stionably satisfies. the 

r e l evance atandal:d.. Nor could !!his information be .obta.ined under 

the buSiness re.c.otd:s provi{;l qn, heep.tt,se it is t!o't: aener:al;Ly 

retained by communipation-s _service provi,d~rs . -?~e .PCige 4:i b~l,q~. 

Thexe l.s no indication that Congress be~ierv.e<i 'that:. the 

-availq}:)i;lity of non- con:tent addr~s.S;J.ng information under t ,he 

relevance s.t~dat-d should hinge on the technical meCins of 

C'ollection . T.f anything/ the legi~lative h±.atoryt see.'.14'7 Cong . 

Rec. Sl.lOOO (-Qai;Ly ed. O¢t. 25, ~·OQl} (statement of .sen. ~atnck 

.Leahy) {supporting Cl!irific'clticsn ~f "the. statute's p:r;oper 

application to tracing commurri.eations in an electronic 

environment • ~.n a manner that is technology neutral tf) 1 .and 

the adoption of an identical relev-ance standard for the 

production of business records and other tang{ble things un.der 

sect.;ion l86l, suggest otherwise. 

Ac~ordi4gly1 the. Court alteJ;ne,tiveJ:y finds thatr if the 

.application of s~ct.ionEJ 3127 (3) and 3 127 (4) to t:he 

were thought to be ambiguous, such 

2:0 
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ambiguity should .be reso1.ved in favor of an interpretatibn ·of the 

·definitions of ''p~n register" and ''trap and trace d~vice" tha·t. 

entbrnpa~ses the ptqpo~eCi collection. 

3. The .Proposed collection .is Cortsist:ent. With 6the.r . 
BJ;o\liisions of FISA 

Nothing ·tJ:rat is ~airly 1mplieQ. by other pro:;visiona of FlSA 

gove:rning pen register and trap and tra·(:Je Sln:YeiUan,c~ would 

prevent authorization of the proposed collection as a :form o·f pen 

registE;!r/trap and trace surveillance. one provision requi:t.es 

that. a!l order auth6ri:zing a pen r~gister or trap and trace . 
surveillance ·.specify· ''the ident .. it.yt if known, of. the person to 

whom is leased ot: in whO$~ name is listed t.:P.e. teJ,.ephorte. line or 

.o'the.:r:: facility to wbich t ·he pen register or trap and. trace d~vice 

is to be: attached. or appli~d.'' SO U.S· C. § 1.~42(d ) (2) (A) (ii}, 

Plainly, there is no 1requirement to state the identity of such a 
. person if it: is not \known." However, this provision might sti.ll 

he read to imply that Congress expected th.a·t such facJ..lities 

\.Jould be, lea-sed or lis.ted. to some particular person, even !if. ~-.he 

idemti~y of that pers-on W'(;!re un){i;lown in. some cases. Howe'9'er 1 

even if Corigr~ss had such a genera l expectatidn, 4:he· l anguage o£ 

the statute does not require that there b e 'SUCh a person f o r 

every facility to which a pen r 'Cgister or t:r:ap and trace devi~e 

is to be attaahed or app.lied.. Drawi.ng the contrary conslu$'ion 

:il 
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from the wordd::ng of. ~ lB~2: (d) {2) (AJ N.iJ wb'Uld. make the 

appli.tabiJ:~.ty 0:f th$ st~tute depend on t!te' e.oifime);:c·ial o;r; 

Qdminis:trati;ve· practlces. of particul~~ commurliq~.tio'.i;lf? ~:lerti'Ce 

provi~ers - a x;esult that here would. serve no apparent purpose o.f 

Congress~ Cf. Smitli v •.. Ma:cyland, 442 u.s. 735; ·745 (l97~r) 

(finding that the 'ifc·rt:uit.y -of wpether or nOt the phone company 

el ects ·.to .m~ke [for its own commercial purposes)' 'a quasi-

permanent iecord of a particular number dialed1i is: irrelevant t;o 

In this 

16 Similarly, for purposes of the su}.?ch~pter on pen 
register/trap and · trace S1,.1Xv.ei1la~ce, · FI.'SA . defines- .an :":a,ggrieved 
per$9nt" ;in · r¢1evqnt .part« as any p~rso~ "'whC?se c.ommtm.icg:t,iop · 

. instrum~n-t er de-\tice wa-s -subject to the use of a pen registe.r or 
trap :and trace O,ev:iq,e ~ . . · t:-ocapture incoming electron! ¢ or 
other communications impulses.n so u.:s _c. § 1841(3) (B). 'The. 
term "wboseu suggests a relationship between some person and \~a 
communication instrument or device" that 

. . . T use 
different language implies that these phrases can referto 
different ·Ol:>jects, so that the definition of "aggrieved person'' 
Sheds no light on whether a "facility" under§ l842(d.) (2) (A) (;i.i)-
(iii) is necessarily associated with an individual user . 

. Jl*Q;p: S ECRiT//H;$1/(:PMlNTI/ltOP'OBN 
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Court is satisfied that this Opinion and Order complies with the 

•speci fication requirements of § 1B42 {d) (2) (A) . 

· The Court recognizes that; by concluding t bat these 

d~fin:ft ions de not ·r est r ict the U$~ <if Pen register s and trap a11d 

trace devices EO communiaat:l on f a:cil-it-f·es assoeiated with 

in~vil;i,~a.l users i "it is finding that these definitions encompass 

·:a.n exceptionally broad form of collection. Perhaps the opposite 

:re:s,ul t would have been appropriate under prior statutory 

language .:t7 Howecver, our "starting poi ritT' must be ''the existing 

17 Prior to amendments in 2001 b y t he U$.1\ PATRl OT Act, 
PUblic t.aw 107-56, Title II , § 216{c) 1 18 U. !LC . § 3127{3) . 
defin~d ~'~en registeri' as \\ a device which tecords o:r decodes 
e.lectron,ic oi other i mpulses which ident.ify the numbers dialed or 
.pthe:rwi se transmitteq on the telepl:lone line to which such device 
..t - tt . h d II . nd·. § 31'"'7 {4) d. f 0 d "t . . . .d.. t. . . ·. · d ' .• .- It -..w:~ a .· ac e , a .. . - ~ . . . e J..ne rap an race . ev1.ce .aa a 
Vl device which cap tures the incoming electronic or other impulses 
which identify the ·Originating number of an instrument: or device 
from which a wi re 0( elec tronic communication was transmitted . " 
lB · o.~.C.A. § 3127 {3), (4) (2000). Despite this te:xtu~l focus 
on tel ephone communicati.ons 1 e specially in § 31.27 (3), many . 
(though not all) court s eXPan-ive ly conetruedboth de f i ni t ions to 
·ar ,l y as we l l to e-mail communications. Memorandum of Law a.nd 
_:!~ :: ~t ,.:!~ -2 · e: ! .l ~ ; 0 1;in s . Jt. · 1:-r , .;l.u....=-,.~'""*'...__Jor;-,...,.· _.~~.retllane& W\'.' 

( c~n·tinued .• • ) 

23 
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statutory text," not "predecessor statutes," Lamie, 124 S. Ct. at 

1030, and analysis of that text shows that collecting information 

in Catego~ies • - • above by the means described in the 

application involves use of "pen registers" and "trap and trace 

deViCeS. u l B 

Of course, merely f i nding that the proposed collection falls 

within these definitions does not mean that the requirements for 

an order authorizing such collection have been met. We turn now 

to those r equirements. 

1 7 
( • • • continued) 

After the USA PATRIOT Act: The Big Brother That Isn't, 97 Nw. U. 
L. Rev . 607, 633-36 (2003). Extending these prior definitions to 
bulk collection regarding e-mail communications would have 
required further departure from the pre-USA PATRIOT Act statutory 
language. 

18 The legislative history of the USA PATRIOT Act indicates 
that Congress sought to make the definitions of "pen register" 
and "trap and trace device" "technology neutral" by confirming 
that they apply to Internet communications. See footnote 45 
below. It does not suggest that Congress specifically gave 
thought to whether the new definitions would encompass collection 
in bulk from communications facilities that are not associated 
with individual users. The silence of the legislative history on 
this point provides no basis for departing from the plain meaning 
of the current definitions . See Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co . , 
473 U. S . 479, 495 n . l3 (1985). 

TOP SECRE'f//HCS//COMINT//l>lOli'OaN 
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II. TRE · $TATUTO,~Y REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUING ;w· ORDER 
AVT®RlZING Tim PROPQSED :PE~ · REG1.$T.ER AND TRAP MD 
XRA:CE SURVEILLANCE RAVE BEEN MET. 

tJnder F!SA' s ~en regisf::~r/t.ra-p Zl.iid era~~ provi~iong: 

Notwithstanding arty othar provision o~ la:W, tAe 
Attact.ney General . . . may make an application : for an 
order . . . . authorizing or approving the installcition 
anc;i use of a pen register or trap apd trace device fot: 
any investigation to obtain foreign intelligence 
information n-ot concerning a Un.i ted_-a·tates pers.pn 01; t :o· 
protect a:gainst in:t·e:r;ri.at;ional t~r:torism .. : . , provided 
~hat s'l;ich irJ,vestiffitbion- of a United States person is 
n.ot conduc.t:ed s.olely upon the basis of activities 
p:J.~tect:ed ey ·th~ f.i.rsrt:· ~mendment ·to .-roe · Constitutid~ 
wn±ch fs b~ing conductt;dby .the [FB:tj under such 
g:u,ideJ.ines as the Attorney General approves pU>rs-uant to 
Executive Order No. l233J, or a successor order. 

~0 U . S .~ C. § 1842(~) {l). Tqi$ autho~ity "is· in addition to the, 

.authority . • .• to conduct . . • eledt::ronic s:urveiliance" und.er 

§§ 1801 - lBil '" Id. § 1.,842(a)(2). 

such applica:tions~ shall include,. ·Inter· alic., . 
~ c;;ertification by th~ appl:icartt that t'he .informatioti' 
li,kely to be obtained is foreign intelligence 
±nformati~m not concerning a United States person or· i.S 
relevant to an qngoing investigation to protect against 
international terrorism . . . , provided that such. 
investigation of a United. States _pe-rson is not 
conducted solely on the basis of ac;tivities protected 
by the first amendment to the Const;itution. 

Id. § lS42 {c) (21 .~ ''UJ;>on an ap~li·cation made p1:11rsuant bq this 

section( t.h~ 'judge shall enter an ex parte order as requeste<;l, or 

as modifi.ed, app-ro'(ting- the inst~llation an.d use -oF a ·P~ re,sist~r 

2:5 
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or t::t'ap and trace dev{ce· if' the·. judge finds that 'th~ applicatit$ 

satisfies the rec,IUirements of [§ iB42I . 11 t d>. § 184~2 tsH '1) . 

Obviously, the application has been ma,oe by the Attorney 

Genera;l_~ '§ 1842(a) {l)t has pe.en approved by the J.\,ttorney General, 

§: 1842(c) 1 and J:las beeh submitted in writip:g and una:er oath to a 

judge of this Court . § l .BA2 (b) (l) . Th~ appl.ication, at. 5, 

,identifies the DlRNS,A as. "the Federal bffieer .seeki:.ng t:9 use the 

pe!l 1:eg,ist;er o:r. t-rap and trace device. 11 § .l~ ·42 fs.)· f~) , 

The appl-ication also contains a· certification by th.e; 

Attorney General, at 26 1 containing .the language specif:ied in 

.court f :rom engaging in. any substantive review of this 

certific·at.ion. ln the Qov~.rf'l.l'lten~ r s view; th:~ Court's exchisive 

fU:nction :regardifig t:his certificati-on would be to verify that it 

couta!ns the words regttir:ed by §. T84Z{o) (2) "; the ba:s.is for a. 

property worded certification · would · be of no judicial concern. 

Sgg Memorandum of Law and Fact a_t 28-.34 . 

The Court has: reviewed the Goye.rnmeP,t;-" s argument~ ,a;nq 

autho'til:ies and dri;~s b.<?t fin'd them t;>ersuasi ve~ 19 ·nowev~·r, i:rt 

H For exqmple, the Government cites .legislative histocy 
that. ··icongres.s. intended t.o 1 a..uthqrize [) .t?lSA Judges t .o issue. a 
pen register ·or trap and txace order upon a, .cE;!rtificat;?..on ~at 
the in-formation sought is, relevant to' 11 an FBI investigation . 

( conti~ued •... ) 
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'1,'01> ~l!j~T//HCS/7tiOMJ:~f/~r'Oltl~ 

this ci,aae the · Court need not, and. doe.s nqt, decid.~· Wllet4er 5;t 

would be oblige,d to·. a~e;ept:: the app~i.capt. 1 s : certific~tion wiJ:hqnt 

an,y expl anatipn of it~ .basis .. At9t1ing in the altf;rn~tive: , the 

Goverj.lm$nt: li~?;s .p~ovideci q de·taiH:d expla:Q.atio:n of 1} the threalt 

currently posed by 2> the reason the 

.bulk collection de·scribed in the application is believ-ed·· 

necessary as a means for N'SA 

investigations to .protect ~gain~t 

anQ. 4l what safeguards will be obs'Elried to e·nsure that the 

informat ion collected ·will hot be used f.o:r unrelat.ed.' tr~l:'poses or 

is ( .. .. cqntinu.ed I 
Memo.ran.durtt of taw and Fact a,;t J.o (quoting s. Rep~ Ntr~ t.05-J.as, at 
27 ·. ( 'i~·~S} . Howeve·r; authorizing the Court to issue , an ,order when 
:a" cer.tification is made, , and requiring it to . do so without 
teEto::lving doubts a:Oout the correctness of the certification, are 
quite different. 

the Government also ·cites United ·.States v. Hallmark, 9:tl 
F.2d 399 (loth Ci~. 1 980), in arguing that the court should n6t 
r eview the pasis qf the certification . . However 1 tbe Hallmark 
cOurt reserved the analogous issue under Tit+e 18 - '"the precise 
nature .of the court's review under :L8 U.S . C . .§ 3123 11 of the · 
relevancy certification in an application for a 1aw enforcement 
pen register or trap and trace device - and expres.sed "no Qpinion 
as to whether the court may, 'f or instance, inquire in.to the 
government' .s factual basis for believing the pen register or trap-_ 
and trace information to be relevant to a criminal 
investigation." Id. at 402 n.3. 

'I'OP ltBOIDil'//1100{/00M:EN'E//NOFORN 

2.7 
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TOP ~ORB'l'//lit;S//COMml'//ffqPORN 

at:.herwls~- tn.,J:,sus.ed. ·The Government. algo. pr·ovides. !tegal arguwents 

t;:hat 1 i.md~ tiie:se !;!pecifie cireum:stal}.ces, th~ proppsed c.ollection 

satisfies the relevancy requirement Of § 1942 (c} (2) 1 despite .i~s 

resulting in the coilection of. meta data from an enormous volume 

of communications, th¢ l;arge maj ori.ty of which will be unrelated 

t ·o it3;t~rn:atJC:l.rt.ai terrorism. In view of. this record, the court 
w:iii .a>ssume .f.or :Purposes of this ca'se that it may and sbou1d 

con.sider the bas~s of the certification uodex § l642(c) '2). 

Nonethelest:h . ·tl\e CQUt"t iS mindtul that ·FISA does not require 

any flnd.ing of probabl·e cause .in ord.er fpr pen register and trap 

and trace surveillance to be authorized. rn this regard, the 

st~tu.tocy provisions' tha.t· govern this- ease contrast ·sharply. with 

th6se that apply to 6ther .f.orm.s of elecrt.ronie surveillan6~ and 
. . 

physical search. 20 B'efore Con~ess amended FISA in 1g-9a to add 

§§ 1841-1846 1 this Court could authorize pen register and trap 

and t .race surveJ.llanc~ onl.y upon the same · finding$ as would he· 

requ±r~d to a~th<:)·:t'ize interception of th~ ful~ contents of 

2 o, To issue an e l ectronic surveillance orde~, the Court 
mu'St fin:d ''probable cavse to believe that . . . the target of the 
electroni'ci surveillance is a foreign powe.r or an agent of a 
foreign pow~r" and "each of the facilities or places at ·wnich the 
electronic surveillance is dir~cteO. is being used, o.r is about to 
be used, by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power." 50 
U.S.C. §. 1.805(a) (3) . .Similar prqbable cause findings are 
required f'o:r: warrants authorizing physical search under .:i.d. 
§. l 824 {a) (3} ~ · 
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communic~f:iotrs, See S. Rep~ J:Qfr..,lBSi at 27 · (· 19~B) . When .it 

origin;;til:y e:n~cted §§ 184 1 -18;46 in .i99B 1 ccmg:r~ss reco.ffitiz·ed ;:nat 

pen register and trap .an<i t:;r:c~ce information i:S ttot P.tot~t:t:ed by 

line Fourth Affiendrneht and conclude-d that a Tower ·s .taiidard: for 

authorization "was necess ary in order to permit, as f$ the ·case 

in criml.nal i nvestigations , the use of this very valuable 

investiga-tive tool at the crit;ical early stages o£ fo-rceign 

intelligence and international terrorism ipvestl.gations» ,,. · I d. 

These 1.998' prov.tsiotis i nciudeC:;l ~ ;or,m: o:f . a \~reasc,mable S~S-p:i.eion1' 

standard :for pen register/trap qnd trace ~U:tho-t;izat~Pns. 21 J\;s 

part t>f the USA PATRIOT Act ±n 2001, congress lowe3;7'eO. t he 

stand~rd again, to t.he current requir~ment of re1-evance, 22 G.iveu 

this histdcyt it is obvious that Congress intended pen .register 

~<r Under the. p~~i:s.ion,f3 enacted in 199~, a pen· teg,it;iter or 
trap ~nd trace app~.i;cat<fon ha:q to include "irtfo'tt'rtation whi.ch 
defuon:st~ates that there is reason to believe'' that a 
communication facility ''has been or is about to he used· in 
c u nu:rlicaticm with," inter ali a: , "an individ"~Jal who is engaging 
or has engaged in international terrorism or clandestine 
intelligence activities. 0 Public LawlOS-272 § 601(2). 

n The legi~l at.iv.e history ·of· the USA PATRIOT Act reflec;:ts 
that, ~'itt EJ:":act;:.ice, '1 the sta.nclard pass:ed in 19~B· ~$ "-altno$..t as 
burden.Some as the :regui.ret}1en:t to show probable cause· required . • for tnO::tf3 intrusive t;~cliniql,1.;eS11 and tnat the FBI "made a clear 
cas:e .that a relevance sttuida:t:d' is· approp:t:i.ate for . . .. 
c;ouriteri.ntellisence and count'erterro~.ism ~vestigations. 1' 1 47 
Cong. Rec. Sli'003 (daily ed. Oct . 2S 1 20'0'1.). (statement of .Sen. 
Lealty) . · 

ro:e· S·iC~~//HCS//00~~//tiDPORN 
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·TOP SKCRET//HCS/{CQM~//~F~' 

a;t;t,d t rap anti traee authorizations to be more readily available 

than authorizations for electronic surveillance to acquire the 

folJ.. contents of cor:nmunication:e;. 

The Court also recogni zes that, for reasons of both 

const.atutional authority -and prat!tica1 competence f dE}ference . 

should be given to. the fully consider~d judgment of the e:xecutive 

branch i n a's:sesstng and re13~0II;Cling ·to national security threats~ 

~nd iti. dete;rroining th;e potential s ·ig~ificance of intelligence-

related info::ti'hation . 24 Such deference ls partic~arly 

23 See; e . g . 1 Reno v~ American-Arab 1mti-Dis.criminati:on 
Comm., 52S u.s. 4'7l t 491 {1999) {'\a court would .be ill equipped. 
to det:ertuine [the] aut h.enticity and ·Utterly unab~e to assess . 
t t:heJ ad¢-quacy/1 of the executive's securi,ty or .fore-ign policy 
~eaE?ons for treating certain foreign nationals - as"~ special 
tJ:).rea.t 1'); Regan v. Wald, 4~8 u.s. 222, 243 (198-4) (giving "the 
traditional deference to executive judgment;' in foreign affairs 
i.n. sustaining President's decision to restrict travel to Cuba 
against a: Pue Process Clause challenge) : cf. Department of Nayy 
v.. Egan, 484 u.s. S~Br 529 (1988) (butside body reviewing 
eJ<;etv.tive bra.nch decisions .em eligibility for security clearances 
could not "determine what constitutes an acceptable margin of 
error in asse_ssing the potential risk"). 

~4 The Supreme Cqurt. has observed that , in deciP.ing wheth er 
di~closing pa,rt£cu1ar ipt:ormat:-iot1 mJ,.ght compromi_se an 
intelligent:~ :source, ·wh:at 1'may _see"'ttt trivial to the tinir1ft1rme'd, 
may -appear of great moment to one who ha.s a broad view of the 
.Scene and may p.ut the questioned item of information in its . 
proper context./J CIA v-. Sims, 47~ U.S. ~59, ~78 (1985) fiirt:ernal 

-

tion and citation omitted). Accordingly, the decisions ' of 
"who must of course be familiar with • the whole · ' 

p , ' c. s judges are not 1 a·:te. worthy of ;great. deference g~ven 
the ~gnituqe 9f the national securi~ty interests and potential 

(continued .. • } 
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appropri;iit;:e ,i:.h tbts 'Col)t.ext, whete the Cottit is :p,ot t:l'l:arged with. 

:making independent pr·ooab.le cause! findings. 

A~ Tbe G~vernm-ent· :Has Provided !nfo;rtnat,:Lotl ln Suuncd.''t Of· 
trre .Certification of Re]evartce.. . . 

tn support of the- cert~fication -o£ r-el-evance, the Gcv~~prtteJl.t 

r~lies :qn the following f-aots .and circumstancgs: 

24 ( ••• eontinued) 
ri~ks at stake. 1

' Id . at 1;"79. 

~5 For simpl.icit.y, ~this opinion standardizes the. va,i::ianti. 
;ppellings of foreign names appearing in different documents. 
submitted in support of the appli·cation. 

'l'OP SlroRE'!'/ / HCS//GOMIW£/ f}iOFORN· 
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10P SECitET//HCS//COMINT//NOFDRN 

4. The Scope of the Proposed Collection of Meta Data 

In an effort both to identify unknown and to track known 

operatives through their Internet 

communications, NSA seeks to acquire meta data, as described 

above, from all 

the DIRNSA Declaration. In brief, they are: 

27 For s 
used to mean 

TOP SECRET//HCS//COMINT//NOFORU 
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'fOP SECRBT//BGS//COM:t:b1!r//bl'OP'ORN 
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'POP S:SCRE'P//HCS//COUIN'P//NOFORN 

TOP Si:CRET//HCS//COMIW£//NOFORN 
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'fOP BECRE'l'//HCS//OOMnn'//NQFORN 
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'POP SBCRB'i'//HCS//COMIN'i'//NOPORN 

The raw volume of the proposed collection is enormous. NSA 

In absolute 

terms, the proposed surveillance "will result in the collection 

of meta data pertai ning to II electronic communications, 

including meta data pertaining to communications of United States 

persons located within the United States who are not the subject 

of any FBI investigation." Application at 4. Some proportion of 

t hese communications - less than half, but still a huge number in 

absolute terms - can be expected to be communications 1111111 

'f'OP SBCRB'l'//IICS//GOMINT//NOFORN 

39 
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TO~ SBSIU5'i'//UCO//COMIH'//NOPOM 
":, >(" 

who bear no relation to 

:As noted above , t he purpose of thi s collecti.on is to t rack 

known o:perar:ives and to~ i dentify unknown operatives of 

through their internet communications. NSA 

.. · .. T 
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states that even identif i ed operatives 

Through the proposed bulk collection, NSA would acquire an 
' 

archive of meta data for large volumes of communications that, in 

NSA's estimation, represent a relatively rich environment for 

finding communications through later analysis . 31 

41 
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. ':POP SECRE'f//HCS}/COMilft//UOf.ORN 

NSA asserts that more preci·se;Ly target-ed forms of collecti.ori 

against known accounts would_ ~end tq scree.n out the \'unkri9wns 11 

that NSA wants. to, dis: cover, so that: NSA he.e'ds buik col,.le.bti.on in 

orcler to identify unknown 

id. E3.t 1,4 Pit i~ not possible, 

-communica_tions. See 

to . t~rge,t collection :;;olely 

to ktt.cwn te't'toti'st E--ttia-il accou,nts and at the .satfie, time use ~b..e 

advantages of meta data analysis ·t .o dl.scaver t ·he enemy.") , .,15 

(''To be ab-le to· fully e~loi t meta data, the data must be 

collected in bulk. Analysts know .that terrorists' E-mails. are 

loca~ed someWhere i n the bil~ions of data 'bits i· What they CC).n:n6t 

know ahead of time is exactlywhere. 11
) 

NSA proposes to empJ.qy two analytic met:bods on the body of 

archived meta data it se~ks to collect, Both these methods 

involve querying the archived meta data regarding a particular: 

"seed11 account. In the Government's p:to)?osal;- an account would 

qud.lify ~s a s~ed a~count, orily if NSA qqncludes, J'based ~:n the 

£actual a~d practical c:o).\s±de:rat~ons ~f 'etrecyd.~y l.ife dn which 

r~a!:tonable ahd pro{ient. pet.~ons act, there are facts §,i~ing rise 

to a reasonable articulable suspicion that a particular known e-

mail ,addrepS is associated with 

~~ i¥CUT[/\HCS/ / COMINX'//UOPORN. 
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Appli c;ation at 19-20; actl!or<i" DIRNSA 

Dec-laraeion at 19. The two met-hod~ ar e : • 
{1')' £on t act t:!lia~~f:~g. NSA w:~ll use c-ompuf::er algori-thms t o 

i denti.fy 'Within tlle ~tr'Chive(\ meta data all e-mail 

accounts t'hat have been m contact with 

t he· s-eed aecount, as well as a,l l acqoupts that have been i!l 

had direct conta.ct w-ith the seed a ccount, and 

:o;rRMsA ne:ai aratio.n 

'fOP SEdiUi!i!//HCS//CQMIN!l'//UOFORH . 
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Ari example may illustrat e the elaimed benefits of bulk 

and s~s~guent ~al.ysis of meta da:t-q.. 

Withou~ ,~h archive of meta d~ta, the · Gotr~rpment could 

target prospt;·ctt've cbllection on that a:sc9WJ.t. but information.. 

about past use would be unavailable. 

1:2 

However, J,.f an archive of meta data were avai lable, N'SA 

.could 'U?e the newly •di!:iC¢.Vered ac·count as a "Seedl' account. 

AcooUnts previously in contact with the ~s~ei:ll' account could be 

identified and further investigation could -be pursued to 

of those accounts are 

32 Assuming that applical;>le legal :requlrement:s could be 
met;: I t!le Government 'also could C·e>llect the full contents of 
future messages by electronic surveillance of the account and of 
stored p:rie:r 
However, 

44 
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'toP s:EcRn, ':acs ' 1coMINT ' 'NoP.c»m 
• h r; ... 1 1 rr . . . . 

These a.vet:H,.ies· of discovery mc;tde possible by archived meta 'data 

provide the basis for NSAis assertion that bulk collection to 

accumulate a. meta data arqhi ve \'will subst;;mti.ai].y. ~nc·~ec:t.s.e NSA.' s 

~bii±t:y to detect and identify membe;rs of 

DIIDgSA Oeclaration at 15 . 

.6 ~ How FBI :rhvestigations .would Benefit fr>bm 'the :NsA~ s 
Collection and Altalysis - · 

Tb~ Government asserts that NSA' s collection an·d ~~lys'is of 

this meta data will be r-elevant to 

investigations in two ways. First, ongoing FB.I investigationf? 

may develop gJ;ound:s for .reasonable suspicion that part icular 

i,tccount.s are used in furth-erance of 

The FBI ·may identify such accounts to NSA. f or use as 
'~s~ed" a:ccoun,t-s·. Using the methods descri;bed above, NSA may 

oht:aii:l f:r;om the a~- ..::hi v .::'" da ta other accounts. tha:t ars .in .contact 

With, or appear to have the same user as 1 the seett" account. 

This itrt<?:rmation may. then be passed to the FB! ~s inv~s-t.i·ga~i v.e 

leads in furtherance of its· -1-nvestigation. ~etn6ririldt.W:t of Law and 

Jtact at 27-28. ,Alternatively, NSA gtterying of the ~hi~ed. meta 

data based o~ information from sources other than the FBI may 

identify accounts that a-ppear to be used by s~eone in:voJ ved in 

TO! s :e:eM1' ' 1:Hes ' '' CQlnm' tbfoml?N ... . · .n . rr - - . •• · .. ·. 
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ivities, If s-u¢h: accounts· a,~e- .relevant eo 

FBI investigative responsibilities - for example, it it appear.s 

that their users are in the United States ~ then ~SA will pr!?vide 

information to th~ FBI", which may prove relevant to on$oiilg FBI 

inve_stigation.~ Qr pr&vi.de the predicate fo;:- new in:v.estigations of 

per~ons .:1-p:ve>l yed in Under the 

proposed program, NSA estimates· that roughly 400 accounts wouid 

he 'tipped." to the lrot and crAiJ3 annually~ with an· estirilated. 

twenty-five percent of' t .hat number associated, with :tr. s. persons. · 

DIRNSA Di;claration at ..20. 

7 , The. Go:t.rernment:" s Propose.d' .Procedures fOlc Accessing, 
}i~t~inillg, and .O'issemina t -ing Co11,ected~ In:fb~at.fon 

'the application speci.f ies proposed procedures· and 

restrictions £or accessing; retaining, and ·disseminatiJig 

information from this bulk collection df m~ta data.. AJ:iplication 

at l~:-.24. Thes'e l?rocedur·es and res~ rice ions; with cer_l;ain 

modiffcatiol:l$, i:l.; e ·~ et oUt :a t p9ges 82-B7 Below. 

33 AS long as the pro-po.$ed collection lSE!ttis.fies . tne 
~tandard of relevani!:e to an. FBI investigation desc-ribed irt,. 
secti.on 1842 ~a) (~), (c) (2:}, dis.s·emination .of information to-other 
agenci~s when it. is relevant to their resp'0nsibilit;:ies is- · 
:&~·pre_ r i t _ . 

l'O!~ S:EC~'i'//UCS//CSUI!l"'i'//NOFOtu~ 
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'f'e-P ~CiU3'i'/ /HCS// OOM:r~//JiOto:R.bt 

:$ ~ The: Ih.f:o·rmat 1 on fro Be Obt a lned i s Likely: t .o he Re1 eVant 
to Ongoing FBI Investigations to Proteet Against 
Interna tion'al . Terrorism 

Al!3 shown above, the .application an(! supporting materials· 

demonstrate that th~ EB! has num.e:tt.ous I?e~ding inv~~t.~g.ation~ on 

t$• and that a major challenge faoed 'hY, the: 

F!li is 'the 

applle:ation and DIRNSA declaration provide detailed ~xplanations 

of why NSA regards bulk collection .of meta data as, necessary for 

cmitact chaining· and bow those analyt.icai 

wethods 'Can be expected t .o unc-over and tnonitoi' unknown 

who could otherwise elude detection. The 

DIRNSA also explains why NSA has chosen tne proposed 

and. selection criteria in or der to build a meta data archive that. 

w.tl l be, ~-u. ;elat:ive terms , richly populated with 

:Felate:d communications. on €!-ach of these points I the Court ha$ 
. . . 

i:eeei'.i.ed' s ufficient information to conclude that the ~o:vemmetl·t' s-
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loio • dB . alcl . J f ; . I I . I ~ .... 'ft.... . . zOJI tn:£1;t,;5!, 1 BCS 1 TCOMINT, yNurvRN 

asse.ssment .s are· :fully cons i der ed and plausibly grounded in f ac:,ts 

submit ted' t o the Cour t . 

Accor d i ngly'· the Court:. accepts f or pur];>oses ·of this 

.application that the ·proposed bti.lk collection of meta dat a ~6 

n·ecessa.:ry for NSA to empl oy contact chaining 

The Cour t: s i milarly accepts that those ana.l}1: ic tool s 

ar e likely to gener a te useful inves tig-at ive leads for ongoing 

.efforts by the FB! (and ,other a:genc-ies} t o ,ident -ify and t 

potential ly including unidentified 

operatives in place to f acilitate or ex~cute ·immi:~ent large scal e 

attack~ within t he United States. 

The question remains whether these b:ircumstances adequately 

SUI;>P'Oft t he cert ificat ion that '1the informat.ion likely to be 

obta:tnetl . . . is r elevant t o an ongoing i nvestigation to prot ect 

againat ~nternat±onal terrori sm, IJ § 1B42(c) (2}, even though onl y 

a ~ery smal l pe·rcentage of the infprmati:on obtained .wi ll :be from 

communications and therefore dir ect l y zel evant. 

t o suc:h an investigation.. .As the Government· points out, the 

meahing of "relevant 1
' is broad eho:t;~g}l , at least i n stinle C:,01lt~·S1 

t o. eJl,C.:O'tn:pass information that may reasonably lead to t he 

discov ery of directly .relevant i nformatt.ion. Memorandum of taw 

and Fact at 34 . Me re, the bulk collecti on o f .meta , data - L e .. • 
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the co11eciiion of both a huge volume and high percentage of 

un.rel a ted conu:nunica·tions . is necessary to identify the much 

smaller number- of communications. 

The Court is; persuaded tha.t, in the circumstances of this 

cas_e . til:e scope .of the proposed collection. is cionsi·£ttent with the 

·"Certification ofrelevance, 3~ In so finding, the Court concludes 

tha , under the circumstances of this case, the applicable 

.re1evance standard does not require· a statistical •r'f::-fgbt fit" 

between the volume of p:ropose.d collection and the mW::h smaller 

.proportion of information that will be directly relevant to 

.. 
~ 'nie Government analogizes this case t.o ones in· wbi.ch the 

Court bas authorized overbroad electronic surveillance under 50 
u.s .e. '§§ 1801-1811. Memorandum of Fact and Law at 42 .. 43. The 
Court has authorized the latter form of collection where it is 
not . tech:nol . cal ible to 

co ectidn of an 
unusually large volume of non-foreign intelligence information as 
a necessary means. of obtaining the desired foreign intelligence 
information. Yet there are also imporctmt. · differem::es between 
these cases. An. overbroad electronic surveillance under 50 
U.S.C. §§ 1801~1811 requires probable cause to believe that the 
target is an agent of a foreign power and uses the particular 
facility at wb:ich surveillance will be directed. § 1805(a) (3.). 
In this case under so u.s.c. §§ 1841-1846 1 no probable cau.se 
findings are required, and is justified as 
necessary o discover unknown rsons and 
facilitie.s, rather than to a s to an.d from 
identified agents of a foreign power . Because of these 
dirferences , the authorization of bulk collection under §§ 1 841 -
184_6 should not be taken as precedent for similar collection of the full contents of communications under §§ 1801-~81~. 
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FBI investigation~ ~ I n . reaehf ng this . concl usion, 

the Court. finds i nst tuct i ve SUpr eme Cour t pre.cederits on When. a 

search that ie no1;: ~redicated on i ndivi duali.zed suspicion may 

nonetheless b e reasonable under the Fourth _AJttet~dment. See 

Memorandum of Law and Fact at 43-48 . ::)$ 

Th~ Supreme c-ourt has re:eogni zed a '' longstanding :pr i nciple 

tha t nei the · a wa:rran nor ptobable cauae; ·nor 1 i ndeed, any 

m~a:sure o f individualized suspi c i on, i s an i ndi spensable 

eompg;nent of reasonablenes$ in every c i rcumstance.'' 'N'ationai 

r easury Employees Union v . Von Raab t 4B9 U.S. 656, 665 (1989); 

accord, e ,a . , Board. of Educ. of ID.d,e:g . School Dist. No. 92 of 

!Jot.tawatomie County v. Earls, S36 u.s. B22 ~ 829 (2002) : United 

States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 u.S. $4S, 560 - 6'1 (197EH . 

spe.c i:fically , t:lle Court has held t hat 1 t'where a Fourth Amendmen t 

in crus.i on serves special governmental needs, beyond the norma.l 

~eed f or l aw enforcement~ it is necessary to bal anee ,t_h_e 

i ndiVidu.al' s privacy expectations aga'inSt the Governrnent' .s 

.3s For th-e r easons explained below at pages 59.-66, tne 
O;rurt finds that there is no prtvacy interest protected by the 
·Four t h Amendment in the meta dat a to be co1lected. Nevertheless, 
the court. agrees wi th the Gover nment•s suggestion that the 
balancing methodology used t o assess the reasonableness of a 
.fourth Amendment search or seizure is helpful in ;;l.pplying the 
r elevance standard to this case . Memorandum of Law and Fact at. 
43 . 
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interests fo ~e.te'!jnin~ whetP,er it :is impractical to require a 

WCiJ;rant. or indi~ridualized suspicion in the pa;rticul~r 'ContE:xt. fi 

von "Raa.b, 489 u.s . at! ·665-66; accord., e.g.,, Earls, 536 u ts., at 

829. 

This J:;>alan.cing . ar;Jalysi.s· considers ''th·e na.tur~ <>£ the pr~ vacy 

inte1::"est .allegedly compromised"· ·and "'the character of the 

in:trusion" upon t .Q.at: lnterest. Earls., . 53.6 IJ .. s. at 8.30, 8.32. T.Qe 

privacy interest in the instant meta da·ta is not Qf a, .st-a,tu:rte 

protected by the Fourth Amendment .. .See p~ges 5·9·~66 below .• 

Moreover, the nature of the intru.sion is mitigated by the 

restrictions on accessing- and dis.seminatin# thi.s inf.ortnat:io~, 

under· which only a small percentage of the data co~1ected will be 

seen by any pers9n. Cf. Earls, 536 rr.s. at 833 \f:t.n<iing that 

re-strictions on access to drug-testing information lessen the 

testing p~ogram's intrusion o.n privacy}. 

The assessment of ;r;easonablenes·s under t.b:e F.Otu::th. Amt:md.ment 

also consi ders "the nature an,d imm.edi_acy of the go ·el:'nment' s 

concerns and the effit:acy pf the fi:rrogratn] in. m-eeting them." ld. 

at 63.~ . In this case, the Goiferlitnenti s concern is· to ~denti~y 

and tra6k operat:ives, and ultimatelr to thwart 

te]:'ro:r;:ist attacks. This concern clearly i-n.V'olVes national 

51 
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semrrity interests beyond the normal need tor law enforcememtn 

and i s at least as compelling as other go:fie_trimental iriterests 

tha t have been held to justi ty searches in the absence of 

i ndividuali:zed suspicion. See, _e.g., Earls (drug testing of 

secondary school students engage~ in extracurricular activit:ies-)i 

Miehig~·n Dep ' t oL sta'Ce. Police v. Sit:z, 496 u.s. 44-4 (1990) 

(hi ghway checkpoin.es t o id~nti.fy drunk drivers); Von Raah (drUg: 

test ing of customs Service employees applying for promotion to 

sensiti ve positions) ; Skinner y. Railway Labor Executives'' Ass•n, 

~89 tr .. S . 602 (:U89} (drug and alcohol t est.irtg of railroad 

worketsl .1 The 'Government' s interest here nas ~ven greate,r 

1fimmediacy" in view of th~ above-described intelligence reporting 

and assessment regaxding ongoing plan.S for large scale attacks 

within the trnited States . 

As to ~ffit\nicy under the Fourth Amendment analysl.s:, the 

.Government need not make a showing that it is using the least 

int rUsive nteans available . Earle, 536 U.S. at 837; Ma-rtinez-

1" ·~ In Re Sealed Case, 310 F .. 3·d 717; 744-46 (Foreign . 
. I nt . Surv. CL Rev. 2002) (per curiam) (discussing the prevent-ion 
O·f te:n~orist attacks as a special need beyond ordinary law 
enforcemt:!nt) _ 

17' ·Moreo~.e~ , the Gov.er.mtient' s need in this case could be 
· analogized to the int 1 e :s r. i . i c~;: ~re.:r · ng. o t: -eve nting d.:.:tl.ger 
· from "latent or hidden conditions," which may justify 

SU:SpJ.ciohless searches . See, e.g. 1 Von Raab, 48~ U ~ S. at 6·68. 

ror : £CRB'1'//flt:!g//e'OM:ftn" //HOP'Od 
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FpeJ£te i 42 s u . s . a:J:. 55 6- 57 rt .12 .. :Bather, the c:N.estl.on: ·is w.!ie,ther 

the Government has chosen "a reasonably effective means of 

addressing-It the 'need .. .Earls, 536 u.s. at 8'37. i n structuring a 
program involving a~icionless sea.rcn ·Or sei zu"re, ~j .in 

. p,'9$itioniPg r;Oadblocks at certain points~ J'the. choice among . • ,_. 

l:eas'e!n..able aJ.t,e.rnatives remains with the governmental officials 

Who have a un.i que understanding of, and a responsibility for, 

limited puhU.-c resourqes." ~, 496 V~S .. at 453-54; see also 

Mart.inez-Fu:erte, 42S U.S , at 56'6 (\'deference i .s to b:e Siven to 

the administrative .det:isi ons of higher ranking officia-lS11
). -A 

-l ow percentage of positive ou~com,es among t:he total number 6f 

searphe~ or seizures does not necessarily render a program 

ineffective. 38 

In this c-ase I senior respon~~d.ble offi'6i alst whose judgment 

ott these matters. is entitled to deference, see pageS· .3:0.-31 ab.O-ve; 

have articulated why t hey believe that bulk collection and 

-~~ng o,f meta data are necessary· to idEn t:ify and monitor 

operatives whos,e Internet communications would 

1 See Sitz, .496 u.s at. 4.-5.4 {''detention of the. ~2~ 
vehicle$; that entered the checkpoint resulted in the arrest of 
two drunken drivers"); Martinez ~Fuerte, 428 U.S. at 546 & n.l, 
5·5-4 {checkpoint near border to detect illegal migrants: out of 
"'roughly 146,000 vehicles" temporarily 11 ~seized ~'" ~ 7l were found 
to contain deportable aliens) . 

7:? SBC.'P..£1'//HC£.//emGNT!/)tOi'ORN * f l .. ... 
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otherwise go undet ected in the huge streams of 

th¢se of£icials have also explained why the-y 

seek to collect meta data 

identified in the application. Based on thes'e -

e~lanations, the proposed colie-ction appears to.. b.e a reasonably 

~e<;tive means ' to this end. 

-IJl~ SUmmary, the bulk collection proposed in this c·ase -i& -

analqgou.s to suspicionless searches or se:Lzures that have been 

upheld under the .Fourth Amendment in that the G.overnment 1 s need 

is qo:mpeil:ing anp immediate, the intrusion on i~dividual privacy 

intr'erests is limited, and bulk collection appears to be a 

reasonably ef·fecti ve means of detecting and monitori 

rel ated operatives and thereby obtaining informati6n likely to be 

to ongoing FBI investigations. !n thes~ circumstancea, 

t.be certifictation of relevance is consistent \ql-th the fact-· that 

only a very sm~ll proporti:on of t;be huge volume of infprmation 

cQllected will be directly relevant to the FB 's 

investigations. 

1!1 Cf. Mai:td.nez-Fuerte, ~2a u.s. at: 557 ·(reqU:ir.fng 
c..~ .S;~z;:tl~ :" ' f" _!'~. -r.. inn - -~ :- st s at highway checkpoint.s "on major 

1;outes . . . , ..-culd • ,;: .!mp a ·· i.. .!i l - ' .-!- \. aa - 119 ~1<: w o. .:.. ~tfic: 
tends to be too h~r::vy to allow the particularized study of a 
~ivc.n car"). 
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C. The l?ertinEmt FBl Investigations of U. S. Persons A:re 
Not . Conducted Solel}!: uaon the Bas~s of First Amendment 
Activities . 

When the information likely to be- pbta i ned concerns a. u.s. 
person, ·§ lB42 (c) (2 } require~ a certificati r)n. t:la,a~ t he tt-<:)llg <:>ing 

investigati.on . ·• . of a Onite4 . s.tates person is not conducted 

solely upon th~ .basis of ac tivities prbtect e:d by the first 

amendment. t o the cons titution. " The certification in .this case 

s.t.ac~-s t hat the pert inent investigation i s -not bein~ conducted on 

Stich .~·· Basis. Appl i cation at 2·6 . 'the appl i cat i ort · .ef~ta to 

p'tll'lie;-ous FBI Nat i onal Security i nves.tigati ons '1being conducted 

unde:r guidelines approve.d by the At torney General pursuant to 

Exeot+.tive Order 1:'1o . l. 2 , 3 3 3 • • n o I d. a t 6 . 

Th ose.. investigati~ein. g conduc~ basis 
of activities of ......... _and unknown 111111111 
a'ffiliates in the Unl.ted States and abroad, and to the 
extent these subjects of investigation are Uni t .ed 
States persons~ not solel y on the basis of activities 
that are prot ected by t he Fi rst Amendment to the 
C-Qnst i tution . 

Thus., 'the cert i f i cat i on and applica'tion contain the proper 

aesuranee :that the re l evant i nvest i gations of u.s .. persons are 

AO" ·§ 1 8'42 {a} fl } permi ts the fil i ng of appli cat ,io-ns ~or" 
ins t allat i on and use of pen r egister ana trap and t race devi ces 
eo obtain information relevant to certain investiga,tions "under 
s u.ch guidelines as t.he Attorney General approves pursuant to 
l5f(ec~t i ve Order No . 12333, or a successor order,'' 

5.5 
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n.oe bei ng conduct.e.d solely on the basis of activities protected 

by t he First Amendment. However, the unusual breadth of this 

.colle c tion and i t s r elation to t he pert inent FBI investigations 

call s f or f Ul"ther a ttention to thi s issue. I n the usual case; 

the FBI conducts pen r egis ter and trap and trace survei l Umce o f 

a partipular communic~tions facility (.e . g :.. ,, a phdn~ n1li!lb~r or e -

mad. l addrre:s~s) because .:ft carries, communications or a person,. whO 

is tha s'l.lb)ect of all FBI investi gat i on . The· required 

ce:rt.if,icati.on t~ically varies depending on whether · the subject 

i s a u·.s. person: if not, the certifi cation wi ll state, in the 

la.nguage of § 1842 (c) {2} 1 that the information likely to be 

obtai ned '"i s foreign intelligence i n f ormation not ooncerni ng a 

Uuited Etat es pel;:s6n;;1 i:f t he subject i s a u.s. person 1 t he 

c~tif ication will state that such informati.on is "relevant to an 

ongoi ng .i nvest igati on to pr otect agains t: i nte.rnati onal terrori sm 

• • • t p rovi ded that such investigation of' a Uni ted States person 

i s not C:onduc ted solely upon the· basis of activiti ·. proto .:: t: E'd l 1 

t he fi r:s.t amendment to the: Cons t ituti on. 11 This usual practice 

coJtforms to the cl~ar s,tatutory pu:tpose that pe-n r egister/trap 

and t race l nf d.rma.tion about t he co.mrillin:ications of u.s. persons 

·will not b~ t arget ed for collection unless it is relevant to an 
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iltvestigati·o? that i~ not solely b?sed upon First? Atnenament 

activj.ties. 

tn this ca~e, the. initial acquisit:1o:ti :of :i.nfo\tinat.i:on· is not . . . 

airected at facilitie~ tt$e..d by part icular individuals. of 

investigat ive i nterest, hut meta data donce:tning .the 

communications .of such individuals' 

Ifere, the legisl ative pur.Pose is best 

effectuated at the querying .stage, since it w.;i,-11 be a;t a lpoint 

that an analyst querles the archived data that inf6rma.~ion 

c:;oncernins_ particular. i ndividuals wil~ :first be compiled a,nd 

r ev-iewec;l. A,c;c6~d;in_gly, ~he court orde1;s t,hat NSA apply the · 

following mod1f1cation of its proposed crit~rion f-br CJ).leeying the. 

archived' data: will qualify as a s~ed 

only if NSA concludes, based on the fa'P'tua.l 

and practical considerations of everyday "life on which r~'aemnable 

and prudent pe-rsons act, th~e are facts giving ri:se t:o a 

reasonable- ~rti'CUlable Sl)$1/iCion that a pa~ticul~r kn.o~-

is associat-ed with 

sol.eJ.:y on. the bar~ is of activities that are protec.t ed ·by the F.i.rst! 

S7 
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Amendment. to the C:on s:tittl tt-i on. n For example , ~ e- ma.i.l account. 

used hy a u· .. s. p.~s.ori could not be a seed account if the 2nly 

information tihought t o support t he be lie.f that tbe account is 

.a s-sociat ed with is that, l,h ser mons O'l" in post.~ga OA a 
woo si te, t he U. S . per son espoused jihadist rhet oric tha.~ f e ll 

short of '-'advocacy . • • dires ted to l.nciting or prod'1:1o i ng 

.inim4lEUlt l a.wl es$ act ion and • . •. l ikely to incite or produce 

such acti on. Br andenber.g v. ohi o 1 3 95 u.s. 444, 447 (1969) (per 

curiam·). 

I:II . THE PROPOSED. COLLECTION AND HANDL!NG .OF META DATA 
DO NOT VIOLATE THE FIRST OR FOURTH AMENDMENTS. 

Bec ause t his case p:reseri.ts a novel use of s t atutory 

auth9~ities for gen. r egis t e.r/ t r a.p and t race su.r111eillance, the 

·CQu.rt will als o explain wny l t is satisf i ed tl:lat thi s 

surveillance colT!ports with the protecti ons of t:he Fou:rt:h 

Amendment and the Fi rst Amendment . 

lL _ftmrth ~mendment. I s s tes 

The f orego.f.ng anal ysi s has observed at vari ous points t hat 

t he Fourth .Amendment does not apply to t he proposed collect i on of 

u !l?lli s rt\Odif:fcati on Will realize tnore fully the 
Government; ' s eug·gest ion that \\ [ t] he information actually viewed 
by any human being •.. w·11 be just as limited - and will be 
based on the same targeted, indi v i dual standards - · as in the case 
of an ordinary pen reg~a.nd trace device ." 
Government' s Let t er of - -at 3. 
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meta data. see 11 a .. g._, pages 19, S0-51 above. ·ThiEf se.ction 

explains tbe basis for that conclusion . 

First., as a: general matter I ·there is no reasonah~tti 

~ectation of privacy unde:r the Fourth Ameruiment in the meta 

~ata to be c.C!lllE;!c.ted .. This conclusion follows directly front the. 

reasoning of Smi.th v . Ma:Q!land, 4.42 u.s. 7.35 {1979), which 

·coricerried the use of a pen register on a home telephone line. In 
that case, the SUpreme Court. found that it was d'OUbtful that 

telephon-e users had a subjective expectation of privacy in trhe 

numbers they dialed i j.g. at 742.~4l, and tllat in any case s:Uch an 

expectation '1is not 'one that society is prepared to recognize as 

rea onab-le. 1 " Id. at 743 (quoting Katz v. Uhited States~ 399 U.S. 

~7, 361 (1967)). Th~ Co\lrt '"consistently bas held t .hat a ' ·person 

has no legitimate expectation of privacy in info.rmat.ion he 

voluntarily turns over to- third parties," si.nce he 1 assutn~ [SJ' th~ 

r .isk'i that the, third party. would reveal that information to the 

ne c~u ~~ t f'otmd thi principt~ 

a,pplitable to dialed phone numbers~ regardless of che automated 

nieanshy which the call is placed and r:.he "fortuity of whether or 

:f.t Th~s princd.:~~e app.lies~ even i~ ·th.~re .:is. an u:nders·tanQ.~ng 
t11at the third party will treat the information as confidential. 
See SEC v . .Jerry T. O'Brien, _Inc., 467 U.S. 735 1 743 {1984); 
United States v. Miller, 425 u.s. 435, 443 (1976). 
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not the phone ccmpany i n fact elects t o make a qu_asi-permanent 

recpr~ o! a -particular number dia l ed. " rd. a t 744-45. 41 

'the same analysis applies to the meta data .involvecf iri t hi-$ 
applicati on . Users of e -

- voluntari ly expose addr ess i ng :lnformatfon for 

CQmmuni cations t hey send and rece i ve to communicati.ons service 

providers . Having Q.one so t they lack any legit imat e expecta.ti'err 

of privacy in such inforrna.tion f or Fourth Amendrrtetit ptll;poses. •4 

Moreover , the r~elevant s tatutes put this form of pen 

xegist~r/trap -an-d trace surveillance on a P.ar ·with pen· 

r~gia ter/t.rap and t race survei llance of telephone calls, 6n 1;~e 

0 Whil~ smith ·invol ved a pen. :t-egi.s t:er; i t s r 'Efasonl n·g 
equally appl ies to t r ap and trace devices that capt ure the 
or.igi·na t ing numbers ot inao:..ming c~lls. SPm., ~ . a . ' lJr.' - .ed Sta l: ~s 
v. lia1lmark ; 911 F.2d 399 1 402 (lotn Cir. ~990) .. 

~~ gt. Guest v , Le is , 255 F.3d 325, 33.~-36 { ~th Cir. 2001) 
{Users of computer bul let in board service lacked rea sonable 
expectation of privacy in subscri ber information that they 
pr ovided to .systems operator); Unit ed Statesv. Kennedy, 81 
F . SUpp .. 2d 1103 , 1110 {D. Kan. 2000) . {no reasonable expectation of 
pti;\tacy in subscri ber i.nform~ t ion provided to ISP}; !,)'nit...~" Sti=ite% v"' Hami:n:.ick, ss .F.Supp.2cl 504, 508 ~ 0 9 (W . o. va. 1999) (no ··· 
r e asonable expectation of privacy in screen name and other 
information provided to I SP) , .aff ~ d , 225 F . 3d 656 (4u' Cir . 2000) 
(x-a.ble) • 
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premise that neither form of surveillance :involv~s a F:gl_lrth 

Amendment search or s -eizure. 45 

Tb.,:is conclusion l,s -equally w~ll !'0\ll;lded fur the pro~osed 

collect::ion o.f Nothing ·in the 

Smith :ana1¥s-is depends on the fact that ·a t elephone pen regi$ter 

acquireJ:! adQ:r-es$~ng informat :i::On .for a calr while it is being 

·placed, rather than frqm data 

Indeed, the controlling principle - that voluntary. disclosure of 

information to a third. party vitiates any l,e_gitimate· .ej(peotatiori 

that the . thi~d pa~ty will not proyi de itt~ the goverhm~t ~has 

been applied to records See_ Jerry T. 

O'.Bri.en, Inc ~ , 467 lJ.S. at 737-38, 743 (records of prior stock 

u h d. T e QSA PATRIOT Act amende 1 8 O, S.C. § ,3•:1,27 to C:!lari fy 
that it$- definitions o-f- \'p reg,ist:.er" and "trap and t r;ace . 
device'' applied to Internet coinr(l'llnioatjpns-. see Public ~ciw· 1 '07:.. 
s6., ·Title !I, § 216 (c) ; ~14'7 Cong. Ree. 'S11 00·o (daity ed .. oat. 25, 
2001) (st atement of Sen. Leahy) (noting that prior statutory 
language was· "ill-equipped" for Int erhet communicat:i,ons and 
supporting clarification of ·~ the s t atute's proper applicat;:ion. t o 
tracing communications ih an electronic environment . . . ;:i_n a 
mann~r that is t;echno1ogy neutral~') . Authorization: t :o install 
s~ h .Q~vi ces requires r elevance to an inve-s tigation, :but . not any 
~hawing of prob&ble cause. See 18 U.S. C. § 3123 (a) (1), {2) 
(ordinary criminal investigation) i SO u.s.c . § 184-2 (a) (1), '(c) (2) 
(invest igation conducted under guidelines approved under 
Executive Order 12333). 

'?OP SEOR'BT I 1HQS I 1COO)fl'' I lm;):FQRN -12 . 1r ... ,:r _ . 
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trading) J Mil.ler, 4:25' rr. s. at 436 "" 38 I 443 {c'oieck:s i d~po~it $lips~J. 

and other b~nk r~cards) • 4q 

F.or t}1E$e :reasons, it i s· cl,ear that; . in ·o'l:rdln.acy 

circitmst.ctnces, pen registe:t/t;rap and trace survei).J,.an~e of 

!nte-rnet communications does not 1nvo1ve .a ·Fourth .A'mefuitnen·t 

se9;rch or seizure. However, since this: applicatio:n. i;p.vo):ves~ 

unusually broad collect.ion and distinctive modes of an.a1yz:!:ng 

in-formation, the aourt; wiJ;.J., explain why ~ese· sp~ciai 

circum.stant:es· .d6 not alter its conclus:io'li that no Fouxth 

.Anlendtnent erearol'l or sei.Zure is involved. 

First, regarding the b'I;eadth of the proposed surveil,tan·ce, 

it is noteworthy that · the: application of the ~ourth Amendment 

depends on the govern,tnent' s intruding into some indi vidua)' :S · 

reasonable expeqtation of privacy. whetber a large nunibe~ · Of 

persons are oth~rwise affected by the government'S 'Conduct is 

irrelevant.. Fourth Amemdm~nt rights '\are ·personal ·i11 nature, and 

Ca~Ot bestOW ViCariOUS pL~Otection 0 those Who qo I).Ot have, a 

reasonable expect a tioli of p::t~vacy in the place to b.e searched. '1 

TOll' SKCRET//l:ICS//COMtN't//NOBORN 
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Steagald v . United States, 451 U.S. 204 ; 2:19 (1981); a.criord1 

. e _g , I Rakas v:-• . Illi nois, 439 u.s . £28 , i33 ( ~97-8} ru~Fourth 

Amendment . rights are per·sonal ri,ght$ whi ch. ~. .. . tl'ay no~ b.e 

vicariou;Sly asserted .. ';,) {quoting Alderman. v.. Oni·.t:ecl States 1 .3:94 

u _s. l 6S, ;174 {l9:G.9.} ·l • Sinc·e t,Ae :Foi.i:r:t;h Amendment: bestows ~'a 

personal right that m11st be imtc>Ked . by (in indi vidua.1 .; ., a p-er$oti 

"claim [ing] the protection of the Fourth Amendment . . • must;. 

demonstrate thi=!t he personal ly h,as an e~ectation of pJ;i,.vacy in 

the· place sea-rched, and that his expectation is reasonable." 

Minnesota v. ·Carter, 5~5 U. S, '83 1 88 {J.9'98t ~ So long as. no 

individual has a reasonable e:kpecta:tion of privacy :ln ·trteta data , 
' . 

the large Iiu,mber of persons whose communications wi.ll be 

subjected to. the proposed pen register/trap ·and trace 

surveilianc~ is irrelevant to the issue of 'Whether a F'ourth 

Amendm~nt search m= seizure will occur .... 

Ritgardins, the p:r;e>po~ed ... analytical uses crf the archive~ meta 

data, it m1:ght be thought tnat 

immediately available from conventional pen register/trap and 
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trG~ce f'urveillance might itse-lf .implicate t;he· ~ourth AmenQ.ment. 4'7 

However, that suggE?stion would be at odds with p;recedent t .hat :tbe 

slibs-egp.ent use of the results of a searo:P: ca::wtot itself involve 

an additional or continuing violation of t:n~ Fo'iJ:rth ~¢ertdment.. 

For exantple; in lJnited. states v. Calandra, 41,4 U .:S. 33'6 { J:974) 1 

it wa.§ argued f::hqt each question befo:r.e a grand juty. "nas.ed prt 

evidence obtained from a:n illegal search and seizure constitutes 

a fresh and independent violation of t~e witness' c:on~t;itution:al 

rights," and that such questioning involved ''an additi:opal 

intrusion" into the pt'ivacyof the witness "'in violation of the 

~ 7 The publi·C d;L·sqlosure ·Of agg:regated· and c.Ott\pileiJ.>d~ta 
has beep found t:o imping.e. ·on priv~cy interests prote·cted under 
the Freedom of +nfoJ;lllatlon Act (FOIA) r. even if the information 
was previously available to the pl).blic in a scattered, les:s 
acce.ss.ible farm. See United. States Dept. of Justice v. Reporters 
Comm. for .Freedom of the Press, 489 u.s. 749 .-(19'S-9) (FBI "r~p 
sheet$,'' in~luding public-record .information -on arrests and 
di$po$.ition . of criminal charges, qualified for "personal privacy" 
exemption from di clasu~e nder FO'IA, 5 U.S.C. §- 552(b) (7) (C)); 
but cf. :Paul v. Davis, 424 u.s. 693, 71.2-13 (1976) (circulating a 
flyer p-ab-iicizin~i an arrest for shoplifting did not violate 
constitutionaJ right to privacy). In this case, ~ecause s_ection 
1842 a.1ithorizes the Atto~ney General to apply for p,em 
regist,er/trap and trac;:e a_uthorities "(n] othwithstanding any other 
provi~io'n df law," so u.s-.c. § 1842-(aJ (l) t and states that the 
Com;t ''sha-ll enter an ex parte order . . , approving the · 
installation and. use of a pen register or trap and trace device" 
upon: a finding 11 that the application satisfies the requirements 
of [s.ection 1842]," i.d. § 1842 (d) (1), the Court has no need to 
conside;r how other statutes, such as the Privacy Act, s- US ,. C . 
.§ 552a, might apply to the proposed activities of the Government. 

'i'OP SBeRE';'//:Ht!-5//CO!fn:a'//NOFOIUl 
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Fourth Amendment." 41.4 u.s . .at 353 &. n .. 9 (internal f:luot~tions 

omit·ted} . The ~ourt :rt:~.le:cted this argli.me:Iit l expla:t:ni119..: 

The purpose of the Fourth Amendment :l,sr to prev~nt 
unreasonable governmental intrusions into the privacy 
of ·olie"s person, nouse, papers, or effect-s .... 
'fb~t wrong . . . is fu:}.ly accomplished by the original 
search without probable cause. Grand jury qu_estions 
based on evidence obtained thereby involve no 
independent governmental invasion of one 1 s person, 
house, papers, or effects . . . . Questions based on· 
illegally obtained evidence are only a derivative use 
of the product of a past unlawful .search and seizure. 
·'rhe¥ wo~k no n.ew Fourth Amendment wrong . 

.oa.14 t1 , s . a t . .354 {'emi?hasis addec:HJ. auco:tcj: uni-ted. S·tates. v •• 

¥erd.ugo-:Urguidez, 494 u.s. 259, 2~4 {J..990)'i United States v. 

Leon, 468 . U'. s. S97, 90'S (·1984}; see also United States v. 

Jat!obsen, 466 U.·S. 109·, 117 (1984) ("Once frustration of t.P.e 

ori giB-al :exp.ectation of pri vacy oc:cu:rs, the .vourtli Atrtendtnen't doe . .s. 

not PI;'C!h~bit governmental :u.se of the now nonprl.vate 

inforrnat:i on. '') . 

I:n this case, saphiErticat.e{i ap,j:tlys:i;s- '0~ archiveO, .meta data 

may yiel d1!10re information abcut a. per s on's Int,..rnet 

communications than what would at first be apparent. 

Nevertheless, :Such analysis would , like the grand jury 

question;tngi.rt Calandra, involve Jnerely a derlva·tive use of 

information a1reaQ.y obtained1 .rather than an indepenaent 

governmental ilWasiop qt ll.:tatte:rs protected by the Fonrtb. 
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Amendment;.. ,Ae<::ox~~l.\9~Y , tli13; Court find!?· that the. propp~ed: 

collection and an~lysis ~oes: not involve a sea rch .or seizurE?-

under the Fourth Amendment . 

B. Firs.t Amendment ·Issues 

By letter dat-ed t:he Court asked tb_e 

Government to. address . '''the general First. Amendtn~.nt: irnpli-c,ations 

.of colle cting artd. r.eta:iining this large" volume of ii1f'Ortnatiol4: tha:t: 

is derived, in, part:, -from the communic;ati_ons of u. ~- ; per~c;:>p;.s, u 

In response, the: Gmrernment acknowledges that su~e:tlHmce that 

.acquires .. 'the contents of communications might in some cases 

implicate First Amendment; int'erests, in par.ticular the freeeiont o-f 

assoc~iji.tion ," GQvernment;.;; Letter of 

d¢nies or miniti:l±.zes ·the E'irst Amendment implicat.i ons of 

su.rve:ill~nce th(.it only acq!iires non~,cont.ent addressing 

information. 

The weight of authority supports the conclusion that 

Gnve:mm.e:ot; informat i on- gathering that do s not const.it 'te a 

Fourth Amendment ~search or seizure will also comply wi_th th.e 

First Amendment when conduc.ted as patt of a .good-faith c~l.nd.n~l. 

in-vestigation. S_ee keporters Comtn. fd-r Freedom of . the Press v:. 

AT&T} 593 F.2d 10.30, l. OS1 {D.C. Cir. l97S) (First Amendmem:t-

protec·ts activities "' subj,ect to the general and incident a ::t 
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burdens that .arise; from good faith en.Jorcement o.f. otherwise valid 

crirnirial and civil l aws that are noe themselves" directed at 

First Amendment conduct; accordingly, subpoenas to . produc~ 

reporters' telephone tol.l records without. prior notice d;td not 

violate the F:i:rst Amen.qment) (emphasis in origirtal) f United 

States v. Aguilar, 883 F .2d ·662, 705 ( gth Cir. 19 8 9.) (U$e of 

undercover informants "t9 infiltr-ate an org<a;niz~tion engaged in 

protect~d .fir~t amendment activi tiesn m4st :be; par·t of 

i nvest,.igc:ltion "condv.q,ted in good ~aitb; L e . , not .for the purpos~ 

of abridging first amendment freedoms'~'); United States v • . Gerin91 

7l6 F.2d 615~ 620 ('9~h Cir. 1983) (mail covers targeting minister 

a·t residence and churoh upheld against :First Amendment: cliall~pge 

absent s·howing \tthat wctil <;overs were improperly used and 

burdened . . free exercise ot associational right~'F) . 

·conversely, 

all investigative .techniqUes· are· s11b,ject to · abuse .an~ 
ean conceivably be used t:o oppre-ss c±·tizens and groups, . 
rather than to f urther prope r l aw enforc ma."1t goals .. 
In some cases, })ad faith use ot these techniques may 
constitute. an abridgment of the First Amendment rights 
of. tlle citizens at whom they are directed. 

Reporters Co~rn · , '!?9'3 F .~ 2.d at l064. ~6 

1~ • . . Part of \Judge Wllkey's . opl.nJ.on in geporters Comm .. 
ca:tegorically conriludeo t:hat the First Amendment affords no 
prot~ctions against government·investigation beyond what: is 

(continued .. • ) 

':F<lP SHeRE'f//HCS//COMilft//MOl'O!tN' 
! .. ,. .. . .... , ., ... .. . . . . 
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Here, the p:r.oposed collection of meta dat a i -S not for. 

otd;ina.1;y l aw enforcement purposes, but in furtheran~ of the 

compelling national interest of iden:tifying and traddng 

and ultimat-ely of thwarting t:er:rori$t 

att.acks. The overarching investigative effort asa 

is not a.imed at curt:ailing l'irst #llendment activities ~nd 

satisfies the '1'good faith 11 req:uirement described in the above-

cited cases . lfowever, the extremely broad nature o£' 'this 

· colle~tion ca.rr:ies with it a ·heightened risk that colieoted 

informat ;ton could be subject to various forms of misuse~ 

pot .entially involving 9;bridgement bf F·irst Amendment rights ~of 

inn.ocertt pe-rsons , For thi~ reason, special -:rest'tict i o.ns Qll the 

acc:essing , retention, and d'isse'!ninat ion of such in:f.o.-nnation are 

Wl.th -suoh restrictions in plcaoe, th~ proposed collection o~ non-

~ 11 ( • •• eorttinued} 
provided by the Fourt:.h and Fifth Amendments. Id. a t 1·053 - ~0. 
However, that part of the opinion. was not joined by t 'he.. other 
judg~ in the majo:rity, who opined that: the result of First 
Amendment analysis "may not always coincide with t hat attained by 
applicat ion of Fourth Amendment doE:t:riue .'' Id. at ·1fr71 nA 
{Robinson, · J ,. ). 
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c:onteti,t addressing .information does not violate. the Fi'rst 

Amendment . ~~-

JV . l'9 E~S.URE LAWF~ I 14PLEMENTATION OF THIS SURVEILLANCE 
AUTHORITY r NSA I'S ORDERED TO COMPLY WI"TH. THE PROPOSED 
RESTRICTIONS A.Nn PROCEDURE~, AS MOD!F.IE:D :SY ·'!'HE . COURT. 

The proposed qql1~ction involves ari eJttra.o:;:dinarily b+'oad 

implemerttation of a type of surveillance that Congre~sha-:s 

regulat;.ed by st~tute, evt:m in its conventional, mqre narrowly 

targeted form. To en_sure that this· authority is itnpi..emented in a 

lawftil manner, NSA is ordered . to comply -with the restric-ti.ob.S and 

procedures set out below at pages 82-~37, which the Court has · 

adapted frc>m the Government's applio:atlori. sq Adherence to them 

·4 ~ The court i~ P.aton:v. LaPrade, 4~9F~ supp. 773, 1$:0-62 
LD:N .J. 1.978).i held ·that a mail cover Qn a dis~ident political 
organization violated the First Amendment beci'ause it was 
authorized under a regulatio~ that was overbroad in its use of 
the Q.npefined term "national security." In contrast; this pep 
:iegister/trap and trace surveillance does not target a political 
group and is authorized pursuant to statute on the grounds of 
relevance to an investigation to protect against "intern~tional 
terrorism," a term defined at 50 U.S.C. § 180l(c). This 
definition has been upheld against a claim of First Amendment 
overbreadth. See United St ates v. Falvey, 540 F. Supp. 13.0G 1 
1314- '15 (E.D.N . Y'. · 1982). 

50 The princ.ipal changes thc;lt the cot.i:r·~- has ma¢te from t.he · 
prooeau.reJ:~ described in -the appli~ation are the inclu.si()n o.f -a 
"First Amendment :tovi.so" as· art of the ''reasonable susp:icionu 
standard for an to be use:d as the 'basis 
for qu.e.ry±ng ved meta data, ~ pages 57-58 abqve, the 
adoption ·of a tL te aft<:!!" \\~h ' ,.. l#l'ta ca a fila ~· 'lot b£:1 retained, .3ee 
pages 70-71 belqw, and anenhanced role for the NSA'!3 Office of 

(continued . • . ) 
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wil l he lp .::n .,ure that th:i s i nfopnation is U$ed for th~ stated 

purpose of its - collection ~ the 1dent~ficat:Lon and -tra-cking o~ 

thei r In'f;.~rnet comrm.mi cati ons -

the-reby s'afeguarding the continued v~lidity of the cf?~t.if.li.catipn. 

of relevance pnder § 1'842 (c) (2) - ~ These procedures will a1so help 

effe ctuate so u,s .c, ~- 1845 (a} (2} 1 whi plt directs .that no 
i nformation from a Caurt-authori~ed pen reg-j:.St;:er en: trap anq 

tr-ac e dev~oe '~may be used or disclOs.!=d by FederaJ. offi¢ers gr 

employees except for lawful purposes, tl and ensure that sttc~ use 

a,nd dis,closure will not abri dge :Firs t: Am~~dment rights. 

The Court ' s letter of ask~~ the: :Government. to 

exp1~.iti ·"[f) or how long- . . . the ~nformation collected l.mder 

thi s authori ty Iwoul d] continue to be of operational va~ue to the 
counte;r-ter rorisrn investi gation(s) f -or which i t is collected.;; 

The Government's letter o£ s-tated that such 

i nformati on '"Would continue to be of stgnificant operational 

val ue for at l eist . Hi months 1
11 h sed on NSA.r ''analytic 

Lett~r at 3. Durirtg th~t period, meta 

56 ( ••• continued} 
General · Coun13el in the impl ement ati on .o£ this- authod,ty 1 ~ 
pageq ~4 -8.5 ~e1ow. The Court recOg'niz¢_~ that,.· as ¢lrcuntstances 
change and' eXperience is gained in implementing this authGrity# 
the Government may propose other modifications to these 
procedures. 
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data Wo3.1ld be a:vaiiabl·e to· analysts onl~ne for authorized 

queryin;g. After J.ff months, i'JSA "believes that th:ere continue:= to 

be operat:i.onal value in retailiing e-nti\i l. metq d~ta, . . , i:ri. an 

''off-line t st:orage system," siiic-e ,-iii ce;r:tain Ci::tcumstancesi' 

information of that age . couid "pr-ovide va11:1abie iea:ds for the 

investigation into l.d~ H'ow~ver1 the-value o.f suah 

information "would diminish over time,." so. that "NS'~· assesses 

tnat meta d-qta would, f;lav~ operati,qnal -value· in Q';f.f-l:lne storage-

for a per~od i:>! three years, and could bt; .destroyed after- that 

t:ime tthat is, a total of tom: and one-half years after it was 

:initially collected ) . " Id.. In a ccordance with this asse-ssme.nt 

NSA ls oroereQ. to destroy a,rchi ved meta data collected unde~ 'this 

authority no later than four and one -,half years ~fter itt? irtttial 

col}.ectiq;rL 

·* '* * 
Accordingly, a verified appli-cat:ipn having been' made by the 

A-ttorney General of the Unit~' St-tes for an orde:-- -au.th.Qrizing 

i11stallq.tion and use of pen :r¢.gisters and ta::ap and tra,¢e. devices 

'P11J;'SUan_t to- th.e Foredgn !pJ:~lligenqe! 5urvel:'llanc:e Act of l·~·?s 

lF!SA or the Act1, Title- so, united states Co¢ie (tJ .s.c. ), 

§§ J.8 01 -1Bll, li34l-1846, and full oonside~ation having beep g j,ven 

- -- ..:>i!l::l . t I I I · I f; .-t TOP :o;e;CRE'l"7 rRCS 7· 7 COMIN':Pr rliOi'O:Uf 
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to t lie matte;rs set ~o-rth ·therein/ the Coftrt ffnd$; on the grou11ds 

-explaihed above, that ; 

1. The Attorney General is authorized to approve 

applicat ion-$ f:or pen :r;e9'i stexs and trap ~d trace d;~vi:ces under 

the Act and to make such applications under the Act. 

2. The applicant has certified that tile: in~ormat-~o:n li~ely 

to be oJ.:;>ta.in.ed f~om the .requested pen registers and t_tap ana 
trace devices. is relevant to an ongoing investiga;tion to protect 

a-gainst international t,e;rrorism that is not. being conducted 

solely upon the basis of activities prot€cted by the First 

Amendment to the ConsJ:ttutl..ori. 

3 '. in the 

United States and ab:r;oad are the subje-cts of National Security 

inves~igations c;on.ducted by t;he Federal Bure~u, of Investigation 

(FlU) under guidelines approved by the At!:orney General ·p~rsuant 

to Executive order No. 123'33 . 

'f.Of SBCRS'i'//BCB://CO!GNT//N'OF.GlUT 
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52 The Government 
l±~r:,iy tha.t 
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WHEREFORE, the Court finds that the application of the 

United States pen registers and trap and trace 

devices, as described in the application, satisfies the 

requirements of the Act and specifically of 50 U.S.C. § 1842 and, 

therefore, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to the authority conferred on 

this Court by the Act, that the application is GRANTED, AS 

MODIFIED HEREIN, and it is 

FURTHER ORDERED, as follows: 

(1) Installation and use of pen registers and trap and 

trace devices as requested in the Government's application is 

authorized for a period of ninety days from the date of this 

Opinion and Order, unless otherwise ordered by this Court, as 

fo l lows: installation and use of pen registers and/or trap and 

'fOP SECRE'l'//HCS//COMINT//Iii'OFO:Rll 
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t.:~:ace d,e'Vi.ces as described above ta- co-llect a11 add·ressing and 

routi;ng informati-on reasop~ly ,ll.~ely to identify th~ ~-qtl7"ces or 
-ciestinatlons of the electronic ·communic.ations identified ~ov~ on 

identified ~ove, inc]..uding th~ "to ;-·" "from," \'cc,." 

and "bee" fields for those communi cat:.ion$ 

Collection .i:?f the contents 9f such communications 

as defined by 18 u.s.c. § 2510(8) is .not authorized. 

{2) Tlle. authority granted is within the Unit.e(i States. 

(3) A:s r .eqUe-sted in the application 

( 8pecific:.:i pe,rs~ms) , are directed. to furnish 'fhe NSA with 

57 Although the application make.s clea:t: th(lt the ·?~Ssistance 
of, these specified persons is contemplated, it does not -eXpres·sly 
request that the Court direct these specified persons to assist 
the surveillance. However, because the application , at 24, 
-reque-s.ts that the Cour·t ente:x: the proposed order13 ·submitted with 
t .he application and those proposed orders would direct the ~ 
specified persons to provide a;3sistance, the application 
effectively requests the Court to direct such ass;i.stance. 

TOP SECRE'l'//f!CS//COMIN"r//l>lOl"ORN 
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Qny i!l:fortnat;i.on., ;fac-ilities, or .technical a .ssistance necess~ry t -o. 

accomplish the ins't,qllation and operation of pen registers and 

trap and trace devices in such a manner as will protect their 

secrecy and produce a minimum. amount of interf.erell;ce with. the 

services .each specified person is providing to J.'ts- sub·S.e'rib:ers-· .. 

Bach spec:tfi~ii person -s.hall not disc:J,ose t:h¢: ~ist;.etl;Ce of the 

invest:i;g'a:tien or of the pen registers and trap and tra<ite devices 

to any person, unless o:r until drdered by the Coltrl, and ahall 

maintain ail recerds concern~n~ the p~ reg:i~tt;r:~ apq trap. an.d. 
trac~ deviceS 1 or the aid furnished to the NSAt und~r the 

security proc"ed\lres approved by the Attm:;ney Generai -

that have previously been or 

will be furnished to each specified person arid are on file with 

this Court. 

l4) The NSA shall compensa.te the sp~ci'f'ied person:.{s) 

referred t -o above far reasonqble expensea irtc-q.rred in providing 

•.. uch a·s ist · .C'e in connect ion with the imrtalJ..ation and ' u e 6:£' 

the pen ;r;:egisters arid b:::-ai? and trace devices herein . 

(5) Tl':le NS:A shall follow the following procedures and 

r~stric;!tions- ~ega.;rding the storage, ·accessing~ and di:f?Seminating 

of infortnation obtained thr0ugh use of the pen iegiste;r; and t:rap 

and trace devices authori zed herein. 
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. a.. ']?he NSA shall store such informatio'n in a ,lt1anner 

b. The a.bility t:o access such info±mation shall be 

limited to ten specia:Uy cleared a:na.lysts and to specially 

cleared administrators. The ~SA shall ensure that the 

generate a log o'i; audJ.~ing iiJ.formati~, for each occasion 

wnen the information is. accessed, to irrclude the accessing 

user( s iogin, IP address, date and time, and retrieval. 

t-egtle$t. 

c. Such informacion shall be ·accessed ;only through 

qu~ries usi~s the. con~a-ct chaining 

methods .qescribed at page 4.3> above. Such queries shall be 

pei"t!~rtneti only on the basis of; a particular known 

after the NSA has conc;:luded 1 based on the 

factual. and practiqal .consideratiOns of everyday life an 

which r~asonable and prudent persons act, that there are 

facts giving rise t .o a reasonable articulable suspi.oioJ1 that 

associated with 

~owever, .. that 

:roF sECRET ' 'scs ' 'dmr.IN'i' uNo:Pomr _, II if _ - II . 
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activities that are protected by the P:ir:StAmendrnent to .tlie 

.Cbnstitution. Queries shall only be ~onduct;~d with the 

approval of one. of .the following NSA 6ffic;:ials: the Program 

Mam;tger I Counterterrorism Adv~n,ced Analy;s.is.; the Chief or 

Deputy Chi~f· ; Counterte:z::rorism Advanqed. Analysis Division; 

or ~ Counterte·rroJ;ism 2\;dVanced ~alysis Sh:i,ft Cool;'dinc;ttor in 

tl'reAn.al y:$iS and Production Directorate of the Signals 

d. Because the imp1ementati on of thi$ a1:].thot:ity 

involves dist i nctive legal conside·rations, NS'A' s Offi¢e 9f 

G:eneral Counsel shall • 

such information receive appropriate .. training and 

guidance regarding the querying standard set out in 

paragraph c. above, as well as other proc.edures and 

r E!J triCtion g l: fjarding .t::ht r _ .. ~ rievaJ., StOrage , ~tl:d 

dissemination of s tich information. 

~c.cess to 13-uch inf£?rtnation urider paragraph. p. ab6'VIe and 

the functioning of the autOf!l<:tt~c lO'gging of- au,t:litdng: 

information required by paragra})b b. above. 

~OP SECRE'f/ /HCS//COMIN'l'/ /l:fOFORN' 
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iii} to en su::r"e appropriate consicfteration o£ any 

Fij:::~t Amendment issu~;s 1 ' +'~Vi:;~w and approve pio,pos¢d · 

queries of meta . data in onlin~ o:r 'iof~-llne" stci:age 

based on seed accounts used by u.S. persons . 58 

e. 'I'he NSA shall apply the At.torney General-approved 

gtiideclines in Uni te:d State~ Signaia rnte,fl~genc~ Direcl;.ive 

ta {Attachment. D tp the application) to min~mize 

inf.ormp;t.ion concerning U.S. persons . obtained from the pen 

~eg):s·te:z:s .and trav and trac·e devi,ces aul:harized herein. 

Prior t;o· di;,-$emin·a,t'ing any u.s . per$on inf.o.:rmation o.l1tsd.~e 

of the NSA, the Chief of CUstomer Response in the NSAts 

Signals Intelligence Directorate shall detenni.ne that th'€! 

is necessary to understand the count:.~rterrorism informiition 

or to assess its importance. 

:f. Information obtained from the author:i.~ec.i pen 
regis,ters . d trap ~nd . race d~vicea · -anall be available 

~~L The court notes that, . in convent:i.oti9-l pea ~~gi:st~r /tu~:ap 
and t:::race surveillances, there ::l,s judicial review of· the ' 
.app],.ication before any ln 
tP~~ ~'$e, the t;U,l(;l...,.._,"-1'-' 

-

. · ~s a seed account ' takes place 
In the .... e c.ircumstanc..::s, it .sha 's 

of General Coun ··e l to review the lega1 a ".equacy for the 
basis of such guerie ·, including the First Amendmenc proviso, set 
out in paragraph c, above . 
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T01> SEO:RE'l' I l gcs I 1COKINT 1 1l10FORN . _ -. . 1 r .. rr _ . . H r1. . - __ . 

otiline for querying, as deac:ribed i paragraphs b. and c. 

,above, for e ighteen months. After such time, suCh 

informat-ion shall be transferred to an "1 of~-*ineh tape 

S:yS,teJll; which shall o.niy be accessed ~y 4 ele~reP, 

.admi-nistrator i ,n order to retri,.eve infbrmation that 

satisfies the standard for on:lihe accessi.ng stated ~n 

paragraph c. above and ' is rea-sonably believed, .despite its 

ag~, to he rel.evap,t to an: ong:oiP-9: inv:estigatio~ of 

Se~rohes- ot meta d.ilt~ 

in '1off-line{' storage shall ne approved by one or the 

officials ideriti::Hed in paragraph c. above. 

g. Meta da t a shall .be d:est:r oyed no later than 1B 

months after i t is required to be put into: l.1off-1ine'i 

·storage 1 i.e., no 1ater th~n four and one-na.lf years 

after its initial collection ~ 

h. Any applicati on to r enew or reinstate the authority 

gr~nted h ·reirt :-:hall include: 

i) a report discussing queries that have been wade 
since the p rior application eo· tl:iis Cotlrt and tile NSA's 

appli9at:i,pn of t:he standard set . out in paragraph c·. 

abo-ve ·to those ~eriets. 
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i$) detailed infm.-mation rega . 

. T>'I"'"''"''r-~sed to be added to SU.Ch aUthority .. 

iii} a:ny changes in the description of the 

in the nature at the 

communications 

iv) any t!hanges in .. the proposed me:ans ' of 

e.ollection,· to ip_clude 

pen reg1.ster and/or trap and trace 

Signed t0:31J Q,qw E.D.'l'. 
Time 

'This authorization re.garding 

the United States and . .Abroad expires on the 

at _5_;_o o r m,., · Eastern Daylight Tim -., 

.0' 
COLL~ KOLLAR--~i_y~ 
P:residing Judge 4 United States Foreign 
Intelligenc·e surveillance Court 

S~ORET//HCS//COMINT//NOFORN 
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